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Secretaire perpetuel de 
1*Academic des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, 

who, at Mahdia, won the first victory- 
for undersea archaeology 

I dedicate this book in gratitude 





TRANSLATOR’S NOTE 

HE French have twe words foe diver, 'scaphaU" 
li drier’ and ‘plongeur’. The s^phandri^ w^rs 

the scaphandrey or hermedcdly sealed suit of the 
professional, a spherical helmet of metal screwed on to 
a gorget, and weighted boots. A life-line and breathing- 

keep him m constant communication with the 
surface but limit his movements. The ploTtgiar, on the 
other hand, works mdcpendently. He breathes by 
means of compressed-air cyclinders strapped to his 
back, he wears a mask, and rubber extensions on his 
feet, and can swim freely beneath the surface of the sea. 

I have made use of the terms ’helmet-diver’ and 
‘free-diver’ wherever there seems to be a risk of 
confusion. 

G. H. 
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PREFACE 

I ^34 like ti fliip »iiakiiag Id t world of wiitm^ 
Paul Eluakd. 

Re M F,MBE R, we rcn<lc?,vou3 a t the anchor 1'—such 
h the ritual phrase used by the divers of the Club 

Alpin Sous-MarJn when they go overboard, these the 
words with which they take a terrmoiaiy farewell of 
their life upon the earth. It is a formula which has 
already set its seal upon many leavo-takings, the last 
apoken interchange between man and man. It rings 
out, and from then ojiwards all Is silence, all is solitude, 
in a world of waters which seems so terribly too wide. 
Even when they move cheek by jowl, these adventurers 
into the depths can do very little for one another. The 
signs, they make, as of deaf-mutes, the soundless 
messages of their closed lips, arc powerless against the 
overwhelming smoothness of a universe of waters. Like 
men buried alive, they are condemned to carry on a 
series of monologues. Each can think only for himself, 
can bring to the sur^ce only such treasures as he can 
acquire single-handed. To be initiated into the life of 
the occan-bed is a test in which ‘cribbing’ is impossible, 
in which each man is entirely on hi^ own. 

But tliough the presence of others can be of little 
practical avail, it has its value. The anchor rendez¬ 
vous is religiously observed. In that blue, underaca 
world, the anchor of the boat which has brought the 
divers to their point of departure shows as a tamiliar 
landmark, biting deep into the sand and weed. The 
cable climbs obliquely upwards to a sky which spreads 



above a human universe. There is comfort in din gin g 
for a moment to that tenuous thread before plunging 
with one's fellows into the great caverns of me deep. 
It is there, at the anchor, that daritig hardens into 
courage and friends hips become firmly knit. Just for 
a moment glances are exchanged though goggle 
windows. And on the return joumeyj ttro, it is the 
anchor that first brings a message from the solid earth 
as one prepares to emerge from the coldness of a land 
of dreams. It is from the anchor cable that one says a 
last tarewell to the motionless kingdom of half-lights, to 
that twenty-fathom zone in which tlie diver dreams 
rather than moves, 

1 remember a time when the dividing-line between 
the two worlds lay only just beneath the surface, on, as 
it were, the backside of the mirror. To-day it is rather 
further down, at anchor-level. Iti the space of a few 
years we have gained perhaps a dozen yards, have 
'humanized' the sea to a depth equal to the height of a 
two-storey house. I leave it to others to decide whether 
that is much or little. 

r have spoken tti another book of the vivid sense of 
delight which takes hold of one when, for the first time, 
one penetrates beneath the surface.^ After thousands 
of years of fear and effort Man has at last succeeded 
in getting beneath the top layer of dm winning a 
long battle against asphyxia and terror. A palace uri- 
touched by human hand, with its gardens of rock and 
water where living creatures play the part of flowers, 
is the goal of all our striving. But scarcely have we 

* Phitifp« DtoUi L^Jtirntar* fAJbid Micbel, 
TiBBilitco by AUo Rot* u Tkt Undtrita. Ad^niurK (Sidgwlelc and 
lackton, 
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crossed the threshold than we are dazzled and 
wildered. In very fact we stand beneath the crystal 
vaults which fonn the entrance to a ‘Wonderland’j but 
still embarrassment has hold of us. We cannot shed 
our earlier timidity. So far from expanding, our bodies 
seem still forther to contract. We remain mere creatures 
of the earth, intruders into, obsequious and awkward 
visitors in, a world whore we do not belong. The Sea 
has conquered Man. 

Are we to rest content with being tourists intent 
only on taking home mementoes and photographs to 
stick into an album? It would be an outrage against 
the human spirit and the destiny of Man to think of the 
sea as of some foreign land to which it is praiseworthy 
to make an occasional trip with a load or ready-made 
and superficial enthusiasm. No: into that journey wc 
must put every ounce of what strength we have. We 
must make full use of all our resources. We must be as 
emigrants setting sail in search of a fortune. To leave 
our luggage at the frontier would be plainly absurd. 
The moment has come for us to settle down for good 
and all at die very heart of the deep sea, using for that 
purpose all the knowledge at our command, and 
finding in this new world a true delight. The capital 
we have is no great sum, when all is said, but already, 
scarcely knowing what we do, we have sunk some part 
of it in the enterprise. Our science and our skill have 
pul out feelers into the world of waters not unlike those 
submarine valleys which carry the rivers of the earth 
across wide stretches of the sea-bed, marking the lines 
and masses of a geographical system for centuries 
known only to the fishes. 

Biological and mineral resources, for long unknown, 
await us. But that is not all, for we may well find in the 
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depths new sights, new catcgriries ef thought. Until 
Man recognizes that new world as his natural domain, 
his condition will remain unchanged. He will be as h« 
has always been, with his ago<>ld load of familiar 
images, his earth-bound competence, a dweller on one- 
quarter only of the world’s surface. 

It is not enough for us to see the goal. We must 
acquire a knowl^ge of the roads that lead to it. It 
remains for us to map out in the oceanic nuLss, and in 
the mass, no less vast, of our gigantic ignorance, the 
areas to be cleared, the tracks to be followed. To prove 
that he was Poseidon’s son, Theseus had only to bring 
a golden ring from under the sea. That was an easy 
task. The divers of tti-day have a far more difficult one 
confronting them if they are to show themselves worthy 
of the unfathomable depths. If they would play their 
part successfully they must train as specialists in a 
hundred and one branches of knowledge. They are 
like those African pioneers who, fifty years ago, settled 
in the bush and found that they must learn many crafts 
and many callings. Thej' had to know how to kill wild 
animals, build bridges, administer justice, vaccinate 
children, fell trees and plant vegetables. We, the first 
arrivals in the virgin forests of the sea, must improvise a 
working knowledge of Ichthyology, algology anrj 
hydrography, Othera* coming later, will improve on 
our athievemeuts with far less merit than is due to us. 

Only for certain men of science is the line of duty 
straight and plain. Diving for them is a matter of frofessional obligation. Naturalists, for instance, like 

'rofessor P. Drach or Professor J. M, have 
explored the depths In order to study marine life, which 
is their chosen field- For them diving is merely iabora- 
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tory research carried one stef) further. A time will moat 
certainly coroe when diving will become more im¬ 
portant than the laboratory. 

But not everyone is fortunate enough to be a 
naturalist. For most of us the p^th of duty is less 
clearly marked. Those who find mere trips beneath the 
surface not sufficiently satisfying, look in the deep 
places of the sea for more dehnite tasks to undertake, 
only too soon to realize that such things demand a 
knowledge which they have not got and a scientific 
training which they have not acquired. 

We rendezvous at the anchor, but with whom? with 
what?—with vague hopes or with the certainties of 
science? with poetry or biology? 

It is questions of this kind that I have put to myself 
while swimming beneath the surface. They have been 
set moving hal^nconsciou&ly in my mind and to them 
this book is due. Did 1 have to write it? Maybe the 
simple fact that one hnds h.^ppiness in diving is 
sufficient excuse for putting it on record. Whether 
such an occupation is useful or idle matters little. Must 
we for ever be seeking the warm glow of satisfaction in 
doing useful things, like Boy Scouts getting a kick out 
of a daily *good de^*? 

Let there be no mistake. Had only some tnoral 
consideration been at issue 1 should have done far 
better to stay silent, to go back with a dear conscience 
to the simple, pointless pleasure of woek-end diving. 
But I thought that I was on the track of something. 
'I’o exercise the intelligence is not so frequent, nor so 
easy, an activity as it would seem to be, and 1 have 
found that immersion in salt water stimulates the mind. 
What 1 came to realize in the course of the years, as 1 



adjusted the straps of my air-containers and gripped 
between my teeth the salty mouthpiece of my breathang 
tube, was that diving involved not only the human 
body but the human spirit as well: that it provided a 
satisfying employment for that little dancing, flicker¬ 
ing flame wi^in the brain that never ceases to seek 
sustenance. 

At the risk of appearing pretentious, I will say this: 
that in my worst moments, when I found it impossible 
to decide what to do or what to write, I have always 
taken to the deep waters. They act upon me like a 
cleansing bath. They are a sort of slimming cure for 
the mind, a reducing process which strips thought to 
its essentials without in any way producing a feeling 
of impoverishment. As I sink down, down, not merely 
with an eye open for animals and weeds, but as one 
turning upon himself a searchlight that can reveal a 
world of complicated truths, I believe myself to have 
discovered, not perhaps a method, but at least a 
contrivance. 

It may be a golden key: it may, on the other hand, 
be nothing at all. I have tested it on matters of archae¬ 
ology and history, because they are within my range; 
are, as it were, familiar victims. 

Tiny though the result may seem to be, I am far 
from regretting the effort needed to achieve it. The 
lesson was too beautiful for that. 

A poor diver, vulnerable and ill-provided, I have set 
out on a risky venture which may well result in the 
discovery of a world; I have seen opening before me 
long vistas of the deep, down which, always ahead of 
me, I seem to catch the shadowy shape of Man. I am 
a late member of a long line of living creatures who 
may have had their distant origin in water. The image 
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I. 
cf the sea’s profundities was with me even before I 
was aware of it. It haunted thousands of my ancestors. 
The ghosts which I have started in the very heart of 

' the watera, from the dark secrecy of wrecks, are 
I eloquent to me not ao much of death as of continuity^ 

not so much of drowned life as of a detenmiiation to 
continue the adventure of living. Each has been the 

I bearer of a message, eager to make it plainsymbols, 
religions, secrets of forgotten skills or simple processes 
of trader a Gorgon's head, or the stopper of a winc-jar. 

' All these things, lost in the sea for two thousand years 
I or more, have something to offer. 

The man of the twentieth centuij, like an ungrateful 
heir, has turned his back upon his past. The anctenc 

i triumphs of his forebears now scarcely interest him. 
Nothing seems to rouse his admiration but technical 

j efEciency and those sciences to which he has long 
applied the word ‘esact'. In a sudden outburst, tinged 
with bitterness, Salomon Reinach once gave it as his 
opinion that *in 1950 no one will any longer take the 
slightest interest in Greek sculpture'. 

There arc, 1 believe, certain strange and important 
matters which the seas are making ready to reveal to 
Man—who has grown forgetful of himself. For his 
spirit, maybe* is formed in the image of the waters, a 
fluid element with strong attachments to the past. 

Doubtless a day will come when there will no longer 
be any depths unplumbed. Technical improvements 
will make it possible for the diver, clad in a new form 
of armour, to reach the lowest of the ocean-beds. Of 
one great depth, and of one alone, will he have to take 
account—the huge abyss which, since the beginning 
of time, has yawned within himself. 
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CHAPTER I 

ARCHAEOLOGY IS YOUNG 

J£L ih£ firti half of the E-gth asturj h^d grrat 
hcjpcs but lltilc tccboj<jUf» CrarIlO PrcAMD J 

UNTIL our eipiorations can be systeraadcall^ 
conducted, until we can be assured of adequate 

means, financial as well as technical, wc must rest con¬ 
tent with a mere glimpse of what the sea can offer in 
the way of archaeological riches. All we know is that 
they must be considerable. 

Let me start by making one thing quite clear. We 
have heard much in recent years about undersea 
areAaeekgy. The phrase carries with it a somewhat 
simple-minded prestige, and a pretext for a good deJ 
of fishing for wine-jars. But fishing—even when it 
results in a miraculous draught—^remains just fishing. 

There is among laymen, and even among certain 
people who go on ‘digs’, a genuine misunderstanding 
of what the word archaeology really meina. The mere 
practice of digging does not make a man an archaeolo¬ 
gist, nor docs digging in the sea give a man the right 
to style himself an undersea archaeologist. No matter 
how sound the methods adopted, no matter to what 
extent the searcher can give the guarantees nowadays 
required for competence In this kind of work, it can 
never be satisfactorily carried out unless it is based upon 
complete knowledge of the various problems presented 
by the site. 

^ p. 
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It must, therefore, be definitely stated that digging 
is not archaeology. It is merely a means of discovery; 
one aspect, and one aspect only, of the work in hand. 
It can never be an end in itself. The fact is that digging 
presents us with more problems than it solves. To hope 
that it will give us a number of simple truths is to 
court disappointment. If ‘dissection’ of this kind is to 
be carried to a successful conclusion, it must be under¬ 
taken with full knowledge of the case on which we are 
operating. It should be regarded as the reward for a 
tremendous amount of preparatory work. 

I feel that I should apologize for enunciating so 
I elementary a truth. But everything goes to show that 

it has been neglected in this matter of undersea 
archaeology. How, otherwise, can archaeologists bring 
themselves to hand over to a lot of well-meaning but 
essentially amateurish divers the responsibility for 
laying the foundations of a brand-new branch of their 
science? 

The idea of a naturalist undertaking to describe the 
lives of marine animals in their native element merely 
on the strength of the tales told by professional divers 
would provoke us to laughter. Why, then, should we 
show greater indulgence to archaeologists? Gone are 
the days when undersea exploration could be carried 
out only at second hand. Diving no longer requires 
exceptional qualities of physique. Any young man in 
good health can penetrate beneath the surface of the 
sea, provided he possesses a rudimentary knowledge of 
the art of swimming.^ The conditions met with in the 
sea are such as any normal archaeologist may face with 

1 I know of one diver belonging to the G.E.R.S. who could barely swim 
at all. He had several times been to a depth of twenty fathoms before he 
knew how to move about comfortably on the surface. 
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confidence. Many of dicjn, in other circumstances, 
have given proof of a far greater degree of physical 
endurance and courage^ 

All the Bam<^ a man can be a resourcefijl diver and 
yet not necessarily fitted for the kind of work I am 
describing* No matter how much learjiing an archaeo¬ 
logist may have* he has got to be able to examine under 
water the evidence which he has set himself to study. 
On the other hand, be he never bo daring, a diver has 
no right to formulate disputable hypothea^ and 
fanciful theories merely on the strength of his skill. 
Archaeology is a science. Before he can become 
proficient in it a man must serve an apprenticeship. 
To train archaeologists in diving is neither a difficult 
nor a lengthy process, whereas to hope that divert will 
one day develop into archaeologists may well lead to 
disappointment. 

There was a time when 1 wondered whether 
undei^ea archaeology might not claim to be a self- 
sufficient and separate science, whether the special 
conditions in which it is conducted and a working 
knowledge of a number of complements^ branches, 
such as physical oceanography and marine biology, 
might not justify it in a claim to independence. I know 
now that I was approaching the problem from the 
wrong end. It is essential to r^^lize tiiat all archaeology 
is one* The fact chat it is a work containing many 
chapters does not mean that it can be broken up. 
Whether conducted on dry land, or in the water, it 
draws Its life from a shared moEtery of sources, texts 
and disciplines. To know a lot about the sea is no 
sufficient excuse for a man who knows nothing at all 
about epigraphy or history. 

In the course of this book 1 have tried to test my 



beliefs by applying the yardstick of reality and to bring 
to the examination of certain sites a concentrated 
effort of endurance involving qualities of mind as 
well as of body. The first thing I had to do was to 
sketch out a method. Whether that method was valid 
only the future can say. Because it can deal with certain 
necessities does not mean that it can deal with all, and 
I have approached the subject in a manner sufficiently 
provisional to leave the field open to other possible 
explanations. 

The limited nature of my ambitions as an author 
should emerge clearly from my use of the word ‘ex¬ 
cursions’ in the book’s sub-title. I have said already that 
by limiting oneself to such casual enterprises one does, 
to some extent, diminish the extent of those promises 
which the world of the sea makes to us. But at present 
we are little more than beginners. We may set our 
sights high, but it is better to begin by creeping up 
the target. It is dangerous to claim too much, for by 
doing so we may well prejudice such possibilities as 
the fiiture may hold. 

Perhaps I had better, before conducting the reader 
on a tour of specific ‘sunken sites’, give him a general 
sketch of the undersea world, and familiarize him—if 
he is not already familiar—^with the physical and 
spiritual contingencies with which the diver has to 
cope. True, the life of the depths is now to some extent 
easily accessible, but it does not follow that the condi¬ 
tions to be found there resemble those of dry land, or 
that our manner of dealing with them is the same as it 
would be in utterly different circumstances. A great 
deal more is involved than wanting to work beneath the 
surface, even if that means no more than being a mere 
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observer. Though the exercise of free-diving demands 
but a brief period of training, a considerably longer 
time is necessary before we can hope to acquire an 
experience of life in deep waters, and to accustom 
our powers of vision and observation to feel at 
home in a strange medium. A supplementary course 
of training is required before we can hope to become 
proficient in the type of work we have undertaken, and 
it is essential that we acquire an accurate knowledge of 
the capacities and limitations of the human body when 
submerged. Only experience can teach us these things. 
We must distinguish clearly from the beginning between 
diving and the power to turn diving to effective uses. 

So long as we confine ourselves to strolling and 
dreaming, the diving habit does certainly bring us a 
sense of leisure and an illusion of freedom beyond any¬ 
thing we have previously known. But—and we must 
face the fact squarely—that sort of diving is no more 
than a species of slow-motion dawdling, in which the 
body, freed from its own weight, ceases to feel the need 
of any fulcrum. The mind, cut loose from the world of 
solids, becomes the passive recipient of a stream of 
images. Such a state is not favourable to any kind of 
action. We are unprepared by our physical and 
psychological heredity for life in a fluid universe. We 
are accustomed on dry land to employ many variations 
of leverage: we habitually lift weights and handle 
masses. Once under the water, however, we realize that 
we need machines and contrivances with which to 
supplement our own unaided efforts. We need some 
counterbalance to the weight of any object we may wish 
to move. We try to raise a rock, only to find that it 
drags us down. We try to lift a mass of weed and are 
entangled in it. The only course open to us is to pit 
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dur^ts^against ihe machinations of this strange world, 
to develop new reflexes. Only by the use of the 
imagination can we acquire an efficient response to 
new stimuli. Merely to take a firm stance under suh- 
marinc conditions involves a degree of ingenious adapta¬ 
tion m order to gain the proper amount of ballast, to 
adjust our human muscles to a strange kind of effort. 

o matter how skilful he may be, the free-diver in¬ 
evitably finds his strength reduced, hig field of activity 
restricted* But what matters most to him is not so much 
having the power of movement, as being able to see 
what he IS looking foi^worked stone or wreck, anchor 
or wme-jar. The only serious disadvantage of which he 
IS conscious is the difficultv of distinguishing in the 
tangle of marine vegetable life the evidence of what he 
seeks. At a deep level the scene, more often than not, 
hiLS, to his eyes, a uni form appearance. No matter 
whether what he sws is a rock, a cliff-face, or a sunken 
ship, the surface is disfigured by a living growth of 
molluscs, of coral, of sponges or of sea-mosses. Some- 
tim«, as at Saint-Tropez, he will find that clumps of 
^tnedomHS, the date-mussel, have eaten deep into the 
Carrara marble, and so eroded it as to give it the look 
o wom pumice, so that it is only with difficulty that 
the ^e can pick it out from the rock formations among 
which It hes. Elsewhere, as off the coast of Brittanj^ 
for instance, seaweed covers everything with an im¬ 
penetrable manne fleece which makes accurate examin¬ 
ation impossible* At Aiith<5or, the searchers found 
theniselves defeated by a luxuriant growth of P^jidonia 

' t'j flowering plant_on a 
wreck dating fhjm the classical period. In other places 
niud 15 the trouble, AH ol^ects abandoned to the mercy 
of the sea have become overlaid with a thick, viscous 
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That is the case at Port-de-Rouc^ where the 
^onc silt has formed a top Jayer of anything from 
eighteen to twenty-one feet in depth which only a 
dredger could shift. 

No matter how slowly the marine prospector may 
swim in the blue depths^ the chances of a 'find’ are 
pretty slim, and he is more often than not reduced to 
hoping for a stroke of lock. Ail the same, the human 
mechanism is so responsive that it adapts itself with 
quite extraordinary efficiency to conditions of excessive 
difficulty. The human body and the human spirit, each, 
when 80 tested, gives a good account of itself, it may 
be recalcitrant at first, but sooner or later it comes to 
heel, and the results are not too bad. 

Training io undersea archaeology is based upon 
the ability to recognize the tiniest semps of evidence, 
and to turn to account sudden glimpses which are often 
of the most fugitive description. I not mean that it 
is either vague or indefinite. After all, medical students 
can be taught, through the recognition of symptoms, 
to master the subtle skill of the diagnostician. A bronze 
anchor-ring half buried in the sand, the rather too 
rectilinear outline of a rock, such things are enough to 
prjck the curiosity, even at a depth of ten fathoms. 
There are aquatic as well as terrestrinl intuitions. An 
object strange to the landscape of the depths, though 
the sea may have laid a conquering hand upon it, 
^ough the constant wash of the tides may have made 
it unrecoTOizable, and the fish used it as their home, 
strikes a familiar note, and never wholly loses the traces 
of man's handiwork. 

1 should, however, be the last to deny that psycho¬ 
logical difficulties play their part and add to the 
problems caused by weed-growths and the depredations 
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of marine fauna. This explains how it is that many a 
diver has passed unseeing above a site from which later 
visitors may reap an ample harvest. But it would be 
foolish to exaggerate this difficulty, which is caused by 
the fact that man’s condition is not, to any great extent, 
acclimatized to the sea. A psychologist has said that 
‘the cognition of the external world began as re¬ 
cognition’. We are strangers to the ocean depths. 
Before we can recognize them we have much to learn. 
Our first sensations when plunged beneath the surface 
are vague and shapeless. They force themselves upon 
us before we are sufficiently experienced to pick and 
choose. All that we are aware of in the early stages is a 
coloured fluidity, meaning little, and providing next to 
no information. Into this compact mass the intelli¬ 
gence thrusts with varying degrees of success, separat¬ 
ing, sorting, retaining. Perception, imagination and 
memory are brought into play by the prentice diver 
with all the thoroughness with which these faculties are 
differentiated one from another in a textbook of psy¬ 
chology designed for use in the upper forms of schools. 

Would it be fair to say that such conditions of 
scientific exploration are in any way exceptional; that 
they are more rigorous than those imposed by archae¬ 
ology on dry land? I cannot answer that question with 
any degree of certainty. The sands of the desert, no 
less than the mud of the sea-bed, long concealed the 
archaeological wealth of Egypt and the evidence which 
made it possible to construct the pattern of oriental pre¬ 
history. In order to bring into the light of day certain 
Mesopotamian ‘finds’ it was necessary to burrow into 
a surface layer of ninety feet of earth, and to clear away 
a mass of rubbish, all of which had to be passed through 
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a sieve. There are certain sites in Asia Minor which are 
more difficult to approach, even to-*dayt than Is theunder-' 
sea stoueniason's yard of Saint-Tropea, which lies no 
more than two hundred yards from the shore at a depth 
of little more than three fathoms. That our mastcra— 
who, for the most part, are now in their sixties—should 
not indulge in the practice of diving—much though 
they would like to—is understandable enou^. But 
that the young pupils of the Jtcole des Hautes Etudes, 
of the Ecole Normalu, of the Kcole des Chartes, and of 
the Schools of Rome and Athens, should show a 
reluctance to venture beneath the surface, implies a 
degree of indifference which is hard to explain ♦.. and 
is somewhat disturbing. The wild fig-trees which con¬ 
cealed the templca and palaces of the Khmers w'cre no 
Icsa dense than the vegetation of the ocean depths, but 
that did not prevent scholars fixim studying a dviliia- 
tlon which had been overgrown by forest. The same 
might be said of the Mexican jungle, w'hich has not 
stood in the way of those who wished to explore the 
ruins of Funta, or made it impossible to bring to light 
a culture dating back thousands of years, a system of 
hieroglyphic writitig, a complex calendar, a whole 
pattern of astronomical and mathematical science 
‘heavy with the scent of Sowers and the stench of 
blood'. 

When we take this sort of bird's-eye view of archae¬ 
ology, it is borne in upon us that the obsmcles which 
shut us off from the past are due less to phpical diffi¬ 
culties than to mental cowardice^ to lack of method, to 
an insufficiency of means. Whenever research in this 
field has acquired a certain discipline, the results have 
exceeded expectation. It is natural to assurne that the 
further we are removed in time from the objects of our 
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search, the less decipherable become the traces of the 
past, and the harder to follow. Such, in fact, is not the 
case. The twentieth century has found it easier to re¬ 
construct the ancient world than did the nineteenth. 
The explanation of this seeming paradox is that in the 
course of a hundred years improved techniques have 
come into use, and the general theory of archaeological 
research has been more firmly established. 

Archaeology is a recent science. Egyptology, the 
oldest of its departments, is little more than a hundred 
years old. Its beginning has been dated to the 14th 
September 1822, when Champollion succeeded in 
deciphering the name of Rameses on the Rosetta 
Stone. At the beginning of the twentieth century, all 
that men knew about the ancient peoples of the East 
was what was contained in the Bible. Mesopotamian 
archaeology goes back no further than Botta and Place 
—1840-45. It was only in 1850 that Boucher de 
Perthes, in face of official scepticism, produced the 
essential proofs which led to the establishment of a 
science of prehistory. In i860, Renan conducted the 
first ‘digs’ in Phoenicia, Schliemann started work at 
Hissarlik (Troy) only in 1870. It was not until 1900 
that Sir Arthur Evans established himself in Crete, and 
only in 1933 Monsieur Andr6 Parrot turned the 
first sod at Mari. 

It is, in the main, since the war of 1914 that our 
researches have produced solid and numerous results. 
These have been due no less to an intelligent ex¬ 
amination of documents than to material discoveries. 
The triumphs of archaeology have been achieved by a 
combination of brain and pick-axe. The stratigraphical 
method, which alone supplies reliable chronological 
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evidence, was brought to perfection precisely thirty 
years ago. 

The most surprising fact of all, but also from the 
point of view of the present book the most encouraging, 
is that the greater part of this new knowledge has come 
from a relatively poor area of research, or, if not poor, 
at least inferior m extent when compared with the 
number of traces which it is reasonable to suppose exist 
In the world. We have nothing like exhausted the docu¬ 
mentary evidence which archaeology may hope to 
assemble. Field-work is far from being complete in the 
countries of the world, including France. As to the 
exploration of the subsoil, excavation, properly so- 
called, has so far been carried out in a ridiculously 
restricted field. There are numerous sites as yet un- 
examined in Macedonia, Asia Minor and Syria. Aerial 
photography is constantlj bringing new facts to light 
m England no less than in North Africa. 

It is safe, therefore, to say that the science of 
archaeology has not by a long way exhausted its 
possibilities. Not yet has it mastered all the material 
evidence of which it stands In need, nor surv^ed all 
the available territory. It is in no position to claim that 
it can now at last, in the light of long experience, 
establish an orthodox method from which no diver¬ 
gence may be permitted, Its technique is likely to be 
extensively modified as a result, not only of aerial 
observation, but of thu newest Improvements in metal¬ 
lurgical analysis. 

binc^ then, the science of archaeological research is 
still far from complete, why should it be confined to dry 
land? Why should It not extend its enquiries to the sea? 
Wherever Man has left traces ol himself, it Is the duty 
of archaeology to extend its operations. 
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What we, to-dajr, call undersea archaeology is, for 
the time being, no more thaji a curiosity of casual 
trippers whose enthusiasm is comparable to that which 
urges traveller to brbg back 'mementoes' of their 
journeys. Why should that be a matter for surprise? 
That was how archaeology' began. We of the sea are at 
a stage comparable with that of the Rosetta Stone and 
the Michauy: stones. Tf our efforts have so iar produced 
little, the reason lies not in the difficvilties presented by 
marine conditions, nor in the absence of suitable sites. 
It can more reasonably be blamed on our mental 
approach to the problem and to our lack of the 
necessary funds. It is for the twentieth century to take 
the needed step forward. In the words of Monsieur 
Robert Demangel, 'the future of archaeology lies in 
the sea'. 

From creek to creek along the coast of the Mediter- 
raniMn, in North Africa, on the Riviera, in Italy anddn 
Spain, I have set out to explore the ocean depths as the 
result of some chance phrase read in a textbook, some 
tale told by a hsherman, some item of news given me 
by a diving colleague. I can still recapture the thrill 
which has come to me at the sight of some barely 
noticed block of masonry, a Roman tile, a fragment of 
pottery, lying fierhaps fifteen or so fathoms beneath 
the surface. 

But 1 know, too, the futility of this sort of rag¬ 
picking. What does it all amount to?—the necks of a 
few amphorae, an occasional piece of marble (as at 
Cherchel), some sherds, and the handles of a vase 
smoothed by the sea: a cumbersome mass of small 
booty to be packed in a haversack after wrapping it in 
an old pullover, a collection of rubbish which will later 
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have to be sorted carefulljr. The net result is a little 
heap of stulF for which there is no name In any ]a[igua|;e 
other than that special Jargon concocted for the 
identification of these odds and ends of history. A tiny 
chip of pottery, perhaps from some howl which once 
was the apple of its owner’s eye, amounts to no more 
than ’a sample of Campanian ware’—which has Its 
value, all the same, because it may help to establish a 
date: or, perhaps, a fragment of la Graufesenque, a 
scrap of red-gla:ted carthcfin^ire with part of a gar¬ 
land or the torso of a goddess worn smooth by the 
waves. 

It is in the course of such modest investigations that 
1 have learned to come to terms with those obstacles 
which the world of the deep sea puts in the way of the 
archaeologist who works alone, without any lifting- 
tackle to help him, without any means of dredging, 
and, more often than not, without a boat. I have resdized 
what an enormous difference quite elementary etjuip- 
ment would make to him. 

The lesson I have learned is that none of the normal 
obstacles encountered in this kind of exploration is in¬ 
surmountable—not seaweed nor molluscs, nor even 
mud so long as it Is not too thick. A day will come 
when these things will be seen as no more important 
than the Punta cactuses, the Angkor fig-trees, or the 
sand of the Egyptian desert. 

At the present stage of our knowledge and our 
resources we must resign ourselves to the necessity of 
making a modest beginning on the great hoards of the 
past which the sea has covered. Those who come after 
us will conduct a more authoritative search on the very 
spots where we have fumbled. Only by feeling with our 
hands, by gripping an object and pulling it free, can we 
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hope, at present, to make even the smallest discovery. 
Some compound of rock and encrusted shellfish which 
has roused our curiosity because the edge looks 
suspiciously straight, may turn out to be the first step 
towards reconstructing a whole segment of the past. 
On the other hand it may, after examination, prove to 
be nothing—a scrap of stone, a lump of brick trans¬ 
formed by the action of the waves into something we 
were rather too ready to see as a museum piece. 

On one occasion I carried out diving operations off 
the coast of Algiers in water which had the very colour 
of those masterpieces of Persian ceramic art dating 
from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries—that 
deep blue which we find in the tiles of the Mosque of 
Achmet in Constantinople. Yet in spite of its promise, 
in spite of the presence of a sea-bed sown thick with 
‘remains’, my every gesture was fraught with dis¬ 
appointment. I felt quite convinced that I had stumbled 
on a treasure-trove which had been cemented into a 
solid mass by a calcareous formation in no more than 
five fathoms of water. I broke off a piece of the hard 
outer crust, tearing my hands in the process on its 
sharp points of grey and pink. It cracked as soon as I 
put pressure on it, and yielded me a tool which was 
better than nothing, a spike composed partly of rock, 
partly of animal parasites. I proceeded to rout about 
with it in the open wound which I had contrived in a 
colony of animal life. A thick cloud of mud poured out 
and spread. My liquid sky grew dark, and it was a 
quarter of an hoim before this disturbance settled down. 
There was no point in hanging about in a dense fog. I 
must move further on, try my luck somewhere else, 
start all over again. The sum-total of my efforts was an 
amphora of rather inferior design—or rather part of 
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an amphora, because there was nothing left of it but 
the body. Even the neck had gone. I am as sure to-day 
as ever I was that there is a great deal more to be 
found in that particular spot. But a considerable effort 
will be needed before any result of value is achieved. 
The process of recovery will be a long one. 

Like all other undersea activities, archaeology can, 
for the most part, claim only very modest successes. A 
great deal of obstinacy, much attention to detail and 
the constant following of false clues is the price one 
pays for mediocre results: or that is so at present. 
WTien we know more about the sea over the greater 
part of its extent, we shall waste much less time. But, 
even so, I very much doubt whether we shall ever come 
upon those massive ruins, chock-a-block with marvels, 
of which we sometimes dream. 

I am not at all sure that all this talk about drowned 
cities does much to help our cause. We have got beyond 
the stage of bolstering up such empty hopes, which 
are no sooner formulated than they have to be 
abandoned. They serve to show how persistent are 
those ancient visions which went to the making of ha 
Ville d'Ts and Twenty Leagues Under the Sea. Those 
sunken cities with their broken columns, their popula¬ 
tion of enormous octopuses, their weed-choked streets 
and their golden statues still haunt the imagination of 
mankind. Men’s minds cling obstinately to a dream 
which flatters their affinity with the sea and links the 
romance of ruins with the poetry of the ocean depths 
—the dream of an Atlantis waiting to be found by 
divers. 

It is for us to submit to a stricter discipline, and to 
refuse admission to such facile illusions. Just conceiv- 
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ably there may exist, somewhere or other, ruins of 
sufficient importance to merit exploration at some 
future date. But I should be very much surprised if any 
complete city ever came to light. Earthquakes, which 
so often find mention in books devoted to this subject, 
produce first destruction, then submersion. What they 
leave to the sea can only be a tumbled chaos which is 
soon engulfed in mud. Helike, a Greek city which 
sank abruptly in the fourth century b.c., has raised 
many high hopes. But it lies under a solid twenty feet 
of slime. If ever it is reached, the divers will have had 
plenty of time in which to prepare their minds for such 
surprises as its discovery may have in store. Months of 
hard work will be necessary, and the employment of 
powerful mechanical aids, before this new Pompeii 
can be freed from its accumulation of submarine 
ashes. 

About Ys I had better say nothing, if I want to 
retain the friendship of my Breton acquaintances. All 
through one winter I received a flood of letters and 
telegrams, all of them full of information. Either one 
does, or does not, believe in Ys. The actuality of that 
drowned city is a matter of faith, not of reasoned argu¬ 
ment. One of my friends, whose duties kept him for a 
long time in Brest, was a firm believer. He was eager 
to know where precisely the place was situated: he 
wanted to see it. Well, the first thing he found out as 
a result of his preliminary investigations was that there 
was not one city of Ys, but two, three, four cities. He 
eliminated the least promising, pinned his faith to one, 
and sat down, as it were, to lay siege to it. He went in 
to the attack with picked troops of evidence and 
enquiry, threw about it a trench system of plausibilities, 
plotted its exact position on the Antonine Itinerary and 
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the Peutinger Mapy and identified the point of inter¬ 
section of those ancient highways which to-day stop 
short at the coast of the mainland. The place was at 
his mercy. The report of a diver which he turned up in 
the archives delivered it over to him lock, stock and 
barrel. This diver had actually seen the city ten years 
previously, but Brittany had shown not the slightest 
sign of excitement. In the Bay of Douarnenez, at a 
depth of ten fathoms, he had touched walls. That was 
where the place was situated. 

We planned to carry out an operation in the water 
above the city of Ys. By great good luck the diver in 
question was found, and by great good luck also he had 
a perfectly clear recollection of the incident . . . only^ 
what he had actually seen on the date recorded had 
been not blocks of masonry, not walls, but massive 
rock formations. A geologist was consulted and talked 
learnedly of ‘the dorsal ridge’ and ‘summits’. The city 
of Ys still careers madly about the Breton sea-bed, 
with the Devil in the saddle, and only the Devil knows 
where. . . . 

W^hat would be really comic would be to find that 
the city of Ys had actually been, all the time, in the 
precise spot where the diver had failed to see it! A fine 
finish, that, to a legend born in the fifth century! We 
know perfectly well that Ys is a legend: all the same, 
there must be more than one ruin at the bottom of the 
Breton seas, by whatever names they may go. But such 
relics as there are can bear very little resemblance to 
the popular idea of what ought to be found. I can 
envisage the reality only too clearly: huge growths of 
Saccorhiza hulbosa clinging to a few scattered pieces of 
masonry with tendrils as hard and curved as a vulture s 
claws, their stems as thick round as a wrestler’s arms, 
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standing up like orienral palms in a sea the colour of 
lead or unpolished pewter^ The place would be just 
one of those endless Atlantic jungles. There are 
thousands of them, and they roay well conceal such 
remains as there may still be of streets and human 
habitations—and not one single octopus 1 At ten 
fathoms the ground-swell keeps the diver lolloping 
about as though he were being rocked in a hammock 
by somebody ivith a very strong grip. The trunks of 
the rooted seaweed scarcely move at all: but man is too 
light for his surroundings when he has got below the 
surface. He hangs there, swinging to and fro. The 
treacherous currents of the ocean depths very soon 
cure him of any desire he may have felt to loiter on the 
bottom in order to find out whether or no the ci^ of 
Ys lies in ruins in the grip of tangled weeds. Still, 
Brittany does have its fine days, and on one of them, 
maybe, some neophyte of our craft may find himself 
in luck’s way, and come upon the Palace of King 
Gralon or the bedchamber of Dahut of Armorica. 

On the other hand, that adventurous young man 
may find nothing but maSrl (a mixture of sand and 
weed), specimens of the Sea-Hare—so evocative of the 
Devi]—Dead Men's Fingers, and Razor-Shells which 
rear up with a rattle that sounds like the clash of jaws. 
The deep waters of Brittany are a deal more disturbing 
than her legends! 

The Mediterranean, on the other hand, is a smiling 
sea. It hampers the intruder with only a very few Eatches of weed. It is sometimes lively, but mruiy 

oisterous, and its waters, once one has gone below 
the surfacf^ are^ to all intents and purposes, without 
movement. 
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It takes no long time to make the round of the 
known hoards of amphorae between Marseille and 
Nice, by way of Port Cros, so long as one’s activities 
are confined to a quick dive, a superficial survey, and a 
prompt return to the surface. 

Those who go back, year after year, to the same sites, 
get a fondness for them. There is a bond of friendship 
which links the undersea landscapes — where there 
is ‘something’—and the men who have learned to 
know them well. One develops a nostalgia for the 
deposits of sherds, for the expanses of sand littered with 
the bric-a-brac of broken vases, tufted with vegetable 
sea-growths. Time and time again, in Paris, I have 
found myself welcoming divers with their packet of 
news from Fos or Anth^or, with something of the 
warmth I might extend to colonists just back from 
Abidjan or Gao. 

Not all undersea sites are beautiful. The ones 
which are richest in promise, the ones where the traces 
of Man’s passing are best preserved, si^er from a 
superfluity of mud. The water is often thick with the 
alluvial deposits of rivers—as at Fos-sur-Mer. Often, 
as at Cherchel, the columns, the hewn and sculptured 
masonry, lie cheek by jowl with all the refuse of a 
modern port—^rusty cables, hoops of casks, and even 
worse. Not that it really matters. One quickly forgets 
the sewage dumps in one’s eagerness to go in search 
of older things. But the marks left by the past beneath 
the sea differ a great deal in different places. Off the 
coast of Provence they have a certain lightness about 
them, are intermittent, almost, one is tempted to say, 
unobtrusive. In North Africa they are heavy rather than 
sharply defined, massive under their pelt of short¬ 
stemmed weed. There is something rustic about them: 
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they lack nobility. I have never^ there, seen anything 
to compare with the blocks of Carrara, marble which 
lie upon the sea-bed in the Bay of Saint-Tropez, but 
only columns of modest dimensions, showing evidence 
of provincial workmanship, and cut from the limestone 
quarries of the mainland. As soon as one gets deep 
into that African water, the mass of liomao rubble 
spreads on every side with a prodigality unknown upon 
the coasts of France. One realizes that one is far from 
the world of dredgers. Such recent harbour works as 
have been carried out have been conhned to a limited 
area. They have barely touched those great hoards 
which the sea has kept for us in almost the some 
confusion as when they went to the bottom so long 
ago. 

The memory of one particular day of diving—too 

short by half—at Port-aux-PouIes, near ArEew, comes 
back to me endowed with an especial charm. It was 
a cool morning of African spring. There was some¬ 
thing of the freshness of a mountain valley about the 
cold, translucid water, the great stone slabs, and the 
familiar fishes flitting in and out of holes in the Homan 
cement. 

The sea treats kindly the relics of our man-made 
world. It covers the poor dead, vanquished, broken 
objects in an envelope of liquid cellophane. It gives 
them a sort of ‘museum look', and even when they are 
brought to shore and the bright colours of the tiny 
marine beasts fade in the harsh sunlight, there remain 
the made by the worms, the traces of coral- 
coloured borings, an arabesque superimposed by the 
sea upon the neck of an amphora. 

The landscapes of past centuries live on beneath the 
water. Sometimes the sea remins the appearance of the 
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coastline in its most typical forms. It is as though the 
earth had there preserved behind the glass of a show¬ 
case the old human dream of security in this world, and 
life eternal in the next. In just such a way has the 
Tipasa creek enclosed within the crystal of its water¬ 
logged quarries still unfinished columns, and all the 
African mysticism of that St. Salsa who was so tenderly 
in love with martyrdom. 

In the transference from dry and rocky land to the 
transparency of water, nothing seems to have changed: 
time has stood still. That is true of almost any place 
along the Algerian coast. Beyond reckoning are the 
landfalls which I and my friends have made when 
setting out on an idle car-run, ready at any moment to 
stop for a bathe or a ruin. Tiny sites picked out in 
Gseirs Atlas^ simple seaside villas with walls half buried 
in the vines; five minutes in the water were enough to 
show their counterparts. We would come on weed- 
smothered stones which marked the position of some 
ancient jetty, or, in a neighbouring creek, the shaft of 
an unfluted column calling to mind some building on 
the water's edge, a temple or a summer-house where 
we would lie in the sun, mechanically picking at frag¬ 
ments of mosaic with our fingers. In such spots both 
earth and sea are quietly, eflFortlessly eloquent of the 
wisdom which saw good sense in comfort, a wisdom 
bred of a life devoted to the culture of the vine, long 
before it had to be treated with copper sulphate as it 
is to-day. 

What a disappointment, after all that, to go back to 
our modem harbours with their scraped sea-beds, their 
dredged channels, their unbreached quays. 

The sea reveals, too, at times what the coast has long 
forgotten. Many a trace of antiquity remains only in 
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the water. That is the case on the seaboard of Provence, 
towards Agay, Anthdor, Nice and Monaco. The coast 
road is now no more than a death-dealing racing-track 
filled with young women with too much sun-tan, and 
cars with too much chromium-plating. The sea, which 
is scored by the surf-boards of young goddesses in 
Bikini bathing-suits, hides shy relics in deep privacies, 
out of the range of undersea sportsmen, beneath a 
screen of marine vegetation. 

Towards the west, towards Fos, towards Narbonne, 
the muddy water is thick with the dust of history. 
Those murky bottoms are suited to the ghost of 
Marius, the conqueror of the Cimbri and the Teutones. 
At Narbonne, the coast is flat, and far from lovely. 
Where it touches the sea the ground is soft, and it is 
easy to imagine that It is thick with amphorae and 
leaden anchors. A whole civilization might well lie 
buried there. But seen through a diving-mask the 
plain is grey and hopeless, an undersea Sahara, with, 
as its only oasis, a wreck. 

T, alas, have no first-hand knowledge of the sea 
about Tyre and Sidon, nor of the waters of Minet-el- 
Beida, the ‘White Harbour’, half a mile from Raa 
Shamra, where lies Ugarir, the most astonishing 
discovery of dry-land archaeology in recent times. The 
splendid work done by R. P. Poidebard at Tyre and 
Sidon has proved that those eastern seas, no Iks thfln 
our own, have been faithful to the memories of man¬ 
kind. Who knows but that we may not find in the tiny 
bay which guards the ghost of the White Harbour, the 
mingled traces of the people of the Aegean, the 
Egyptians, the Hittites and the Hurrites who passed 
that way.^ On the wall of the room devoted to Oriental 
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Antiquities in the Louvre there is a photograph which 
has often set me dreaming for long periods. It shows 
the ‘mound’ of Ras Shamra, at its foot a cove very 
similar to one of the creeks of our own Provence, with 
here and there a spike of rock peeping above the sur¬ 
face, and a strip of yellow sand. Ras Shamra means 
‘Cape of the Fennel’—that same fennel which Proven¬ 
cal housewives use in cooking perch. It was beneath 
a thick carpet of that fennel that Cl. A. Schaeffer and 
G. Chenet found five successive cities, the last of which 
was destroyed by the ‘People of the Sea’ and never 
rebuilt. That occurred in the twelfth century b.c. The 
sea must hold some memory of the event, however 
small. 

The coastal fringe of the Mediterranean, where the 
works of men’s hands, and their ships—in a sort of 
eroded and petrified existence—still survive, is neither 
a capricious chaos nor yet a voiceless landscape. This 
withdrawn world has, to be sure, its puzzles, but they 
are not insoluble. As the light of an extinct star reaches 
us long after that star has died, so do the voices of a 
vanished people echo in the silence of the sea. One 
would dearly like to understand them. 

A day comes when one dreams of breaking free from 
the mud and the melancholy harvests of scattered 
sherds, when one longs to bring together all those 
many fragments and build a visible scene, all those 
gaping wrecks and shattered bits of earthenware. 

It is then that the real difficulties begin. To raise an 
amphora from the sea-bed is nothing. To plumb the 
secrets of an undersea site, to understand its archaeo¬ 
logical importance, to set it in historical perspective, is 
a very different matter. We can always, of course, make 
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Ji preliminary study of the relevant books, or emerge 
from the water to plunge into a library: but real 
efficiency lies in the ability to move beneath the surikee 
with a brain fully fumished, so that at two or twenty 
&tIioma we may be able to summon to our memory, 
just when we want it, the revealing passage from 
Grenier, Gsell or Cagnat, to pick on the illuminating 
Sentence from Strabo, the Geographer of Ravenna, 
Stephanus of Byzantium, or the Rseudo-Scylax* For 
what matters is a knowledge of the past and the revela¬ 
tion of those discoveries to which that knowledge leads 
ufl when confronted by some unexpected segment of 
reality. 

It IS not always possible to resist such a temptation. 
The doctrine of our special pursuit encourages us to 
jd*ld'to it. There would be little value in archaeology 
if It did not contribute to the evocation of dead forms 
of life. It would otherwise remain on aimless science, a 
mere catalogue. T here would be no point in struggling 
with the difficulties of so unusual a medium if we were 
not animated by the hope of finding a new angle from 
which to view the past. 

i have carried this search for new angles as far as 1 
have been able. I have not been content, as the result 
of certain discoveries here recounted, to try my powers 
in the creating of new syntheses or modifying accepted 
views. As a result of wandering in deep waters I ^ve 
come to hope that one day the sea will 'stop the gaps’ 
in history, Tn the blue light of the sea’s underworld I 
have come to see this matter of history in a rather 
different manner from that in which the seekers on 
drj' land have regarded it. 

History, too, has a ‘rendezvous at the anchor'. 
Undersea archaeology will never be of much use until 
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it has been fully developed. The link between research 
on land and research in the waters must not be broken. 
Both must be ruled by the same traditions and the 
same disciplines. They must form a united front before 
too many submarine sites have been irremediably 
ruined. Archaeology, whether on land or in the sea, 
cannot be self-sufficient. It must seek aid from tributary 
sources which, as it advances, it may help to enrich— 
epigraphy, numismatics and the history of religions . .. 
‘Whenever archaeology works in a vacuum,^ George 
Dax has said, ‘the knowledge which it brings us of the 
past is strangely incomplete." 

That is why the reader will find in this book many 
references to ancient texts and classic manuals: that is 
why he may find that, at times, it leads him far from the 
sea-bed. It must be so if we would remain faithful to a 
method which may be described in the formula ‘by 
plummet and the printed word"—^the plummet which 
takes us into the depths, the printed word which 
enables us to understand what we find there. 

To those who would criticize me adversely, on the 
ground that I have said too much or too little about a 
subject which is still new, a subject of which the raw 
material is, in the words of a specialist, ‘meagre", I 
would reply in the words of Marc Bloch: ‘Previous to 
Boucher de Perthes there were as many flints in the 
alluvial deposits of the Seine as there are to-day. But 
the enquiring mind was absent. There was no such 
thing as Prehistory. ... All historical research needs 
from the start a discipline of direction. In the beginning 
is the Word. . . . When the explorer sets out upon a 
journey he begins by mapping an itinerary. He knows 
perfectly well that he will not follow it in every de¬ 
tail. But if he did not have it, he would be in grave 
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danger of falling a victim to the dangers of casual 
wandering.’ 

I do not, for a moment, claim to be the Boucher de 
Perthes of undersea archaeology. I am only an 
explorer who has made up his mind, once and for all, 
not to waste his efforts in aimless wandering. 
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Photo Monsenergue 

Plate I. The author at work, with hammer and chisel, off Cherchel, 

collecting archaeological specimens. 
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CHAPTER 11 

A CARGO OF MASTERPIECES AT 

TWENTY FATHOMS 

Tlw MuMnni of witiqiuitj^a in llw wlni-Ic world ii idU 

inacocTQiblc. I men* the M-b«l of the Mcdilcmnca*— + We can 

tcpiore wiihout mueb J tiUcuii y both cinb uid air, but bcucHtb ibe 

&urfM of the fiei we iPfi fw from bclii^ able lo compett wiib ilw 

&ba who, u Saint Aii|^tiiie put itt UQiiicr it wiU tiiong the 

pathwayi of ibc Dap. Eaujw^w RuHACii (1925)^ 

The oldest in date and, till now, the most 
rewarding of all out* deep^ea explorations was 

carried out, from 1907 to I9i3» off Mahdia, which is 
a small Tunisian port.^ It brought to light a sunken 
ship which had been carrying a cargo of works of art. 
The story of this adventure is instructive in more ways 
than one, and deserves detailed narration. 

Mahdla is the name of an Arab town in the Gulf of 
Gabes, situated between Sousse—the ancient Hadni- 
metuin—and Sfax—^formerly known as Taparura. It is 
a small, sheltered harbour humanly contrived in the 
living rock. The workmanship is Punic. The word 
used to describe a place of this description is CorAan^ 
doubtless derived from a Semitic root meaning to cut 
or carve. Mahdia has seen the passage of sever^ 
cultures, migrant peoples and conquering armies. It ia 
now no more than a hshlng'Village spread out upon a 

* The submarine mufertalilnei ai Cefigon* m 1900—to whlck 1 nrfer 
in Cbapotf VIII—admirable tbtwjh llwy wm of their bind, on mrodj 
he ngnrdcti aa ou rjtample af uodjeixa wcImHi'luirr pm|trr> 
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promontory jutting into a sea which is often rough and 
unwelcoming. The Arab houses are massed on one 
side, the rest of the peninsula being overrun with 
cropped g^s. High walls stand in dose juxtaposition 
witi Funic masonry, Roman cement and Berber 
buildings, tho confusion being eloquent of a compli¬ 
cated past which had this In common, that those who 
lived here were for ever pinched between a harsh main¬ 
land and an angry sea. 

When, on the cursed soil of Carthage, Sciplo had 
discharged his debt to history by quoting two lines of 
Homer, Mahdia was annexed by Rome ^Ong with the 
rest of the Punic legacy. Caesar visited it after having 
dawdled away nine months at Cleopatra's side and 
before driving Cato to suicide at Utica. JUter, the port 
enjoyed a period of prosperity as the flourishing city of 
a Proconsular province, before becoming a haunt of 
Barbary pimtes, A day came when Roger II, King of 
Sicily, and the first European sovereign to set foot on 
the continent of Africa ^ter the Moslem conquest,^ 
despatched a fleet of twenty ships to assist his friend, 
El Hasaam, Emir of Mahdia, when that place was 
besieged by the Prince of Bougie in 1143. Tn this way 
it came about that Norman pride gained a foothold in 
this tiny comer of Africa which had already been 
familiar with the trade of Carthage and the might of 
Rome. 

Mahdia, then, is one of those staging-posts where 
history, in its various phases, has bifurcated, but where 
few traces remain of vanished passions and ancient 
struggles: one among sleepy little places such as are 
to be found in plenty on the African mainland. It is 

^ 'rhjC; Piunj liad iiQlfD ai nufcli on. Hogcr bj biJkipg' 3Anc in zo.34- 
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ftot, however, a matter of indifFcreticc to us that chance 
chose to endow it with an additional prestige, archaeo¬ 
logical as wcU as historical. It is there ^at we find 
past and present richly and intimately minelfid in the 
sea: it is there that an ancient wreck was located with a 
more than usually large crop of ^finds'- 

The discovery would never have been made had 
not the quadrilateral of sever*! sea miles lying off 
Mahdia continued to attract the sponge-divers who, for 
two thousand years, have been drawn to the ^ot from 
always the same Greek villages. In the old days they 
went about their work naked, reaching the required 
depth by means of a stone attached to their feet. Nowa¬ 
days they have been replaced by helniet-divers. The 
boat they use is the local iacai^St which carries one 
enormous sail and can be propelled with oars like the 
vessels of Homeric days.^ 

In the neighbourhood, of Cape Ifrlka, which gave 
its name to the continent, the coast is flat and the water 
relatively shallow. At close on 5®®^ yards offshore the 
depth is no more than twen^ fathoms. One might 

^ swim round the whole of Africa and at no point find 
such another long, shelving formation t^vered by a 
thin layer of mud in which marine animal life flour ishes- 
For the most part the continental land-mass ends in a 
sharp escarpment from which deep vmter is never very 

distant. 
It is when the sac^itoe has left Mahdia and doubled 

the lighthouse of Sidi jaber that the anchor Is dropped 
overboard and the fishing begins. The ^ver enters the 
sea from the bow, while the boat rides the swell. 

I The woitl t.i ilM written isa>&rt. Its 
iradicioii u Irgf andcAt [Kin ihii of thc" 'Or^lt di'i'itrtT iodi ii flofwriygwl 

wish * Uverde, or ipiiboil. 
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Amidships is the pump, mounted low in the hull, with 
two assistants turning the wheels with a slow, 
continuous movement. Other divers, awaiting their 
turn, recline in the stern. As soon as one returns to the 
surface, another puts on his helmet and climbs over¬ 
board. Each evening the boat returns to the port of 
Mahdia with a sticky harvest smelling of 07a>ne and a 
Brittany beach at low tide. 

In the month of June 1907, a diver belonging to 
one of these groups working at some distance from the 
shore noticed in the course of one of his descents a 
submarine idl or mound projecting from the general 
level of the mud-bed. When he returned to the sur¬ 
face he reported that he had seen something that 
‘looked like a lot of big guns’. A more attentive 
examination of the site revealed fragments of bron^e 
corroded by the sea, and a deal of broken earthenware. 
1 hese remains were duly handed over to the local 
authorities, and the hnd was oflidally catalogued. 

The Director of Tunisian Antiquities, who at that 
time Was Monsieur Alfred Merlin,* realized the 
interest attaching to this discovery. He at once 
organized a quick undersea survey, and devoted all 
his elforfs to recovering from this particular site every¬ 
thing of archaeological and instructional value. The 
enterprise was, at this time, one of especial daring, and 
he managed to enlist the interest of the Maritime 
Prefect of Bizertii, Admiral Jean BaEhmo, as well as of 
several distinguished patrons of the arts; the Due de 
Loubat, Mr. James Hazen Hyde, and Edouard ds 

^ MonaiaiLr Alfc^ Merlin kter became Ciirainr h Chief of GmV und 
Rnirtin rx the Loum. lla htu hwn kind enough lo m* 
Uic bcacht hij rtmi f^perienev, jlut only b thii m^xna: the Mahdia 
haardf buc of ill tht atlier Hitm of wbeeh I iluiL BjKifc laiof^ 
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Billy. He obtained financial aid from the Covemment 
of Tunis* from the Ministry of Bublic Instruction, 
from the French Institute and from the Acad^ie des. 
Inscriptions, Hia action makes it dear that the first 
duty of an archaeolo^st is to obtain sufficient monetary 
support to enable him to carry out his task. This is a 
lesson which we should do well to remember. 

Five exploratory expeditions were undertaken in 
1908, 1909, 1910, 1911 and 1913. Greek divers were 
employed, because, at that time, they were almost the 
only men capable of working at a depth of twenty 
fathoms. They were joined by a Turk, w'hose ambition 
it was to obtain from the Bey of Tunis, the Nicham 
Iftikhar, a distinction which was conferred upon him 
in recognition of the services he rendered and of the 
high degree of professional devotion which he had 
shown in the matter. 

The Navy helped by sending the tug Cydope^ 
commanded by Enseigne de vaisseau Tavera. To this 
the Pouts ec Chaussdes added the tender Eugette ReSah 

I’hese vessels, however, were not always available, and 
most of the work had to be entrusted to saeolives. With 
a favourable wind these boats took about an hour to 
reach the site, three miles out from Mahdia Point. It 
was necessary, too, to reckon with the vagaries of a sea 
which Sallust, in his own day, had described as 
‘terrible'. It quite often happened that sudden storms 
carried aw'ay, in the course of a single night, the buoys 
which h.ad been set to mark the limits of the .area to be 
searched, and whenever this happened, the whole 
laborious ta.sk of sounding had to begin over again. 

The main scene lay at a depth of Just under twenty 
fathoms. Its central feature consisted of some sixty or 
so columns. They were lying side by side in six rows, 
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one behind the other^ from north to south. The space 
thus ctwered was about thirty-three to thirty-five yards 
long. The rows contained an unequal number of 
columns varying in siae. ‘All around lay a mass of 
marble fragments piled up in no sort of order— 
capitals and bases, carefully squared blocks, architec¬ 
tural elements of many different types. Mixed with 
these objects, and especially towards the northern end 
of the sit^ was a profusion of broken earthenware, all 
that remained of Ihe pottery which had been on board 
—amphorae, very few of which were intact, vases of 
many kinds used for the carrying of oil, wine, water, 
foodstuffs and ingredients needed by the crew during 
the voyage. . . . Further columns, marble blocks, 
amphorae and anchors were found under a deep layer 
of mud from which they stuck out in a confused mass. 
Before any results could be achieved, it was necessary 
to move the various obstruedona and to dig into, and 
clear away, the enveloping slime. . . 

Most of the column shafts were rather more than 
twelve feet in height, and about twenty-five inches in 
diameter. Such massive objects were very difficult to 
move. As soon as they were disturbed the water in 
their immediate neighbourhood became dark and 
opaque. The diver worked with his hands, kneeling on 
the sea-bed, feeling his way forward, now contriving 
a small tunnel through which a hawser could be passed, 
now scooping out a trench by which he might reach 
something which, by the feel of it, promised to be 
interesting. So strong was the current at this depth 
that the men had to keep up a continuous struggle. 
From time to time one of them would return to the 

^ A. MfirlJn, "Lc^ fijuiila Tumit^na^ 
i^i ii p, 113 f# * 
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surface in ^ exhausted condition, and not a few of the 
operations ended in tiagedjf, It was impossible to work 
under water for more 2ian thirty or forty minutes on 
end, and quite often the state of the sea or the stren^ 
of the current made it necessary to suspend all diving 
for a while. 

‘When the men managed to dig under such, of the 
columns as could be separated—or to work their way 
between them'—wrote Monsieur Merlin at the time—• 
'they very soon came on a layer of timber, about eight 
inches thick, and in a condition, more or less, of de¬ 
composition, Penetration of this protective envelope 
brought to light objects of a more delicate type: 
bronxe statuettes of £tic workmanship, fragments of 
beautifully ornamented furniture. It seems clear that 
when the vessel foundered, she plunged straight to the 
bottom without breaking up, having sustained a certain 
amount of damage but not turning turtle. The rotting 
timber had once been the ship’s deck. The columns and 
some of the less fragile objects had rested upon it, the 
columns having been laid sufficiently far apart to make 
movement between them possible, and so as not to 
interfere with the handling of the vessel. The bales 
containing the smaller and more precious portions of 
the cargo were stowed between decks. The hold was 
filled with works of art in metal or marble. Two large 
openings, one forward, the other aft, and so arranged 
as to correspond with the gaps in the stowing of the 
columns, gave access to ±e interior of the ship.' 

The principal articles contained in this cargo, and 
saved from the sea in the manner 1 have described, now 
£11 six rooms in the Bardo Museum at Tunis. The main 
items arc as follows: an Emi as a Futorious jfreher^ a 
bronze of rather less than liity inches in height; a herm 



of Dimyfos^ signed 'Boethos’^; two Jargc cornices, 
which were almost certainly figureheads taken from a 
votive raonumenti eight large statuettes, three of which 
were grotesques and represented dwarfs playing at 
knuddeboncs, and a clown; numerous decorative 
motlfe, and fragments of a number of beds, urns and 
candelabra.^ 

1 he works in marble are no less numerous and no 
less beautiful: a bust of Aphrodite-, a a mohe\ 
two Niebids\ two Satyrs^ one male, one female; and a 
Yosth. In addition to these fragments of full-sized 
statues there arc two torsos of youms, several statuettes, 
and Some fine decorative pieces-—candelabra and 
kratcfs in the Neo-Attic style. 

This mere listing has something of the dryness of a 
catalogue. It can give no idea of the thrilling reality. 
That could be conveyed only if each separate dive were 
described, and each hour of the time spent waiting on 
the surface of a sea being thus forced to yield up its 
secrets. Gods emerged from the water covered with 
shellfish, unrecognisable, and many of them mutilated. 
The operation went on, and suddenly a piece of bronze 
release from the mud would turn out to be a missing 
part of the Eros, one that completed the pose and 
restored die sense of life to what, till then, had been a 

^ MocucCLy Ch- PicJjtJ b pf the opiEiiDn diiE these two brou'sci fann pirf 
a alrtgk gfi^up. The then he Ifltcrpmcd u n of 

Ay4b^ CCocnpctitioD, or Coofltcr}. He pko» Boethoi in ttw l^rd mtury 
piEViousIy he held TO have worked in the KOOnd. Sc» 

Ch. PaVird, Xhronique dc |j Sculpture P.imdCD-btiK* t£fi 
Vh p. zilS> md XIXf p. ^44), Soc hIsq, rentAu tAraJMk 

fftt /njdrrr^iawj', t04Sj pp* c 

■ S« Mulin and Cratim #1 timdpkibrri de mdxrbrt Irairv/f 
Je AfiiA^AW {paWiihed by VuIJicrt* w\^h a bibho^raphy, m iqjp), 

aiao J. Careopino, ct Icj fouilks* j^iu-maiiru? ck Niabdia* 
(M^iaiTgiN sjfmi ^ JSj3)- 



dead object. The boat lay rolling on the swell Twenty 
I'athoms down, in a sea so muddy that no eye could 
penetrate ic, a man was busy searching for the past, 
hard on the track of yet further masterpieces. Hts only 
means of communication was the safety-line. If he 
signalled that he wanted to be pulled up, the reason 
was that he was bringing with him yet another portion 
of the drowned treasure. A row of faces lining the 
gunwale watched while he was slowly hoisted to the 
surfi.ee, bearing in his arms another god dripping 
water and draped in seaweed. It is easy to imagine the 
globular brass helmet, the shining rubber suit, the 
lump of corroded bronze, and the outstretched arms of 
the watchers, as eager to grasp it as rescuers in some 
dramatic life-saving adventure. 

There were, too, long hours during which the wreck 
seemed to refuse all access to the searchers, when the 
sluggish, muddy water kept curiosity at bay, when the 
divers w'ent overboard, one after the other, only to 
return exhausted, empty-handed, incapable of speech. 
Deep down, in the sotret places of the sea, they were 
waging a struggle in which none could help them. It 
was a. r^uestion of waiting until, under the pressure of 
their attack, something gave, a column consented to be 
moved, a sculptured limb to be torn free. I bis un¬ 
relenting battle went on in a world very different from 
ours, far from the sky, and b a fog of liquid mud. The 
crew of the and the archaeologist in charge, 
kept their eyes rivet^ to the man on duty at the pump, 
who kept tight hold of the safety-line and was the only 
one of those present who could make a guess at what 
was happening below. From time to time a murmur 
would escape him—*he^a just moved forward', or 
‘he’s onto something.’ 
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Anxious eyes were turned on the roughening sea, 
^In half an hour, perhaps less, we shall have to start 
back . . . / Far away, the coast of Africa showed as no 
more than a thin line on the horizon. 

Mt was,’ sap Monsieur Merlin, ‘the most exciting 
of all the operations in which I have been privileged to 
take part in the whole course of my career.’ 

The divers could not find words strong enough to 
express their feelings about the mud which the smallest 
gesture set swirling. All the same, this mud it was that 
bad protected most of the works of art from the depre¬ 
dations of shellfish. 'It may have smothered everything, 
but it preserved everything,’ writes Monsieur Merlin. 
It fulfilled, in fact, the same protective role as the 
desert sands of Egypt. What it covered and buried 
was shielded from the assault of rock-boring animals 
—Fhulas and titbf>domm. Mud had protected one of 
the faces of an Ionic capital: the otlier was terribly 
worn away, Seeing so much clean, sharp definition 
neighboured, on &e same piece of marble^ by such 
terrible scars, wc feel as deeply moved as we might 
be at die sight of some human loveliness horribly 
mutiUted, 

Glamour still surrounds the Mahdia adventure, 
even after forty years, for it was the first triumph of 
undersea archaeology. It was amazing luck that the 
first ancient wreck on which divers were able to lay 
their hands should have been carrying a load of master¬ 
pieces. It is as though the sea, wishing to make ofTcring 
of a vessel which had lain for two thousand years in 
the depths, had chosen the richest. 

'Nothing comparable has come to light,’ wrote 
Salomon Reinach, 'since Pompeii and Herculaneum.’ 
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The Mahdia incident ahowed archaeology in a very 
differfitit light from that expected by the kyniau. Its 
fascination derives not merely from the haKirdoua 
nature of a twenty-fathom operation, but also from the 
fact that the object of search was neither a palace nor a 
tomb, but a ship, Wherever and whenever a ship goes 
to the bottom with all hands, there ia drama. The only 
remains of the burning of Troy are fire-blackened 
stones, but the sight of them has power to mwe us 
still, and how much more a great hulk settled in the 
sand, a timber shell which has remained for so long in 
one place, anchors which have not been shifted since 
the day when they failed to bring safety to a storm- 
battered vessel. 

But that is not all. This particular wreck is, as it 
were, an inventory, an epitome—than which none 
could be better—of civilisation as it existed at the 
moment of the disaster. Only on board a ship could 
one hope to find assembled, in so small a space, so 
great a weight of evidence—cooking-pots and mill¬ 
stones, lamps and foodstuffs, with, in addition, a cargo 
of the kind recovered at Mahdia. It is as though a 
whole segment of human life had gone, complete 
in every detail, to the bottom of the sea. The 
greiit aim of archaeology is to restore the warmth 
and the truth of life to dead objects. Even on the 
sea-bed marbles and bronzes still retain the power to 
move us. 

But not only had the sea hidden away a large Roman 
ship in a state of preservation better than we could 
ever have dared to hope; it had left sufficient testi¬ 
mony to allow us to make a plausible reconstruction of 
its story. 

We know, as near as no matter, what sort of a 
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vessel she was. Her length over all was approximately 
one hundred and twenty feet, and her beam was 
thirty-six. In other words, she was a merchant craft, 
a round ship rigged for sailing, a corbita, certainly 
not a galley. The type has persisted in the Medi¬ 
terranean for five or six centuries. It was not a 
markedly efficient design, and doubtless had de¬ 
teriorated under Roman influence. With her scjuare 
canvas and excessive superstructure, she was markedly 
inferior to her Greek and Phoenician forebears, but 
almost certainly her capacity was greater, though that 
in itself spelled danger. 

Driven by a storm, and far too heavily laden with a 
deadweight of marble, this Mahdia ship sank rapidly, 
carrying with her at least one member of her crew, for 
a human fibula was recovered from the wreck. The 
animals on board also perished; there were bones of 
pigs and sheep scattered about ffie sea-bed. 

Whence was the shipwrecked vessel sailing.? Thanks 
to the extremely competent observations carried out 
by Monsieur A. Merlin, this point has been elucidated. 
One of the most spectacular discoveries in connexion 

with the Mahdia wreck,’ he writes, ‘was that of a 
number of inscribed Greek slabs. These were probably 
shipped as ballast.^ Alternatively, they may have been 
curiosities intended for the collectors’ market. They 
are especially welcome as furnishing us with the most 
valuable evidence about the port from which the 
vessel had sailed.’ 

Two of these texts, engraved, one on a stele^ the 
other on a small marble column, are decrees issued by 
the Paraloiy those Athenian citizens who formed the 

» There are other instances of stelea being used as ballast. See Dain 
lU^vue des Etudes Grecques, 1931, p. 290. ^ 
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crew of the trireme Paralos, which was one of the two 
Sacred Ships.^ It seems certain, therefore, that Athens 
was the port of registration. The works of art and the 
building materials found in this particular ship seem 
to have come from that city, and of some of them we 
can say for certain that they were taken on board at 
her port, the Piraeus. Doubtless it was in the arsenal 
that the monument in the form of a ship’s prow stood, 
from which two cornices, adorned with the heads of 
Dionysos and Ariadne, had been wrenched away.^ It is 
from the Piraeus, too—^we know that Asklepios had a 
temple there—that an ex-voto comes carrying the figure 
of the god reclining on a couch in front of a table laden 
with food, with his daughter, Hygieia, seated in front 
of him, and attended by a serving-man and a number 
of worshippers. The white, heavily-veined marble 
from which the columns, capitals and statues are cut 
could have come only from Hymettus. 

' The Athenians maintained at the Piraeus two triremes, the Paralos 
and the Salaminia, which were employed on missions of high importance. 
They were always in readiness to sail at short notice, and fully equipped. 
One of their duties was to fetch criminals to stand trial at Athens. In wartime 
they served as flagships. 

^ ‘Two heavy cornices of bronze (maximum height about eighteen 
inches, minimum an inch and a half) were obviously intended for use as a 

Their upper and lower edges are bevelled, and in the lateral channel 
there are holes for nails. They had been used to decorate an ex-voto monu¬ 
ment, a trophy in the form of a ship’s prow, some sort of pedestal, doubtless 
of the same general type as that on which the Victory of Samothrace is 
mounted. They capped the ends of the beams which protruded on either 
side of the prow, serving as a protection for the hull against the shock of 
collision. Rising from the comers are two superb half-busts, facing one 
another, and crowned with ivy (about one inch in height). That on the left 
represents Ariadiney dressed in a light tunic suspended from the arms and 
shoulders: that on the right shows an unclad Dionysos, his long, curling 
hair falling lightly about his neck. Round his forehead there is a narrow 
fillet with a hint of horns.’ Merlin and Poinssot, Cratires et candilahres de 
marbre trousvds en mcr prh de Mahdia, p. 6. 
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So much for the port of origin. It remains to establish 
the date. 

One of the objects recovered from the sea provides 
invaluable evidence on this point. It is a lamp with its 
charred wick still in position. It seems certain that this 
formed part of the ship’s furniture. Its characteristic 
shape shows that it was made at the end of the second 
century b.c. It must, therefore, have been in use 
during the early years of the first. 

There is one historical event which seems to fit in 
with the evidence here described—the sacking of 
Athens by Sulla in 86 b.c. Not only does the date 
coincide with what we know, but we have textual proof 
that, at this period, the arsenal and storehouses of the 
Piraeus were looted and burned—^which would explain 
the presence on the Mahdia ship of ex-voto figures 
from monuments in the Port of Athens. 

This hypothesis is so plausible in the matter of the 
cargo as to seem almost certain. But the vessel’s destina¬ 
tion is more open to doubt. What was this consignment 
of Greek objets d'art doing in the Gulf of Gabes.? Was 
it being taken to Rome? We must assume that it was, 
unless we can find some other place to which, at that 
period, a cargo of this nature was likely to be sent. If 
Italy was, in fact, its destination, then we are forced to 
the conclusion—far from impossible—^that a storm 
had driven the ship very far off her course. The direct 
route from Athens to Ostia would have passed between 
Italy and Sicily, through the Strait of Messina. It 
must have been after doubling Cape Malea that she 
was driven towards the African coast. 

It does seem, however, that the gale which sent the 
ship southwards must have veered suddenly in a very 
odd manner and been blowing in a northerly direction, 
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because the way in which the anchors were lying round 
the wreck leads us to suppose that the vessel was being 
forced out to sea when the catastrophe occurred. The 
evidence goes to show that five anchors in all were 
dropped, including the heaviest, the sheet-anchor, 
which was used only in cases of extreme danger. Now, 
all were dropped in a straight line from the bows, 
along the side facing the coast. This, presumably, 
would have been done only if the ship had been making 
for Mahdia, and wanted to avoid being blown out to 
sea. It seems that this is a case of a ship bound for 
Mahdia and trying to prevent herself from being blown 
out to sea, rather than a ship blown towards the shore 
by the wind and letting go her anchors to avoid driving 
aground. 

There is no doubt whatever that the ship was found 
lying on a general north-south axis, or that the anchors 
had been dropped on the south side, at some little 
distance from the wreck’s final position. Monsieur 
Poinssot has supplied the following details. ‘Since 
anchors, as a rule, are carried for’ard, there is every 
reason to suppose that when disaster struck the ship, 
her bows were facing south, or, more accurately, south¬ 
east. The divers state that the wooden deck on which 
the cargo of columns lay, terminates at the southern 
end of the seventh row, beyond which there is nothing 
but sand. It is worth noting that the anchors lie, not, 
like the rest of the cargo, in a mass of sludge which has 
gone black as the result of metallic decomposition, but 
in an area of clear sand. There is only a narrow fringe 
of blackish mud round each of them.’^ 

* Letter dated i6th February I1947, written by Monsieur Poinssot to 
Monsieur de rEprevier, now in the archives of the Naval Museum (v. 2 
W13954). An opposite point of view is expressed in an account by Com- 
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The extremely unequal value of the cargo leads one 
to the conclusion that the ship was hoi carrying a load 
of booty to Rome on Sulla's orders, for, had that been 
the case, the objects would, one assumes, have been 
chosen with greater care, It seems more likely that we 
have to deal with a contractor’s consignment rather 
than a collection of spoil from a conquered country. 
It is true that the Mahdia ship was carrying works of 
art of undoubted value, but these were in close juxta¬ 
position with marble blocks, which clearly had been 
newly worked and, in some cases, were unfinished. 
'The statues had been loaded in sections waiting to be 
assembled on arrival. The capitals, decorated with 
griffin-heads, had their volutes supported on rough 
projections of solid marble. The candelabra and 
kraters, parts of which had not yet received their 
painted or gilded decoration, came, clearly, from work¬ 
shops engaged in supplying goods for export. The 
drums of the columns are mere rough-hewn cylinders, 
without fluting or astragal, and must have been shipped 
straight from the quarry.* All these things point to a 
commercial ‘order’ rather than to a collection of war- 

* writes Monsieur Merlin, 'Athens could 
numctact Fh. TailUfi M^v 1^4?) rmm wbicb I qutPlc the 
falJewing pi^ge. *Two anchon WOT fdVEcd Ijf’fng mi top of efae lud a. ftif 
yiwds Iroin the columu. They niuii, Khucfastf havft Baca AtoiraiE wbrn ibe 
ihip faemdered.' Momicur ^fl!n *Thi iNnluun of ibc 
which lie qu](f dr^inllcly ovliTWi- the oth pf the wrtdt ^ J Of ihe Jfive uehon 
drop|Rni Qvubcwd two thouiuid >“£111 two wera nlstd in lUt tourst 
of ilic ulTa^nj? opMtIonj cirrl^ put in 1^9 and 1911, These are u^tw in 
the E:Lrd€k Miucuin ai Tuak. Two athen wtre ndjcd by ihe G.£,R.&. 
(Croupe d'Xtudcict dc Rccherchfid ^ui-MatiDfitJrAcd on^cirth^m uon view 
ro the Toulon Naval Nlttuiuiii^ Nono of the four cimed. boy invo^ptioiu 
The Bh«t-author to Judge by the dioKii^iDna- of due oentral opeoingj 
mv*.t have beru twice the lize of the otheriT k uill, preaucoably, at the 
hot-tpin of the lea. 

booty* 
* Surely, 
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Mufiit Sajnf^Orrm^E 

UL Rmn^i- |taiHh»fJ- m ib* Muai^ de Saini-Geflfllillp This 

Hclknliiif luifueLEti wm ^und in 1^50 U)' ^ bel'iticl>'diiieir <i|.3eraih]^ uS" 

ProviTFi^t txoti-U Ji prab^hlv ume from a wrack of tbc lif¥t ccniur^^ 



Photo Chardei 

Plate IV. The Antheor ‘stopper*. The lettering is Oscan, 

and should be read anti-clockwise. 



have supplied the all-powerful Sulk with more magnt- 
Sceiic trophies^ than these examples of routine com¬ 
mercial ej^Ioitatlou all made from commonplace 
materials?’^ 

Monsieur Carcopino, on the other hand, takes the 
view that the hyi^theals put forward onginally by 
Salomon Rdnach, is the right one,* and that the cargo 
almost certainly represents Sulk's booty, and may be 
taken ^ eiemplif^ng his artistic taste. Monsieur 
Carcoplno has produced convincmg arguments in 
support of this opinion. He points out that Sulk had 
an especial liking for mimes and clowns, which would 
explain the bronze figurines. He stresses the fact 
that the presence on board, of a herm of J>hJtysoi 
would accord with the title of ‘Mew Dionysos* with 
which the cities of Greece welcomed the contjueror of 
Mlthridates. Finally, he gives proof that Italian 
was influenced by articles of furniture of the same 
general type as those found at Mahdia. This influence, 
accor^ng to Pliny, began to make Itself felt after 
Sulla’s return. It remains to explain the presence of the 
unfinished columns. It seems possible that these had 
been put in hand for use in the Oiympieion at Athens, 
that not all the capitals which should have accompanied 
them were sunk off Mahdia, and that some, at least, 

' Ercn tcm-ccltii tiln wm ibaad m tbs ifrect, but these miy w«n hire 
formed purt of the mxVt notiml i^uipineut. Sixnilw o^eti hive h^xn 
Hcatird in the qk of cither incieflt nomblj ai AJheoga (nx bdow), 
TTicj were daubtlisa umd fiJr the rwiaff of the irlwEhousr. Mooiieur 
Bcoolt ainuced roc that ehipt b zh& MidcLt Aprs* plytng on the Rhoucp 
earned a tikd oonjmicuoD ciJlcd tbe Jrocn the Utia ward,, 

'rbe decL^ of ibe ibiin of Nemi were made af tflW. * 
■ J. COTCOpEUD, Sji/a fl irj fumiifi nw-AeiWae/ df It W44 

Silomon RcLEioch who dm ptopoanded the StiUa theory. Red^ Gignai'i 
opinton wai tiut the ship had been chartered i contactor on 
huiMiDg lad docontin^ villas for rich Romani. 
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got safely into port and were among the similar objects 
later recovered from the ruins of Pompeii. If mese 
wore not the actual capitals belonging to the Mahdia 
cargo, they were at least their younger brothers, and 
had been copied from Greek originals. 

It looks as though the return of the Roman Dictator 
marked the beginnings of a renaissance, and gave rise 
to a new fashion, if not a new style, in architecture and 
furnishings. Here is something to reconcile us to the 
rather light-fingered man who burned the Piraeus. 
Crimen dearum eral SyllafelixT the gods were guilty of 
Sulla’s good fortune. That, at least, is obvious. But 
was the looting for which he has been blamed any 
more reprehensible than the ransacking of the East 
by the Crusaders which enriched our churches with 
treasures, and played its part in the flowering of 
Western art—or than the pillaging of Italy by 
Napoleon? Pillage or homage? There has always been 
an element of love in the theft by continental peoples 
of the artistic heritage of the sea&ring nations. It was 
not altogether a bad idea on Sulla's part to show Rome 
what his new conquests could achieve. The Greece 
which educated Rome was not, to be sure, Greece in 
her prime, but it was through the one that Rome 
learned to respect the other. At the very heart of 
Athens Sulla had declared that he would shO'W mercy 
to the living out of respect for the dead. In the last 
analysis, therefore, it Is difliciilt to know whether we 
should show more resentment than gratitude for the 
'pillaging' in which he indulged. 

The case of Vertes was by no means exceptional. 
Cicero was for ever plaguing his friend Atticus with 
requests for Greek bronzes and marbles. We know 
that another ship, with just such a cargo of works of 
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art, foundered, at a somewhat later datc^round about 
50 B.C.—off Anticythera. It was from this wreck that 
the famous bronze Tgutk was recovered. We know 
in what prodigalities of theft a Romanized Berber 
Prince, Juba II, indulged in order to adorn Caesarea, 
his Mauretanian capital. 

Monsieur Merlin has, in fact, suggested that it may 
well have been this same Juba II tor whom the Mahdia 
consignment was intended. This theory was put for¬ 
ward when the first finds were brought to the surfree. 
Subsequent operations, however, by enabling us to 
give the first century b.c> as the date of the wreck, 
made it necessary to abandon a view which no longer 
fitted the chronological facts. 

Perhaps there is still an element of uncertainty about 
the Mahdia cargo, its destination, and even the date 
of the disaster which overtook it. At the time when 
Sulla was busy looting Athens, Africa was stiU in the 
hands of the supporters of Marius. It would, therefore, 
be rather surprising to learn that the ship in question 
was making for an African port. On the other hand, 
if we put date forward thirty-five years, making it 
contemporary with that of the Anticythera wreck, that 
particular argument falls to the ground. 

Where History is silent, Archaeology is sometimes 
inclined to be radier too talkative. 

Generous though the Mahdia wreck has been, there 
are reasons to suppose that the sum total of its secrets 
has not yet been revealed. That is why when, thirty- 
five years later, Monsieur Merlin was informed that 
the Groupc de Recherches de Toulon was proposing 
to devote one of its routine dives to a further examina¬ 
tion of the site, he welcomed the idea with enthusiasm. 
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A team of nine free-divers proceeded to the spot on 
board the Sloop Elie Monnier. Harbour launch No. 8 
was also pressed into service. Commandant Philippe 
Tailliez and Commandant J. Y. Cousteau were in 
charge of the operations. They took with them the 
report drawn up by Enseigne Tavera, who in 1908, as 
Commander of the tug Cyclope, had discovered the 
exact location of the wreck. Unfortunately, the points 
of reference chosen at that time—an isolated tree, a 
thicket, a ruin—no longer existed. When she was five 
miles off-shore, the Monnier began to make a 
series of reconnaissance sweeps. All the members of 
the team levelled their glasses on the desperately flat 
coastline where, at wide intervals, a number of ruins, 
each indistinguishable from its fellows, was visible, 
alternating with similar isolated trees. For five days 
the divers carried out an exhausting search at a depth 
of twenty fathoms. An area of approximately nine acres 
of sea-bed which had been ‘squared’ by means of 
submerged lines was examined square yard by square 
yard, but all in vain. An all-over survey, carried out 
by a diver attached to a leaden weight and towed by 
launch No. 8, did at last reveal the whereabouts of the 
‘big guns’ on which so much depended. The wreck 
was found lying some two hundred and twenty yards 
from the spot mentioned in Tavera’s report. 

Next day a preliminary examination was made. ‘The 
sight,’ wrote Philippe Tailliez, ‘was a thrilling one. All 
that remained of the Mahdia “Galley” after two 
thousand years, amounted to a collection of widely 
spaced lumps, with a number of columns arranged in 
four main rows. The general effect, in spite of the 
disturbance caused by the Greek divers, was over¬ 
whelmingly that of a ship, thirty-six feet wide by one 
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hundred and twenty long, lying on a north-south axis. 
Fragments of the ribs of the hull, of the deck, and of 
the keel were visible beneath the columns, or in the 
intervals between them."^ 

Five days had been spent in finding the wreck, and 
very little time was left in which to carry out a serious 
investigation. The free-divers and the Kite Monnier 
were due to report back at Toulon for naval duties. 
In order to enlarge the breach made by the helmet- 
divers in 1913, four columns, the heaviest of which 
weighed three tons, were secured by slings and hoisted 
on to the afterdeck of the Elie Monnier^ whose derrick 
was hard put to it to lift them. Two anchors were also 
raised. ‘The columns were covered with marine flora 
and fauna which had burrowed almost to their centres. 
They emerged from the sea in a rich cascade of water 
and vivid colours. The anchors, brutally torn from their 
oozy bed, were hauled obliquely to the surface, leaving 
behind them a wake of liquid mud. It took a lot of 
hard work to raise one of the capitals which had been 
deeply buried; the crust of sand in which it was encased 
was quickly scraped oflF and a block of pure marble 
came into view, an Ionic volute in a perfect state of 
preservation, with the marks of the chisel still clearly 
visible. The divers worked under the columns, using 
improvised dredges. These implements dug deeply 
into the mud, raising an infernal cloud of black ooze 
and bubbles. The men crawled forward flat on their 
stomachs through a sea of liquid sludge, churning it 
up with their bodies as they worked, fumbling about 
in it with their hands. Each time they touched a solid 
object their hearts gave a jump. A great shoal of fishes 

^ Ph. Tailliez, ‘La “Galire” dc Mahdia’ {Rs^vue Maritime^ May 1949, 
pp. 574-85)- 
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surrounded us, prodigiously interested in what we 
were doing, and turning to their own advantage the 
freshly opened furrows, like birds agog at sight of a 
peasant digging. The groupers in particular, weighing 
from twenty to forty pounds apiece, never stirred far 
from our scrapers . Until the very end we were on 
^e most friendly and trusting terms with the 
inhabitants of the sea-jungle. . . .’ 

In all, only about eleven hours of these exploratory 
labours were productive. The main object, which was 
to mark the position of the wreck and to carry out a 
preliminary reconnaissance, had been achieved, and 
Monsieur Merlin, in his comment on the operation, 
was able to say: ‘The first results obtained show that 
there IS good reason to believe that the possibilities of 
the site have not been exhausted. It seems likely that 
important discoveries will be made when the search 
IS resumed. It is certain that once the skeleton of 
the ship has been freed from the accumulated de¬ 
posits of the sea much valuable information will be 
gained... 

men who carried out the diving operations at 
Mahdia, and who saw and touched the wreck, share 
this opinion, but they know, too, that this type of 
search can be brought to a successful issue only if the 
men on the job—whether archaeologists or not_ran 
be assured of a supply of efficient technical equipment 
Unfortunately, what they chiefly need is powerfiil 

» Several brojw ^g, which were found on hoard the wreck in 1008 
^d 1913, now in the Tunis Museum, have been identified by Monsieur 

Poujade as formmg part of the running-tackle of the ship. It has lone 
been known, from the evidence of bas-reliefs, how this running-uckle was 

probable that we have in our hands examples of 
by which they were attached m the 

mast. See Jean Poujade, La RouU des Indes et ses Navires, 1946, p. 132. 
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lifting apparatus, a dredger, and a vessel specifically 
designed, as was the Elie Monnier, for assisting an 
organized diving programme. Such things are beyond 
the reach of our archaeological services with their 
limited financial resources. It must, however, be 
stressed that no attempt which cannot rely upon the 
necessary material means will succeed. Imperfect 
equipment will only break up still further what remains 
of the wreck, without any appreciable gain.^ 

In connexion with this last of the Mahdia expedi¬ 
tions, mention should be made of recent laboratory 
researches which are likely to prove of great interest 
to archaeologists. The divers of the G.E.R.S. succeeded 
in recovering from the Mahdia site one of the ship’s 
nails. They had on another occasion, and on another 
site about which I shall have something to say later, 
at Anthdor, on the Cote d’Azur, found a similar nail. 
These two objects were entrusted to Madame A. R. 
Weill, one of the scientific staff of the Naval Labora¬ 
tory, for purposes of analysis.^ 

Madame A. R. Weill has been kind enough to show 
me the results of her work.® The essential facts are as 
follows. Ultra-violet analysis shows that the chemical 
composition of both nails is the same: 

^ It should be put on record that the G.E.R.S. has in its keeping at the 
Toulon Arsenal a Greek Ionic capital of marble, with about three feet of 
the column attached, an anchor and a small amphora all belonging to the 
Mahdia hoard. 

* This is not the first time that physicists and chemists have come to the 
aid of archaeologists. There have been illustrious precedents. The great 
Berthelot did not disdain to write an Introduction d Vitude de la Chimie des 
Ancient (1887; second edition, 1938). A votive figurine, bearing the name 
Gudea, and found at Lagash, was declared by Berthelot to be made of pure 
copper. He also carried out anal^'ses of a number of bronzes. 

• These have now been published in the Re^vue de MetaUurgie, 1952. 
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Copper: basic element. 
Siliaum; approximately per cent. 
Magnesium: approximately 0'5 per cent. 
Iron: approximately 0-5 per cent. 
Silver: a few traces. 
Aluminium: very faint traces. 

That the Mahdia and Anthfior nails should have the 
same composition is a remarkable fact. The archaeo^ 
logical evidence leads to the conclusion that the two 
wrecks were roughly contemporary. The lives of ships 
in the ancient world were short, and we can only 
suppose that those of Mahdia and Anrhdor were of 
about the same age. It is to be assumed that the copper 
of which both the nails were made had the same origin. 

The spectographic analpis and the X-Ray indica¬ 
tions show that the metal content is 98-5 per cent, 
pure. ‘NoWj the most carcrully refined copper of our 
own day still contains as much as 10 per cent, im¬ 
purity. Wc are faced, therefore, with the fact that 
ancient articles which are found to contain not more 
than I to 2 per cent, impurity were made from non- 
alloyed copper. It can be said’ for certain that we are 
dealing with no raw material, but with an ore which 
has been treated by skilful metallurgists.’ 

Archaeologists have, as a rule, assumed that ships' 
nails In the ancient world were made of bronae. This 
error is due chiefly to the use of a Latin vocabulary 
which we have probably misconstrued. The English 
specialist, R. J. Forbes, has given much thought to 
this problem,’ He proposes to distinguish clearly in 
ancient metallurgy the different varieties of copper or 
pre-bronze, among which should be included the 

1 R. J. Forbw, [Bfil], LeydcD, 1950), 
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earJiest alloys of copper, lead and smtiinonj, refined 
co^er and non-purified copper. 

The nails found in the ships of Nemi were also of 
pure copper. When chemically' analysed and examined 
under the microscope, they showed a degree of purity 
comparahlc to that of the copper sold at the present 
day—approximately 99-60 per cent, to 99-71 per cent, 
of copper, but with impurities differing from those 
revealed in the copper of Mahdia and Anth^or: 0-03 
per cent, to 0 06 per cent, lead: 013 per cent, to 
per cent, iron. Wc are forced, therefore, to assume that 
the refining of copper made considerable strides in the 
course of a century (the date attributed to the Mahdia 
wreck is 66 a.c,, and to the ships of Caligula at Nemi, 
A.O, 37-41), and that the copper used in each case had 
a different origin. That used in the Nemi nails seems 
to have been an Italian chalcopyrite, while that of the 
Mahdia ship may have come from Spain, a theory 
which is suggested by the presence of silver traces. 

'If the metallic impurities in the nails of Mahdia and 
Anthi^or are identical," writes Madame A. R. Weill, 
"there is reason to suppose that the two objects came 
from the same source, and were probably treated in 
the same workshop, or, at least, with identical charges. 
It is probable, therefor^ that they are, within twenty 
years or so, of the same age.' 

The two nails, however, suffered dlfiferent fates. 
Whereas that of Mahdia is intact, its Anth^or com¬ 
panion has become completely sulphurated. Madame 
A. R. Weill attributes this high degree of transforma¬ 
tion into pyrite to the presence in the sea off Anth^or 
of sulphurous elements produced by the disinEegratioa 
of vegetable and animal matter, ' It still remains a 
matter for surprise, however, that the metal should 
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have been attacked throughout the whole extent of its 
maas/ 

We can only echo Madame Weill's hope that such 
analyses will become more frequent. It would be 
interrating to know the metallic composition of the 
nails in the ship of Albenga, which seems to have been 
wrecked at a date anterior to those of Anther and 
Mahdia.^ It may well be that this shipi which was 
carrying Campanian amphorae similar to those of 
Anth^or, came from the same places, and had the same 
type of nail. 

A similar analysts could be usefully applied to other 
metals, especially to lead, which was widely used in 
the ancient world. ‘Research of this kind is still so 
t^re—^writes Madame Weill in conclusion—‘that we 
are not yet in a position to classify antique objects, 
merely on the strength of laboratory examination. But 
already that possibility has been envisaged. Forbes has 
traced the whereabouLs of various mineral deposits at 
different periods, and we have only to add the results 
of chemical research to have at our disposition a series 
of frames-of-reference into which the observations 
which follow can be inserted.** 

There were severed leaden ingots, or ‘pigs', on board 
the Mahdia ship, with curved upper surfaces and flat 
under ones, They measured roughly Sfteen and a half 

J t ihiU lia™ more to say ibout AEbeR^a b Cbapur IIT 
> I give l«!tt part of Madame Wtai’* biWiogtaphy tvbfcli hu u> do with 

tf]c ;tndl7$u ot nuiaJi uaed by tbc ^dena: 

A. G. H. AfldftMra and A. W. Kin^tiiyp Mftat T.P 
151Q, IJ4T. 

^ h « Antigfii^ (Brill. Leydei,, i^mJ. 

^ fbuiUai artbioloptjuai {U Mrlolltupa N,,. 
December ipji). ' 
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inches in length, and weighed between sixty-two and 
sixty-eight pounds. They were stamped with Latin 
characters.^ 

Did these form part of the cargo, or was the lead 
present on board for the purpose of carrying out 
running repairs, such as patching the outer sheathing 
of the hull? It was thought at first that the lead came 
from the Laurium mines, but Monsieur Besnier has 
pointed out that ‘the Mahdia ingots resemble in every 
respect those known to have come from a Spanish 
source’.® This is not easy to explain if the lead formed 
part of a cargo sailing from Greece, but offers no 
difficulty if it was part of the ship’s stores of a vessel 
fitted out in a Roman port. A sample which was 
analysed in the Tunis Chemical Laboratory yielded 
98*60 per cent, lead and 0*95 per cent, copper. A pig 
of Spanish lead contained 99*55 per cent, lead and 
0*42 per cent, copper. 

^ A Merlin, *Lingots ct ancres trouv& en mer pr^ de Mahdia* {Melanges 
offerts h Keni Cagnat^ 

• Regime ArcA/ologique, 1921, II, p. 103. The normal weight of Laurium 
ingots is in the neighbourhood of 30 lb. The ones here in question are in 
excess of 65. An article by A. Beltran entitled ‘Objetos romanos de plomo 
cn el Museo de Cartagena y sus inscripcidnes* was published in Memorias de 
los Museos arqueologicos prwinciales^ VIII, 1947, pp. 200-9. 
author reproduces all the inscriptions from the ingots found at Carthagena 
when the harbour was dredged. Monsieur Besnier’s important articles on 
*Le Commerce du plomb 4 T^poque romaine’, appeared in La Regime 
Arch^ologique, 1920, II, pp. 210-44; 1921, I, pp. 36-76; II, pp. 98-121. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE JOURNEYS OF DIONYSOS 

Oneravi vlnum, et tune erat contra aurum, misi Romam . .. 

Scttls, mag'na navis magnam fortitudinem habet. 

Pbtronius: ^agrHfon, LXXVI. 

•TWO wrecked ships belonging to the world of 
A classical antiquity have recently been found in the 

Mediterranean. Both resemble the Mahdia specimen 
in that they were cargo vessels, and all three hulks 
womd seem to date from approximately the same 
period, that is to say from the 6rst century b.c. It 
seems likely that the time can be still further whittled 
down to the first half of that century. 

The lading of the two recently discovered ships did 
not, however, consist of works of art. Both were 
carrying wine-jars or amphorae. They were, in fact, 
what in sailors jargon would be called pinardiers or 
liquor tubs’. One of them sank off the Cote d’Azur, 

in the neighbourhood of Anth^or Point, the other near 
the small harbour of Albenga on the Ligurian Riviera, 
rather more than thirty-five miles from Genoa. 

We owe the discovery of the Anthi^or site to Henri 
Broussard and Dr. Den^r^az, who visited it for the 
first time on the 8 th August 194^* A second examina¬ 
tion was carried out on the 28 th August of the same 
year with the assistance of Dr. Chdnev^e, Monsieur 
Souquet, and several members of the Club Alpin 
Sous-Marin. Mr. MacEvoy, who has since then met 
a tragic end, put his yacht at the disposition of the 
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divers. A more complete survey was made, and a 
number of amphorae were brought to the surface, 
Some of the hrokeii necks still contained stoppers 
marked with inscriptions. 

It was far from obvious at the time that a wreck 
was in question. The proximity of the mainland led 
many specialists to think that the amphorae thus dis’ 
covered might have been thrown into the sea in ancient 
days, as quite often happened in the vicinity of many 
harbours. For several centuries amphorae were the 
commonest form of containers used throughout the 
Mediterranean area. When their usefulness was at an 
end they appear to have been tiresome objects to get 
rid of. Their fragments were put to many different 
uses. Sometimes they served as material for tombs, 
sometimes they were merely jettisoned overboard, as 
was the case at Lyon and at (JhAlon-sur-Saflne.^ 

The undersea site of AnthAir offered, at the end 
of 194^7 the following appeanmee. Westward of the 
Point, and at no very great distance from the shore 
(some thirty-three or forty yards) at a depth of rather 
more than ten fathoms, in the area contained between 
the beach and the rock on which the Chr^tienne' 
Light stands, there was a zone of broken pottery, in 
the middle of which were rows of amphorae bodies 
with a few undamaged examples. These, it seems, were 
almost certainly the remains of some deliberate pattern 
of arrangement. But the Nourishing nature and size 
of the various marine plants which covered part of the 
bottom made any mass-raising of these objects a matter 

^ At Sldqnp piccei of HTipbone Trut incorporiKd id iht cesncDt u.^ Id 
the bwldlD^ of qtiATli^y wnc aim loycd la the canMnrclEau df wa ter- 
pipci. At ChAlon+ between llie jears 186^^701 baU-eatU of amphoiM were 
ffluad in the Saincj, btit aobody luiawi whii btcunc af them. 
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of difficulty. A series of dives revealed the fact that the 
amphorae still lying side by side had become cemented 
together by calcareous algae and adhesive animal life. 
Biologists to whom I have submitted fragments of the 
pottery encrusted with this marine concretion have 
succeeded in identifying the various species. They are 
the perfectly ordinary enemies encountered in all 
undersea archaeology. The most formidable is a 
weed growth known as Lithothamnion. This produces 
a coloured surface, thick in substance, mauve in shade, 
smooth and greasy. Lithophyllum, which has a wavy 
and bloated surface, is less beautiful in colour but more 
irregular and ‘decorative’. A third form of calcareous 
growth had closed up the spaces between the objects 
and solidly cemented together the various archaeo- 
logical exhibits. This was the Tenarea tortuosa, a great 
builder of the Mediterranean ‘ledge’, which forms a 
cream-tinted skin that is harder than stone. 

In order to free some of the layers of amphorae, and 
to separate the component jars, it was necessary to 
work with picks in a considerable depth of water. This 
at first caused a great deal of unavoidable damage. 

In 1949 the Groupe de Recherches Sous-Marines, 
which had carried out at Mahdia the experiments 
already described, arrived at Anth^or on the sloop Elie 
Monnier. This Group, which at that time was under 
the command of our friend Philippe Tailliez, carried 
out a number of dives and took several underwater 
photographs. The superficial crust was loosened, a 
layer of amphorae in good condition was reached, and 
many of the objects composing it were brought to the 
surface. 

Prom the 21st to the 2_^th August 19^0 Elic 
paid a second visit to Anth^or, and the Group, now 
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commanded by Capitaine de Frigate Rossignol 
attempted to carry out an ‘archaeological reconnais¬ 
sance’ of the site in response to a request made by 
Monsieur F. Benoit. 

On this occasion an improved technique was 
employed. The work carried out at Mahdia had shown 
that some sort of dredging was imperative in this type 
of examination. A special machine was built to speci¬ 
fications supplied by the Group. It can be worked on 
the sea-bed by a single free-diver, and has made it 
possible to reveal the material details of sunken ships— 
the oak ribs and the pinewood interior of the hulls. 

In this way proof was supplied that the Anth^or 
wreck, like the Mahdia ship and the vessels of Albenga 
and Artemision, of which I shall have something to 
say later, had a still recognizable hull after two 
thousand years of immersion. That this fact could be 
ascertained, slight though its value may be, is not 
without interest. 

To discover more we shall need the type of equip¬ 
ment which our archaeological services are in no 
position to supply. If the sea-bed is to be cleared, and 
the vegetation torn up, we must have a powerful 
suction-pump with which to get rid of the mud. We 
can, it is true, depend upon the willing co-operation 
of all free-divers, but only the Fonts et Chauss^es, or 
great private enterprises, can supply the indispensable 
machinery. The Navy, I fear, is growing somewhat 
tired of archaeology. The Groupe de Recherches Sous- 
Marines of Toulon means to devote itself in future 
only to such work as may be important for National 
Defence. 

The merely visual exploration of the Anth^or site— 
the only method of investigation now left to us—is 
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bound to be disappointing. The clusters of Posidanm 
seem to have increased in number, perhaps because the 
uprooted plants have seeded themselves and produced 
ever denser growths. The area has been enormously 
enlarged, and has been shamelessly ransacked by 
visitors. Too many divers have been to the place in 
search of undamaged trophies. Broken objects have 
been widely scattered, with the result that the topo¬ 
graphy has become much confused. Only two years ago 
Commandant Rosslgnol gave it as his opinion that at 
Irast eight days of work would be needed to clear the 
site of all this rubbish before the approximate outline 
of the wreck could be established. 

This disturbance of the area is much to be regretted, 
The wreck lies at no great depth, and very near the 
shore. The sea there is very much calmer than in the 
Gulf of Gabes. All the conditions are better than at 
Mahdla, except, perhaps, the topography of the sea¬ 
bed. Here there is no isolated tcU or mound clearly 
emerging from the sandy plain. Rocks, vegetation and 
sherds combine to make a dreary landscape, the limits 
of which are uncertain. Nor should it be (orgotten that 
the Anthdor ship can offer nothing of interest compar¬ 
able to the cargo of works of arc which justided the 
very great efforts made at Mahdia, One wonders, had 
this not been the case, what proportions the pillaging 
might not have assumed in view of the damage which 
has been done to the site merely in order to get 
possession of a small amount of pottery of no very great 
value. 

Vip^at a change haa come over the place since our 
last visit 1 There is nothing to be seen now but a waste 
of broken amphora necks and bodies. You may seek in 
vain among this desert of broken pottery for go much 
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as a. scrap of lead, a nail, a piece of wood, anything, in 
fact, that might indicate that you were in the presence 
of a ship and not of a public refuse-dump. Clumsily, 
aimlessly, one swims over this mass of smashed pottery, 
occasionally and half sceptically picking out some fig¬ 
ment rather t^ger than the rest, only to let it drop 
again in a swirl of mud. It is impossible now to End 
the rows of amphorae which once showed how the 
cargo had been stowed, impossible to determine the 
precise position of the wreck, mat was its length, 
what its breadth? You may move the body of a jar, 
lacking a neck, and then, when the mud has settled, 
find nothing but a litter of sherds. You may scoop out 
the interior with your hands and see nothing but a 
fragment with the clear mark of a recent break. 

The sea l^s the blue colour of fountain-pen ink. 
The depth is not worth talking about. Fish flicker 
beneath the irid^cence of the surface which is their 
sky. What point is there in hanging about this under¬ 
sea area which looks like nothing so much as a 
l>ombed site on the morning after? Who will ever take 
the trouble to raise this mass of potteryjust in order to 
solve some hypothetical secret of naval archaeology? 
Year by year, since 194a, ±e spoliation has gone on, 
until now any hope of doing useful work has been 
destroyed. I ItJiow of one yacht which hung about here 
for a whole week loading amphorae. 

Here is the rock beyond which, two years ago, 
Broussard found the fragments of an amphora of a 
somewhat different shape from the normal^ On this 

^ Df. Cbrfnev^ wad Moaiunr Sattquet fousi!| cIxmc to ihff a^jne litcj 
an intact unphm wkh an imctihmUy wide Wyp which cm h« clwsii&d u 

W |tt 1 third iweiy {Dnastl which tnay 
come from i ihip wj^cked ic 2. b«r date. 
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escarpment once stood the beacon sea-mark. On its 
other side the bed slopes gently downwards into the 
blue depths. Nothing for it but to return to the surface. 

And that once gained, there is matter still for 
wonder—a small miracle. Just before piercing the 
mirror beyond which lies the air of mortal men, I saw 
in my hand the glitter of a scrap of pottery. It gave off 
a sheen of mauve and rose; ‘sea-squirts’ had spread a 
coat of brilliant red upon the fainter colour of the weedy 
incrustations. The part of it protected by the mud 
showed russet, like the crust of a loaf. 

What I had brought back was a tiny scrap of life, 
not of the life of the past, but of the life of the sea, 
rather plump, rather sticky. The light with which it 
had shone was dying out. Something had gleamed at 
that dividing-line of sea and sky, something that I had 
held out towards the boat. On my way back this small 
piece of life had dried in the sun. The pottery had 
faded just as it was returning to the very earth from 
which it had originally come. 

These brilliant tints which flash so brightly on the 
water’s surface are an epitome of all submarine archae¬ 
ology. They define its object. They declare its limita¬ 
tions. Deep down in the mud one is scarcely conscious 
of them, and no sooner are they brought to the upper 
air than they begin to fade. Our science, if science it 
be, belongs to the frontier of two worlds, and clings to 
a fugitive brilliance. 

I take stock of the trophies with which I have loaded 
myself. The body of an amphora, divorced from its 
neck, lies against the white paint of the pointu—ot 
local fishing-smack—^rolling idly to the swell. Its sur¬ 
face is a mass of concretions. It is already beginning to 
smell. A moment ago it was a thick and brilliant 
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mauve. Now it is turning pink. To-morrow it will be 
white all over.^ 

It remains to sum up the results of the Anth^or 
venture. 

It was clear from the first that the amphorae brought 
to the surface were all of the same general type, wine- 
jars of the pattern classified by Dressel as type i, and 
dating from the last years of the Republic and the first 
of the Empire.^ Tiresome though it may be that divers 
have made ‘souvenirs’ of these ancient relics, the loss 
to our museums is not, it must be admitted, great, since 
they already contain many examples. These have been 
found in considerable numbers in the oppida of Gaul. 
Their presence under the sea is proof of the importance 
of the flow of trade between Gaul and Italy during the 
first century b.c. It is the ransacking of the site, rather 
than the dispersion of these amphorae, that is most to 
be regretted. 

Perhaps the only matter for surprise is the great 
quantity of them collected in a single place. Com¬ 
mandant Rossignol estimated the finds at over two 
thousand. We shall see that this was the normal 
capacity of a cargo-ship in the ancient world. 

Perhaps the greatest documentary interest—so far 

' One finds on objects recovered from the Mediterranean, in addition to 
the calcareous growths already mentioned, a deal of animal life. Most of 
the clinging parasites are annelids, that is to say, worms and polychaetes, the 
most common of which are the serpulids, forming small round tubes which lie 
on the surface of pottery like noodles on a plate. Spirt>rbis is smaller and is a 
sandy colour. Pomatoceros is recognizable from the triangular section of its 
tube. The small red points so often visible on trophies of this kind are not, 
as is often thought, the first sign of growing coral, but the work of a 
foraminiferan—Polytrema miniaceum, 

* See Appendix B. At the base of the neck of one of these amphorae I 
found a mark twice repeated. It has not yet been deciphered. The characters 
appear to be Oscan. 
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as Anth^or is concerned—attaches to the ‘corks' 
which were found stUI In the necks of manj^ of the 
amphorae. These I have already metirioned. The word 
‘corks' is not altogether accurate. One of the stoppers 
w^, in fact, made of cork, but it was covered by a 
disk on which letters had been stamped, and these had 
remained undamaged by immersion. This disk was 
made of po7,7a}Iana, and not, as was at first supposed, 
from fat-lime. Pczzolana can sfand up against pro¬ 
longed immersion in water without deteriorating, and 
the Romans used it in the cement with which they built 
their harbour-works. Us volcanic nature goes far to 
show where the wine, if not the ship, came from. It is 
to be hoped that the inscription stamped on this 
stopper will, when read, throw more light on the 
matter. 

In 1947 Monsieur S. Gagniire found on the shore 
at Saintes-Maries-de-Ia-Mer a collection of amphora- 
neefe, all of the same general type, and all of them 
dating from the same period. They resemble the 
Anth&}r jars in one further particular : they have cork 
stoppers with a disk on top.^ One of these disks was 
found intact by Gagnifere, The letters stamped on it 
were easily legible. They formed the name, twice 
repeated, of a merchant. His place of business may have 
been Fozzuoli, where there is evidence that somebody 
of the same name was, in &ct, carrying on trade: 
L(ucius) Pompon(ius), combined with the letters M 
and P. The disks found at Les Saintes-Maries and at 
Anthfor were similar in shape and size. Both had a 
central boss, and the name on each was similarly 
repeated. It was, therefore, clear that we had to do 

I tM(d, yr, h 194S, pp. 312-14. Sea also S. QigatiltXaiiirt ifHiHofrv tf 
a ATrAMsps, 1^4^, p, tJjj- 
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with some traditional form of trade-mark connected 
with the marketing of wine. 

It is not impossible that this tradition may have a 
very long history behind it. The custom may, indeed, 
date back to the Aegean civilization. There was, even 
fifteen hundred years before Christ, an active trade in 
wine throughout the Mediterranean area. ‘The con¬ 
signments were carried by sea under excellent condi¬ 
tions.’^ Methods had been devised for keeping the 
commodity safe from deterioration, and for protecting 
it against fraudulent practices. The jars were closed 
with stoppers of terra-cotta, which were covered with 
vine leaves, and daubed with clay. They were kept in 
position with twine. To the protective surface, while 
still in a soft state, and at the point where the bindings 
crossed, the producer set his mark with a seal. Methods 
changed little in the course of fifteen centuries, almost 
the only difference being that clay was replaced by 
pozzolana. The raised boss still recalls the ‘crossed 
bindings’ of the Aegean jars.^ 

Monsieur Fernand Benoit, Directeur de la xii® 
Circonscription arch^ologique, obtained possession of 
one of the Anth^or stoppers. For a long time the 
reading of the inscription presented great difficulties 
and many interpretations were put forward.* There 

^ Glotz, La Ci^isation Sgienne, p. 221. See also Annual of the British School 
at Athens, XVI, 9, plate III. 

* This classic method of closing the jars accounts for the special Latin 
vocabulary used in this connexion. For corking, the Romans used the word 
oblinere—to daub, or gypsare—to plaster. Uncorking was expressed by the 
verbs deradere—to scrape, or reUnere—to break. The finds at Les Saintes- 
Maries and at Anth^or throw much light on these linguistic uses. (Plautus, 
Poenulus, v, 836; Horace, Epistles, II, 2, v, 134). 

* This particular example was, unfortunately, in a poor state of pre¬ 
servation. Many others, with more clearly defined lettering, have since been 
found. 
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was no getting away from the fact that the trade-mark 
affixed to the Italic jars, and dating, apparently, from 
the first century b.c., employed, not as might reason¬ 
ably have been supposed, the letters of the Latin 
alphabet, but was inscribed in the Oscan tongue, which 
reads from right to left. To Monsieur Jacques Heurgon 
belongs the credit of deciphering the names of a certain 
Marcus, and a certain Caius Lassius, and for finding 
this name among the funerary inscriptions at 
Pompeii.^ 

The memorial stone on which this name appears 
was set up by a Clodia Auli filia to commemorate her¬ 
self and the members of her family (sibi et suis). Now, 
among the members of her family thus designated 
occurs the name of her mother, Lassia, who, as there 
is reason to suppose, may have been the daughter of 
one of the two Lassii whose names are stamped on 
the Anth^or stoppers. The husband of this Lassia 
served on three occasions as duumvir. The Pompeii 
inscription gives the date of his last magistracy as 
A.D. 2. 

Scruples of conscience forbid me to say more, since, 
as I have already pointed out, the merit of this dis¬ 
covery belongs to Monsieur Heurgon, and it is for 
hini to describe the ingenious calculations and com¬ 
parisons which led him to give for the Anthdor wreck 
an approximate date somewhere around 8o b.c.^ 

All the evidence goes to show that Campania was 
the place of origin of the ship, of the amphorae which 

1 The Gens ^ia appears in the index of gentilida published by Conway 
in his Italic Dialects (II, p. 572). For the Pompeii inscriptions, see CIL 
ifiorpus Inscriptionum Latinarum) X, 1074, and at Sorrentum (X, 756). 

* J. Heurgon, *Les Lassii pompiiens et I*importation des vins itaJiens en 
Gaule (La Panla del Passato). See also, F. Benoit, ’Anthior’ (Gallia, VIII, 
*9SO> P* 1*9)- 
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it was carrying and of the wine which they contained.^ 
These Lassii, who lived at Pompeii, had contacts with 
a number of agricultural undertakings, as may be seen 
from the fact that the funerary inscription already 
mentioned informs us that the women of the family 
served, in a continuous line from mother to daughter, 
as Priestesses of Ceres. 

The Clodii and Lassii, rich vine-growers and export 
merchants, who had much political power and religious 
influence, cultivated the famous vineyards which 
covered the lower slopes of Vesuvius and the hillsides 
of Sorrentum. The Lassii set their name upon the 
pozzolana stoppers of their amphorae, and pozzolana 
was a material which came, also, from Vesuvius. 

The connexion of these two families brings to mind 
those Bordeaux marriages of our own day in which 
sound commercial calculations and financial interests 
march side by side—sometimes—^with love. 

It may seem surprising that as late as the first 
century b.c. the Lassii should have been using Oscan 
characters on their stoppers. It is extremely doubtful 
that this habit reflects a rustic boorishness still un¬ 
affected by Roman influences. These great business 
houses must have contained clerks who could write 
Latin, and even Greek, correctly. The firm, therefore, 
could have given a Roman colouring to its trade-mark 
had it seemed desirable to do so. 

It seems fairly safe to say that political and historical 
reasons dictated this late use of Oscan. The Oscan 

^ ‘The “Italian** merchants whose traces are found all over Eastern 
Gaul at the end of the period of the Roman Republic, and during the first 
years of the Empire, were not inhabitants of Rome, but men of Southern 
Italy,* (F. Lot, La fin du Monde Antique, p. 88). 
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confederation had won respect for its traditiona and its 
language. The process or uniheation carried out by 
Rome elsewhere^ often by rough and brutal methods, 
had moved slowly in this particular district of 
Campania.^ The letters on the Anth^or stopper may, 
therefore, be regarded as a manifestation of local 
patriotism. Perhaps we are justified In assuming that 
this local patriotism was not without a certain publicity 
value. It may have served as an assurance to distant 
customers that the famous wine delivered to them was 
of the true, authentic vintage, much as the appearance 
of French names on the labels of Champagnes and of 
Bordeaux wines is intended to reassure American 
consumers. 

The reputation enjoyed in Gaul by the wines of the 
Mediterranean was of very long standing. It was in 
no way connected with the Roman penetration, and 
had nothing to do with the diffusion of Latin, It is even 
safe to say^ that the popularity of these wines was in 
Inverse ratio to the Roman conquest. The wines of 
Greece and of Greater Greece long anticipated the 
advance of the legions. What amounts to a positive 
craze for them is known to have existed In Gaul as fer 
back as the sixth century b.c.® In a frequently quoted 
passage, Diodorus Siculus asserts that ‘me Gauls were 
prepared to pay for a jar of wine the price of the slave 
who served it.’* South Italian wines made their 

1 Tbc ^Nuccnoe' Con&dcnticiQ had won mpcct; fox Tt^ ur-idltipoi beoAiue 
cf XU ACtftUciE! of loyalty to Komc war WannibiE. Tbc 
itTP^gth of itc h>iid5 naitiiiF It to Roroe h jinovcd by xibe fwi ilpl t:bc dciei 
^ac6 il tad founded in Nottb Africa managed to ictaio i bl^b dc^tt£i of 
indepeDdenoe. Tlifi Imi^taric utillicfldon of Inly wa* a bEcx dfinlopiiicqt 
which btlon^ to tbc |iCricK| of the Sodll War, ^ 

* Tbc PertLib and CknuOHE-Fcmnd Qf winc-jug^. 
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appearance in the fourth century simultaneously with 
the arrivfi.1 of pottery from Campania, tt Is wrong to 
describe these wines as ‘Roman', According to Plinyt 
it not until nearly 150 b.c. that Rome learned the 
technique of vine-culture and w'ine-making. It is 
obvious, therefore, that when the Romans founded 
Narbonne in 118, they were still newcomers to the 
craft of the grape. They may, however, have had more 
pressing reasons to acclimatise the vine in Ganl. The 
wrecks of Anthtfor and Albenga show clearly that sea¬ 
borne trade was not without its risks. To Install centres 
of production in dose proximity to the local markets 
meant a saving on sinkings and on the cost of transport. 
But it is perhaps giving undeserved credit to the 
Romans to attribute to ^em the introduction of the 
vine into Gaul. We should remember that there had 
been two earlier stages, the one Greek, the other 
Campanian. 

To some this distinction may seem over-subtle, 
since Campania became. In the long run, wholly 
Romanized. That is true: but the Anthdor wreck with 
its Oscan-inscribed stoppers is living proof that the 
flattening-out effects of historical classification do 
sometimes tend to conceal the existence of important 
and neglected nationalities. 

The Lass!i, therefore, may be regarded as possessing 
something of a symbolic value. Their chief merit is 
that they provide a link in the chain of commerce 
which stretches from the Phocacans down to the 
Equitti and who exercised such great 
power in the Imperial age. The evidence of their broken 
amphorae in the sea off Anthdor shows that the Romans 
of Rome were not the first Italian people to establish 
contact with the Gauls, or to enter into competition 
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with the Greeks of Massalia. Are we to assume, then, 
that these merchants of Campania were sailors and 
shipowners as well? That they possessed cargo-fleets 
of ^eir own? Or would it be truer to suppose that they 
relied on the captains and crews of Greater Greece who 
had long been familiar with the coastline of Provence? 
It is impossible to answer the question. The most we 
can say is that the Apennine folk who came down 
from their mountains and took possession of Etruscan 
Capua and Greek Cumae, thus laying the foundations 
of M Oscan State, did most certainly find in the coastal 
plain traditions of viticulture and seafaring which were 
not among the gifts showered by Providence on Rome 
at her birth. 

The lesson is one that should not be forgotten. It 
shows that a current of maritime activity is scarcely 
ever of spontaneous birth. It needs some contribution 
from the high seas, but, when it reaches land, it does 
not dry up but continues, even if the names of those 
responsible for that continuity change. 

Thus, though the name may be Roman, and the 
activity Campanian, it is the long tradition of Greek 
colonization that lies behind.^ 

It was as far back as the eighth century b.c. that 
the Greeks first established themselves in Southern 
Italy, notably at Cumae. They took with them, when 

» I ho^ that I shall not be accused of harbouring a Greek ‘obsession’. 
I am weU atrare that other influences, notably that of Etruria, played 
a great part in awakening the barbarians of the West. But those in¬ 
fluent moved riong the land-routes and over the Alpine passes, for 
which reason I have neglected them here, at the risk of felsifying the 
h^oncid perepecuve. Can we, when we come to consider the actuality 

to what extent it made itself felt in the Gallic 
hinterland? That, vrrites Monsieur Grenier (/,« GauMs, p. 144) a 

S^ffoufd? satisfactory answer hai even now. 
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they left their native cities, not only pottery but cuttings 
from their vines, and the secret of wme-maklng. But 
other things, too, they introduced Into their new 
homes, things which had to do with the human mind 
and the human soul; the use of money and the worship 
of the gods- It was by way of the sea that, through the 
course of many centuries, wine was carried through 
the whole of the Mediterranean area. But in the wake 
of the wine-ships followed arts, and crafts, and gods, 
the secrets of pottery-making and navigation, but also 
the cult of Dionysos, Egyptian morality and Ionian 
philosophy. 

The amphorae which He scattered along the length 
of this great sea-route of the first century b.c, are all, 
save for minor differences, of the same general tj'pc. 
They are elongated and thlck-wallcd, with handles 
springing from the shoulder and curving inwards to 
join the nock a little way below the lip. Of this type 
arc the examples found at Anthrfor, anti of this type, as 
wc shall see later, arc those recovered from the AJbenga 
ship. Others have been found at Carthage and in the 
small oppida around Marseille^ at Vienne on the 
Rhone, at Fos-sur-Mer, at IbiTa and at Bibracte. It 
was these amphorae which were at first dubbed Gallic 
because they turned up in such great abundance 
throughout Provence, ikter, the name was changed 
to Roman. It would be truer to say that they are 
Campanian, made from volcanic earth taken from the 
slopes of Vesuvius, where flourished those terraced 
growths which have also been called Roman, though 
they were Greek by origin and owed their quality to 
the craft and cunning of the Oscans. 

I want, now, to say something of the wine which 
these amphorae contained, Traces of it have remained 
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in some of them—blackish depoaii which the sea has 
not washed away.^ 

We know approximately what these Greek wines 
were like, and their heirs, the wines of Campania. 
Small quantities have been found in sealed ^lass flasks 
deposited in tombs. Such analyses as have been carried 
out show that the wine of the ancients, so much 
appreciated by 'our ancestors, the Gauls’, had little In 
common with what we call wine to-day,“ The peoples 
of antiquity were constantly devising methods of 
blending, sweetening and diluting, whereas what we 

I lE4»iTin po3ilb!Cr thut die dcp«it is mi of tlvts wine ibelf, byt qf ibc min 
which the umdt of the c^otiinef waa daybed^ So far oi 1 knem^p iz hai 

new jtt bttci flcrEqiulj 

■ lye cU^c wqrktjp ihii iubjcctp chou^ti by by meam rwenli » BiLUonl'v 
Im tt if vrn djont tA nujnbcr of mpre recent iniduf udiu, 
and ibcfc aie iitj4ljng for all wtw wnpold punue the tnatEer. A. 
Aymird ^L'inlmJJdJyn dcs pbotntioxu dc ri^ne an Tfanwlpiiii; 
la fHpublitiD^ romsiflc* A MMjmtr Atw^ 
the ^abc xhabr'i *Lti capltajista ronuiliuctlaTiticiahnrc itidlenue' 
July-SepT. Mpfuicyr R. Dion liu devoted much aucrLiian ty thx 
pt^bbmot bud bis CQsdujioniwili be found in two Impcniaut mide*: "Lh 
tKciKiDa da vigtiobk bom^uiipiPn.' {Armnifij Oct--Dcc, 1950)1 aiad 'La viti- 
ctiliUR d2£a La Gtto antique* {Rrtwr dft L>mx Mattd/ij lat Febrwafy 155X}. 

^ Rnupnel {HtiioifT dt ia Ctimp<igju ia of the cpuiicD that iht 
vlrityi^ cf Buri^xidr dale from bcfoie tbe upmiq^ qf the Romafu, hui 
MoEuieoi R, Diou W ideated ibe argument] on which he baaed thisopiulyy. 
Il Is. true T^t the vlftc wna a pbmt ifldjgCDOUA to Gault beciiusc 
^niaiuj oF it hare ban found at Sfaaune, but tbe prebistoric peopka were 
igi]qcB43t of Tine-gtot^f and wiw-inaHaff» Gnpe-pips found on the ?itnj 
of cemiA bkfHjweUinip point onLy w ihe uu of pul|i«l eTB,pa. The 
itandard drinlt yf the Cdo was barUy-bw^ Vice-gryTrin^r lod wiry?- 
making were two semis whieh enEj?fed Europe from ihe East. In amimln^ 
chii they may hare been trofiamlttcd to oi Kparatdy, ok hj the Greeks^ 
the oLhefi by the 1 direige in some exteat from Dion's briliuot 
tifiMiUant nf rbe sublet. But hU tbu ha* ta do only with the GalUf irii* in 
ila ibfamzy. The dcdiire ooniidfratinn in reachia^ 1 concliulnn would soin 
to be tbc producuon of new types yf the plane in Gaul ^iwtxa the year* 
19 m.c. a^ A.T5. 93, but we sbiEl probably never know in what the deduce 
feiEoreo £n this ebaugu-orer coasisicd. 1 should like to t^s fan that 
a viticolturd achmqufi already e^d b Spain at the ^nod when the 
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most appreciate in wine is its purity. To say that wine 
has not been ‘adulterated’ is, with us, to give it high 
praise. They, on the other hand, were particularly free¬ 
handed in the matter of adding sweet-scented sub¬ 
stances in order to obtain a beverage with the consis¬ 
tency of syrup which, as a rule, even hardened drinkers 
could not swallow unless it was well watered. These 
‘wines’—not unlike certain Greek wines of to-day— 
contained a great diversity of elements, including 
honey, aloes, thyme, berries of the myrtle and some¬ 
times even sea-water!^ The resultant mixture was 
stored not in cellars but in barns exposed to the sun’s 
heat, whereas nowadays, in the Bordeaux country, 
wine is kept in buildings which face north, with no 
opening on the southern side, and so arranged as to 
maintain the temperature at from 54° to 57° F. 

These considerations may provide the answer to a 
puzzle which has long teased me. It is difficult to 
account for the fact that Gaul, which for so long had 
imported Greek and Italian wines, quite suddenly, 
about half-way through the first century a.d., became 
an exporter. Such authors who mention this, attribute 
the change-over to the merits of the new growths 
introduced into Gaul by the Romans. They say little 
or nothing about the processes of wine-making, though 
these were of a highly specialized nature requiring a 
certain form of ‘manipulation’ which^would not, 
probably, have taken long to learn. 

It seems logical to admit that the Greeks had already 
introduced the vine into Gaul, and perhaps even the 
Romans introduced into Gaul vine-shoots from the Eastern Mediterranean. 
Do not the dolia found at Enserune, with their outline figure of a man 
carrying bunches of grapes, indicate that viticulture was practised there 
well before the arrival of the Romans? 

^ In the wines of Ephesus and Clazomene. 
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art of vine-dressing.^ But the presence of Greeks in 
Gaul never amounted to a full-scale occupation, which 
alone would have made the harvesting of grapes and 
the manufacturing of wine possible. Not until the 
founding of Narbonne in i 18 B.c. did any real occupa¬ 
tion of the country begin, and it was only after mis 
that the Romans began to see danger m Gallic viti¬ 
culture and started to take the hrst preventive measures 
designed at stopping the planting of vines by the 
Gauls. 

The introduction of new variants of the plant would 
seem to have been decisive only at a relatively late date. 
Pliny (XIV, 18, 26, 17) says that in the course of the 
ninety years after the death of Virgil (19 new and 
hitherto unknown varieties of grape were produced. 
These were remarkable by reason of the ‘exceptional 
resistance which some could offer to cold and damp, 
others to frost’. These varieties were the Bituriia, still 
perhaps known in the Bordeaux region under the name 
of hidvre or ’stdure^ and the AU^hra^ca^ which produced 
at Vienne a wine of which the Romans were especially 
fond. 

It was about this period that the Gallic growers, 
having these new species at their disposal and strong 
in their possession of the entirely oriental recipes for 
blending wine with honey, resin and thyme, dis¬ 
covered that one thing, and one thing only, was lacking 
for commercial success—an adequate container. The 
only one native to them was the cask. It has been 
accounted a merit to our ancestors that they should 
have invented it. But it was boorish by nature, and 
seemed to lay under a suspicion of boorisbness the 

1 Raoul Eusquifij MliimTi dts. dt Mftrutl/cf VoL 1, p. ji— 
quotation fn?m Jvwm, XLlIl, +- 
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liquor contained within it. Four or five centuries 
earlier fine wines had been brought into Gaul by Greek 
and Campanian ships. They had been carried in 
amphorae.^ It takes time to accomplish so long a 
journey back into the commercial past. Nevertheless, 
the Narbonne growers managed to get hold of a supply 
of the traditional wine-carrying vessels. Whether these 
were imported from abroad or manufactured in Gaul, 
we do not know. What is certain, however, is that there 
did exist a local pottery industry. Sherds have been 
found (one of them actually in Rome) bearing Gallic 
names. Monsieur Th^venot has pointed out that there 
lived at Lyon in the first century a.d. a wine-merchant 
who also carried on a business for the manufacture of 
pottery.2 The finds in the camp of the Praetorian 
Guard at Rome, too, have made it clear that in the 
course of the first century wine from Beziers was 
exported in amphorae (Dressel types 2 and 3). Where 
were these made? 

The numerous sherds discovered at Vienne have led 
scholars to the view that pottery was produced in the 
neighbourhood. The fragments in question, however, 
were of oil-jars which had come originally from 
Baetica. Similar finds have been made at Les Bolards 
and at various other points up and down Gaul. Onward 
from the second century, most of the amphorae seem 
to have been of Spanish origin, and of Dressel’s type 
20: in other words, designed to contain oil. 

In A.D. 92 Domitian gave orders that one-half of 

^ ‘In the Middle Ages wines coming from the districts of Italy which had 
been colonized by the Greeks prior to the Roman conquest were still known 
as “Greek wines**.. .R. Dion, La ^ntictdture dans VAntuputdgrecque. 

* Emile Th^venot, ‘Origines du vignoble Bourguignon* {Annales de 

Bourgogne, Oct.-Dec. 1951). See CIL, 2033. 
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the vines in the Empire should be rooted up. Hia 
object was to ensure a sufficient production of cereds 
for the Roman people. His instructions, however, were 
inefficiently carried, out. They had little e&Vct, and were 
ultimately rescinded by Probus in 276. 

Petronius mentions a Falcrnian one hundred years 
old, and Pliny another close on two hundred. 'Whether 
these figures be real or exaggerated, they do assume 
the existence of wines very difierent in composition 
from our present'day Bordeaux and Burgundies, which, 
after that length of time, would definitely have perished 
or gone 'sugary'. 

It would be a mistake, T think, to maintain that the 
Romans drank nothing but these old wines. We 
possess a good deal of evidence on this point, though 
most of it belongs to a later period. It is based upon a 
list of prices contained in an Edict of Diocletian. Flere 
arc the figures as given in Tenney Frank's Etonamk 
Survey tf Ancient Ri>ms. A litre of ordinary wine sold 
for S denarii, or o-iS gold francs. Second-quality 
‘vintage’ wine cost 30 denarii a litre;, a first quality 4 j: 
denarii. Great wines would fetch 60 denarii or mere. 
The denarius under Diocletian should be reckoned as 
the equivalent of centimes, gold. 

This scale of prices shows clearly that the consump¬ 
tion of wine was widespread in all classes of the 
community, and leads us to suppose that there was a 
considerable variety of types. 

It was not until after the fall of the Empire, the 
Barbarian invasions and the crisis of the fifth century 
that wine-making entered upon its most important 
phase of evolution. It progressed as a result of the work 
done by innumerable nameless peasants. 

If, to quote Monsieur Roger Dion, 'the French 
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vineyard is one of the best preserved of all Roman 
monuments in our land’, it has come down to us, like 
the Latin language and the system of Roman Law, 
with the marks upon it of profound changes wrought 
by the native genius. Nor should we forget the large 
part played, in its early stages, by the Greeks. 

The Barbarian invasions, the economic troubles and, 
later still, the Norman incursions and the Arab 
domination of the Mediterranean, by cutting off the 
Western wine-growing regions from the Italian market, 
had a profound effect in substituting ‘continental’ wine 
for its Greek forebear. No longer were spices used in 
blending, because they were difficult to obtain and 
extremely expensive. But its less obvious, less crude 
quality derived from ‘bouquet’ rather than from a 
mixture of different ingredients. 

The Church played its part in this evolution by 
using wine in its liturgy. Communion in both kinds, 
which persisted until the twelfth century, encouraged 
the growing of the vine even in very northern districts. 
I^cal viticulture was, indeed, the only answer to the 
difficult problem of communications, even though 
its products might be mediocre. 

In the long run, the care given to the vine by peasant 
communities—the extent of which it is impossible to 
calculate—imparted to French wine a flavour very 
different from that of any growth in the ancient world. 
Thus it was that our true Burgundies, our true wines 
of Bordeaux, came to birth ten or more centuries after 
^e earliest successes achieved by the juice of the grape 
in the Roman world. 

It is matter for rejoicing that the presence off the 
Provengal coast of a vessel sunk some two thousand 
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years ago, and examined carefully, thanks to the moat 
up-to-date methods of free-diving, should have led to 
the consideration of the ancient and humble truths of 
agncultural labour. INdaybe wc needed this undersea 
evidence in order to understand how a fusion of 
Mediterranean influences with local peculiarities came 
about within the franicwork of Western Europe, and, 
more c^ccially, on the soil of France. Between two 
types or wine. Western civilisation Anally chose the 
one produced by the peasants of ‘Francia' as against 
that lauded by Horace. 

At Anth^or, as at Mahdla, the ship herself was as 
important as her cargo. The same thing is true of the 
third wreck, the most recently discovered of the group. 
It is situated off Albenga, on the Italian coast, and I 
propose now to give an account of it. 

Albenga is a small and ancient port on the JLigurian 
littoral. It was once a lurking-place of pirates. Relations 
between it and Marseille were sometimes strained as 
a result of disputes connected with coml-fishing 
activities. As a rule, they were close and friendly. 

In Ia fisherman of Albenga brought up two 
amphorae in His nets. Various other discoveries made 
at the same spot led to the assumption that there was .1 
wreck lying on the sea-bed. Professor Lamboglia, 
Director of the Institute of l.igurian Studies, succeeded 
in arousing the interest of Commandant QuagUa. The 
name of this officer will be familiar to all who^ve any 
sort of curlosi^ about undersea operations. Com¬ 
mandant Quaglb is that daring shipowner of Genoa 
who has specialized in the recovery of wrecks. He has 
perfected a type of diving equipment which makes it 
possible to work at great depths. His most spectacular 
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success occurred in 1921, when, after many dramatic 
vicissitudes, he brought to the surface a cargo of 
treasure from the Egypt which had sunk in fifty fathoms 
off the Pointe du Raz. He agreed to give his services 
for a few days to undersea archaeology, and his ship, 
Artiglio //, took up a position off Albenga, where she 
remained from the 8A to the 20th February 19^0. 
The results of the enterprise might have been magni¬ 
ficent. The wreck lay at no great depth—^rather more 
than twenty fathoms—and was scarcely at all dis¬ 
membered. Naval archaeology, which up till then had 
been able to work only on the authority of a few 
contradictory texts and a handful of identifiable re¬ 
mains, was at last in a position to survey a ship of large 
dimensions, a wreck perhaps, but a wreck which could 
still speak to us. 

The position of the foundered vessel was soon 
located, thanks to the information provided by the 
fisherman who had first brought the amphorae to the 
surface. A preliminary investigation by helmet-divers 
showed that the matter to be examined consisted of an 
accimulation of amphorae, cemented together by 
marine fauna, and lying on a muddy bottom. A litter 
of various objects covered an area of some one hundred 
and fifty feet by forty-five—dimensions identical with 
those established at Mahdia and Anth^or. 

In order to attack this confused mass, which had 
more in common with marine life than with the human 
past, the crew of Artiglio had recourse to two pieces of 
equipment which had more than once shown them¬ 
selves to be efficient in dealing with the iron hulls of 
sunken steamers—the grab and the observation 
chamber. The grab with its steel teeth was capable of 
tearing metal plates loose. Every object which it 
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gripped could be wrenched to pieces imd brought to 
the surfece. The observation chamber dealt with all 
difficulties of decompression. Enclosed In a steel turret, 
the observer could breathe air at atmospheric pressure, 
and watch through portholes the work done bf the 
grab. Being in telephonic communication with the 
surface, he could control the great jaws and direct their 
movements. 

The means employed would seem to have been 
somewhat excessive in dealing with a. wreck which 
ought to have been approached with respect rather than 
wim a show of force. It appears that before having 
recourse to such heavy-handed methods those respon¬ 
sible for the operation sent down divers, but not a 
single photograph was taken, nor was any prognunme 
of work drawn up, The whole aifair became one of 
steel jaws manipulated with unthinking enthusiasm. 
It is a pity that Professor Lamboglia should not have 
had at his disposal a few free-divers who might have 
given him valuable advice both before the work started 
and during its progress. In the small, specialhed 
museum set up at Albenga, one whole room has been 
devoted to ‘the state of our present knowledge of 
navigation in the ancient world'. The information there 
recorded serves only to increase one's regret, and, 
doubtless, Professor Lamboglia's, Faced by the puny 
results So far attained, one is more than ever conscious 
of the invaluable evidence which might have been 
forthcoming had the Albenga ship been thoroughly 
examined iff liiu. Buch an examination would have 
entailed months of diving, but what a harvest might 
have been garnered, what glory might have accrued to 
Italian archaeological science 1 

Setting aside the ships of Lake Ncmi—which were 
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the victims of misfortune> having been destroyed by 
fire after their removal from the trater—^wc arc reduced 
to interpreting the knovrn documents, reproductions 
of which Professor Lamboglia has hung on the walls 
of his Albenga Museum; the mnasaics from the Square 
of the Trading Companies at Ostia; the large mosaic 
from the Antiquarium at Rome, which also comes from 
Ostia; a bas-relief from Ostia representing a ship with 
a cargo of amphorae; the bas-relief from the Cathedral 
of SalentO; the ship from the stele of Simmacus; the 
Copenhagen sarcophagus with its decoration of three 
ships; the bas-relief from the Narbonne Museum; the 
Teb essa ship with her oddly arranged load of amphorae; 
and, lastfr, the mosaic of Althiburus, the evidence of 
which—I shall never lire of repeating (following in this 
^e lead given by Commandant Guilleuic La Roeric)— 
is, in many points, open to doubt.^ To these should 
perhaps be added thc^d^d discovered by Commandant 
Carlini at Delos, all of them probably anterior in date 
to or maybe even 88 B.c, 

Monsieur J. Le Gall has drawn attention to the 
'model of a Roman merchant-ship', of which so far 
little account has been taken, though, it has direct 

* Thh. Tfinalc was maidc the object of chat itudj by Piiil G^uckler 
f Un c^tdogoc figartde bicjdl£iiegz^fc^>-ram3Jii«iU iziw d'Allbiburo!i'j 

Fiat., XIlj 150pp. 11Mvttilcur P. M- m M/L 
Ft ifniit. {Vo!. LXlj pp^ 119-49^ Tmuki da Divlra namiirui’Jj 
hai cotircM KTcral of Giud^'j ermiuotu interpreLatJcnt). Oomnifindant 
Lilt Roeric hjjj firn^ly hiii I|u4 rnfroir 35 proiiidiog 1 

gcoumc of naval aixblwuic in tbc aodcjii TForldl'. It u hli 
opinion dial mmj of tbc typa of ihip irpiauifd arc [ma|^iury. Rut 
tbuuld wc not aJc£ £aio lIk part played by L'trrAry m^ocsen ia 
ihu documtni? TTiiert seems ituson to beberr tbat itj maiiOT iotended to 
LUti4trate certain litcrmr worlu of ladqulijr of vbich they wem rrmifuJed 
by certain wnrdi ud {|nouEioeu. The c^ueitlon Ui bave uc ben: to do witb 
tbc Rprodoftion of a loat <ir with, tbc "fiiocia* of a mw of Irucn 
living bundled and iwcniy-fivc or » niiiti from the aaxi} 
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reference to the subject with which we are concerned.^ 
The object to which he refers forms the base of a small 
Ionic column, and is now preserved in the Thermae 
Museum at Rome. It shows a round-bellied vessel, the 
proportions of which appear to have been accurately 
rendered. The ratio of fore-and-aft length to breadth 
of beam is 1*75, the same, that is, as that of the ships 
chartered by St. Louis. There is a similar marble in the 
Torlonia Museum.® Both come originally from Portus 
Augusti. 

This collection, it must be admitted, is small indeed 
when compared with the mass of archaeologicat docu¬ 
ments on which we <^u call when reconstructing other 
aspects of Roman life. This makes it all the more 
important that we should, in the future, be careful, 
even to excess, in the methods wc employ in the 
mm mi nation of ancient wrecks. 

The greater part of the booty raised from the sea at 
Albenga consisted of an impressive quantity of 
amphorae—7aS examples, intact, or only slightly 
damaged, From divers* reports it seemed that some^ 
thing like the same number still remained on the 
bottom. This would indicate—after making due 
allowance for breakages—-that the original cargo 
consisted of 1500 or zooo containers. Professor 
Lamboglia puts the total at 

These dgures are approximately the same as those 
arrived at for (he Anthter ship. The amphorae, as at 
Anthfor, are of Dresscl's type 1, which was current in 

1 J. 1* CiU, '(Jn pw44le ifdoit Je naWw marshajiiJ mmAici* {Mflmgct 
oftru a Ckariit Pteards tUvui AnMtS^ite; Voli. XXXI-XXXII, 1949, 
pp. i/oj-ti), 

* BcpiQdua4 in P. Amdt uid W. Amflunf, Etaxielaaf-^ 
naAnun autikitSkdptiirtnj No. 37(1. 
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the second and first centuries b.c. The lip in the case 
of the Albenga hoard is thicker than in the AnthiSor 
amphoraC} and shows as vertical in section) whereas 
that of the latter is oblique. The height of the Albenga 
examples is three and three-quarter feet (inside 
measurement) whereas that of the AnthAjr jars is, in 
every case, less than three feet. None of the Amphorae 
bear any mark. There is a complete absence of 
and inscriptions. The contents were kept from escaping 
by the insertion in the necks of cork stoppers, perhaps 
sealed with wax. No pozzolana disk of the kind 
recovered at Anthdor was foxmd. On the other hand, 
pine cones had been forced into some of the necks, and 
were still in place. 

Did these amphorae contain wine? Such a sup¬ 
position would at least seem to be plausible. The whole 
cargo bears a strong resemblance to that of the Anthair 
ship, and the jars have the appearance of bebg 
Campanian in origin. An analysis of the earthenware 
might, perhaps, reveal tlie presence of characteristic 
volcanic elements. The residue, however, remaining 
at the bottom of the jars, has been analysed, and 
mention has been made of * Judaean bitumen’ (?). 

The content of three of the amphorae has proved 
^ier to identify. It consists of hazel nuts which have, 
miraculously, remained intact. 

The pottery on board was mostly of black ware, and 
this has made it possible to fix the approximate date 
of the wreck. Campanian vessels of types A and C 
(150^100 B.C.), cups of imitation Campanian ware of 
I he same period, ollac and urns would seem to set the 
event in the first half of the first century B.c. 

A leaden horn, brought up by the grab, had 
belonged} beyond any doubt, to the head of an animal 
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used to decorate the prow. Several leaden dram-pipcs 
were also recovered. They were of larg'e dimensions, 
and resembled those found in the ships of Lake Nemi. 
There werej too, some leaden plates which had 
originally covered the ship's hull. One of the most 
interesting objects found was a stone crucible still 
showing the traces of molten lead. Not only, therefore, 
did we obtain proof that the hulls of Roman ships had 
a lead lining—a method of building which, after being 
completely forgotten for several centuries, was rc- 
Intrimuced in the sixteenth} first by the Spaniards and, 
later, by the English-—^but there is reason for assuming 
that ships were so et^uipped as to enable their crews 
to carry out running repairs at sea.^ 

One of the most curious pieces of naval eq^uipment 
found at Albenga was a leaden wheel, twenty-three 
inches in diameter, and weighing rather over thirteen 
pounds. It seems to have contained four iron spokes, 
and to have been fitted with ropes, since a considerable 
quantity of hemp fibre was still discernible when the 
discovery was made. It has been assumed that this 
piece of machinery acted as some kind of counter¬ 
weight, though of what precise nature we do not know. 
Its weight would seem to argue against its having had 
any connexion with the tiller. It may have had some¬ 
thing to do with the working of a or in the 
raising of the sail. It was mounted on a wooden base 
by means of a tenon still visible on one side. The 
manner in which it was lifted from one end of the site 
mokes it impossible to say more, 

A few fragments of oak and pine, and some nails, 
are the only relics of the actual ship now preserved in 

1 Unl££s it it 1 df nutfirbl »Unply laicadcd for lepiiriilg the 

Jtad piping no CDmmdii on ihipi of thit type. 
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the Albenga Museum. The sails are said to be of 
‘bronze*. It is a pity that no analysis has been carried 
out which might have enabled us to compare them 
with the naik found at MaJidla and Anth<^r, which 
have been examined in this way. The latter, as has 
already been pointed out, were of pure copper. It seems 
probable that those of Albenga—which are con^* 
tempoi^'—were also of copper, as were also those 
found in the ships of Lake Neml. 

Finally, four tiles were recovered, belonging, no 
doubt, to an enclosed building on the deck. Some such 
construction has already been referred to in the account 
given of the Mahdia wreck. 

More puzzling are the fragments of three helmets. 
They are of three different patterns, none of which bears 
any resemblance to the helmets used by Roman soldiers. 
There arc many theories to account for their presence. 
Monsieur Lamboglia is of the opinion that they may 
have formed part of some etjuipment destined for the 
army of Marius, but no evidence so far discovered 
would seem to justify us in adopting this view. 

And now I must sum up the lessons to be learned 
from the three operations carried out, at Mahdia, at 
Anthdor and at Albenga. 

The three wrecks seem, for all practical purposes, to 
have been contemporary. That is to say, they all 
occurred between too and 50 E.c, The Atiticytheni 
wreck seems also to date from round about B.c. 
This may be a mere coincidence, but it is worth noting. 
The examination of the sea-bed is still in its early 
stages, and it seems curious that the first wrecks to 
be encountered should all be of Roman vessels 
belonging to the same period. Is there any rational 
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explanation of this fact? Greek ships sunk within three 
or four centuries of the same period might just as well 
have resisted the effects of immersion. The explanation 
may be that the Roman ships were less seaworthy, or 
more heavily laden, or that they were accustomed to 
sail close in-shore. 

What does seem obvious is that the ships concerned 
m ^ese catastrophes were all of the same type—round- 
bellied craft, measuring about one hundred and twenty 
feet in length and with a beam of thirty-six. From the 
epdence of Ae objects found in them, amphorae, works 
ot art and columns, their cargo would seem to have been 
heavy, too heavy perhaps for safety. They were slow- 
inoving vessels, and, in their case, sailing so close in¬ 
shore must have been imprudent. These facts may 
explain their presence at the bottom of the sea. 

My subject is not navigation in the ancient world, 
OT, rather, navigation forms only part of my subject. 
The thread which I have set myself to follow all 
^ough this book is concerned with the link between 
Man, his technical achievements, and his gods. An 
amphora recovered from the sea has given me an 
excuse for tracing the history—marine history, all of 
It—of the wine made and drunk by the ancients. Now 
for the god. 

By a coincidence which one might go so far as to 
call miraculous, he appeared at a point midway between 
Antheor and Albenga, at the very foot of that rock of 
Monaco which must have been one of the landmarks 
on the course of the Roman wine-traders, in which¬ 
ever Erection they were sailing—from Italy to Gaul, 
and then back again, from Gaul to Rome. 

‘On the 9th of July 1949, within sight of the coast 
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of Monaco, and beneath the sea in the neighbourhood 
of the St. Nicholas Rock’, a diver of the name of 
Giordano came on a large bronze statuette of a panther.^ 

This animal, a rare beast on the coasts of France, 
broke surface in the arms of its rescuer, muzzle raised 
and one paw lifted. It was, however, completely 
covered by a patina of green oxydization and marine 
p^asites, which gave it a bloated appearance as though 
blistered by fire. By the time that I saw it, it was smooth 
and glowing with life, its open jaw revealing a copper 
tongue glittering between its teeth. Injuries inflicted 
by the sea are sometimes beneficial, in spite of 
appearances. The sea sets its mark on man’s handi¬ 
work, wrapping bronze and pottery in a covering of 
worms and weed. Marble is the only substance which 
it eats away. 

This panther is the animal associated with Dionysos: 
the beast ridden by the god. 

No one will deny the part played by chance in this 
Bacchic discovery. The diver might have brought up 
a Venus or a Hermes. The ancient ship might have 
foundered far from the Provencal coast. But, as things 
^rned out, this ‘manifestation’ of the god took place 
in an area which could not well have been more suit¬ 
able, a few miles only from hoards of wine-amphorae 
which are evidence of his might, even in the sea: 

^ This work of art is now in the National Museum of Andquides at 
Saint-Germain, where Monsieur Lander had the happy thought of housing 
It. Those who wish to know more about this highly important relic should 
read R. Lander, ‘Panthiie en bronze trouv^e en mer pr^ de Monaco’ 
(Afw. Piot, XLV, 1952). At the dme of writing this had not been published, 
but the author most kindly allowed me to see his ardcle before it was 
printed. It has provided the basis of what I have said here. The discovery 

communicated to the Director of Andquides, who paid a visit to 
Monaco in September 1949 in order to see it and acquaint the Ministry of 
Nadonal Educadon with his view of its value. 
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Anthdor, Albcnga, Port-Cros . » . DionTSOS, so often 
represented as ship-borne^ whose inBuencc in Cam¬ 
pania rivalled that of Demctcr, bad come to join the 
Campanian amphorae beneath the clear waters of a 
French cove. 

The theme illustrated by this bronze is known to 
us through the medium of numerous works of art> 
raised bosses, tcna-cotta statuettes, etc.—but the age 
of this particular object restored to us by the sea takes 
us straight back to its earliest Asiatic version. 'When 
this bronze disappeared in a shipwreck off the coast of 
Provence it already had a long behind it. In the 
course of the centuries it had suffered many accidents, 
as may be seen from the repairs made to the upper ja w’ 
in ancient days. Monsieur R. Lanticr has established 
a connexion between it and the great statue of 
Dionysos, showing a child astride a panther, which was 
found at Memphis, and dates back to the period of 
Ptolemy I (^13,-283 b.c,). 

By restoring to us this panther which Monsieur 
Charles Picard has described as ‘the most interesting 
of all the finds so far made in the field of undersea 
archaeology', the Mediterranean has placed in our 
hands one of the oldest known examples of Hellenistic 
sculpture, and a link in the history of art, and even of 
religions. 'The popularity enjoyed, at least since the 
reign of Ptolemy I, by this representation so dear to 
the hellenistic heart, explains its reappearance in Greek 
art in the fourth century, in which the animal is shown, 
either seated or standing, with its left fore-paw raised— 
an attitude which the influence of the Orient had first 
led sculptors to confine to animals of fantasy—the 
sphinx, the chimera, the griffin—though it was later 
transferred to actual beasts/ 
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What date should be suggested for this shipwreck? A 
subsequent series of dives, carried out in 1950^ Jed to 
the recover7 ^ number of other objects^ notably of a 
bronze lantern, which futniahed Monsieur lender 
with a certain ^ount of chronological data. This 
lantern was a ship’s navigation light. In shape it is a 
crenellated fortress flanked by six square towers, each 
having a door and two windows, A pattern representing 
stonework is incised on the walls. This characteristic 
object is to be found in many places of Provence, even 
in mosaics dating from the first century a.d._at 
Auriol, at Orange and at Nitnes. It was during this 
same period that the architectural motif of a tower was 
being used in lanterns made of pottery, and the foshion 

fo*' many hundred years in the Rhineland and 
me Danube region. *The date of the lajitern being thus 
fixed within the first century a.d., we can place the 
wreck which caused the loss of the ship roughly in the 
same period.’ 



CHAPTER IV 

FROM MONACO TO NARBONNE 

Car nosto Proven^o es talamen bello 

Que se la rapello 

Tau que noun lou crii: 

Nous amourousi e nous descounsoulo 

Levant de cassalo 

Li fiho di rti. 
Mistral, Lis Isolo eTOr. 

No one, I think, can really understand Provence 
who approaches it frona the north. The land 

route gives a wrong impression. The country faces 
seaward. The firm-ribbed, muscular hinterland can be 
seen in its full extent only by ^ observer situated off¬ 
shore. Provence greets the visitor, and bares its heart, 
only through the medium of its coves and creeks. 

I shall never forget my first introduction to this 
country—the revelation of that moment when I 
reached Marseille on board a cargo ship after a crossing 
at a time when my life was that of an eternal migrant. 
I had had a long buffeting at the hands of a spring sea 
which flung its spray high in the sunlight. And t^n 
at last we reached a sharply indented line of cliffs. 
There was no sign of a harbour. On one side lay 
Marseille-Veyre. On its sandy bed was a mass of 
amphorae, anchors and the relics of a long marine past, 
undisturbed beneath the ^een water. On the other 
side was the Island of Maire and the smaller islet of 
Jarre, with, beyond, Pomfegue—^which tekes its name 
from’Phoenicia—and Ratonneau: the^tarred buoys 
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bobbed, with their names painted in white. Instinc¬ 
tively I leaned over the rail, gazing with questing eye 
at the still choppy surface. Twenty fathoms down was 
the bottom, thickly studded with wrecks. 

Suddenly, in the white cliff wall, a gap appeared 
leading to the habitations of men. No need for those 
making this landfall, looking westwards towards La 
Joliette and its docks, to realize that the channel has 
not changed since the days of Protis, the fair Gypsis, 
and the arrival of the Phocaeans on the coast of 
Lacydon.^ Already, in those days, the coast made that 

^ This, perhaps, is the place in which to recall the legend which surrounded 
the founding of Marseille. It has come down to us in the pages of Justin, 
who took it from Trogus Pompeius. It seems that Protis, the Phocaean, 
landed in the creek of Massalia on the selfsame day as the Chief of the 
Ligurian tribe. King Nann, was to marry his daughter with the full solemnity 
of local rites. The fair Gypsis, scorning her native suitors, ofifered the nuptial 
bowl to Protis. Thus did a foreigner become the son-in-law of the lung. 
He settled in the country, and Massalia was bom. It seems probable that this 
poetic anecdote enshrines a substratum of historical fact. Phocaea, an Ionian 
city on the coast of Asia Minor, grew in importance as a maritime power 
during the seventh century B.c. Her sailors had already explored the coasts 
of the Western Mediterranean, and, more especially, had penetrated into 
the delta of the Rh6ne, where, before their time, the Rhodians had traded. 
The site of Massalia, with its coastal islands, was to some extent reminiscent 
of the approaches to Phocaea. With the approval of the Oracle at Delphi 
and of the Goddess Artemis at Ephesus, both of them religious centres for the 
lonians of Asia, the Phocaeans settled in the neighbourhood of a harbour, 
the admirable features of which could scarcely have escaped the notice of 
such trained seamen. The marriage of the leader of the expedition with the 
king’s daughter, long negotiated and not at all due to a young woman’s 
whim, set the seal on friendly relations with the local population. All this 
occurred probably round ateut the year 594. Later still, the capture of 
Phocaea by Harpagus, the lieutenant of Cyrus, in 540, by compelling the 
richer commercial families to emigrate, fii^t to Corsica and then to the 
Colony of Massalia, was the decisive factor in the prosperity of the trading 
station at the mouth of the Rh6ne. 

The pottery found at Marseille, in the vicinity of the Vieux Port, confirms 
all this—the existence of a primitive native settlement, repeated visits over a 
period of fifty years by sailors and merchants from Ionia, concessions granted 
to the Phocaeans near Tourette and Anse—which latter place took the name, 
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lovely bend which conceals under the Pharos shoulder 
a quadrilateral of blue water sheltered from every wind. 
By choosing this spot for their landing, the newcomers 
could make themselves familiar with a mainland which 
holds back nothing from the curiosity of those 
approaching it from the sea. 

The whole coastline abounds in creeks in which the 
secrets of Provence lie open to all who are prepared to 
study them with unremitting attention. Thanks to the 
sea, and in particular to the exercise of diving, I have 
been made privy to many half-hidden truths. No 
longer were my senses deadened by the spectacle of 
cultivated fields, or lulled by the purr of a motor 
engine. I found that in the water age-old claims were 
being made upon them, and knew again that 
sharpening of the human spirit which refuses to submit 
to the deceptive evidence of appearances. Instead, I 
learned the essential verities. It is the sea that has 
revealed to me the ancient past of this land of Provence, 
a past which far exceeds in grandeur the conventional 
picture which so many people have of antiquity. 

The traces left by the Romans in Provence no longer 
have the power much to excite me. The land route 
from Paris to Toulon, which, unfortunately, I have 
taken far oftener than the passage by sea, is thick with 
them. I greet without especial pleasure the Triumphal 
Arch at Orange which now serves no purpose except 
to provide a ‘roundabout’ for motorists. I know ml 
about its archaeological importance, and that from its 
reliefs we may learn of the ftision achieved between the 

eventually, of Anse Saint-Jean—and, finally, a period of intexise commercial 
activity. Stt R. Bousquet, Histoire de Marseille and Histosre du Commerce 
de Marseillef published by Gaston Rambert. 
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Roman world and the 'Barban'ans',^ That fusion was 
rather too quickly achieved, and sounded somewhat 
too loud 3 note of the 'triuinphar to enlist my 
sympathy. The few maritime objects to be found among 
its sculptures arc not sufficient to make me fond of it. 
If its purpose be to glorify Caesar’s victory at 
Marseille, we should aurdy be ill^vised to honour 
the memojT of a imn who, according to Plutarch, 
killed a million men in Gaul and rounded up about the 
same number of slaves. By what right is this triumph 
commemorated here? What has it to do with us.? What 
docs this arch, set between a gendarmerie and a school, 
stand for? The little town, w'lth its narrow streets, 
instinctively repudiates the foreigner‘a loud-mouthed 
emphasis, no matter how good that may be for the 
ton ns t trade. 

Under its assumed Roman garb Provence remains 
a land more in love with a severe economy of line than 
rich in glory^ a land where lie those dead of many 
races by whom 1 fain would be accepted- The flag¬ 
stones of the Legionaries have not completely crushed 
the memories of Li^rian and Celt. They cling, those 
memories, to the volcanic rock like wild heath plants, 
and, like them, arc capable of living ofi* next to nothing. 
Now and again, when the wind blows from the sea, 
a breath of Greece sighs in the sparse vegetation. 

Long before reaching Orange, 1 become aware of a 
veiy ancient and rustic dvilibation. The visible signs 
of it lie spaced along the roads of die Midi, and mark 
for me those prehistoric staging-posts of which 1 never 
grow tired. They form a curious prologue to our under¬ 
sea ventures in exploration. Merely to look at those 

' rocBrin^ flf the irch^» d«;vrauo[a ba htto. ivrealed bj ibe admir- 
iiilc labourt of Mtiminir Jean. Ckafbciintujc. 
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fields merely to seek out memories of a meagre past— 
the line of a road, the site of some dead village—is to 
set the mind in tunc with the humble treasures of the 
sea, to accustom it to the task of questioning the fiora 
of the deep, of discovering strange stones not only 
hidden beneath the aoil but lurking in the thickets of 
wet weed. 

1 would advise anyone who is truly anxious to under¬ 
stand Fos or the harbour of Narbonne to visit all the 
ancient sites which line the road, but only the most 
modest of them, those that call for discriniijiation: the 
hills that greet one south of Avallon, crowned with 
nameless ruins of un mortared stone; tht 'End of the 
World’ and its rock; the cliff at Solutrd, over which the 
hunters drove the herds of horses to their death; L.a 
Roche Pot and its crudely fashioned masonry; a tiny 
stretch of scrub, a patch of that mysterious marl where^ 
here and there, a hag-stone still shows above the 
ground; a spring of which the water was canalized 
long centuries ago. It is by looking at these thines that 
the landsman can best prepare his mind for dealing 
with the sea. 

Why should this inglorious past seem so much more 
exciting to me than the thought of Rome? Is it un¬ 
conscious memory or tlic prestige attaching to things 
known but imperfectly? 

In the opening pages of Z.ia Cir£ Fustel dc 
Coulanges tells us that the past never dies, because it 
continues in men’s hearts. 'Men may forget it, but it 
still lives on wnthin them. No matter what a man may 
be at any given period, he is but the epitome of all the 
periods which have preceded him. If he dives deep into 
himself he can recover and distinguish all those different 
epochs by reason of what each has left within him.’ 
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Whsit name should we give to the echo which 
rounds to our inner car when Provence sjicaJcs to us? 
1 have referred to our ancestors in this countryside as 
Ligurians and Celts, because I have no other name to 
give them.^ There were iberians to the west, Greeks 
at Marseille and all along the coastal strip. If our 
ignorance is great, the reason may be that our curiosity 
has not been groat enough. 

It needed the operations of war to reveal, in 1944, 
the full extent of the great Cclto-Ligurian city of 
Entremont, some two miles from Aix. It would be 
going too far to say that undl then we knew nothing 
of this ancient capital built by our ancestors on the soil 
of Provence, Only specialists, however, have shown 
any interest in this relic of the past. The general public 
still knows practically nothing about it. Recent 
excavations have revealed the walls and houses once 
raised by these vanquished folk, and, in particular, the 
statues used in their worship. 

Theirs was a religion based on the honouring of the 
dead. It is worthy of a place In the history of art and 

^ Tt* UhleCktibed no Icrngitr knavr islniE To mak^t nf t}mf . 
It mms HQW to be Im otablistinJ fact ibat tbr tcrrllgry cccppidi bj ibcm 
wii far tma!kr ui encac thim ichekn woe bcluud to ihink yeui 
'The th^ur^y af m all bttxi abandoacd.' 

wb™ stibjKl 1*35 iIm history of Marwilfej W prepared lo ^rznt 
than iM tbe land lying bctw^rci] the Rb6i3Cr iIk Alp and £tnjicBn lidy^ a 
domain dflEmlEcd by Moniienr F. hoi u compium^ "the Deparunean of the 
AlpH-ManlimaiT fh* Var uid th* Boticbi^i^u-RltCaCf in all aome 
vqoarr Mouicuf Albert GmiPtri on Hie Otbrr himd^ maintaina 
the Dime 'Uffudin' ihodd not be nxd of any ^plc ItTin^^Didde Llgtiria. 
'Thn word should stand only for eIk idea of a Uani ptopkd, from. Ehe Urottr? 

(15)00 yciTH i.c.} ODtnrdi^ by cribci vhoK tradititiiu and 
origin »cm to be rftaEMi eJoady 10 the GeJca af t\m h^rfc pHod/ {A* 
GjcnicTp CarmilU yidiiatTf p. 2 iS| ilod tht Oiime autlior Lfi (jauioh}r Alldlt£ 
Bcrthelotr ia 'Iju Ltgnm' (Rtow l^lar.-Dec- 1^3j, pp- 
ya^i.20 and $41-303}, coadudita tbit they have bewme oompleuly efTicnl^ 
leaving nothioe behind Lbcm bun n natne—*qn empty husIcV 



the history of mankind if only because it produced 
these slim-waisted warriors, these archaic Greeks, 
seated in the posture of the Buddha. To refer to them 
in such terms, however, is to minimize an originality 
which ought, on the contrary, to be stressed. From the 
material evidence it seems clear that our ancestors were 
no whit inferior in sensibility to the craftsmen of India 
and of seventh-century Greece. There can, all the same, 
be no doubt that they were directly influenced by 
neither. ‘The Celts’, writes Monsieur Ch. Picard, 
‘were most certainly the creators of an independent art 
of sculpture which owed nothing to the Mediterranean 
Pantheon, and assuredly nothing to India.’^ 

The evidence can be studied in the Aix Museum, 
where the Entremont statues have been lodged, A 
pilgrimage thither is well worth while. 

The same pre-Roman flavour hangs about the 
incised and painted figures in the Gorges of Ollioules, 
to which no motorist has ever paid the tribute of a 
visit.2 

Provence is a complex land, very different from the 
idea that most people have of it. It is very ancient, 
disturbing rather than smiling, and peopled by the 

^ Ch. Picard, Fingt anntes cTEtudes sur Us arts de ritalu antique. I shall 
have something to say in Chapter VIII about the conUct of the ancient 
world with India. There were Buddhists in Alexandria in the third century 
B.C., and in Rome under the Empire. An ivory figure of Indian workman¬ 
ship (the Goddess Lakme) has been found at Pompeii. The traces of Greece 
and Rome found in India are even more numerous. It was as a result of 
Ionian influences that Buddha was given a human form (sec A. Fouchcr, 
‘L’origine grecque de Timage du Buddha*, Anncdes du Musie Guimet, 
Vol. XXXVIII, 1913, and the same author’s La ^jieille route de Vlndey 
1942-1947; also the article published by Monsieur R. Grousset, Journal des 
Saz;ants, July-Scpt. 1950, pp. 97-113). 

* A. Glory, J. Sanz Martinez, P. Georgeot, H. Neukirch, *Lcs pcintuies 
de Tigc du metal cn France m^ridionale’ (PrlAistoire, X, 1948, pp. 60-72). 
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ghosts of the nameless dead, of civilizations that came 
to nothing, of throttled cities: ghosts too frail to call 
for vengeance, yet ghosts who have made of us their 
heirs. 

Le Camp, on the road from Toulon to Marseille, 
just where Mdm^’s bistro now stands, was where the 
territory belonging to the Salluvii of Entremont ended. 
The only fault of which they were guilty was that of 
keeping Massalia too continuously in a state of un¬ 
easiness, that Massalia with a Ligurian name, of which 
the Phocaeans had gained possession in a manner 
somewhat less idyllic than would appear from their 
own traditional version of the incident. 

It was Ligurians—Oxybii and Deciates—^who 
threatened Nice and Antibes, both of them ‘Massaliet’ 
colonies.^ Against them Rome twice intervened at the 
request of the people of Marseille, first in i8i and 
again in 154. 

A more serious situation developed in 125, when 
Ligurians—the Salluvii and the Vocontii, it seems— 
joined forces with the intention of attacking the 
Phocaean city which, once again, called on Rome for 
aid. It took four years to get the better of the 
‘Barbarians’. It was then that Entremont was razed to 
the ground and reduced to the state in which we see 
it to-day. The Consul, Sextus Qalvinus, set up a forti¬ 
fied post in the plain to which he gave his own name— 
Aquae Sextiae—^Aix. The Romans took root in 
Southern Gaul, their object being to control the Spanish 
Road, the road taken by those who sought to discover 

' Following a suggestion made by Monsieur Raoul Busquet I have adopted 
the form ‘Massaliet* rather than the traditional ‘Mass^ot*. Inscriptions, 
‘which cannot be wrong’, give MatrtraXi^oi. (Epitaph of Apellis at Delphi, 
inscription of Ampourias, and the coins). 
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and conquer the West, the prehistoric track along 
which copper and tin had been carried, the great high¬ 
way of the slave-trade, of successful generals, and of 
the mass migrations of peoples, the itinerary of 
Hercules and Hannibal, of the Cimbri and the 
Teutones. 

According to Greek legend, it was by this route 
that Herakles travelled when he returned from the 
Garden of the Hesperides, and his name is frequent all 
along its length from Monaco to Toledo and Cartha- 
gena. A Greek colony in the delta of the Rhone was 
called Heraklea^ and Heraklea Kakkabaria later 
became our own Cavalaire. . . . Monsieur Fernand 
Benoit has even discovered the figure of Hercules 
above the door of Saint-Trophime at Arles! 

In fact, the great east-west artery is a double traffic¬ 
way, for a sea-route neighbours the road along the 
coast. Though it was through Crau that Hercules 
chose to journey, the Rhodians, and after them the 
Phocaeans with their penteconters, reached Tartessos 
and founded Mainake and Hemeroskopion. While 
Hannibal was putting his elephants across the Rhone, 
Scipio arrived by sea and landed, but too late, at the 
mouth of the river. It was by land that the Cimbri 
threatened Italy, but by sea that Marius, their con¬ 
queror, thanks to the port of Fos, assured his com¬ 
munications. When Caesar came, it was the turn of 
the conqueror to cling to the land, for he was concerned 
to get his fingers on the wealth of Spain. The heavy 
weight of Rome’s legitimacy made itself felt at 
Marseille in the shape of sea-power. 

The Romans never really felt safe until they had 
got control of both routes. Fr^jus, Arles and Narljonne 

1 Identified, rather arbitrarily, with Saint-Gilles. 
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were the complement of the Via Domitia, and they it 
was that crushed the life out of Marseille. Caesar 
compelled the Phocaean city to deliver up not only its 
engines of war but its ships as well. 

Southern Gaul was already an ancient land when the 
shadow of Rome fell suddenly upon it. ... At a time 
when Rome was still almost in its infancy, when 
invading Gauls pulled the Senators’ beards, the 
peoples of the Provencal hinterland, secure behind 
their seaward fringe of Greek civilization, were already 
learning to appreciate the pottery of Ionia, as, later, 
they developed a taste for the wines of Sicily and 
Greater Greece. 

Just because these ‘natives’ were regarded by Rome 
as an uneasy menace on her frontiers, that does not 
mean—^far from it—that our ancestors had made no 
contact with civilization before the coming of Caesar. 
By the time the Phocaeans arrived, they had had a long 
past of friendship with the Rhodians, and, still earlier, 
with the Phoenicians. A Cypriot dagger has been found 
at Auriol, near Marseille. But in History, it seems, 
latecomers have a way of effacing the traces of their 
predecessors. In Provence the ethnic pattern is un¬ 
usually confused, and we may search in vain for a 
principle of unity in either Geography or History. 

Nevertheless, a unity there is. It is strong, and more 
obvious than in many a ‘natural’ region. The sea has 
imposed it, and it is from the sea that I learned it; 
or rather, from my dives under the sea. 

From the rock of Monaco, where Herakles set foot, 
as far as Agde, whither the Greeks went in order to 
control the course of the Garonne as it flows towards 
the Atlantic, and further still, right on to the Pillars of 
Hercules, land and sea tell the same story. But it 
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would be a mistake to listen to each separately. It is as 
much in the mud of the harbour mouths, and it) the 
submerged rocks of the creeks, as along the route 
taken by Hercules, that we should seek to follow the 
clues of the past. 

On this coast—^and on many others—it is the duty 
of the archaeologist and the historian to remain always 
half-immersed. Perhaps it would be truer to say that 
he must become amphibious, floating almvc the deep 
places of the ocean, taking notes of wrecked ships, 
moving up the rivers, crossing the lagoons, ever ready 
to call a halt to catch the play of water on the solid 
earth, in one place to garner a puzzling name, in 
another to identify an vpfidttm or rescue an amphora 
to read an inscription. It is Commando work, but not to 
be avoided, since to the archaeologist the sea Is as 
generous as the land. 

To prove this we have only to tell the strung beads 
of the many underwater finds which have been made 
in the course of a few years all the way from Monaco 
to Narbonne. 

The acnes begins at the eastern end, with a work of 
Alexandrian origin, the bronze panther of the Rocher 
Saint-Nicoias which I mentioned in the previous 
chapter. It is no bad thing that through the medium 
of this Hellenistic bronze the sea should remind us 
how obstinately Greece touched Gaul with its golden 
sunlight, even when it came under the domination of 
Rome. Alexander, it U said, had he not died so 
suddenly, would have pursued his ambition of 
hdlcniztng the West. Hia ghost is everywhere along 
the seaboard of Provence. The route which Alexander 
never took is marked, as with buoys, by Hellenistic 
works preserved beneath the sea. To the panther of 
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Monaco mu^t be added the fragments of a sarcophagus 
fished up at Port-de-Bouc and the ivory Apkrekite 
found in the mud at Fos-sur-Mcr, These are but two 
items in an alr<;a.dy long Hat. 

Cicero speaks of the ‘Greek fringe that lies like a 
strip of embroidery along the limits of the Barbarian 
lands'* This fine needlework, once so elegant and trinij 
has now vanished from the coast, wiped out by a swarm 
of villas and 'Proven^al-style' hotels. 

The very names of the towns arc deceptive, and 
their seeming Greek sound but a trap for the unwary. 
Monaco is not a Greek place-name. The Phoenicians 
arrived upon the littoral before the Hellenes. No doubt 
they built a temple to their god Melkart, who became 
changed into Herakica Monoikos, with confusing 
results. The Middle Ages took this Monacus to be a 
monk, and included him in the heraldic blason of the 
town. The Renaissance, thinking itself closer to the 
truth, re-established the figure of Iletakles, with his 
added attribute of Monoikos—-he who has one home. 
Thus Hercules the wanderer became a rich man and a 
landowner, ending his days in honourable retirement 
instead of at the stake—a talc more pleasing than 
plausible.’- 

Nor, so the scholars warn us, should we be taken 
in by Nikaia—-the Victorious Goddess—^which is 
merely the Greek version of an earlier name. No matter. 
Nice was hellenizcdi Cimlez remained Ligurian. 
To-day, Nice is the centre of the undersea-gun trade, 
and its antique-shops sell amphorae recovered from the 
sea. If its pebbly beach offers few attractions to the 
diver, he merely to go to Villefranche, where he 

^ Tb£i« lA M. coofifxian between Moaaev nod tbe name oi tbe tdc of Mva, 
in Epglaftd—Mcirui+ 



will find wonderful spaces of deep water set between 
rocks where sea-weeds flourish and sheer cliffs plunge 
straight down into the deep sea. It is a seascape 
which holds a foretaste of the Italian Liguria and 
brings to mind the pirates who for long years offered 
defiance to Rome.^ 

Antibes^—Antipolis, the city opposite—opposite 
Nice (another case of linguistic impostiire)^j3 a 
MassaJiet colony settled on a site which marked an 
original Phoenician trading-station. The Cape has 
become rather too well known, and divers there are 
over plentiful for safety. But how lovely and tronslucid 
the water is with its population of Gor^anial Off its 
eastern face was found the moat interesting of all the 
anchors which have so far come to our knowledge. 

The capital of the diving fraternity, Cannes, head¬ 
quarters of the Club Alpin Sous-Marin, is more 
Ligurian and Roman than Greek. At first it was known 
as Aegitna, later as Castrum Marsellinum, But up to 
the time of the Middle Ages La Croisette was a marsh, 
the home of mosquitoes, and those ancient boatmen 
who used inflated skins—utricularis. 

Fat out at sea lie the Islands of Larins, Sainte- 
Margucrite and Saint-Honorat, twiccj thrice dear to 
our hearts. The w^ho gave his name to them, was 
3 Ligu nan Hercules who hellenizcd his name into 
Merits, much as the pirates who haunted his 
sanctuary dwindled into watermen, 

The loveliest of all the submarine seascapes yet 
discovered is there. It is off Lito (rile Saintc- 

^ In [Si BX.»tKUurequfiitoftli£pMp]£arMimineiapMnltLverjipcdJtr?ii 

WM Ltd bjr eJ|£ Coniul A^milius p^ulya agtiinst the plmtei of Vgniimij^Jim 

ind AEbcngit 4nd tltcir ships CTCHtuiLty puE to hy a fleet uniEr 

CditLB MaUc^uSi 
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Marguerite) that the slope known as ‘Le Vengeur’ 
plunges to the bottom. The frequent visits of the Club 
Alpin Sous-Marin have made the place famous. Some 
thirty feet below the surface there is a ledge warmed 
by the sun, and there we drop anchor. This ledge falls 
sheer into cold, blue water. One has only to let oneself 
go down. The shadowy Gorgonia traces in the watery 
sky a pattern of winter branches. The sandy bed lies 
at a depth of just over twenty-two fathoms, and there 
Broussard gives the accolade to young divers. Its waters 
have become a sacred place of baptism. 

But it is round the other island, the ancient Larina, 
now Saint-Honorat, that historical memories have 
mostly collected, for it is a very old sanctuary where 
an inscription can still be seen invoking the name of 
Neptune. But it has been the home of other cults as 
well. Only last year the monks unearthed a Priapus 
still visibly potent. If the Church has chosen to instal 
itself on this site of pagan cults, it is so as to catch 
such errant ghosts, as it were on the wing, and 
keep them from aimless wandering. But of all those 
fourth-century monks who were so eager to 
Christianize the altars of the heathen, St. Honoratus 
himself is dearest to me. Impelled by the most laud¬ 
able intentions, he sailed to that place. St. Ambrose has 
told us what these intentions were: Tt is in these islands, 
scattered by God upon the waters like a chaplet of 
pearls, that those take refuge who wish to find an 
asylum from the delights of unruly pleasures, fleeing 
from the world. . . . The sea hides £hem as behind a 
veil, and gives them deep retreats for penitence. There, 
every prospect breeds thoughts of austerity, and there 
is nothing to disturb man’s peace. The mysterious 
murmur of the sea is mingled with the sound of hymns, 
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and above the thunder of the waves breaking upon the 
beaches of these happy isles is heard rising to Ileaveti 
th^eaceful voices of the choir of the elect* . . .** 

To-day those 'peaceful voices’ are mingled with the 
muted shouts of divers when they find upon the sub¬ 
merged foundations of the isle traces, not of God, but 
of the Roman Navy—in die form of ancient anchors. 
There was at one time a mooring between Antibes and 
Fr^jus which is mentioned in the Astaitine Itinsfaty. 

But 1 cannot take my leave of the monks of Saint- 
Honorat on this note. Th^' have devoted themselves 
to pious enterprises, such as taking in orphans and 
mvmg them an education—in addition to which they 
discharge their principal task of praying for a world 
w'hich has much need of prayer* But they arc some¬ 
what disturbed by the arrival of the midday boat. 
Convenient though the little port may be, the Father 
Abbot thought it necessary one year to tar its flag¬ 
stones so as to spare the community the spectacle of 
summer visitors, who used it rather too publicly for the 
purpose of sun-bathing. The words of Sr. Ambrose 
have a slightly Ironic sound; ‘The sea hides them as 
behind a veil, and gives them deep retreats for peni¬ 
tence. . . .' That veil I have secn^ and those retreats, 
but at a depth of six or seven fathoms. It is there that 
men may still dee the world and find God's peace. 
Will somebody, 1 wonder, some day found an Order 
of diving monks? 

Such an idea would have shocked nobody between 
the fourth and the eighteet^th centuries* What a valu¬ 
able contribution might have been made towards the 
‘humaniitation of the sea' by a monastic community 

^ I bavc iku quqtatioft fro tn /’/Zf rf Pdr Li^rmff, ^ 
work wbofc auihor only li "A Meat of 
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drawing from it all that the Cistercians delved from the 
soil of the West I 

To construct an agricukural civilization^ and to 
conceive the idea of a civilization based upon the sea, 
are linked endeavours which demand patience, abnega¬ 
tion and continuity. Certain types of exacting and 
hazardous toil lead men into the ways of mysticism. 
Those ways ar^ perhaps, not closed to the men of the 
twentieth century. One of my friends, an Air-France 
pilot, has become a Trappist. How he came to adopt 
this unexpected vocation 1 shall never know. All I 
remember is his description of those nights over the 
Atlantic when, seated in the cockpit of his four- 
engined machine, he used to take his bearings by the 
stars. The only element of mysticism that I could sec 
in that solitary task which sets men playing games with 
the heavenly bodies in the silence of the night, while 
living above the ocean, was that it bore some resem¬ 
blance to the hermit’s toil. Whether his home be in 
the air or in the waters, the hermit, as Nietzsche says 
‘must be for ever giving*. Hermits at Ldritis might 
give us the sea. The Aegean religion, and its heir, the 
Greek, did no less at a time when divers were the equals 
of the gods. 

It is di Hi cult to make a reckon] tig of all the ancient 
anchors which have been found during the past few 
years Those brought to the surface have all an 
identical form—or what rtimains of them, which is 
always the stock. This is cither of lead, or strongly 
constructed of timber with a leaden sheath. The two 
arms taper towards their extremities. In the middle 
there is a square hole crossed by a tenon, cast in one 

^ See Appeadlx C* 
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piece with this ‘box’. Into this fits the shaft made of 
‘twin’ lengths of wood joined by a collar. The general 
pattern is the same as that of the anchors in the 
ships of Nemi, which were found, undamaged, in the 
mud.^ 

A stock of this type, rather more than six feet long, 
was fished up in 1880, off Carry-le-Rouet to the east 
of Port-de-Bouc. It is now in the Bor^ly Museum at 
Marseille. Knuckle-bones (symbols of protection) are 
carved on the top and bottom sides of the arms, at 
their extremities.^ The four different faces of the 
knuckle-bones are shown, carrying, in this order, the 
numbers i, 3, 4, 6. 

A smaller example was found and recovered in 1948 
by Dr. Donnadieu and Henri Broussard at a point to 
the east of I’lle Saint-Marguerite. It measures rather 
more than three feet in length, and weighs approxi¬ 
mately 151 lb. Still more recently Monsieur Girault 
has found, close to the islet of la Fourmigue, opposite 
Le Lavandou, an even smaller stock, under two feet 
in length.® 

An object discovered in 1949 by Dr. Ch^nev^e on 
the shallow, submerged shelf of La P^querolle, to the 
east of Cap d’Antibes, not far from the small island of 
la Grenille, is one of the most interesting of this type 
of find known to me. It is rather under six feet in 
length, and weighs well over 800 lb. It obviously 
formed part of an anchor belonging to a good-sized 
vessel, perhaps a corbita, of the same class as the 
wrecks brought to light at Mahdia, Albenga and 

^ See Guido Ucelli, Le Ncrve^di Nemi (Libieria dello Stato> 1950). 
Photographs on pp. 113 and 243. 

* On the protective power of knuckle-bones, see G. Lafaye in the Diction- 
noire des Antiquitir. Article, ‘Tali*. 

* Bor^ly Museum, Marseille. 
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Anthior. What is chiefly interesting about this heavy 
lump of lead is that it bears, at its extremitlea, three 
times repeated—^and not four—a figure in relief* This 
has nothing to do with the ‘trade-marks’ wldch arc 
foimd on the anchors found submerged off the coast of 
Spain, but Is dearly a protective talisman, a sign 
possessing magical powers, the oldest, perhaps, and 
the most deeply revered, of any in the Mediterranean 

—the head of Medusa^ the 'Gorgoneion’.*' 
When Perseua, with the help of Athena, had rid the 

world of the Gor^n Medusa, whose face turned all to 
stone who looked on her, he washed his hands in the 
sea, after setting down the bleeding head upon the 
sandy shore* It was from this blood, when it ran into 
the sea, that coral was bom. Such was the fable of 
ciassical Greece. Like other elements of Greek myth- 

it had an Aegean origin. The severed head 
appears on a Cretan intaglio (Middle Minoan 1) found 
at Mallia, There can be litde doubt that it already 
^S3t:ssed at that period protective powers which came 
from a still more distant past. 

In the Gi^antomai:hy it is Athena herself who cuts 
off the monster's head. She fixes the bleeding trophy 
to her shield, whence the dead gaze continues to 
produce fatal results* 

The Greeks n^de many such efforts to poeticize the 
beliefs of an (»rlicr age and to disguise a ‘cult^ which 
shocked their sensibilities by its realism, They drew a 
veil over a n^ic power which they dared not challenge. 
They hellonized it. A Gorgon’s head was carved on the 
walls of the Acropolis at Athens. The myth of Perseus 
was given graphic expression on one of the temples of 

^ F. Bfiuili, 'Jas d'anezr & dc Midiue' AfthMurntmit Apiil- 
Jone I9JI, |ip, 



Selinuntc. Gordons formed part of the decoration on 
the breastplates of the Roman Emperors. 

The Celts, the Iberians and the Ligurians who lived 
on Ac Mediterranean coast took over this magic 
emblem. How this, one of the oldest symbols of the 
human race, reached them, we do not know, nor 
whether they brought it with them when they settled. 
It is necessary only to leave the littoral and to travel into 
the interior of Provence, where so much is secretive 
and harsh, to find upn the walls of more than one 
Isolated hill-top oppiJkta a severed head which is own 
sister to the Gorgon of the Acropolis—for instance, at 
Bringassca^ close to l>es Baux, and also in bpain, at 
Alariz.^ 

But in Western hands the same emblem became 
something quite different. Poetry of a different sort 
touched it, a slightly morbid my'sticism, a melancholy 
romatiticism. On the soil of Gaul the severed head 
remained the image of a funerary cult, but, shaped by 
men who were not Greek, it expressed a different 
thought. What had once been announced in terms ot 
light was now explored in terms of shadow. And so it 
was that there came to birth those heads of Entremont 
and Roquepertuse over which there hangs an air of 
resignation which is quite foreign to the spirit of 
Hellenism. 

Should we perhaps see in this a form of pre- 
1 S« F. Benoit, Dei cieviwx dr tAotiWX A Reqitffrrlmtr. 

Same iMolHt of Iwearch into funenry i« mut jyniboliun in tht Valky of 
ibe BbOne ibc Roman cormuest, oriJl found in Fr/hftmrr, X, 
ig4S. Sot, tuoi l-’itrt fnmtlif mifdUcmfiiieii di la Fa^ da RUnt, Farit, 
194 j, tod 'L’mio atfdiicrTaiiieiMis dc !■ tits coupfo*Hryiu det Emdri 

XV, r^9, and XVT, 1950;, all by Uw fame author. Hii 'Uu groupe 
dc la cfcao tnhe M du dieu aecroupi au Miu& d’AuxtfiB' (Laamviy Vol. X, 
fiK. 4, 19J1) oDiHains a wry full hitliogrtphy' A tMatmint of tbs Ribjcct 
formj the HiMTET of an arlicla on the Uorfiooi by Glott, in the Did. del dta> 
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Christ fan resignation, a foretaste of the religious 
sculpture of the twelfth and thirteejith centuncs in 
France? Ilowevcr that may be, it is worth paying 
attention to the first note struck by an indigenous art 
which is wholly different from that of antiquity in tts 
treatment of a similar theme. Celto-Ligurian and 
Hellenistic art each tried in its own way to purify this 
symbol which was common to both. Both repudiated 
the horrifying aspect of Athena's trophy. One touched 
it with sweetness, the other with nobility. The three 
Medusas of the anchor already express something of 
the Hellenistic change. Their elongated faces arc 
peaceful and eloquent of a grave serenity. The serpents 
have become heavy ropuB of falling hair. What they 
show is a repudiation or the horror implied by the very 
word 'Gorgon' {yapyot in Greek means 'terrible'. 
To give that name to the graceful, delicate creatures 
which we gather in the sea, is to attach to them a 
terrify'ing character which they do not naturally 
possess). The sculptors of Entremont, in whom Celtic, 
Iberian and Ligurian influences met, reached out, it 
seems to me, towards something lying behind that air 
of gravity, and expressed a sentiment which, for us, is 
wholly modciTi—the acceptance of death, the belief in 
survival. The sense of death that shows upon these 
faces seems to express only a tender sweetness. In this 
creation of our native art we should do well to see 
something of that Punic element which persisted with 
such vitality all along the Iberian coast, an element in 
which ‘the Oriental character made common cause with 
the Ionian'. Medusa becomes the sign of a different 
type of victory, a victory over the beyond. There is a 
resemblance betweeu the spirit of these mixed popula¬ 
tions and those Provcngal sanctuaries which mark the 
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beginnings of new roads and are the prolongation of 
tht: old roads^of Humanity. 
^ If we seek further evidence of that unity of Provence 
which the sea reveals, it Is to be found in two bronze 
appliqud reliefs adorned wnth this same type of the 
'lovely and tranquir Medusa, which were recovered at 
Saint-Cervais, close to Fos, on a site about the wealth 
of which I shall have something to say later.’^ 

Cora], emanation of the Gorgoneion, formed from 
the dried blood of Medusa dripping on the sand, 
possessed the same protective powers as the head itself: 
whence it comes that coral, too, is one of those links 
whieh, def^’ing space and time and to some extent our 
understanding, bind men to the sea. It is impossible 
to deny that, since the earliest periods of prehistory, 
its fragile ffondss—sacred objects rather than adorn¬ 
ments—spread by way of the Greeks all through 
Europe From south to north, all through India from 
west to east, 

There is cause for wonder in the fact that the 
Gorgon anchors, with their symbol ism which is so closely 
connected with the gathering and the cult of coral, 
should have fallen into the hands of twentieth century 
divers at so little distance from those sea grottoes 
w^hcre the living coral hangs in tiny stalactites. Only 
the free-diver can visit those recesses which hold the 
throb of silent life, recesses which the ancients would 
not have hesitated to call sacred. Only with the help 
of flash-lamps producing thousands of volts, and of all 
the latest improvements in photography, can their 
colours be seen. 

What could those Celtic warriors have known of the 
^ b Museum of Nitionil Andquida ic Saiat-Germaln. 
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sea and its marvels, those rough men of the European 
continent, with their sense of the mysterious, who 
bought, at the price of blood, flowers which had the 
colour of blood? They treasured them as potent charms 
against death by violence.^ 

A tumulus in the district of Baden belonging to the 
Hallstatt culture was found to contain a necklace 
composed of small sticks of coral. These had been 
pierced lengthwise, threaded and arranged in nine 
rows, alternating with strips of ivory. It appears that, 
during the La Tene period, great quantities of coral 
were imported into Champagne from the Stoechades 
Islands, that is to say from our Islands of Hyferes.^ 
There already existed in prehistoric times a great 
artery of traffic which, branching from the route of 
Herakles, drove northwards by way of the Rhdne and 
Seine valleys. It might well be called the coral-road, 
just as that other prehistoric route, which in the Bronze 
Age and even the Neolithic linked the distant coasts 
of the Baltic with the head of the Adriatic Gulf, was 
long known as the amber-road. Both have their 
starting-point in the sea, and in the earliest beliefs of 
Mankind.® 

Pliny tells us that the coral-fishers neglected their 
Western customers in favour of the Indian market, to 
which they sent the major portion of their catches. 

^ Salomon Reinaeh, ^Le corail dam rindnsttie celtique* Ceitiquej 
18S9, p, 19 et seq.)^ 

^ We have leason to believe that in the ancient world the name Stoe- 
chades was given indifferently to the Islands of Hyeres and to those of 
L4rin$. My own view k that coral came from Lmm, It b found there in 
abundance^ but I have never found it either at Porquerolles or at Port Cros* 
Perhaps I did not look hard enongh. 

3 Yellow amber, a fossilised resin, came from the Frisian Islands, from 
the estuaries of the Wesex and the Elbe, and probably, in later times, from 
the southern coast of the Baltic. 
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This change in trading habit belongs to the fourth 
century, after the death of Alexander. It was the precise 
point in time when the Celts must have begun using 
a substitute product for the adornment of their shields 
and helmets—enamel. Wonder has sometimes been 
expressed that the Gallic craftsmen, in other ways so 
highly skilled, never used any other colour than red. 
The answer is simple. Only red enamel could be 
regarded as a suitable substitute for coral. 

It was long a custom with the Moslems of North 
Africa to bury a few branches of coral with their dead. 
The practice lasted into the nineteenth century.^ 

A vast amount of religious, warlike, commercial and 
naval activity had as its cause these branches with 
retractile mouths, these scraps of animal flesh grafted 
on tiny pieces of red-coloured limestone. Though 
centuries have passed, coral still retains its prestige. 
There are still many people to be found who regard it 
with devotion and even with superstition. Women 
divers are never weary of gathering it with maniac 
intensity for the sole pleasure of putting it away in 
jewel-cases which they are afraid to show to others. 

If I write here of the living coral and its open 
‘flowers’, all these ghosts of the past which I am trying 
to evoke will fade and vanish into the darkness. Ancient 
verities, so very real to our predecessors on this coast, 
have now to be gathered from the pages of books as 
well as from the deep places of the sea. How different 
does this effort seem from that which went into our 
days of diving, and how guilty I feel towards them! 

Only free-divers will understand what I mean when 
I say that most of our ‘searches’ were scarcely ever 
planned, and had no purpose beyond the satisfying of 

* See P. Defifontaines, GiographU et Religions, p. 409. 
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a desire to know the nature of deep water. The sea 
alone unites and justifies us, and not at all a deliberate 
intention to tear loose its historical secrets. The past 
lying beneath the sea’s surface shows as part of it, as 
an added shimmer. 

The stretch from Monaco to Narbonne is less a 
hunting-ground to be exploited than a festival hall 
opening before our eyes. The attraction lies in the sea 
itself, not in the amphorae or the leaden anchors which 
we may find there. 

Sometimes, at high noon in full summer, a shadow 
will creep across it. Laughing and limpid as a running 
stream it seems, and we never know why, in one place, 
it looks like a winter sky and in another an endless 
spring. Often, standing upon the shore, I have seen 
the movement of the seasons reflected in the lazy sway 
of knobbly weed—hot hours of summer when one 
plunges as into the welcome mouth of some cool cellar, 
winter noons when one hesitates to cross the frontier 
of the cold, and stares too long at the jade-green streak, 
with its colour of washed-out paint, made by some 
sandy spit far down in the black waters. 

In the sea one has a feeling of relief, of lightness and 
irresponsibility. The free-diver is no longer anything 
but a vague hope. Nor am I sure that the hope is 
entirely related to archaeology.... What point is there 
in searching if one is not poised above a site which is 
already known and has been surveyed! Sea-life, sea¬ 
weed, sea-mud quickly cover up the traces of the human 
visitor. One needs to have a wild enthusiasm, a vocation 
for self-sacrifice, to spend one’s days in this incessant 
search, surrendering all else to its pursuit. Since its 
foundation, the Club Alpin Sous-Marin has registered 
7000 dives between Cannes and the Islands of Larins, 
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hut, even so, has but a partial knowledge of the depths, 
so vast is the sea. 

More often than not, our only trophies are treasured 
scraps of animal life which we carry before us in cupped 
hands, only to see thetr colours fade as we approach 
the light of day. The boat is far off: the air in our 
cylinders is giving out, but wc swim with our legs 
alone rather than risk the loss of such jewels. We come 
to the surface with a piece of ‘Neptune's Lace'—it is 
always the loveliest specimen we have found—only to 
find that somebody has sat upon it in the boat that takes 
us to the shore. And then, when evening comes, we fall 
asleep with our arms flung out upon the table, exhausted 
as a result of too much blue water, relaxed, and with 
finger-tips as wrinkled as those of any washerwoman, 

i must still say something more of this parallelism 
between our own life and that of the past. 1 have 
not yet done with the Cannes-Antibes sector. In the 
heycky of the ancient world it was the Centre of a mari¬ 
time activity which must have left more traces on the 
sea-bed than we have found. In addition to coral¬ 
fishing there was the making of ^artifitj which took on 
such proportions at Antibes and in the region round 
Frijus, that it became a local industry. It gave employ¬ 
ment to a population of active fishermen, and it needed 
an outlet. For the most part this product must have been 
carried by sea. Tunny in oil, a speciality of jVntibes, 
was much appreciated. Martial weaks of it: ‘Anti- 
politani, fateor, sum filia thynni’ Xlil, ciii)* 
Gitruf/ff which the Romans called an ‘irrltamentum 
gulae’—a stimulus to appetite^-came, originally, from 
Spain, but so great was the demand for it throughout 
the ancient world in the imperial age, that centres 
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nmltlplied far and wide for its preparation. I have been 
ahown in North Africa the ruins of a fish~preserving 
factory where garum most certainly was made,' The 
fittings are all there still, the vats, the washitig- 
instailation, the jars. Enormous quantities of fish- 
refuse have been found near by, bones that must go 
back at least i3oo years. 

Preserving stations existed also on the west side of 
the Etang de Vaccarfes, and at the Etang de Lion, not 
far from Marignane, where remains of them have been 
found, rectilinear cisterns into which the mullet, so 
plentiful in those standing waters, were put to soak in 
brine. There was no lack of salt in the neighbourhood. 
There were similar concerns in Baetica, and in the 
South of Portugal, not far from Villaricos." 

'Garum\ says Monsieur A. Grenier, 'was a highly 
spiced and aromatic relish made &cm the insides of 
small fishes, which were salted and left for some days 
exposed to the sun. The liquid which their exuded was 
Gantm. Other small fishes were mixed with it whole, 
anchovies and sardines in particular, but also oysters 
and shrimps. This much-prized sauce was used with 
many dllFerent articles of food. It was very expensive: 
two mfgii (about rj English gallons) of the finest 
quality, sold for a thousand sesterces, but the enormous 
demand for it all over the Roman world, must have led 
to the production of cheaper varieties.’ 

The maria, which perhaps even more than garum 
was a speciality of Antibes, consisted of pickled tunny. 
Its name, derived from the Creek word meaning sea- 

^ Ai eicavawd by Dr. VJnCEUt. 
^ S« K. Ttuayrnoit Eifm Jwr fj, 
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water, indicates that, like garum, it was a product of 
Hellenic culinary tradition. It is possible, though far 
from certain, that the Greeks drew their knowledge of 
it from India, where *Mam' and *Soy* arc still popular. 
On the other hand, it is no li^s possible that India 
learned about it from the Greeks. 

This Provencal food-preserving industry stimulated 
the growth of a local shipping orgatiiaation, of the 
kind known to have existed at Narbonne, Arles and 
I.yon. It took the form of a corporation of uiriiru/arefy 
a name derived from the inflated skina used to give 
buoyancy to their flat-bottomed rafts. An inscription 
at Antibes, and another on the Island of Saint-Honorat, 
gives evidence that these craft were known In both 
places. Though I am prepared to believe that in¬ 
flated^ skins may have been of some use on the 
standing waters behind the coast, or on such slow- 
flowing streams as the Var and the Toup, 1 very much 
doubt whether, starting from Antibes, or even from 
the mouth of the Var, with a cargo on board, these 
craft could have established regular communication 
with the Islands of Larins, except in the calmest of 
calm weather, or even have maintained a coastal service 
Still, it is never safe to be dogmatic about matters of 
which one has had no exf>erience. It might be well 
worth while to build a model of one of these craft ajid 
test its seagoing qualities. The trouble is that we do 
not really know' how they w'ere made. The skins were 
animal-hides filled with air, similar to the African 
Fuer^a, but how were they fixed to the body of the 
boat, and where? 

I am inclined to think that the word utricttlares 
referred to the watermen (in contradistinction to sailors) 
who made use of these vessels in certain places, or had 



made use of them, more from reasons of economy than 
convenience. Small Hat-bottomed boats would probably 
have been far easier to handle on the Loup or the 
Argens—^which has a swift current—than one of these 
bladder-supported coracles.*^ 

It would not surprise me to find that this is yet 
another case in which the Hcrakles tradition w;i9 still 
strong. There are in existence mirrors, vases and en¬ 
graved stones on which the hero is shown crossing the 
sea on inflated skins. A long time after his dav, in the 
seventeenth century* a Jesuit Father named Montlgny 
was still to be seen negotiating the f<hdne on a form of 
boat similarly supported- 

For many centuries a large coastal traffic continued 
to ply froni the mouths of the Loup and the Var, to 
as far as the anchorage of Hyerca, There was also 
much movement of ocean-going ships, I would go bo 

far as to say that, for the ancients, this stretch of sea was 
much what the Western Approaches to the Channel 
arc for the people of our own day. If any proof of this 
be needed, it will be found on the sea-bed. It is within 
that area that the bulk of our collections of anchors and 
amphorae have been found: it is within that area that 
the Aathior wreck occurred. It was through that area 
that the main route from Marseille to Narbonne ran. 

It is impossible to make an accurate statement about 
the number of amphorae brought to the surface during 

1 Ii. fynaifl ihit tbe Crobctt^ Ghitw wis 2. uiirsh up u> tht lime 
of tlae Agw. It *ij11 remaiM to be pn^red that a etPrttk Hdiiag on 
InAntcd ikfnbigi would be Elahfie ta xeeiIc Inu waiciSoggrd eroiind than 
A bOAI. Wfi Imow of the eibl^'fice of LfiitMrii of 

Rrlft, (GuiLdalqurv[r)| of R^iaHs (L&ke of Tusii). Bui n li ticfi-aiii that thwe 
diffenni word* iwUy refer to d[flV«nt type* of ciafi. May ihey act pwrely 
be diklri^E 
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the last few years, even if we restrict our calculatiojis 
to this one short stretch of coast. The richest, and the 
best known deposit is that qf Anth^or, just by the La 
Chrdtietine buoy, where a good thousand amphorae of 
the same general type still lie embedded in the mud. 
They come from ihc wreck of which I spoke in Chapter 
III. I have already pointed out that the presence of 
others, belonging to a later period, indicates the 
existence of yet other wrecks. 

What a lot of divers have brought amphorae to the 
surface, whether openly or in secret!—at Port Croa, 
where a rounder-bellied exjimple was found than at 
Anth^or, at Porquerollcs, at Le Dramjnond. at Fos- 
sur-Mcr. 
^ amphora of a somewhat rare design, slim and 

pointed, was found at Sansry, and is now in the 
Bfjr^ly Museum at Marseille (it was recovered by 
Monsieur Pihan dc la Forit and Monsieur Sirdnon). 
The Saint-Germain Museum possesses another very 
much like it. It may have been used to contain Iwmmen 
—one of those juices or sauces so much beloved of the 
Romans, but different from ^<irww. 

A line of trading-stations set up by the merchants of 
Massalia continues ail along the coast. There was one 
at Athenopolis (Saint-Tropez), where we discovered 
nothing but Roman relics, enormous marble columns 
—^bout which I shall have something to say later— 
into which clumps of date-mussels had penetrated as 
deeply as do the spines of sea-urchins into human flesh. 
One day of last September these columns emerged all 
dripping from the water. A glittering mosaic of marine 
plants and animals lay thick upon their wounds. They 
were all that remained of a wreck belonging to the 
second century. 
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A)? the he:id of the Gulf of Ciens, quite close to 
Ilyferes, it a place known as VAlmanart (an Atal> word 
meaning ‘fire’—'the lighthouse’), excavations have been 
carried out on the site of yet another Massaliet colony 
—Olbia, a name which signifies 'the happy’, as 
Nikaia, Nice, means the ’victorious'. But it would be 
dangerous to let ourselves be caught in the trap of 
place-names* The fact that many towns on the sea¬ 
board have Greek names should not be held to imply 
that they were not in existence before the coming of the 
Phocaeans. Beneath its Hellenic vocables Olbla reveals 
a Ligurian root which is to be found also in Lfeubc, 

Olbia, which must have been founded from 
Marseille at some time between the fifth and third 
centuries B.C., is one of the few Greek colonies in the 
West to have been excavated. Monsiei^ Jacques 
Coupry found traces of the ancient defensive wall on 
the seaward side. He later took charge of two under¬ 
sea surveys which were carried out on the 21st and 
afith August, 1949, by members of the Club Alpin 
Sous-Marin. The Roman influence, however, had 
successfully obliterated all Greek traces beneath the 
surface. The divers recovered nothing but a few door- 
fittings dating, apparently, to a period later than that 
of Greek activity in these parts, and the remains of a 
construction which had nothing to do with the sea—a 
hypnocaiiBt.* The Roman station of Pomiwnla has wiped 
out Olbia, The Happy.* 

^ Sm JifqLicA 'L'cacpIofaiiOd (S’fTVmrf tt Fffj 

SepitDibtfr, 1950)1 and ifee Fame iutiior*i ' Kjccbercli^ uiui-maiiBa 3k. Olbii 

iBtillrtin ^ Cfub S^i-Marin. 19+9) ■ dry-hnd jirchwlogr 
cooneftfd with thii liTf, KC J. Coupry^ ^Le al« d'Clbia^ prti 

lly pp. 13-Si)* 
* T’be mvil lauioa of Pomponisiw wlu-cii u miiTkcd on (h/i /ftfftwifiti* 

InrslraFy^ 
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This is but one instance of the disappointment 
lying in wait for undersea archaeologists who find that 
Roman building has triumphed over earlier Greek 
traces. Others are> Cherchcl, Tyre and .Sidon. 

Beyond Toulon lieLeBrusc, Sanaiyand the under¬ 
sea areas particularly associated with Fr^ddric Dumas, 
J. Y. Cousteau and Georges Bertrand. None of 
thpe free-divers has as yet produced any conclusive 
evidence which would establish tlic precise position of 
Tauroentum. Was it the port of Sanary, as Juliian 
believed, or was it I^e Brusc? Tauroentum is one of 
those names in which a native root is recognizable 
under a Greek dJs^isc. Tdiir means height. Monsieur 
Boyaned duly carried out a course of excavations on 
the plateau of Le Druse. He found traces of a citadel, 
and recovered a certain amount of Campanian, Arretine 
and la Craufesenoue pottery, aa well as coins bearing 
the emblems of Marseille and Rome. Is this really 
the site of Tauroentum, and, if aoj where was the 
pori?^ 

Did it face on to these islets of Embiers, where we 
carried out a dive and found nothing but some dead 
coral and a disdainful grouper? There 15 just there an 
undersea labyrinth where the rock which carries the 
Tour dtt Magnous is completely pierced. This was 
the studio in which J. Y. Cousteau made his first sub¬ 
marine film with the help of a watertight box designed 
by Vdchc, and without using a diving-helmet. A friend 
on the surfree, standing at the foot of the Tower, 
dropped his right arm. Cousteau dived and took up a 
position with his camera focused on one of the openings 
of the tunnel. A second later, the same friend dropped 

See C<min^indmt 'I.& fiunxntuEQ^ (Suliitut 
NUfch i9J»). 
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his left arm, Dumas dived, in his turn, reached the 
other entrance of the passa^-way, took, aim at a 
grouper, £red, and then remained as long as possible 
within the camera’s field of vision. 

Last of all comes La Ciotat, where, one day, we paid 
a visit to the sea^epths in which Cousteau, 'J'ailltca 
and Dumas made part of another film* Paysages du 
Biteace. 

La Ciotat was, in ancient days, called Kitharista— 
The Woman playing on the Cithara. Camille Julllan 
has alwaj-s maintained that the shape of the near-by 
hills gave the idea of this cithara, the valley, the gulf, 
the indentation of the coastline appearing to him to 
combine into the shape of a lyre. Monsieur Dauzat, 
however, who is careful not to let himself be brow¬ 
beaten by what is Greek in Provence, has revealed 
beneath the seemingly Hellenic dress the existence of 
a name native to the local ity.‘ 

However open to argument the lyre may be from a 
purclv linguistic point of view, it certainly proved as 
benedeent to us as the instrument with which Arion 
charmed the dolphins. In cool, clear water we reached 
what must be one of the most smiling of the world’s 
seascapes, deeps where pink gorgonians, studded 
with mauve and scarlet polyps, hung like coloured 
tapestries on the rocky walls. 

And now I have a terrible confession to make. How¬ 
ever admirable the companions of my diving exploits, 
however fearless their conduct and staunch their friend¬ 
ship, they always, to some extent, put a check upon my 
pleasure. I love nothing so much as setting out, dressed 

1 Whith occura IE Circftc belwesn Forca^ubr aii<l 
Mtkdq^uc. 
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in an old sweater, and diving when and where I will. 
My chief enjoyment is to move slowly through the 
water, or to stand stock still with leisure enough on 
my hands to mutter over to myself, down there beneath 
the surface, all the words that have become so mightily 
enriched by their sea associations, that I may compare 
them with my memory-distorted dream. Is this just 
one of those vices so frequently to be found in the 
literary gent, or is it the effect of age? I am rapidly 
becoming an old and rather grumpy gentleman, a 
veteran of the diving community, who, as he sits taking 
the air in some public park, hates to be disturbed by 
children’s balls bumping against his legs, and by dogs 
nosing about for stones between his feet. I have reached 
a stage when, during my moments in the sea, I am 
conscious of a tetchy intolerance. 

In the neighbourhood of Marseille, Georges Beuchat 
has found amphorae almost everywhere, and brought 
many to the surface. They are Roman. Dry-land 
archaeologists are certainly one up on him, for they 
have recently discovered what remains of the Greek 
port. Distasteful though the admission may be, they 
owe their success to the destruction carried out by the 
Germans, who, when they blew up many of the 
buildings in the district of the Vieux Port, opened the 
way for excavations which have brought to light the 
stakes belonging to the sixth century Greek break¬ 
water. Whether or no we like the circumstances which 
made this discovery possible, it was thrilling in the 
extreme. There, on the sand, lay the great baulks of 
unseasoned pine and holm-oak. Two thousand five 
hundred years of wars and struggles and disturb¬ 
ances have failed to wipe out the traces of the ancient 
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quay and the plank-road up which men long ago 
pulled the ships coming from Ionia. 

At the water’s edge, in a confusion of masonry and 
badly damaged by the waves, one of the most precious 
relics imaginable was brought to light, a mutilated 
Ionic capital, dating quite certainly from before the 
fourth century, and perhaps as old even as the sixth. 
Set in one of the volutes was a piece of marble, un¬ 
doubtedly of Greek origin, a reminder of Hellas 
beneath barbarian skies. This oculus^ so firmly, so 
carefully wedged into position, will undoubtedly be 
the occasion for much learned wrangling. Let me fire 
the first salvo of words by reminding those who will 
later move in to the attack, that many marble eyes, 
‘large enough to have been mounted on a trireme’, 
have been found in the port of Mounychie, at the 
Piraeus.^ May there not well be some connexion 
between these eyes and the oculus found on the 
Marseille capital.? 

In its original state this capital measured close on 
six feet in width. It is safe to assume that it adorned 
the facade of one of the temples of Massalia—that of 
Apollo, perhaps, or of Athena, both of which faced 
the sea and would catch the attention of approaching 
mariners while they were still far out. The temple of 
Artemis, on the other hand, built on the hill where 
the General Hospital now stands, faced inland, towards 
the barbarians. It was probably Caesar who, after the 
defeat of Massalia in 49, ordered the demolition of the 
city’s temples and used their stones as rubble for the 
quays of the Roman harbour. The particular fragment 
of which I am speaking is now in the Bor^ly Museum. 

^ J. M. Svoronos, ‘Stylidcs, ancres, hierae, etc.* ijoumal Int, d*Arch,^ 
Numismatique, XVI, 1914, p. 132). 
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It is the only piece of Greek architecture which has 
ever been found in Gaul, and, therefore, an archaeo¬ 
logical ‘document’ of quite exceptional importance. 

It was my good fortune to be allowed, last spring, to 
put in some work with a pick-axe on a patch of waste 
ground in the rue N^grel, where a good deal of Ionian 
and Attic pottery has already been found: fragments 
of vases with black-figures on a red ground, showing 
galloping horses, a frieze of lions and swans, and battles 
between warriors wearing crested Corinthian helmets 
... all dating from the first half of the sixth century.^ 

From the rue N^grel one can see right over the 
Vieux Port. Here was the site of the Greek defensive 
wall. The ground is thick with sherds, their flecks of 
mica glittering in the sun. The whole of this area has 
been earmarked for rebuilding, and the preliminary 
work of levelling is now being carried out. While a 
mechanical excavator, making an infernal din, was 
busy disembowelling ground which is all a clutter of 
history, we managed to recover an earthenware disk 
which had been used to weight the net of some fisherman 
who died some two thousand five hundred years ago. 

It has been the custom to maintain that the Romans 
had a great respect for, even a love of, Hellenism. It 
was certainly manifested in a very unequal fashion. 
Sulla looted, Caesar destroyed: nor did the one activity 
always exclude the other. Did Rome leave on the soil 
of Gaul anything comparable to what she smashed.? 
She built with a heavy hand, and hers are the last traces 
in the sea before our own Fonts et Chauss^es got to 

1 Fernand Benoit, ‘Les fouilles de Marseille’ in Marseille tPhier et 
(Taujouref huiy No. 2, December 1946, and the same author’s ‘Les fouilles de 
Mai^ille en 1946-1947’, {Acad, des Insc,, 1947, pp. 582-5). 
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work. Rome, too, carried out the last overhaul of place- 
names: Forum Julii—^Frdjus: Fossae Marianae—Fos- 
sur-Mer; Narbo Marlius (Narbo seems to have been a 
pre-Indo-European name). 

Forum Julii, a late and artificial inland harbour, was 
already silted up in the second century a.d.^ The port 
to which Octavius sent the ships of Actium is now a 
market-garden, and the Lantern of Augustus has 
become a storehouse for flower-pota. The railway-line 
crosses the dock where galleys once "were moored under 
the protection of Venus.® We shall see in the next 
chapter that the harbour of the elder Marius, Fossite 
Marianae, has left in the water and the mud relics of a 
more strictly naval type. 

Narbonne shares with Arles and Ostia the distinc¬ 
tion of being a prototype of the Roman port—an 
entirely new conception, a centre of commerce rather 
than of ships, the invention of a race of middlemen in 
whose minds there stirred old memories of Latlum. 
There had been throughout the Mediterranean many 
harbours built on the Aegean, Phoenician, Punic and 
Greek model. All these were sited in places blessed 
with natural conditions which favoured their function 
—in creeks more or less improved by human labour, 
or in some heaven-sent place like Marseille, or on some 
island which it was only necessary to link with the 
mainland by a causeway in order to ensure two safe 
anchorages. But the Romans, when they became 
masters of the Mediterraneanj had no seafaring tradi¬ 
tion behind them. What they looked for was not the 

' It W14 1 iDaiin^-pqjnt for lead cflTniSQ^ frufli Gmt BHtuar from Farei 
fmni thr of Ljoii. Ser Bomcf, 'Le Citnimttia du |tbinb k 

r^pu<]uc niouiitt" iRmti H- p- 
■ lir. Dnimnjidicu^ if militmr^ dm Fcmm yttifi, I i4l, 1935. 
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natural harbour, the sheltered inlet, but the land centre 
where highroads crossed. Their coastal stations ire not 
so much ports as drainage and pumping centres. ArleSj 
Fo5 and Narbotine are, from the sailor's point of view, 
detestable. But Arles and Narbonne do, at least, have 
the advantage of i system of lagoons and navigable 
waterwi^, Both were already situated at the meeting- 
point or continental arteries before the date of their 
official founding. 

At Arles, whither the Greeks had come, calling it 
Theline,’ the great north-south highway, which drove 
straight down the valleys of the Rh&ne and Saflne, by 
Lyon and Chilon, met the east-west road running 
from the Durance to Nimes. NarLionne was even better 
placed. It was the meeting-point of two prehistoric 
routes—one, Ie.iding from Spain Into Italy, the line 
along which Hemkles had journeyed, the Via Domltla, 
running lengthwise through the city; the other, coming 
from the ocean and terminating at the Mediterranean. 
Both are very ancient tracks, but what is really Imjior- 
tant is that each served for the carriage of one of the 
two different metals which togetJier produce bronze. 
The road from Spain was the ‘Copper Road’ which led 
to the mineral deposits in the valreys of the Orb and 
the Bogne. The ocean road was the ‘Tin Road’, 

At the Palm Door of the Cathedral of Cordova stand 
two milestones. The inscriptions upon them prove that 
the Romans had completed the road from Rome which 
led across Gaul and Spain, 'usque ad Oceanum’. 

In the region of Narbonne and Bfeiers, on the edge 
of the Etang de Vendres, what most strikes the observer 
is not so much the influence of Rome as the evidence, 

I Tlhfi Sitluvu denroynd this stttlcmcdt befb;? the cad of dkc 

century. 
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there apparent, of a strange and brilliant local culture. 
Montlaur^ and Ens^rune were twin cities to which, 
from the sixth until the end of the second century b.c. 

the finest Greek vases and objects of Campanian 
pottery were brought by sea. The wealth and activity 
of that part of the coast were bound up with certain 
ports which have not yet yielded up their secrets.^ It 
is there, no doubt, that we must hope to find decisive 
information about Greek influence in Gaul, and about 
the vine-growing industry. There are a number of 
wrecks off the coast. 

Numerous points of resemblance between Arles and 
Narbonne exist which have not always been sufficiently 
stressed. Both are cities built on rivers; both are 
trading-centres rather than ports. Arles and Fos, linked 
by the Canal of Marius, correspond to Narbonne and 
Capelle, which are joined by the Roubine. Both had 
direct access only to an inconvenient stretch of sea 
which was always exposed to the danger of silting. 
Both were confronted by the same difficulty of keeping 
a navigable channel open. There is a similar resem¬ 
blance between the old centres of local habitation. 
Montlaurfes is another Entremont. The same sort of 
traces, whether on land or in the sea, exist in both 
regions. Rouzaud has found on the site of Capelle, the 
oldest of the Narbonne harbours, pottery of precisely 
the same type as that discovered by Dr. Beaucaire at 
Fos—Campanian wine-amphorae and Italic and la 
Graufesenque sherds.^ 

^ On Ens^rune, see F. Mouret, ‘Quelle a 6te la place d’Ens^ne dans la 
Gallia Graeca?’ {Congris Guillaume-Budi, Niraes, 1932, pp. 128-34) to¬ 
gether with an Introductory Essay by R. Demangel, 115-28. Monsieur 
Jannoray has recently completed a thesis on this subject which, it is to be 
hoped, will soon be published. 

* Philippe Helena, Les Origines de Narbonney 1937. 
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The mconvciiieftces of the Roman system are so 
obvious that they must have been accepted deliberately: 
on the edge of the sea, improvements barely sufficient 
to serve their purpose, ancient local traditions adapted 
to later needs: further inland, a town protected by 
solid walls to provide a safe place in which wealth might 
be concentrated. There arc rwo possible explanations 
of this strange arrangement. It may have been due to 
the failure of landsmen, with little knowledge of the 
requirements of sea-borne trade, to adapt themselves 
to novel conditiotia, or it may have been produced by 
the age-old suspicion of the peasant, whose only 
concern is to set up his bams beyond reach of danger. 
Whatever the reasons for the choice may have been, 
Rome did, in fact, choose this particular ‘layout’. Up 
to the time of Claudius, and even of Trajan, Ostia was 
woefully lacking in technical equipment. It was in 
Rome that sea and river traffic became concentrated, 
and the same is true of Arles and Narbonue. 

There is still much work to be done in tracing the 
remains of antiquity all along this coast and as as 
Spain. A few relies have been recovered at Agde— 
'.\yftflij Tuxi) or Good Fortune—^a name which is 
merely a Greek disguise. The whole of the sea route is 
densely sown with amphorae—as at Port Vendres/ 
and also at Collioure, where Lieutenant Dupas has 
brought a few samples to the surface. Rhoda, Kalll- 
polis, Hemeroskopion, the Iberian Cape Artemision, 

i *Tbc pwpfc of MmaHa oiairtiaiiwd CDmincrclikl reUtlon^ with the rscli 
city of Pyi™* III tltfi tcrrtuuy of the Sordooesj which wv later dntioytJ 
bj tbc mTiixIau, Some havtt idimii&ed thk pbee wiik Elnc, othcvi 
WKh Port VendrtA. I’lwy veniurcd atill futthef, iwid nud# cofiLicf with the 
Fhofiaein colon nn the Entcni coast of Sptiiii/ Bys^^ucl m t/a 

Cwrmtnd if£ McirrW/^i pn 
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Almcrta, Abdera. and Mainake arc, all of them, places 
crying aloud for undersea examination. So far as 1 
know only the approaches of Carthsgena have so far 
been prospected. Several anchors and amphorae were 
found there> off the Island of Escombrerasi where 
once there stood a Temple of Hercules—^we never 
seem to get away from him!^ The head of Hercules 
figures on coins struck at Gades, and, according to 
Pliny, the Garden of the Hesperides was situated on 
the Atlantic coast of Africa, In the estua^ of the 
Lotikkos, on the site of LixuSi in the vicinity of the 
present-day Larache—which is the only natural 

harbour on that coast. 

It is something of a gamble to attempt to follow two 
tracks at one and the same time, that of the sea 
that of the land: to move In the wake of the free-divur 
and in the footsteps of the archaeologist. 

The attempt, however, will not have been valueless 
if it has succeeded in convincing the reader that the 
evidence still hidden under the sea is not to be despised. 
These watery fringes of the past may seem to be less 
clear-cut, more confused, than the Roman masonry of 
Provence. It remains to be seen w-hether this sub- 
met^ed mirror of Truth may not prove to have more 
meaning for us than the firmer contours of the land. 
For us, the undersea aspects of antiquity have a 
glamour which nothing else can equal. They show us, 
side by side, real co^ and the carved face of the 
Gorgon. 'The crimson shroud in which the dead gods 
slumber' is, for us, this sunlit sea where the depths are 
as rich in flowers as is a Persian garden. 

' jfrrAKW dc XX!, 70, ij+S; 'Uodenea 
Qoei& UL Jum Jr 3c Jiure^L 
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CHAPTER V 

FOS-SUR-MER 

Qdjr what a bidden is a fit fidd for iCKntiHi; enquiry^ 
Gastow Bacheijiiid. 

The moment hafi come to call a halt, to stA^ for 
a while on one section of this coast, and there to 

describe, in more leisurely fashion, a single undersea 
site—perlmps the richest and the most instructive 
which 1 have so far come across. In it is summed up 
the whole life of Provence as seen from the sea and 
beneath it. I refer to Fos-sur-Mer. There, as in the 
explanatory illustrations of a textbook, the various 
influences are exposed, one above the other, and wc 
can see in the mud the economic and religious 
currents in super-imposed layers. 

I have known the place in all weathers, I have always 
found it, in many different ways, heartbreaking, but, 
in the long run, have come to have feelings of aficctiott 
for it. In its marshy setting, under the rain and winds 
of winter, it is a desolate spot—little more, indeed, than 
a seashore, with bits of old iron sticking up through 
the shingle against a background of BastiJons-^ 

On summer Saturdays Marseille families swarm at 
Fos. The air resounds to the shrill cries of timid 
bathers, and the grey sand provides a scene for idylls. 
In spite of the blows dealt it by the Germans, the beach 
is by no means dead. The whole of this corner of 

^ Thif u a word c^R^iooIy uied in tbc South of Frmcc for coitagcr,— 
TruialiiDr. 



Provence was heavily dynamited in one of those last- 
minute spasms of destruction which vrere carried out 
less iti a spirit of ferocity than firom sheer stupidity. In 
any case^ it was utterly useless, and now the process 
of rebirth is continuing slowly and, I fear, without 
much air of gaiety. Between what remains of disem¬ 
bowelled gun-cm place merits villas are rising, but the 
material used in them is of poor quality. There is no 
vegetation, not a mimosa, not an aloe, not even a 
cactus, to give a touch of colour to this dreary ahorc. 
Inland from i t lie the waste-lands of La Crau—Campus 
Cravus—where grows In its simplest and moat eloquent 
form that famous root known as which dates from 
the pre-lndo-Europeau past, a word which mankind, 
for thousands of years, has used to express all that is 
stony, incapable of cultivation and hostile. 

At Fos wc arc still upon the road of Herakics. 
Aeschylus provides the evidence of this, for he 
mentions the very place when he gives the Hero 
pebbicji of Crati to t)Sc as missiles, 'You will come in 
the course of your journeying,’ says Prometheus to 
Herakles, ‘upon the intrepid army of the Ligurians, 
but Zeus will have compassion on you. He will cover 
the ground with a mass of rounded stones, and you, 
making of them your weapons, will easily scatter the 
Ligurian warriors.’ The Ligurians have vanished, but 
the stones remain. As to Herakles, he is far away. A 
religion, not his own, has taken root in this unfertile 
soil. On the beach where now there lies the roof-tile 
rubble of pre-war Fos, rests the lid of an Early 
Christian sarcophagus. Others show above the surface 
of the sea dose inshore. This playground of young 
people from Marseille is a cemetery: a cemetery with¬ 
out crosses or gravestones, only of great monolithic 
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troughs and heavy lids with projecting ornaments cast 
up on days of storm.^ 

To find out more we should have to dig in the sand, 
both above and below high-water mark, and perhaps 
bring to a full stop the building of the Casitio which is 
going forward with so much dash, for, like Herakles, 
the Casino has returned from the country of the dead. 
We should be better advised, I think, to turn our backs 
upon the beach at Fos, and go a little way beyond the 
cove of Saint-Gcrvais where the villas have matured 
into small houses, all freshly blooming. Here some 
ancient traces, which neither war nor the passage of 
the centuries can efface, still cling to the sea; fishing- 
boats drawn up on the shore, brown-meshed nets hung 
on poles to dry, a ruined quay and a few pieces of 
masonry half-hidden in the water. Saint-Cervais is a 
rocky inlet on a sandy coast. Though harsh and very 
small, it has long served as a shelter for fishermen. 
Through a narrow channel cut in the rock a hgoon 
discharges its superfluity of muddy water. Whether this 
lagoon is natumi, or a harbourage contrived by men, 
it is hard to tell. When I saw it for the first time I 
could not help being reminded of a similar site which 
I once visited in North Africa, at Port-aux-Poules, 
not far from Arzew. I record the impression for what 
it is worth, because nobody has ever found any evi¬ 

dence at Fos which would justify the theory that it 
is an artificial harbour constructed after the Punic 
manner. 

To get a closer view of the rocky seaside, one has 
to work one’s way through a barrier of small houses. 
Hard by the canal which joins the lagoon to the sea 

* A Dccropplb cf monolichic; tainb» cf ihc *anx kind ai chw it Aly?^ 
cimpi ii j)+ 
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there IS nothing to catch the eye but bathing-huts and 
a few slots and holes cut with the pick-axc Thcsisj 
doubtless, arc the remains of ‘improvements’ made 
long ago* The place must have served, too, as a quariy', 
for one can see there a great block of stone half cut 
through but never moved—a job left unfinished as the 
result of who can say what weariness, what drama? 
Once more it is of North Africa that 1 am reminded, 
and especially of Tipasa, where, at sea-levei, there 
stands a quarry of that shell-blotched limestone out of 
which the town was constructed. 

A crumbling jetty juts into the sea. For the diver the 
site continues under water. Beyond the mole, at a depth 
of two and a half fathoms, are great blocks of fashioned 
masonry and weed-covered columns which may be the 
remains of an archway or of a building with dooi-s> 
The sea here, however, is never clear, even in summer, 
but dirty. The shallow bottom is of mud. In the cove 
of Saint-Gervais the Rhone silt has been tirelessly 
de^sited through many centuries. 

Those who carry out in this spot one of those under¬ 
sea perambulations which are the peculiar preroga¬ 
tives of the fria>diver, stand little chance of making 
any sensational discovery. All around is grej- weed and 
ooze. Betw^een the rather too slimy cliff-walls, among 
the stuttered masgnij and in the murky water, one 
seeks in vain to fix a fniitfiil thought, to find any sharp 
excrescence to which the intelligence may hold, or any 
evidence that life in these surroundings ever showm 
a touch of brniiancc. This abandoned harbour is a 

, I It mi found {Hnntik W tahe vne of tbac nlumai. li u of quarrliid 
tcoiu! and of i very old moulded detifni. I* ^ Impoit intended tc carry 

iprinj^if of On arch nr ihe lintel of a door- It u of Ujc vmc gcoeral 
|:ypc ai the fguad 3t YglgbUii 
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wreck, swathed m weed, a drowned corpse from which 
the mud forever swirls up to the surface. One cannot 
even say that the past has been effaced. The truth is 
worse than that. The past has been stirred into nothing¬ 
ness. 

It may be just possible to dsh up the fragments of an 
amphora which has escaped the vigilance of earlier 
searchers. But there are many such mixed with the 
pebbles on the beach. There the past crunches beneath 
one’s feet. After days of storm a flood of red and black 
sherds rises to the surface from the tormented sea-bed^ 
the separate pieces showing a network of Spirerbis 
and serpulids, all tangled together like centuries-old 
spaghetti. 

The seashore, accommodating and deceptive, 
supplies only fragments, scraps; though, if asked, it 
would furnish a cartful. By merely bending down, one 
can follow the spoor of five or six centuries of history, 
Moving with head bent, like a sleepwalker, one forgets 
the repellent setting, the charmless sea, the suburban 
architecture. Sometimes, in the course of a single hour, 
I have garnered an exciting, shabby harvest of the 
kind I used to collect at Cherchel and at Arzew, a crazy 
knapsack-ioad of Italic sediment, scraps of la Graufe- 
senque ware, the mutilated form of a god on some 
fragment of red pottery, amphora handles, and the 
nc^s of vases, a squalid collection of objects which 
had appealed to me by reason of a dab of some unusual 
colour or an odd shape, but which, on the morrow, I 
should throw away. 

It is there, in a restricted area not far from the shore, 
that the most sensational discoveries have been made. 
Each year, since 1948, Dr. Beaucaire has been carrying 
out excavations which have turned out to be no less 
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productive th^ they deserved. In a space uieasuriiig' 
anything from ten to five hunclned yards, in a. depth 
of -water varying from three to fifteen feet, he and his 
team of voluntary workers have accomplished a tedious 
task. They found, among other things, a Roman villa, 
and exposed its walls. Step by step they followed the 
clues in the water and the flooded sand. The alluvial 
deposits of the Rhone had left the smallest objects just 
as they were, and preserved them. The searchers, after 
first lifting a top layer of sand, and next a deposit of 
thin, sticky clay, close on thirty inches deep, reached 
the archaeological level. From then on there was no 
lack of finds. 

It is difficult to imagine what this work entailed. 
For four years they kept at it, sometimes labouring with 
picks below the water-line. It -was a tetrific task, since 
it meant the shifting of great quantities of sand, pebbles 
and, above all, mud—thick, sticky mud. Many cubic 
yards of soil had to he sieved so that nothing should be 
missed. 

To-day, the results of all that labour are on view in 
the small museum which was set up by a local society 
working under the inspiration or Dr. Bcaucairc, a 
society called Les Amis du Vieil Istres. 

As 1 have had occasion to say elsewhere, there is 
good reason to consider Fos-sur-Mer to be the very 
model of a well-conducted undersea archaeological 
operation. By great good fortune, all the necessary 
factors were present in the right place and at the right 
time: skill and willingness, a rich site not too far from 
the mainland, shallow water, courage which no amount 
of hard work could daunt, and, finally, the creation of 
a local museum in which the finds were immediately 
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housed, protected from weather and accident, identi¬ 
fied, catalogued and shown to the public. 

If Dr. Beaucaire and his friends have been able to 
grapple successfully with a task which does them 
honour, as much by reason of the methods employed 
as of the results achieved, the reason is that, with them, 
archaeology was not a matter of sudden whim or of 
sluggish pursuit. Their discoveries were not made by 
divers on a lightning visit, who dome to a site, are quick 
to grasp its possibilities or lack of them, and then clear 
off to pluck easier laurels elsewhere. Their success at 
Fos was the result of a series of researches carried out 
in one given area and according to a well-thought-out 
programme of work. 

The undersea explorers who were responsible for 
this triumph had been trained on land in the hardest 
of all archaeological schools—that of prehistory. They 
had already carried out the methodical opening up of 
the Abri Cornille, close to Istres, which has now been 
classified as an historical monument.^ I know only too 
well what work of this kind means: lying on one’s 
stomach and scrabbling away with bare hands which 
still, after ten thousand years, are the best of all tools: 
exposing one after the other all the superimposed 
archaeological levels: getting rid of the rubbish and 
collecting every scrap that may be of importance, even 
though, quite often, it is no more than dust. 

How hard that school can be may be seen from the 
fact that many of those who worked on the Abri 
Cornille, young and vigorous men, quite often fainted 
from heat and exhaustion. All the same, it is the best 

^ The Abri Cornille is of interest because it shows traces of uninterrupted 
occupation from the Palaeolithic to the Bronze age. It provides evidence of 
much that occurred in this one district in the earliest times. 
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of all schoolsj for it produces hardened and meticulous 
archaeologists, men skilful in collecting the tiniest 
scraps of eTidence, in love with the humble but 
important labours of their calling, champions of team¬ 
work and anonymous victories. 

A day came when these many virtues found employ¬ 
ment not only on land but in the sea. This was the result 
neither of chance nor of vainglory, but of a logical 
process. What these men were concerned to do was to 
let nothing escape which might serve to reconstruct 
the past of the region in which they were working. 
And so it came about that the Soci6t6 des Amis du 
Vieil Istres turned from the mountain to the seashore, 
and set about examining the beach of Saint-Gervais. 

What they achieved can be seen in that small house 
at Istres, standing at the corner of a mediaeval street, 
which has now been turned into a museum. What 
thrills the visitor is not only the wealth of rare and 
precious objects but the diversity as well as the 
unity of this undersea conquest—its weight of human 
associations. There can be found all the influences to 
which this corner of the earth has been subjected, the 
conditions in which successive generations of its in¬ 
habitants lived, exhibited not only in masterpieces of 
art but in the products of humble lives—a cheese- 
mould cheek by jowl with an ivory head, kitchen 
pottery and precious vases. 

The impression is much the same as one gets from 
a visit to the Musee des Antiquitfe Nationales de 
Saint-Germain, but on a reduced scale. Before our eyes 
we have the history of one section of our native soil, 
set against the background of the sea and freed from 
the haunting ghosts of Caesar, of Alesia, of Napoleon 
III. Here are no weapons, no swords, no helmets, but 
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winc-j^, drinkmg-cups und lamps: iHStrarnstttum 
d^misHcsm, 

Who were these folk of Fos? Since when had they 
been settled round their little creek between the sea 
and the lagoon? 

Tradition gives fo Marius the Credit for having 
built the port and dug the canal which, by avoiding the 
silt brought down by the Rhone, linked the sea with 
the great river harbour of Arles, which served the whole 
region. There is no lack of texts relating to the subject: 
Strabo, Pomponius Mela, Pliny the Elder . , , but they 
are texts only. Before the researches carried out by 
Dr. Beaucasrc, no archaeological evidence existed 
which could confirm them. But now from the sea have 
come examples of Campanian pottery of types A and 
B, and dishes of black Arret in c ware which enable us 
to say with certainty that on this spot there existed a 
town in touch with Italy at the time of Marius, the 
conqueror of the Cimbri and the Tcutonca. 

The Fossae Marianae are the Fo^es, or Ditches, of 
Marius, the memory of which is preserved in our own 
Fos. Their purpose was to form a canal by which the 
Roman army could be supplied. It was near Aix that 
Marius crushed the Barbarjans (roa and thereby 
saved Narbonne, Marseille and Rome. After his 
victory the canal was given to the people of Marseille 
in token of friendship. They did not particularly want 
it, and contented themselves with drawing a consider¬ 
able profit by levying dues on all ships moving along 
it in either direction. This was also a convenient way of 
making more costly a trafFiC-artcry which did not use 
their own port, and, in the long run, took what should 
have been their own proper trade away from them, 
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If we are to believe the Roman historians, this port 
shot up like a mushroom, at the word of Marius, in 
that region of the barren Crau where no port had 
existed previously. I see no reason for believing this. 
There was already a small anchorage there. That it 
dated from before Marius is proved by traces of local 
pottery.^ At Fos itself, a heeled axe belonging to a 
period subsequent to Bronze Age II, has been found. 
Earthenware has been fished from the sea bearing a 
strong resemblance to that of La Tine, examples of 
local Phocaean pottery of pale, micaceous clay, and 
fragments of ‘Iberian’ ware. Should we ever succeed 
in reconstructing a picture of the activities carried on 
in this region during the great periods of prehistory, 
the results may well be surprising. Not only was there 
a settled community in these parts before the coming 
of Marius, the name of which is lost, but it is quite 
possible that it had already established contact with the 
interior by means of a chain of lagoons and inlets which 
the famous canal merely improved under Roman 
direction. It was too quickly constructed to have 
started from nothing. Nor is that all, for discoveries in 
the neighbourhood have confirmed the existence of a 
considerable amount of activity in pre-Roman days. 
These inland waterways, these lagoons, must assuredly 
have provided communication with the sea for a 
number of very ancient sites. Whether they were 
Greek, Celtic or Iberian, whether they succeeded, for 
the most part, in retaining their autonomy—like the 
ancient Fos—in spite of the nearness of Marseille, we 
cannot say for certain. All we do know is that traffic 
continued up to the time of the Middle Ages. The 
Rhone delta still holds surprises in store for us. The 

' Dating from the fifth century B.c. 
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salt-patis, the fish-infested lagoons, the waterways, 
attracted and iiiaintained, from the great periods of the 
prehistoric cultures, a considerable number of mixed 

some years now Monsieur Henri RoHand has 
been carrying out excavations at Saint-Blaise, on the 
rocky spu r which sep arates the lagoons of Laval due 
and Citis, a site which apparently goes back to the 
sixth century b.c. The t^pidum occupied the tip of the 
spur, and was defended on the land side by a wall 
which has been entirely uncovered.^ The stones of this 
enceinte, which archaeologists attribute to the slx^ 
century, show marks of ‘Graeco-Putiic’ workmanship 
and of incised characters having to do with some sort 
of numbering* 'Such parts of the parapet as have been 
unearthed are of the rounded type common in Sicily, 
at Eryx and Motya,’ Is it too much to assume that Fos, 
in the sixth century, was the Graeco-Punk port of the 
Saint-Blaisc oppidsm^ which some have identified with 
Mastrabah? They are only two and a half miles 
apart, and there is more than one lagoon In the inter¬ 
vening area- At the period in c|uestion the Rhodians 
frequently visited the delta before they were driven 
from it by the Phocacana of Marseille, The very name 
‘Rhdnc’ recalls their presence, and Rhodanousia may 
w'cU have been at Beaucaire, where there is still a 
quarter known as Rouancaso, 

It is pointless to dwell too long over so confused a 
‘pedigree’. It would be of fiir greater interest to show 
ihnf^ under the veiy shadow of Marseille, Fos long 
retained its native flavour. But is this possible? The 

* Hefiri RoUjui^, 'FouilkK ^ Saiai-SljitK* dti EtuJtf A»- 
tintuti, !j37i “d ‘V+f** Upum-Unldoc). Abo H. 
RotUiid, ■KoihIJc»<1« Sami-Siiue'jiopplewnt UI, i$ji- 
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misfortunes of Marseille are better known than the 
glory of Fos. The fact that no Ionian pottery has been 
found at the latter place,^ but, later, deposits of Cam¬ 
panian amphorae similar to those at Anth^or, would 
seem to prove a certain degree of economic indepen¬ 
dence and the existence of lines of communication 
which did not pass through Marseille. 

It was about this time that there arrived at Fos a 
small piece of ivory which has since been recovered 
from the mud: a tiny Hellenistic masterpiece which is 
undoubtedly a head of Aphrodite, and may well rank 
as one of the most exquisite of all the objects discovered 
there. It dates from the first century b.c. 

Miscalculation began to produce its dire effects at 
Marseille shortly before the beginning of the Christian 
era. Forced to choose between Pompey and Caesar, the 
people of that city, whose clearness of vision may 
have been misted by middle-class prosperity, opted 
for the established power as against the climber, for 
Pompey the sailor as against Caesar the discontented 
general. They opened their harbour to the squadron 
commanded by Domitius Ahenobarbus who had 
been named by the Senate as Proconsul of the two 
Gauls. 

Caesar refused to let himself be halted at the gates 
of Marseille, but left his lieutenant, Xrebonius, there, 
giving orders that twelve ships should be built and 
equipped at Arles. These he entrusted to Decimus 
Brutus, while he himself marched westwards. He had 
an eye for the essential, and wished to seize the key of 
what has been called the Eldorado of the ancient 
world, namely Spain and its riches. That key was the 
Route of Hercules, 

^ Actually one piece ^was found. 
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With his twelve ships Brutus won two victories. Ho 
dfifeated the fleet ot' Mwseille in the waters of Le 
Frioul, and another which hastened to its support under 
one of Pompey's lieutenants, off Tauroenrum. Where 
could Brutus’s naval base have been situated if not at 
Kosf Caesar had his ships built at Arles, the reason 
being that its outlet to the sea, that is to say, Fos, was 
free and not eontrolled by the forces of Mareeille. 

Marseille was conquered. Its maritime activity and 
its commercial prosperity were finished for a long time 
to come. Pre-eminence passed to Arles and its seapo^, 
Fos. Marseille dwindled to the status of a university 
town where the sons of troublesome families, and esile^ 

were sent. 
Marseille, wedged between Arles and Narbonne, 

was not the new type of harbour demanded by the 
Romans. The rising roasters of the RLoman world were 
businessmen. The naval potentialities of a town 
mattered linle to them. What they wanted was access 
to land routes and inland waterways. Arles, from this 
point of view, was ideally situated. It stood at the last 
crossing-point of the Rhone above the delta, and 
commanded northward the road to L-yon, eastward the 
line of communcation with the Durance, and westward 
the great arteries leading to Nimc^ the Cevennes and 
the Auvergne- What did it matter if access to ttie coast 
presented a problem, if Fos was less satisfactory as a 
harbour than Marseille? Henceforward, all tralEc was 
to pass through Fos, 

And this traffic was very heavy. The remains show 
that clearly enough- It was at this time that fragments 
of Itaiian terra stgiUata became thickly embedded in the 
mud of the Saint-Gervais cove: at this time, toq, that 
some rich shipmaster, some newcomer to the district, 
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some recently Romanized provincial, doubtless built 
the villa, the submerged walls of which our divers have 
examined, and from which they have salved an altar 
still surrounded with lamps. 

It is {jrobably to the same period that one of our 
finest prizes belongs—the fragment of an Italic vase 
with a green lead glaze on the outside and a yellow glaze 
on the interior, in imitation of the silver vessels of 
Asia Minor. 

One of the lamps ought to be given a full-length 
commentary. It shows a fisherman and a Siren, that 
mythical creature closely connected with the cult of 
the dead which reappears in the twelfth century on the 
capitals of our Romanesque churches. It is to be seen 
pn the facade of Saint-Semin at Toulouse. 

For the sake of my fellow-divers let me here say 
something about these Sirens with whose name they 
make so free. The Siren is not, as they think, half 
woman and half fish. In the purest tradition of the 
antique, the Siren has the head and the bust of a woman 
with a bird’s body and claws. The Greeks never 
represented Sirens in any other way. They derived the 
conception from Egypt, where this hybrid signified the 
soul separated from the body. It is thus that the Sirens 
are shown on a mosaic-encrusted cistern now in the 
Cherchel Museum, their slim claws and multicoloured 
feathers framing a ship and a shoal of leaping dolphins. 
I find this motif endlessly fascinating. The fish-tail is 
due to a confusion, dating from the sixth century a.d., 

between Sirens and female Tritons, and it was to 
female Tritons, not to Sirens, that Horace’s famous 
lines referred: 

. . . . ut turpiter atrum 
Desinat in piscem mulier formosa superne. 
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—a not very flattering description of the ladies who 
come diving with us. 

Towards the middle of the first century the inhabi¬ 
tants of Fossae Marianae, who like the whole of the 
Latin world had formerly imported much Italic 
pottery, began to be flooded with Gallic ware. From 
the first century onwards, and especially in the second, 
this Gallic variety began to oust the foreign article, and 
in its turn spread through the whole civilized world. 
The centre of its production was a place close to 
Millau, La Graufesenque, whence it travelled into 
Italy, Germany and Britain. At Pompeii, a packing- 
case newly arrived, and which the recipient had not had 
time to open before the catastrophe of 79, has been 
found to contain bowls and lamps of la Graufesenque 
ware. 

The main loading-port for Italy was Narbonne, 
but many of the consignments travelled also down 
the Rhone, by way of Lyon. It should cause 
little surprise, therefore, that numerous examples, 
many of them of superb quality, should have 
turned up at Fos. Several of the smaller vases have 
been found intact, while innumerable fragments of 
dishes and decorated and carinated cups have been 
collected. These pieces belong to many different 

1 

wealth and activity of Fos seem to have been 
firmly established by this period. The many scraps of 
glass, and the quantities of fused glass ‘paste’, the 

' The following are among the makers’ stamps which have been found 
on the examples of la Graufesenque pottery discovered at Fos: Carinus, 
Niger, Primus, Aufinus, Irmo, Cartus, Macer, Via, Mommo, Bassus, 
Vitalis, Germanus, Albanus, Passeus, Sulpicius, Cocus, Cosius, Rufus. 
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intact miniature amphorae,^ the innumerable decorated 
lamps, the profusion and the quality of the pottery 
concentrated in this one small area indicate the 
existence of a prosperous town of a level of civilization 
not greatly, if at all, inferior to that of the Greek and 
Italian cities of the same epoch. It is impossible, after 
seeing these remains, to doubt that Fos was a mari¬ 
time centre. 

This role she was to play for some considerable 
time. A road-map of the Roman Empire, the Peutinger 
Map, still survives, on which the Fossae Marianae are 
marked.^ Their position is indicated by a small design 
showing docks arranged in a semicircle. It would, how¬ 
ever, be a mistake to conclude that any installation of 
this precise form existed at Fos. The drawing is merely 
a conventional sign used in the Map to indicate 
harbour-works, just as turrets and gables in Michelin 
are used to show the different categories of hotels. 
Exactly the same design is used for Fos as for Ostia, 
though the latter has, in addition, a lighthouse. What 
is significant is that neither the conventional sign nor 
the lighthouse is given to Marseille. 

The Antonine Itinerary^ and a text which accompanies 

^ Some of the miniature amphorae may have been used merely as stoppers 
for the larger amphorae. No first-rate study of them has been made. See 
E. Pelichet, *A Propos des amphores romaines trouv^ 4 Nyon* {Jitvite 
suisse cTArt et cTArcfUologU, VIII, 1946), which makes passing reference to 
them. 

* The Peutinger Map is a unique copy of an ancient map now in the 
Library of Vienna. It was found at Worms in the fifteeth century, and 
given, in 1508, to Conrad Peutinger of Augsburg. It seems to have been 
copied from an official document put in hand by Caracalla in the early years 
of the third century. But this document was itself a copy of an earli^ map 
constructed at the orders of Agrippa which Augustus caused to be painted 
on the wall of the Porticus Vipsania. 

^ This is less accurate than the Peutinger Map, and almost certainly 
dates from the reign of Diocletian (284-305). 



it—Sea-routes from Rome to Arles'^—shows Incaro— 
Cany-le-Rouet—as a positio, that is to say, an anchor¬ 
age or natural harbour, and Fossae Marianae as a 
portus or artificial installation. 

Fos, then, was the outlet for all central Glaul, since 
it served Arles, which was the official port of the 
Annona, the government corn supply. Marseille no 
longer played even a subsidiary part in the commercial 
activities of the second and third centuries. The cargo 
fleets making for Ostia were assembled at Arles, and 
reached the open sea at Fos. 

Arles was better suited to serve as a trading centre 
than to exploit the agricultural resources of the region. 

Its shipowners had their warehouse under the 
portico at Ostia. It was adorned with a mosaic re¬ 
presenting the bridge of boats over the Rhone, and the 
three mouths of the river. They also had an establish¬ 
ment at Beirut, the terminal of all the caravans from 
the East and the Far East. 

There can be no doubt that the lead seals used in 
commerce which were found in the Sabne at Lyon came 
from cargoes handled by them and passing through 
Fos. Some of these seals are those used by Tyre and 
Alexandria. Scraps of hemp or flax are still visible on 
a number of them. The Tyre seal is attached to a twist 
of reddish-brown silk which must once have been 
crimson. This humble witness to a long voyage made 
in the second century of our era sets one dreaming. 
For all we know it may have formed part of one of the 
earliest consignments of silk to reach Lyon.^ 

^ R. Lugand, ‘Note sur Tltin^raire maritime de Rome ^ Arles’, in 
Melanges de FEcole Fran^cdse de Korney 1926, pp. 124-39. 

* A collection of 167 coins was found at Fos on the beach, within reach 
of the breaking waves, and among other archaeological deposits. A con¬ 
siderable number of them were of bronze and bore the emblem of a bull with 
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The entrance to the harbour at Fos-«ur-Mer was, 
however, always deplorable. Strabo bears witness to 
the fact. It seems that many attempts were made to 
improve it. The trouble was that it was always silting' 
up. 'I'he enemy was sand. 

It has often been stated that ocean-^olng vessels 
could reach the rjuayside at Arles without transship¬ 
ping their cargo. That is by no means impossible, 
I'hc canal was sixteen miles long, and seems to have 
joined die Rhone, not by way of the present main 
channel, but at a point some four or five miles further 
west, where there was an extension of the Redon 
lagoon. It was somewhere about here that the Gradus 
Mmsitlitan&rkm was situated, the entrance to the [lort 
of Arles, at least at the end of the first century a,d. 

In the absence of conclusive archaeological evidence 
it is difficult to be sure whether the ships were warped 
up the canal and the Rhone, or whether, as the 
abundant remains of amphorae at several points seem 
to indicate, trans-shipment did, in fact, take place. 
Conditions must have altered according to the state of 
lowered bomi. 'There aka SATCxal pjcoea of lilverbronzy with Eh# 
lUpCftcirtptjVrn? of OonJiiftEli PlUi G^llkntrti and MoximiDj la wcU b? 

Mlid ffdvw coinj of Vcjpuuii wid Tj^jeui. There wit ok gold piece Trhidi 
h now in the Ckvoillan Several coiiu which ^n [taJiin workman 
claiEBied to have fauud Itt Fot ait: he-tci to he kljspett*. See GreEicrr^ Mimuel, 
VT, and Bknevd^ Monnixifi rfirfrfWrr fwtti Afarsrmei (Actd, dc 

&pecinieD3 with the bull wiEh lowered hom-h found ol Foa by Dr, 
BcaucaiiTj BreofMvKtik inuc^Bat Ark^r tw, hod Hdopted the umc emblem. 
We ore here in ih£ pre&tnce of ok of ihoie icono^pbii!!! cnmddenc&i which 
ora ibe lifh-blood pf history- 1% h worth while lo |Njitil thii out. h 
xcmi imljk«|y tLi! the buU of Muwjlle and hk at Arlrs had the satne 
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cf Che Julianto which C^uur bcloneed. He It oi on hujgma 
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upon Its walk Bud siaunped on iti coma- It rcfcrredp not to the bcrdi of block 
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the weather, and the silting up with sand probably 
necessitated a good deal of manoeuvring. Much work 
has gone into trying to find the course of Marius's 
canal, and this has now been traced along almost the 
whole of its length. Desjardins firmly believed that he 
had found its bonks under two mounds of pebbles 
known locally aa Les Coudouli^res. Monsieur Clerc, 
how'ever, and the engineers of the Fonts et Chausadcs, 
are of the opinion that these form pit of a coastal 
deposit of recent date. Dr. Bcaucaire, who excavated 
them and found nothing but Christian remains, thinks 
that they have no connexion with the objects recovered 
from the aea in the Saint-Gervais cove^ but that they 
are the debris of a near-by settlement belonging to a 
much later period. 

Lcs Amis du Vieil Istres, who are striving to 
establish the ancient topography of the whole delta 
region, have no easy tasK before them. Not only have 
the mouths of the river changed their course, but there 
have been land subsidences and a general rise in the 
sea-level.*' It seems probable that some port of the 
remains found in the sea at Fos, were formerly situated 
on dry land, and that what Dr. Beaucaire and his 
friends have recovered from the water originally 
belonged to houses standing on the shore. 

At Lea-Samtes-Maries^e-la-Mer, too, the Mediter¬ 
ranean has encroached upon the land. The level of 
possible finds, now scarcely below the surface, has been 
surveyed. A thia-wallcd vase and the head of a statue— 
in a bad state of mutilation—recovered by Dr. Beau¬ 
caire, have provided proof of what was long contested, 
that this site is a very ancient one. 

^ See Appendix A: m Mran $ca*kv<L 
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It is most unlikely that there was ever a port here. 
The lesser arm of the Rhdne caoie into existence at 
a relatively recent period, and the flat and rectilinear 
nature of the coast affords no shelter. The objects found 
must have come from a villa which to-day Is partially 
submerged. It is true that in his Or^ maritima t. 
Avienus mentions a harbour which was probably that 
of the (fpptdum known as Priseum Ka. If this identi¬ 
fication is correct, then we are forced to the conclusion 
that the configuration of the coastline Jias greatly 
changed. 

There can, however, be no doubt that there was 
much sea-going activity here in ancient days. A wreck 

been found lying under more than twenty feet 
of mud at the entnuice to the Port-de-Bouc. It was 
carrying a cargo of w'orks of art. A Fonts ct Chauss^es 
dredger brought to the surface, quite by chance, not 
only some of the ship’s ribs and an anchor but also a 
Corinthian capital and part of a marble Hellenistic sar¬ 
cophagus (now in the Istres Museum). It is to be hoped 
that somebody w'iJl recover what still remains of it. 

The discoveries at Fos constituted something of an 
event in the history of archaeological science. It was 
the first time that sea and dry land were both investi¬ 
gated simultaneously, not in a haphazard fashion, but 
in accordance with a well-thought-out plan, and in 
successive stages. The undersea site brought as 
much satisfaction to the searchers as did the land 
excavations in the same region—and more. It has 
provided evidence, confirmation of texts and chrono¬ 
logical data such as the land failed to supply, especially 
in connexion with the constructional work initiated by 
Marius at the end of the second century d.c. 
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The life of a port, which has been neglected by 
history, forgotten and lost, can now be in part re¬ 
constituted, thanks to what the sea has rendered up. 
That life was a short one. By the time of the Middle 
Ages, all that remained of its former glory was a 
fishing-harbour, and perhaps not even that.^ The move¬ 
ment of trade had passed to Port de Bouc and, even 
more markedly, to Marseille. Its resurrection is still 
incomplete, and much remains to be done. The method, 
in any case, has shown itself to be effective. It is well 
worth applying it to the whole of the Rhone delta, and 
to other sites as well.^ 

^ The pottery fragments stop short, chronologically, at the fourth and 
fifth centuries. ^ far (1952) no traces of the Visigoth occupation have come 
to light. 

* See F. Benoit, ‘Le Delta du Rhdne k T^poque grecque* (Melanges Radet: 
Renmedes Etudes ATtcienrus, 1940, pp. 565-70), and H. Holland, ‘Chronologic 
des fouilles dans la Basse vall^ du Rhdne* {Rev. des Et. Anc.^ 1943, p. 80 
et seq>^. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CARRARA MARBLE AT SAINT-TROPEZ 

The marbles of Carrara and Pentdicus are better suited than bronze 

for the depictiDg^ of young' and nude immortals. 

THfoPHitE Gautier, 

IN the course of these undersea excursions on the 
coast of Provence, I have so far allowed myself to 

be caught in the snare of very small things—sherds of 
Campanian pottery and fragments of la Graufesenque 
ware, as at Eos, or the broken amphorae of Anth^or. 
Now 1 propose to offer, in the interest of those who are 
susceptible to the appeal of quantity, examples of the 
enormous, the colossal; in fact, no less than tons of 
marble still lying in the sea. 

The length of their sojourn there is not open to 
doubt. The marble of which I am about to speak has 
been burrowed into by the creatures of the sea, per¬ 
forated and bored as were the capitals found in the 
Mahdia ship. Such a work must have taken centuries 
to accomplish. It is, indeed, extremely probable that 
the blocks in question went to the bottom 1800 years 
ago, at the entrance to the port of Saint-Tropez, the 
name of which, perhaps, was then Athenopolis—the 
City of Athena. 

They had long been known to be there. Fishermen 
have an intuitive knowledge of the sea-bed which often 
surpasses that of many divers. They have the advantage 
too, of local traditions which go back a long way. It 
is always foolish to neglect such things. At Saint- 
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Tropez, however, tradition was wrong. It had decided 
that these ancient remains were millstones thrown into 
the sea in ancient days. In any case, the fishermen who 
saw them did not, I imagine, show much interest, for 
this comer of the Mediterranean was for a long time 
plentifully stocked with fish, and to the fisherman it is 
fish that matter. The bream, who love rock-passages 
open at either end, and a geography complicated, 
craped, luminous, bnt at no great depth, had annexed 
this Roman marble without bothering overmuch about 
what it was doing there. 

The site is close to the shore. To reach it one has 
only to get away from the summer bustle of the jetties, 
reach the Bar de la Pone he, and the little fishing-port 
where one of the liveliest of the branch-establishments 
of Saint-Gerniatn-des-l^ris is situated. A little further 
on, off the cemetery, and about two or three hundred 
yards from the shore, one’s eye was caught, not so 
very long ago, by fourteen large blocks of weed- 
encrusted stone, which did not look so very di^rent 
from ordinar}' rocks. 

It was possible to examine them without the aid of 
a diving-helmet: goggles were quite sufficient. 
Through them one could see that the group was 
firmly embedded in the bottom, which at that point 
lay at a depth of anything between nine and twenty- 
one fathoms. 

The Club Alpin Sous-Marin came from Cannes to 
3 look, drawn thither by some archaeological 

premonition. Somewhat later, on the loth and r2ch 
September 1950, its members undertook a detailed 
examination, ^ equi^jicd with tape-measures, map-’ 
boards, pencils, chisels, hammers and cameras. The 
rocks Were duly counted, measured, phott^raphed 
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and drawn. They turned out to consist of nine frag¬ 
ments from enormous colurirtiis, three pieces which 
were thought to be Doric capitals and one very big 
architrave measuring about fifteen feet in length- The 
weight of this object was calculated at something in the 
neighbourhood of thirty-eight metric tons. 

Samples were taken, and these proved to be of fine 
Carrara marble. The natural conclusion was that these 
remains—obviously of a very considerable age—^had 
formed part of the cargo of a ship w'hich had sunk off 
Saint-Tnopez* But once a^in the sea. which had 
preserved these vestiges of antiquity could give no 
indication of date. Was an ancient wreck te^ly the 
explanation of their presence? The importance of the 
objects threw doubt on the theory.The assumed disaster 
might belong to a much more recent period. Napoleon, 
for instance, had shifted a great many objects of marble, 
most of which were landed at Toulon. But there was 
no written record of any such wreck during the nine¬ 
teenth century. As against the Napoleonic explanation 
one fact carried great weight. Clumps of date-mussels 
had eaten deep into the marble, and this piece of 
evidence was difficult to ignore. The most plausible 
conclusion was that the voyage in question, and the 
subsequent foundering, belonged to the Roman period. 
But, if that were so, for what possible monument could 
architectural elements of such a size have been 
intended? There is in France no ancient building which 
could conceivably have required blocks of these 
dimensions, and, what is more important still, none 
constructed of Carrara marble. 

It is not difiicult to understand that Monsieur F. 
Benoit, who was in charge of the archaeological district 
to which Saint-Tropez belongs, should have waxed 
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enthusiastic over this discovery. These blocks of 
masonry, lying in shallow water so near to the coast, 
became something of an obsession with all of us. But 
there seemed to be little hope of moving them. The 
least heavy must have weighed almost four metric tons. 

But fortune smiled upon the devotees of undersea 
archaeology. It so happened that an extremely powerful 
crane had been brought Into the Bav of Saint-Tropez 
to carry out some work having to do with the Navy, 
Since it was already on the scenes we had only to enlist 
its help and that of a few kindly sympathisers. Friends 
of ours, at the Arsenal of Toulon were only too glad to 
put in a word for us with the Dodin Company who 
owned the floating crane vrhich was so necessary to us.^ 

The crane, one of the most powerful pieces of lifting 
apparatus anywhere in France, was, on three separate 
occasions, put at die disposal of the archaeological 

services without a penny of expense falling upon the 
Service dcs Beaux Arts, 

The first urgency was to carry out the preliminary 
task of passing 'slings’ under the blocks, thus making 
it possible to raise them. This was strictly speaking a 
Job for a helmet-diver, but to have employed one would 
have cost a great deal of money, and the work, in his 
hands, would have taken time* Consequently, the Club 
Alpin Sous-Marin undertook the task, needless to say, 
w'ithout payment. A team of frcc-divcrs, consisting of 
two men under the direction of Henri Broussard, took 
lessons from a professional helmet-diver, who admitted, 
after the first of them, that there was not much he 
could teach the amateurs. 

He had never taken part In any comparable aquatic 

^ Tbc pf PUT more pAitiriLliirly^ due MaiukiUr 

tbe Minigiag Dircetprj who the wprk id pcmcin. 
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frolic, and was surrounded, photographed and courted. 
There is one picture showing his feet in their enormous 
boots, taken just as they were sinking below the surface. 
The great copper bowl of his helmet became the central 
feature of a regular ballet of divers, both male and 
female. Somewhat disturbed by these circling buzz- 
flies, he turned his attention to his duties. All his 
demands were anticipated. Three swimmers fought to 
supply him with pliers and hammers, while, overhead, 
a ‘tritoness’ schemed to deprive him of the leaden heart 
which he wore on his chest as part of his equipment. 

He smiled indulgently behind the glass pane of his 
‘porthole’, like some paternal and friendly sea-god in a 
group of half-naked immortals. But when he noticed 
diat one of the ladies of the group was preparing to 
pass to him one of the slings, which tear the hands and 
break the nails, a reproving bubble escaped from his 
helmet, and it was clear from the faces he pulled that 
he thought this no work for women. 

It is worth stressing the friendly atmosphere which 
prevailed in this little Saint-Tropez band. Many 
different types were engaged—engineers in charge of 
the crane, sailors from the tug which had brought the 
free-divers to the spot, and a naval technician. For all 
these men one thing alone counted—the success of an 
enterprise which may well rank as the most important 
undersea operation ever conducted in France. 

There was reason to fear that the self-contained 
equipment that makes free-divers almost as light as air 
when in the water might prove unsuited to the hard 
physical labour involved. This fitting of slings to great 
blocks of masonry had already been carried out at 
Mahdia, but the men of the jE/fe Monnier had all been 
highly trained, and there was no knowing what efforts 
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they had had to make, since it is not the habit of the 
members of the Groupe de Recherches Sous-Marines 
to taJk about their difficulties. It might well turn out 
that, as soon as a man lost his weight, he might find 
it impossible to do work which demanded a high degree 
of physical strength. The experience gained at Saint- 
Tropei, however, has shown that this is far from being 
the case, and that the weight of the cables handled by 
the divers provides sufficient stability. It must not be 
forgotten, though, that the work, was done at no very 
great depth. 

Any sort of generalization in this matter would be 
foolish, and it is clear that there are certain ^pes of 
operation in which the helmet-diver with hia head- 
covering and breathing tube has an advantage over the 
frec-diver floating just below the aurfiice. This is true— 
but here 1 am expressing only a personal opinion—of 
all jobs involving the use of a hammer, especially where 
the depth is considerable. No matter how vigorously 
one may try to manipulate it, a hammer can become a 
diabolical instrument a few yards down. 1 am not 
thinking about the way one may hit one’s own fingers. 
What really disappoints is the too obvious dispro¬ 
portion between the eSert made and the results 
achieved. It is worth mentioning the very odd effect 
produced by a too violent movement, which may have 
the effect of throwing the diver’s ‘glorified body' off 
balance, with the result rhat he misses the object aimed 
at by several inches. There is often some dung highly 
comic about such attempts, and the other divers, who 
are merely spectators, are quick to see the joke. 

It needed only two working days, with a week in 
between, to bring half the number of blocks to the 
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Photo Dr, Beaucaire 

Plate IXa. Fragment of an ancient lamp found at Fos-sur-Mer. 

Photo Dr, Beaucaire 

Plate IX^. Fragment of a decorated vase found at Fos-sur-Mer. 

The figure is that of Venus, surrounded by her attributes— 

a dove, a shell and a cupid. 



Pl-\te X. Theseus at the bottom of the sea. This group 

appears on an early fifth-century cup in the Louvre. The figures 

represented are, from left to right, Theseus, sup|>orted by a bearded 

Triton, Athena and Amphitrite. 

Photo G 'traudon 



surface. But then bad weather put a temporary stop to 
the operation. 

I had occasion to revisit Saint-Tropez in October. 
A strong east wind was whipping the sea to fury, and 
the powerful crane, condemned to remain in harbour, 
was passing the time by shifting pebbles near the 
jetty. I showed my disappointment so openly that my 
friends, to make up, took me on board the tug, which 
was pitching as badly as though we had been off the 
Breton coast, to have a look at the blocks that were 
still submerged. The waves were violent and made 
themselves felt in the shallow water under which the 
blocks were lying still undisturbed. But their effect 
was to make the outer surface of marine fauna show as 
washed and polished and as more brilliantly coloured 
than ever. 

I can still see us there in the churned-up water all 
clouded by the suspended particles of mud, unable to 
take our eyes off the mosaic of living creatures which 
covered the stones like a garment but would inevitably 
fade as soon as the reprieve occasioned by the storm 
had ended. The wonderful thing about this multi¬ 
coloured surface was its smoothness and the closeness 
of its texture. The words ‘precious stones’ or ‘tapestry’ 
are useless to convey the impression. Ordinary, earthy 
comparisons are not here of any value. This marble, 
conquered and subdued by the sea, had about it the 
brilliance of twelfth century stained glass. The monk 
Theophilus, who in his Diversarum artium schedula has 
left us the formula for the making of glass, explains 
that the paste or mixture must be left to ‘cook’ for a 
long while in order that it may assume the colour of 
flesh. For the production of other colours he says that 
small cubes of glass, taken from old mosaics, should be 
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cpshed to powder. The only idea I can give of the 
sight that met our eyes is to say that it was as though 
the stone had been spread with just such a medium, 
but so lightly as to give ±e impression produced by 
the dowered background of that series of tapestries 
known as TAa Lady viitk the UnkttrH. To these patches 
of colour a velvety quality had been imparted by 
living creatures, and by the faint, scarcely perceptible 
movement of the sea. A growth of weed no bigger than 
a man's hand had the swollen look of an octopus, and 
displayed the same white and reddish markings, the 
same ringed, brownish spots that one sees on the skin 
of a snake. What it is impossible to describe in words 
is the consistency, the rather fleshy richness which is 
the prerogative of good painting and of marine life. 

Just to stand and look, without having to put our¬ 
selves to the trouble of looping this wonder with cables 
and dragging it to land, was a marvellous experience. 

It was not possible to finish the work until January 
1952. All the blocks except one have now been re¬ 
assembled on one of the Saint-Trope* jetties, just 
beyond the Chapel of the Annunciation, where they 
stand neighboured by old rusty cables and boat¬ 
building yards. Their colours have gone dead, and 
through the rags and tatters of dried weed can be seen 
the deep scars made by the molluscs. Even to-day they 
must give off that odour of the Breton coast at low tide 
which cannot but seem strange at Saint-Tropez. Care¬ 
ful hands have polished a few square inches of one of 
them, and the white marble gleams in the sun. These 
huge masses, looking as though they have been piled 
by a giant’s hands, give the impression of having been 
rolled haphazardly into their prt^nt position, with 
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their bases washed by the black water of the harbour. 
The Ministry of Fine Arts plans to ro-erect the columns 
and to crown them with the architrave. 1 cannot help 
hoping that this portico will not be trapped in the 

surroundings. Its only back¬ 
ground should be the sea. If the work is done properly^ 
then Saint-Tropez will be graced by a monument, 
unusual to be sure, but no more strange than the 
Obelisk in the Pisco dc la Concorde. 

The first lesson that emerges from this successful 
operation is that undersea archaeology must be able to 
call upon powerful technical equipment and an un¬ 
limited amount of keenness. The presence of both at 
Saint-Trope* made the task relatively simple. This new 
field of archaeological endeavour demands means 
which the Ministry of Fine Arts has neither the money 
nor the man-power to supply. F.ven admitting that a 
day may come when a special team of free-divers can 
be trained by the G.R.S., the various departments of 
archaeology will never have at their disposal the 
necessary pieces of lifting apparatus which are essential 
in undersea operations of this type. Without the 
assistance given by the Navy, without the co-operation 
of the Fonts et ChausstSes, without the help of the Club 
Alpin Sous-MarJn, the work done at Saint-Trope* 
would have been utterly impossible. What happened 
there merely confirmed the experience gained at 
Mahdia: and that experience will certainly be repeated 
in all similar cases. Nearly always the right sort of 
combination of human effort and mechanical means 
will have to be con trived. If that is impossible, then it 
will he far better to do nothing than to run the risk of 
damaging a site without any compensating gain to the 
cause of science. 
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Another point: no matter how careful the drawings 
made on the sea-bed may be, no matter how good the 
photographs, they must always be treated with the 
greatest caution. As a result of the survey made in 
195® by the Club Alpin Sous-Marin, everybody was 
convinced that the objects found were Doric capitals, 
whereas, in fact, they were the bases of columns. 

These spectral ‘capitals’ were for a long time an 
embarrassment to Monsieur Fernand Benoit in his 
efforts to identify the remains. Apparently there had 
never existed in Gaul more than one building of marble 
which could have involved elements of such a size, and 
that was the Temple at Narbonne, which had been 
rebuilt in the reign of Antoninus. But the capitals in that 
case were Corinthian. When the blocks were lifted 
from the water it was established beyond a doubt that 
the so-called ‘capitals’ were, in reality, the bases of 
columns. Archaeological probability, and an hypo¬ 
thesis established on dry land as the result of sheer 
scholarship, prevailed over the evidence of the divers 
and their photographs. It is to be hoped that nobody 
will ever lose sight of that lesson. The diver can no 
more claim to do without the erudition of the archaeo¬ 
logist in identifying, and establishing the value of, his 
finds, than the archaeologist can do without the diver 
and the powerful lifting-apparatus. 

If Monsieur Fernand Benoit is right, and the 
discoveries at Saint-Tropez are really parts of the 
Narbonne Temple which were being transported by 
sea at some time in the second century a.d. and perished 
in a wreck off the harbour mouth, then it follows that 
we have in our possession elements of a building now 
vanished which belong to a type of monumental 
architecture of which no other example exists in Gaul. 
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Even at Narbonne itself there are only three pieces of a 
temple which was once universally admired. These 
were brought to light during the construction of a 
Lyc^e at the end of last century. They consist of the 
remnants of one Corinthian capital, half of one drum 
of a grooved column, and a fragment of the cornice. 
Their dimensions are slightly less than those of the 
Saint-Tropez marbles, which is only to be expected, 
since these prefabricated portions were sent in an un¬ 
finished state. They had been merely roughed out, and 
the flutes had not been cut. 

The size of these remains is reminiscent of a type 
of Roman art unknown in France. They are closely 
related to the most grandiose buildings of Italy in the 
imperial age, to the Temple of Mars Ultor in Rome, 
for instance. Anything like the edifice to which they 
must have belonged would be hard to find anywhere, 
except, perhaps, at Leptis Magna in Tripolitania. 

Nothing, I suppose, would have seemed too large 
or too magnificent for a temple intended to do honour 
to Rome, and especially not for one put up by a rich 
freedman. It so happens that we know the name of the 
man who erected this one, and the name of his family. 
He was called Fadius Musa, was an Imperial freedman, 
a shipowner and a merchant. We can say with certainty 
that he was vain. When the Temple of Narbonne was 
destroyed in 149 by a fire which laid waste the city, it 
was he who undertook its reconstruction, and paid for 
it. Such generosity entitled him to be its Flamen or 
Priest, and we know from an inscription that this 
honour was actually bestowed upon him. He 
thoroughly deserved the appointment judging by the 
expenses he shouldered, for he gave to Narbonne the 
finest temple in the whole of Gaul, and the only one 
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built of marble. Ausonius* for whom all marble was 
Parian, wrote of it m somewhat professional verses iti 
his Ordo Urhsum Nohilium; 

Quodque tibi Pario quondam de marmorc temp] urn 
Tantae molis erat quantum non sperneret olim 
Tarqulnius, catulusquc iterum postremo et iJle 
Ruts us qui statuit Capitoli culmina Caesar. 

Fadius was guilty, 1 think, of a certain amount of 
ostentation. The marble of Carrara was, at that time, 
the noblest to be found anywhere. That of the Pyrenees 
w'as not eiiploited until the third century. The 
dimensions decided upon were exceptional for any 
provincial building. But this was not just any building, 
radius Musa had chosen the object of his muntScence 
with great care.^ The importance of this Narbonne 
sanctuary was as great for Rome as it was for Gaul. It 
was the seat of a cult of Federation which, even more 
than the altar at the confluence at Lyon, signified the 
uniting of the people of Gaul In one act of submission 
to one devotion; me cult of the divine Augustus and 
the City of Rome. That religion may not have been of 
a particularly exalted type, the humbug which it 
embodied may have been somewhat crude, but it is 
impossible to deny that it played a great part in 
unifying the different parts of the Empire. In that 
common cult Gaul had affirmed her solidarity. She 
managed to have the best of two worlds by putting up 
a mild resistance to her proconsuls and, at the same 
time, enjoying a considerable measure of prosperity. 

In undertsJ^ng to restore a monument which, more 
than any other, symboiiacd the harmony between 

^ Tkc ttiOre *0 »aticr itic uf Atitulkinus waa Ly » great ware 

of Kligiom laionuioD . Aatonmuj himself cow of ei Nm-boocac 
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Gaul and Rome, Fadius Musa showed hla cleverness. 
As a shipo^vner he could carry the marble in his own 
bottoms. This enriched freedman was not ungrateful. 
By becoming the first citizen of Narbonne he served 
the interests both of Rome and of the province. As a 
leading man of business, and one of the ‘pillars of the 
state*) as a naviculariuif or, as he would have been 
called locally, a nauckrtufi he could aspire to play a 
part in politics. 

The word vuschr'tm is derived from the Greek 
yauKXijptJc, but the occupation which it denoted had 
become, by a process ot evolution, markedly Rom an 
The nattciarius or HandtricttSi is the captain who 
actually sails the shi{> and takes the risks; the navi- 
(ttiitrius is the shipowner who shows little desire to 
face the dangers of the storm, stays in harbour, specu¬ 
lates on the market and engages in a little casual 
banking. During the second century, when provincial 
prosperity was at its height, the fortunes amassed by 
these business tycoons very soon led to municipal 
honours. Rome encouragea men of this sort. She 
needed citizens of staunch loyalty who would ensure 

^ Not only ii Ehc borrowi^iff of ttua wtjttI bui i irampirisan 
beiwecD th* Gnsek iiid litifl vmfaulirui in iJi martw hiivin^ to do %-\ih. 
the will be fuimd to volums^ Thf I^tin wordt vc poor uad nude 
up of GsTcksr juid CTOi GalUcr bqrruvrin^ Sea ^ P^dtt 

ia ihfl nibr-luigua^ of the Ki^inuu: naasfo^ nflujiv, rrmtsea^iUf, 
n^asfo^ mauieat^ RtfliiAbT. It'o upm tbc Kmc 

ihiuj—-mj vymp^thk? do Hot go Eo the IcQgtIi of rffloying that the Greeki 
hxw noihltv^ of fiu-ucksesa—chc Cnck lapgajag? bas one v^ph^ one 4ub- 
lunxirE^ one iruvrla, frEtuTitf9^[. Oh tbc Pthcr himd^ 
wfaat a wraith pf wppd-s it MntHiTu fhr eubtlAt^ and lhade of meuun^f 
with reference m manumc ncUTidMii fpum w^hich mcana *Ip riife at 
smcfapi* fprtlift purpose pf keeping an eye on cpctny jbips, pt m tnkc thcni by 
mqirlse\ to ^to eo engage In n unJ baude*. AdmjEudlyj 
^pirate' fj n wprdpf Greek piigini but it dcriwej firpm wilpjfj which iFgniCes 

only the atujHpc—or the umpeauDn—» cnfi^sc In pUagy^ 



her food supplies. This loyalty was not only the kind 
that the provinces swore to the Emperor in their 
temples, but also the kind displayed over the Annona, 
or Government corn-supply. In order to be able to 
deliver the corn of Languedoc to Ostia, the Procurator 
of the Annona in the district of Narbonne made a 
yearly contract with the shipowners of that city. These 
agreements cannot have been unprofitable, as may be 
seen from the fact that there is no lack of monuments 
and inscriptions set up by shipowners anxious to 
express their gratitude to the Food Ministry officials. 

These functionaries chose their men with care and 
favoured such shipowners as had shown themselves to 
be fairly enterprising and those, too, who had given 
pledges of their loyalty. Many of these shipowners 
served as municipal magistrates, not only in the 
provinces but also in Italy and Sicily. 

Such political employments in no way excluded the 
enjoyment of the benefits of trade, and the powerful 
Corporation of Shipowners was at great pains to im¬ 
prove its technical equipment. There still exists at 
Ostia, behind the Theatre, a huge portico where 
businessmen and shipowners from all over the Empire 
had their Agency which, no doubt, combined the 
functions of Information Centre, Clearing House, 
Insurance Office and Commercial Bank. It was more 
than a meeting-place: it was a primitive form of 
Lloyd’s. On the mosaic floor of the Great Hall appear 
the names of the shipowners of Narbonne: Nar- 
bonenses. Above these a piece of machinery is re¬ 
presented, consisting of a funnel through which two 
sacks are emptying corn directly into a ship’s hold. 
The merchants of Narbonne must have been very 
proud of this object of harbour-installation to have had 
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it shown, for publicity purposes, in the Portico of 
Ostia. Rome, as we know well, was always waiting 
impatiently for the delivery of cereals from the 
provinces, and any device that would lead to a saving 
of time would be much appreciated. The men of 
Narbonne certainly did not fail to point out how 
admirably their equipment served the end in view.^ 

The generosity of Fadius Musa was inspired by 
business, no less than by political, considerations. His 
firm was a powerful one. The Imperial freedman had 
founded a family and left descendants who carried on 
his business and remained staunchly attached to their 
founder’s Roman loyalties. Among the broken 
amphorae of the Monte Testaccio^ are numerous 
fragments bearing the name of Sextus Fadius Secundus 
Musa, who was not only a shipowner but also a patron 
of the Fabri Subaediani, or shopkeepers, of Narbonne. 
Five other pieces, dating from 149, carry the mark of 
Sex. Fadius Anicetus, who may have been his son. 
The stamp Fadiorum has also been found.® The 
freedmen of the Fadius family living at Ostia enjoyed 
a high reputation which they owed to the importance 
of the firm of which they were the representatives.* 
The trade-mark of these Fadii has been found at 
Aix-en-Savoie, and in many other parts of Gaul. A 
certain M. Fadius styles himself mercator Cordubensis— 
‘merchant of Cordova’. 

^ See Hiron de Villefossc, *La Mosaique dcs Narbonnals d’Ostie* {Bulletin 
ArchMo^que du Comiti des tra*vaux archiologiques et historiques, 1918, 
pp. 245-73). 

* Sec Appendix p. 295. 
’ H6ron dc Villefossc, Dmx armateurs narbonncds (Ant. Fr. 1915). 
* See R. Etienne, ‘Amphoies du Tcstaccio’ {Milcmgei cTArcheologie et 

{THistoirey Vol. LXI, 1949, pp. 151-81). On the subject of these freedmen 
see CIL, XIV, p. 616 and pp. 994-6; also, CILy XIV, 4563,5,1. 49. 
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It would seem that Fadius Musa, in spite of his 
great experience, was guilty of rashness in allowing one 
of his ships to be so heavily laden. If the vessel which 
went to the bottom in the Bay of Saint-Tropez was 
indeed one of his fleet, it must have been carrying 
something like 250 tons of cargo. It needed only a 
strong east wind to drive it ashore before it could find 
shelter in the harbour, the entrance to which is still 
difficult to negotiate when heavy seas are running, as 
many a yachtsman has found to his cost. 

How comes it that no traces of the ship have been 
found.^ My friends of the Club Alpin Sous-Marin have 
looked for it in vain. Its disappearance can be easily 
explained in view of the shallow depth of the water at 
this point. The ships of Mahdia and Albenga, both of 
which were found almost intact, had sunk in twenty- 
two and a half fathoms. As far down as that the surface 
swell is imperceptible. The Anth^or wreck, at a little 
over ten fathoms, was found to be in a far more 
battered condition. But at Saint-Tropez, in three and 
a half fathoms, the effects of even the mildest storm 
would have been strongly felt, and the waves which 
buffeted Broussard and me, so that the taking of 
photographs became almost impossible, must long ago 
have broken up the vessel belonging to Fadius Musa. 
All the same, it is decidedly odd that literally nothing 
was found—not a nail, not an anchor.^ There is some 
mystery here which has not yet been solved. No doubt 
the sea will keep the secret as long as it can do so. 

^ Unless we may associate with this wreck the stock of a leaden anchor, 
six feet long, which is said to have been landed by Monsieur Timacheft and 
Dr. Ch^nevfe (see Galliay VIII, 1950, 1952, p. 130). 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE PORT OF CHERCHEU 

Vita fwTjitiir TtfirttariT iuDCrt^ mAria, ct HcdipestllU Ell 

volvicur. TACJTtJS* Anmlt^ Hip ^4- 

ASINGT.E day's hasty visit, my chief memoty of 
which was a shady square in which antique 

columns alternated with gnarled tree-trunks, had left 
me with feelings of regret that my first introduction to 
Cherchel shotdd have been so scamped. 1 could still 
see in my mind's eye a fiat blue sea neatly confined 
within a beautifully shaped bay. 1 recalled, too, a 
museum where the galleries, which opened on to a 
garden, were criss-crossed by the thin cries of 
swallows. . .. 

So, I went back. The reality did not disappoint me. 
Charged, though I was, with a load of memories and 

I The ffilLiwing hoc be n^f^uded u fanusttfintf an iizt:tiaw!og:i- 
Dludy pf the mulcf^ca iitr al duerch*!. TTsuy souke no nich dwiUn At 

bm they' lire the record of i reronpaissaiiix. Work m this pliia: wai icitiawd 
by Moiifikur Ptisrre Avttn^ii^r ^ Uiroaffhontj jpven h cwtry 
of encounij^iDcnt^ The piTts in iKii iiamettbiT cctDcrprise were 
pLiycd by Madime Morumcr^ticT to whtpm; we owe ^ set of mipiihoeEii 
pboco^phs ind by Ciptaifl OliTur dc ToniiBc, It myself, Ma to 
tpend only It At Cl^fcbeU ^nd duriog ttuc dmc ibe wrEitbcr yj 
bad ihii.4 for ibe most part# di™j was impoaarhlc. Anphis^ approacluD^ 
a fuil-di^ ffLUTicTr tkuT U eirewbmp TrauJd taxd a far lon«r may^ itmI ihe 
use izif muck beavierequipment than hUr lo hi, been ^vaUapIc. 

Particular ibaokj are due to Leschij Director of Algcmin 
Andqtiiiiefl, trhfl did evcryibing he ojuld w enccunge the enterprue. 
Al^na, where berkl turveya of ^dueolo^cal aibes have breu uf ihc utmcHt 
ifnpurtanreii tbunVi to th^ ^uc work carrEed out, by Oolonel Baradsp 
tinct embarked upon a pio^TBjnmc of undecsBi activities^ The nepartmtiit 
of Antiquliin now Iioa ita owo divtnfi'^quipiiientr 
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regrets, I foiind that Chcrchcl was, in fact, even more 
charming than I had remembered it. The sea, however, 
oti the Dcca^iou of tny second visit, was neither fiat nor 
blue. Lashed by an unpleasant wind from the west, it 
showed as an expanse of white horses. An edging of 
surf surrotinded the tiny island on which the Beacon 
Light stood, and set a white border about every piece 
of half-submerged masonry, as though intent on laying 
down, for my benefit, the lines of a diagram which 1 
did not begin to understand. 

It was rot, this time, the sea that I found welcoming, 
but the Public Garden which was saved by massed 
roses and geraniums from looking like its ordinary 
provincial brethren. A central fountain, adorned with 
casts of four antique heads, gave proof that people of 
taste, some sixty years ago, knew how to achieve a 
design which was free from all taint of the academic or 
of official ostentation, in which memories of Rome 
should be happily combined with a living air of gaiety. 
The church was another example of the same thing. 
It is probably the only one in the whole of Algeria for 
which the inhabitants have no cause to blush. All the 
others seem to me appallingly ugly* This one, however, 
with its blind fa^de, its pediment and its engaged 
pilasters, has the austere simplicity of an ageless monu¬ 
ment. 1 see no objection whatever to putting historical 
remains to such a use. It is far better than offending 
the eyes of generations to come with a higgledy- 
piggledy of bricks and cement blocks W'hich is what the 
last hundred years have produced in most of the towns 
of North Africa, 

At dawn next day, restless with impatience, I looked 
at the sea. The keen wind of a bad spring was churning 
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it into ugly waves. The water was cold, muddy and 
hostile. 

All I asked was that, for a short time, it should show 
a little kindliness. I knew where the Roman jetties lay 
concealed beneath the surface. I knew just where they 
joined the shore. I had only to follow a well-marked 
course. I had spent weeks bending over maps. I had 
learned the sea-bed by heart. But on that particular 
morning my efforts to explore the eastern end of the 
bay had brought me nothing more than an occasional 
glimpse, between the rollers, of shapeless blocks 
smothered in white foam. How in that race of waters 
could I hope to distinguish rocks from Roman masonry.^ 

Sick of being driven hither and thither between the 
shore and the outer reefs, I gave up the attempt. Not 
on a morning like this could I hope to succeed in 
raising from the dead a doubtful jetty to which we had 
given the name of the Qu^mard Mole. ... I emerged 
from the water shivering with cold, to snatch a brief in¬ 
terval of sun-bathing in some spot more sheltered from 
the edged wind. That is what an African spring is like. 

I decided to take a chance further westwards, close 
to the mainland, where I might flounder among the 
sea-urchins and dive into the inhospitable waters. A 
ridiculous occupation, and, as it turned out, wholly 
without glory. Little by little I drifted close to the 
outlet of the town drains. Nasty, rusty, treacherous 
cables, set a trap for my feet. Once again I gave up the 
attempt. 

I wandered along the beach where the waves were 
nuzzling broken amphorae and pounding odds and 
ends of pottery. Fragments of history, or, rather, 
history in fragments. This rag-picker’s ramble was my 
only success of the day, for it brought me a scrap of 
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marble with the carving of a torch upon it, a few sherds 
glittering with mica, and part of a Roman lamp. . . . 
I went home when darkness fell, my pockets weighed 
down by a mixed collection of objects smelling of mud. 
I crossed the Square with its columns, where, under 
the newly lit lamps, a Franco-Moslem crowd was 
playing at boule. This, thought I, is an African 
Toulon, but never far from the shadow of Rome. 

I felt inclined to sit down on the thick roots of a 
Belombra and listen, absent-mindedly, to the players’ 
naive discussions. But one by one the smacks were 
homing for the night, the red nets hanging from their 
masts. The light on the islet of Joinville was 
glimmering under a windy sky which was now swept 
clean and changing from grey-blue to the blue of the 
night. Already I had sh^en off the weariness that 
comes when one has been bathing for the first time 
and has stayed too long in the water. I knew that I 
must escape from the moment’s lethargy and return 
to the hotel, there to turn the pages of Gsell’s Atlas, 
and pore over the Dictionary of Antiquities. 

What I had felt that day at Cherchel I find it hard 
to say. It should be clear, however, from this brief 
confession, that it was not the exaltation bred of a 
facile evocation of the past. That I did not regret. The 
past, by hiding itself from my eyes, forced me to see 
more clearly the unchanging life of Africa. When the 
seven-o’clock bus arrived at Algiers it would unload 
the subjects of King Juba 11. 

Undersea archaeology is full of strange twists and 
turns. I had started out with the intention of embarking 
on a simple and wholly material enterprise, that of 
measuring a few submerged quays and the remains of 
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jetties. What had actually risen before my eyes were 
great chunks of African history which seemed more 
massive than any sea-wall. Whether I wanted to or not, 
I felt compelled to come to grips with them, at the 
risk, if I did not do so, of failing entirely to understand 
what I might later discover beneath the sea. What, in 
theory, I should be engaged upon would be a search 
among blocks of cement marking the precise limits of 
the ancient harbour. But, even in the early stages, I 
knew that I was no longer sufficiently master of myself 
to confine my curiosity within the bounds set by a 
simple problem in underwater geometry. 

There, then, I sat in my hotel bedroom, with 
Cagnat’s fat volume before me. ‘From time to time,’ 
says Marc Bloch, ‘it is necessary to take the reader into 
a laboratory.’ Well, that was where I was. I regard 
Cagnat as one of my revered masters, as a man who 
knew more than most scholars about Roman Antiquity. 
He spent ten years in examining the ruins of Africa 
with an appraising eye, in collecting inscriptions, in 
comparing written texts with actual places. His book, 
VArmee romaine d’Afnque^ is a monument of erudition, 
of sagacity, of prudent argument. It was the result of 
immense labour. Chance so ordained it that I, though 
unworthy, should come upon the scene and try to go 
one better than my masters. But Colonel Baradez, from 
his post of observation in the skies, has perceived more 
truths than ever Stephen Gsell saw upon the earth. I 
wish that I could quote here the whole of the Preface 
which Monsieur Leschi contributed to that remarkable 
work, Fossatum Africae, for it says all that needed saying 
on the subject. ‘For more than a century the scientific 
exploration of what was once Roman Africa has been 
proceeding. After so much investigation of detail, after 
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so great a task of synthesis—the mere cataloguing of 
which would fill many pages—it is but natural to think 
that the last word has been spoken on all the main 
aspects of that country as it existed in the Ancient 
World. Nevertheless, even Gsell did not consider his 
Atlas archiologique de I'Algirie to be a final and exhaus¬ 
tive publication. After him, after Ren6 Cagnat’s 
L'Armie romaine d'Afrique., it has been found possible 
to tear from a part of the world which is stuffed full 
with history, this Fossatum Africae. It marks what may 
well be a decisive stage in the examination of the North 
African past.’ 

Whether diving can produce anything like such 
valuable results in this field- as the aeroplane, I do not 
know. But the attempt is worth making, and at Cher- 
chel more certainly than elsewhere. The dimensions 
attributed by archaeologists to this port in the periods 
of antiquity are surprisingly small, but so far nobody 
has troubled to question their improbability. Cagnat, 
who proved, thanks to an inscription, that Caesarea was 
the naval base of a Roman battle-fleet, and, in fact, the 
only port that could be so used between Carthage and 
the Pillars of Hercules, was not prepared, on the 
strength of such remains as were visible above the 
surface, to allow that it had ever provided more than a 
very modest anchorage in the shelter of the islet of 
Joinville, though even that would, in fact, have covered 
rather less space than the present-day harbour. 
According to his calculations the fleet at Caesarea 
could never have counted more than thirteen Libumae^ 

1 The Libuma had a length of seventy-two feet and a beam of twelve. 
It was a lighdy built, swift-moving galley carrying two banks of oars. 
The Romans had taken the model from Illyria, where these craft were called 
Umbi (Polybius, XVI, 2-7). The Libumians were settled on both sides of 
the Adriatic. 
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that being the m&)cimtjm number which could be 
accommudated in so small a roadstead* This would 
have been a totally inadequate number of vessels, seeing 
that the fleet had to be prepared to do battle with a 
pirate force which was solidly established in the west— 
in the neighbourhood of the Riff—as well as to police 
the Mediterranean from end to end and to protect the 
Italian convoys. 

Was the harbour, then, larger than has been 
generally supposed? Were there, perhaps ships 
stationed along the African coast and based on a 
number of other small anchorages? To these questions 
the sea might well provide an answer. 1 had before me 
air photographs of the Bay in which each sunken block 
of masonry, each reef, showed a fringe of white foam, 
and the masses appeared black beneath the transparent 
water, To get a clear view of the whole pattern one 
would have to exchange the bird’s-eye for the fish's-eyc 
approach. 

in spite of the help given to the investigator by 
modern technical contrivances, he still feds curiously 
inadequate when confronted by the past. In the last 
analysis it is the human spirit and its servants that 
matter far more than any mechanical equipment, help¬ 
ful though tMt may bt:—brain, eye and hand. It still 
remained to interpret the air photographs, as it would 
still remain to interpret their undersea counterparts 
with which 1 should be furnishing myself within the 
next twenty-four hours. The only thing that would tell 
in the long run would be the fcst-hand visual 
impression. Only by staring and touching can men 
recognize beyond any doubt the handiwork of Man, 

And next day I did recognize it, deep down in a sea 
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which had become suddenly calm. The red light of 
dawn awakened me. Creeping through the deserted 
hotel, I went out on to the terrace to look at the sea. I 
saw before me a stretch of flat, blue water on which the 
early light was playing. All I needed for breakfast was 
a few of the oily fritters, known as sfenj which were 
sizzling in a frying-pan in a near-by native caf^. 

Witk my hands in my pockets, and sandals on my 
feet, I sloped down to the harbour. A fisherman took 
me out to the small island on which the Harbour-Light 
stood. Was he really a fisherman, this Taieb, whose 
acquaintance I had made for the first time that 
morning? Whenever I saw him he was always busy 
about some mysterious job on board his boat at the 
quayside, or frankly enjoying the delights of a midday 
siesta. He was a thin, smiling fellow, with very white 
teeth and bright eyes showing from beneath an 
American soldier’s khaki cap. He had something in 
common with a little urchin from El Golea who had 
firmly attached himself to our party. I never tire of the 
discoveries which one is always making in the 
marvellous land of Africa. Taieb, like most of his 
companions, was quite convinced that he was an Arab. 
Could one have disentangled the confused web of his 
heredity, one would probably have found an instructive 
mixture of Berber, Maltese, Marseillais, Levantine and 
Turk. If, indeed, there was a drop of Arab in his 
blood, there may well have been a drop, too, of Roman, 
and another of Byzantine! 

He rowed with short, easy strokes, and we made an 
unhurried journey to the islet, leaving in our wake two 
broad ripples which wrinkled the placid surface and 
died away on the beach. I was impatient to set foot upon 
the rock ahead of us, to touch the Roman arch, the 
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shape of which, seen from the shore, obsessed my 
mind, to slip into the cool sea without disturbing the 
marine life of its depths. All this was pure delight, 
stimulated by something of the archaeologist’s fever. 
Bream were twisting and turning in the clear water. 
Above my head mullet were pushing their noses 
through the surface. I came first on a patch of weed, 
then to a mass of concrete in which large stones were 
embedded. On the sandy bottom were a few blocks of 
hewn masonry. . . . The circuit of the islet’s base was 
quickly made. A line of submerged rock joined it to 
the mainland. It was this ridge that the Romans had 
used as the foundation for their main breakwater. 

Then, suddenly, I came on something more 
interesting. On my way round the islet, and at no very 
great depth, I noticed first one, then two, then three 
and finally seven round and very clearly defined holes 
cut in the rock.^ I measured them. One of them was 
six feet in diameter and penetrated rather more than 
six feet into the solid mass of the islet. All were situated 
between six and twelve feet below the surface. 

When at last I emerged, a wind had got up and the 
sea was marked with flecks of white. There was 
nothing for it but to go back. I should be more comfort¬ 
able, I felt, in the water than in the boat, so I swam 
home, taking an oblique course across the bay which 
must once have been an ancient mercantile harbour. 
Below the modem breakwater the ancient jetty 
diverged slightly to the east. I found some rather light¬ 
weight concrete and a few squared stones which must 
have formed the parapet of a quay. My goggles were 
quite sufficient for this visit. The maximum depth was 
six feet, precisely that of the modem masonry the top 

^ No plausible hypothesis has yet been advanced to account for them. 
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of which was flush with the surface. Once past the last 
block on the landward side, however, I found a com¬ 
plete change of scene; I was swimming over a huge 
area of stones and weed. Each of the stones ought to 
have been raised and carefully examined. It was more 
than likely that the sea-bed on which they lay would 
have been found to hold many surprises. If only, like 
Colonel Baradez, I could have photographed the whole 
site! But the photographs would have had to be both 
aerial and submarine. Mere flying would not have 
been enough. What I needed was that this liquid 
sky should be as pure and cloudless as the true sky 
above it. 

There would be no point in elaborating my narrative 
indefinitely. What I have written is intended merely 
to indicate how slow and inglorious this kind of survey 
can be. The positive results were minute. If I were 
to record all the dives I made in the course of that 
week I should soon exhaust the reader’s patience. I 
could offer him nothing but a succession of details 
which only a specialist would find interesting. All they 
added up to was an enumeration of finds made in the 
course of my undersea excursions at a number of 
different points with the object of verifying a hypo¬ 
thesis, or of identifying some object which had been 
battered by the waves, and so making sure whether, 
in fact, it was a rock or a slab of concrete. More 
often than not those excursions produced nothing 
because the sea was hostile and the water thick with 
mud. 

Reports of this kind, useful though they may be in 
providing information about some given spot, can be 
really valuable only if they are accompanied by a map 
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and a great quantity of pin-pointed undersea photo¬ 
graphs. The only reward one has at the moment is the 
somewhat simple-minded excitement of making a 
discovery when one dives, and the illusory belief that 
one has understood its significance when one returns 
to the surface. 

I shall concern myself here only with the essential 
points. 

First of all the general lay-out of the Roman harbour. 
It was my belief that I had found traces of four 

separate harbours, though it might well be that they 
were not contemporary. 

The first of these, working from east to west, was 
protected by a jetty. Its existence was revealed in 193^ 
by Commandant Qu^mard, who sent a helmet-diver 
down to report.^ It has been challenged, and is indeed 
open to doubt. In most of the area the water is relatively 
shallow, and an anchorage there could have enjoyed 
very little shelter from the prevailing westerly winds. 
The reason for the lack of depth is that the bottom is 
much encumbered with masonry and the rubble of 
every sort of building material. Such examination as I 
have made can give no positive evidence of date, 
though my own belief is that these remains belong to 
the periods of antiquity. The mere fact of their presence 
proves that there was ‘something’ here. This is borne 
out by the fact that several concrete blocks are visible 
on the cliffs skirting the coast at this point. As to the 
jetty itself, I am as convinced as was the helmet-diver 
of 1932 that I found its remains, if, that is, the mass of 

' See Lacoste and Qu^mard, ‘Les ports antiques d’Alg^rie’ {Rrvuf 
Maritimey Dec. 1932). It was on this occasion that Commandant Quimard, 
on board the naval survey vessel BeauUmps Beaupriy worked out a chart of 
the coast and amassed a deal of very valuable information. 
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concrete which I came upon a hundred or so yards 
from the shore was really the foundation of a harbour 
work. It seemed to me, judging by a line of submerged 
material, that this work made an almost right-angled 
turn, thus providing the needed protection to the west. 
Account should also be taken of the fact that the direc¬ 
tion of the main jetty, which starts from the headland 
known as Marabout Point, is not the same as that of 
the modern construction, but quite clearly diverges in 
an easterly direction. Finally, the breakwaters at the 
outer limits of the harbour, of which I shall have some¬ 
thing to say later, provided an advanced protective 
cover. If this were so, then the nature of the basic 
problem becomes changed. 

Admittedly, the exact position of this first and most 
easterly of the basins is far from certain. The area is too 
rich in remains of every type, most of which may well 
have come from the mainland, since the cliffs, just 
here, are very close to the beach.^ I find it hard to 
believe that it forms the site of the mercantile harbour 
of Roman days, as Commandant Qu^mard and, 
following him, Marcel H^rubel maintained.^ There 
may have been a fishing-port here, a seaside pier, per¬ 
haps, carrying a range of buildings, which would 
account for the amount of masonry in the water. If a 
section of the bottom were cleared—^and this could 
very easily be done—the results might be informative. 
It IS by no means improbable that a certain amount of 
sculpture might be found. 

In the centre of the bay, at Marabout Point, a jetty 

^ It is quite possible that some of these submerged ruins are post-Roman, 
as, too, are many of the remains found on the shore. 

* Marcel Herubel, Vhomme et la cote, p. 82. 
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pro]e^:ts into the seii. At the diar£ end tt is very broad, 
but diminishes in width up to the point where it ends 
at the lighthouse. This jetty, which 1 have followed 
along the whole of its course, is broken about midway. 
[ cannot say whether this br^ch belongs to the post- 
Roman period or whether a passage was contrived 
when the causeway was first built. The quantities of 
masonry—^very considerable on the western side and 
near the shore—^would seem to bear out the assumption 
that It supported a number of buildings. On Marabout 
Point itself traces have been found of a storage-tank 
and of a building which the construction of an emplace¬ 
ment during the 1939-45 war completely destroyed. 
That would be the logical position for the ancient port, 
since it is much closer to the town and within easy reach 
of the storage-tank and of the stream which still runs 
across the beach. It is the exact spot where, no doubt, 
according to tradition, the Phoenician, Greek and 
Punic ships were draviTi up on shore, long before the 
days of the Romans,*^ 

It is beyond this basin, going westwards, that the 
real didiculties begin. The whole of the area containing 
the islet of Joitivifle and its immediate neighbourhood 
was profoundly modified by French engineers 
employed by the Fonts et Chauss^es in the nineteenth 
century, and even later. This is the nodal point of the 
whole harbour system of Cherchel. The channel which 
gives access to this section of the bay is closed to the 
east by the Joinville rock, and to the west by the 
modem jetty. Its orientation has been completely 
changed and, no matter what anyone may say, the new 
jetty is quite different in shape from the ancient one 

’ Tr woi bcR ehnt I faunti piicpccoiu paincrj in the waucr. 
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which was situated further to the north and must 
have formed a concave bend. Furthermore, traces 
of submerged concrete have been found in front of 
the Joinville rock, and these may well be the re¬ 
mains of a vast breakwater protecting the seaward 
approaches. 

Lying behind this bastion, the islet of Joinville had 
not originally the massive appearance which distin¬ 
guishes it to-day, or not, at least, on the landward side. 
Beyond the breach referred to earlier, an advanced 
basin, partially filled in by the Fonts et Chaussdes, has 
been found. It extends behind the ancient jetty, which, 
as I have already pointed out, makes a greater sweep 
than does its modern counterpart. Was this, perhaps, 
an outlying anchorage used for loading wheat, or was 
it an annexe to the military h^bour, a graving dock 
or a naval station.^ I will not presume to answer these 
questions. All I can say is that remains abound in the 
whole of this area—stones, blocks of masonry, lintels, 
and even one large column with the marks made in 
hoisting still visible. In the breach itself, at the very 
foot of the jetty, there lies one section of a monolithic 
arch which appears to me to be more than usually 
large. 

Whatever may have been the purpose of this 
advanced basin, its size is far from negligible if 
we consider the general outline of the Joinville islet, 
and can reconstruct in imagination, beneath all 
the modem ‘improvements’, the indentations of the 
Roman port which doubtless followed an earlier 
lay-out. 

The modem installations have caused the dis¬ 
appearance of the channel leading from the advanced 
basin to the naval anchorage, which stood, it is to be 
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assumed, where the harbour is to-day. But even there 
the general lines are not the same. The ancient access 
to this basin, and the one now used, do not coincide.^ 
The earlier approach can be traced, not inside the 
present too much scraped and tidied harbour, but under 
the eastern side, where I believe that I have found the 
line of the ancient wall which, for ten yards or so, 
runs in an oblique direction which gives it a more 
open angle. 

If, after going beyond the modem harbour and 
crossing the wall which protects it on the west, one 
enters the sea just where the sewage is discharged, and 
all the Franco-Moslem filth of Cherchel accumulates, 
one will be rewarded for this deed of courage by coming 
on what must—or may—have been a fourth harbour. 
It was, no doubt, covered on its north side by a break¬ 
water linking up with its fellow covering the islet of 
Joinville. I could not get definite evidence that this 
was so owing to the state of the sea and to the shortness 
of the time at my disposal. There are still visible on 
this western side of the islet several remains of buildings 
and storage-tanks, the presence of which can be 
explained only if ships could tie up at a quay some¬ 
where hereabouts. 

I did, on the other hand, survey and precisely locate, 
half-way between the assumed breakwater and the 
shore, a series of submerged concrete blocks which 
seemed to me to be what Vitruvius calls structurae., 
huge affairs designed to carry a jetty on a series of 
arches, a form of construction of which the classic 

^ Contrary to what has been thought and written, they could^not do so, 
since the northern wall of the present harbour is formed by the earth plat¬ 
form constructed by the Fonts et Chauss^ to the east of the Joinville islet. 
The ancient channel must have run under the lee of this platform. The 
Turkish occupation made a complete mess of the whole site. 
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ex^implc is to be found at Pozzuolu' These blocks, now 
covered with marine plants and animals, are arranged 
in so regular a pattern that it is impossible to mistake 
them for natural reefs- Their rectilinear shapes and 
vertical sides convince me that we arc here dealing 
with the work of men^s hands, and with Roman work 
at that.® At the foot of these blocks there are accumU” 

^ S« Duember]^ wad SagUop Arddir Porfut^ ^Jeules wtre luiulfy, and 
espec-Uliy m the Rjomafl pfiriod, buUc on faundtitaoixv E?fmwELET 
TbcJT wrir several di^Tnirert methodA to Euit lect of diflmac 
menai alt of wliicb Vltnivius describrt la WHen idHjuitc GdpplkA of 
pozznlina wtrt anlbbJcp a form of conaotc ’wa? oxd wbeb Litnifflcd ia 
wiitcr. Two pajrb of pin^Iam tc Citx af Umi! ptoduod a omicnt with which 
very imail of tufa w^rr mijoeJ, HoUe^w of timber (d/rdr) 
wtrt lit up aide by tide in the kay own being taken to muk* sure tlpt thnir 
bottoms were clfi^n and levrlf £aio the liquid cement pourrd- 
XIk icfnwn? of sneb harbour works as still esist in virioni parts oi Icsly 
afford conctniive proof* m spite of Vitruviug's likuci: on iIk subjw:^ ihai 
the Hofnwu AlrnnGt aiwiyi bui]i their jttdei, ooi solid, but in this discon- 
LiDUuuf moLEiurr. Tlhcy Wak cornpoud of pilLus eKhzted, at Inumls wad 
■uppordug ■ bne of wches- Tha method wua Iniposrd upon the bulSdert 
by the d,inger af ulcin^. Th* with ihtit of und* conld witsh 
tbioQgh uiio ibc basin. In otdrr* bowcveri to preinent h^vj uai from 
peoemeinn iow the nnchonigc^ the apertures in the jetties were kept ifltry 
ELiUTowT and thrt fahdc was pierced only at lonj; bcerraii. AlternatiwIyT 
they were Set at an ungle to the pfevniling wind. A third nrlanc witi to 
hive TWO jetues parallel to one anotherp and so arranged ibat the npeningl 
in Otis The sobd porttom of the OEher^ and vicz treru.' 

Our pritielpnl aulliorlty in ibU matter is Vitruvius, V, ch. 11, which 
deals with harbotcr-conslruction. Mamicnr Ch- Dubois publwh«l a com- 
menrarf an the lub^ct ia dV tEtole Frws^aijt dt i^a- 

* It would be unforgirabit if T did not irmke toriv mejirton here of a 
book by Monsieur P. M. Duvalt entitkd CArirAr/ tt 19+fir though 
It u wholly cenceroed with archieology on dry land, I wiH quote onr pa»agr. 
'I bave considmd it my duty lo pay sprt^ attration no conatruetioD-d 
tjirfhuds. . . . Esoimples from witbin ibe Romnn Empire havo totofumes 
been lieking- Arcb%:o!ogUts bavc been too often content to sjKwk of brgftj 
medium and imall buUdlngi, without taking into account thnt of the \a^ 
two categnriess at kast, nurnemua varl^tijes eiist which have rcinaicicd 
unnoticed■ It seems certain that in the caseT Ibr cjcamplei of eituull bliildinpt 
wt are luU ¥uy fix from hiring czhauiifid ill the pouibic material at our 
disposal* (p. I a}. What bai bcfii left nndena on solid gruund baa been left 
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ktions of stone which mAy well be the relics of 
collapsed arches. On one of the blocks Madame 
Monsenet^xie discovered a stone fitted into a shallow 
seating, still in its original position. 

Between these blocks and the shore the sea-bed is, 
one might almost say, paved with remains and thickly 
encumbered with ruins. I am not referring to the 
amphora necks and the earthenware sherds, which we 
have grown tired of collecting, but to the bases of 
columns, to flagstones, to a whole wilderness of stones 
of all dimensions, the presence of which can scarcely 
be accounted for unless we assume the existence of a 
fourth harbour, 

I am perfectly well aware that a strong argument 
against its existence might be made from the fact that 
it Would have been exposed to the prevailing wind 
from the west. But the jetties, which no longer remain, 
may have given sufficient protection. Besides, it is not 
at ail certain that the western entry was the only one. 
It is at least possible that this anchorage communicated 
with the main basin lying in the shelter of the Joinville 
islet. For centuries Turkish ships entered and left 
Cherchel by that route (|uitc aa often as by the more 
easterly channel, Drawinp made at the time of the 
occupation, and, alas, only too rare, make that quite 
plain. There existed, in the basin which is now the 
harbour a westerly passage by which It was just as easy 
to reach the shelter of the islet as from the east. It 
IS hard to say whether this passage was merely the 

uadoine to tn «‘eii ^nati>r extent under iraler. 1 nocteed among the harbonr 
wtotructioos at ClieTciKl at Juit two {niunoea of 'small' buildduga. We an 
wiilwut itr oKcnaiy phoiogia|i'hic docurnetnadon which would maice it 
possible to ideatifj submerged reuuLius. I RconuKod tliu as a uwruJ job 
n't nqempln^ divers. The work night be sennewhet tkmkles;, but it 
woold eert^uily he ninafale. 
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result of accident or whether it was deliberately 
contrived by the Romansd 

The ancient name of Caesarea was lot, which was 
that of a Phoenician god, The site is almost certainly 
Phoenician rather than Punic. It is not a Cothon, 
which is an inland port, artificially excavated. In the 
middle of the fourth century it is mentioned in the so- 
called Peri plus of Scylax, together with its harbour, as 
being a Carthaginian possession. But it must have been 
'4 scene of activi^ long before the Punic occupation,'^ 
because the lie or the land was admirably suited to the 
peculiar layout beloved of the Phoenicians—an island 
close inshore along either side of which ships could 
sail according to the wind. An arrangement of this 
kind is to he seen at Tyre and Sidon, and it was adopted 
by the Romans when they restored these two harbours A 

* On a map made in i7ii( by Micbrlot, the King't Fila^ and now 
preierved in tba Bihlicithlqtic du Service antral hydr^gf^pliiqtie dc ta 
Majincy tic Eilrt of Joliiville lA ahawn linked wiih. the abt?Tr^ If tUit wcJtc 
bo. It iccmi pivbabk tiat \\vtrc wii aji on the Tirst wd* “ 
u on the cant, II u ocnain that In lumincr ihc pfreTallin^ wind u fj^ni the 

fThfi ntnth-euurly wind which blows in tuomier — 
A. LKliiwUfc far Ztfj ^rti f 

In 1B43 ihc Muinc Coinmisfod fur the Port of ChercheJ adveented the 
cddatnictinii of an imtalkiUHi which ibculd combi of *An Etllipclcai buin of 
15 an entran™ faad^ N-E Nj and numlng l^tw^n the 
two rocki which leiwcd v picr-hcjdi for tbe Boroan mnla.' Uofortniiat^Jy 
ibcK documenu lack the tccompuiTinff pUn which would hatt daHikd 
ibcm [Archive* ecnlralM cle U htuiot: DDi, io83-ioS9^). My ihiEihiantduc 
to Mcnjicnr Dcdlzctt DlfrcErijr drt AtchlTe* et BEblioihiijtK* dc U Marina^ 
who vttf kindly giTC me much Taloablc hdp ia ihc cftuwe of any rewuchcB, 

* Tfauunh no jjchaacilagicid evidence for Ehu hu been fopnd af ChcrclaL 
A btomc cymbal hu bem recu^Tred from ih* hirtsoiu' with 1 Punic inicrlp- 
don dadoj^ appirently from ibe iccond omiury. Mjsntuju ahoiijd i1h 
made of a sarrnpha^ which ihowa of Fbocnidan mductttti a* WtU 
a* a number nf ypId-PljturfiicjaTa K^mba. 

■ A pfindpal eacnmoc to the fuuibt and nfiother m the thdoord 
from the *4har|i and tudden' mucbcrly wiadA. See E- P.^ Poidebardj Un 
p'onJ p^rS dU^UrUf 
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It )9 beyond doubt that, whatever the 
winds, the ancients were cnreful to provide their 
harbours with two entrances. It is enough to refer here 
to the three classic examples studied by K. X^hniann- 
Hartlcben—Syracuse, Halicarnassus and Mytilened 

At Cherchei, the construction of the modem harbour 
has partially obliterated what submerged traces remain, 
jmt as the continued existence of the town on one single 
site has covered up the rcl ics of many ancient monu¬ 
ments. It is not the abandonment of a site that cBaces 
the marks left by the past, but its continuous occupa¬ 
tion. It may well be, however, that we have not yet 
come to the end of what the sea may give us in the way 
of evidence.^ 

* The BMSilaJ work dii iliii subject ij K. Lchnusfl'HuilebeD, Hit 
andiia dn MUttfitsimj, Lcipiig, IVIJ. At the be^nning 
the book by Pk^itkbifdvod Lautfray, Stdiut i will be fqiund 
a iUTTcy of incicnc hwlMu™ by R. P. Thii u * inaii viltubk 
epitome of fcuch knovfltdgT eT# boivc qu. tbe subjecc. 

^ Cignaty in hk Jrm^ mmniJig d'npnxfuced 4 letitr fatiqd 
ainfing^ ibe dppublubcd p^pen of L. Henicr. It it iugn«d Arid it bkhu 
nitiicr Fyrpruicj^ ebu Ehiii wre liu FumL»hAd tlic aotiiority for croyiiiing 
wiitfin during ihe paUi lixty y*wri about tbe pwT of Chfifcbfl and thjl 
nobody bdi troubled to Jwk far evidence in ibe lei {witb the Alnglt Hoeptipn 
of Uif Qnhxard tumyy vbich wia ^'drogrApldo rRihtT itun "rchflgn- 
IpgiciiQ. Tbia k whit ill* Mtw layM “T^ iiudcat port oocopied pztduly 
the AAmfr pi)iitkin 25 i|je pio^3ii one- It wm divided into two porta, ih« ouicr 
harbjur ond is inner one commanlatm^ witb it by iiitana of ui crEroinciy 
imfroTr botde-ncclc dbt^im-red in wh?n the pjcfcnt works were puc in 
hand. . I. . Thta outer hnrbuur couiiftcd of two JcEtia. aktat «4terly 
itn-trd from ibe ahora oppontc tbc »pot wbett tbe Arob Bureau atotEdi, and 
proceeded in a narth-wuicrly dlrtctiony ending at nu outcrop of rock. 'JTae 
otber^ which waa much ^hotteri it Ailed from the uiei, and ran tKirth-eAit 
mwafdi another outcrop which to-day leirei u the oiitfinjty of ibc new 
jelly., ^, WeiEwird^ and fadn^ the property helon^ng to Cap'tnin Thierry, 
It u poe&ihJe to mak* out fbe remains of ^rtaln aubeuucrorei in ibc W2tf.r^ 
iTiifl \\M. M many to bcltcve ibat there wu once an anchorage In tb.Ai place 
designed to provide fadlluea for iubii]g-baaE& and other light veneUt but 
ihii icenu doubiful in vl*w nf the (hcl ihnt ibe nut here u open lo ilw 
nrcilcriy and soutb-walerly winda, and could ne^cr, at any liinop have 
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E. F. Gautier, in his book Genseric, rot des Fandales, 
reproduces a photograph of Cherchel with the following 
caption. ‘The Roman port of Caesarea was situated in 
the small quadrilateral lying in the lee of the small 
island on which the lighthouse stands.^ It is not large 
enough for modem requirements, and a new jetty has 
been constructed. Present-day Cherchel is, however, 
an insignificant township of some 6000 inhabitants, 
whereas Caesarea was a great and wealthy capital with 
a population of, possibly, 100,000.’ It seems surprising 
that this remark should not have roused doubts in 
Gautier’s mind as to the accuracy of the dimensions 
attributed to the ancient port. The dimensions given 
to it by archaeologists seem to accord ill with what we 
know of Caesarea. 

What matters is not the number of inhabitants then 
and now, but the relative importance of the trade 
handled in the present century and two thousand years 
ago. The present harbour accommodates only six or 
seven trawlers, each of them smaller than the vessels 
which used it in the Roman period. I have never seen 
there any cargo boats which could compare with the 
corbita which were in the habit of loading corn and oil 
at Caesarea.^ If we want to establish a parallel between 
the sea-borne trade of North Africa in antiquity and 
that of the present day it would be fairer to compare 

afforded effective shelter. . . .* That may be, but several anchorages at 
Ostia were far from secure, though that did not prevent their use. The 
important point is that on the final sentence of this anonymous letter rests 
the denial so frequently made that there ever was a harbour to the west. 
Sailors are in agreement that the entry to Cherchel is even now extremely 
tricky when the wind is in the east. 

^ In other words, the islet of Joinville. 
* What was the actual value of this trade? Less, no doubt, than some 

scholars maintain, but still considerable. ‘The phrase—the granary of Rome— 
remains one of those convenient commonplaces which are the stock-in- 
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Caesarea with, say, Algiers or Oran, both of them great 
modern ports living on the export of Algerian produce 
^d having the same sort of standing as Caesarea had 
in the days of the Roman Empire. 

But it was not only an important port and a hive of 
economic activity. It was also a political capital and a 
centre of civilization. It owed its brilliant position to 
Juba II. It was his creation, just as he was the creation 
of Augustus. Mention of this Berber prince is not 
irrelevant. It serves to remind us of the importance of 
a harbour of which nothing now remains but mud and 
a scattering of masonry beneath the sea. 

King by the grace of Rome of a territory which 
comprised the whole of Morocco and Algeria, this son 
of a Numidian monarch whose lands had been confis¬ 
cated by Caesar was familiar with all the best authors 
of Greece and Rome. He set himself to outshine the 
Roman civilization of the first century in all that it 
could offer of science and literature. Duly obedient to 
Augustus, he married the daughter of Cleopatra and 
Antony, that young Cleopatra Selene who had been 
brought up in the household of Octavia, and united in 
her person the elegancies of Alexandria and the refine¬ 
ments of a Roman education. This was quite enough 
^de of official orators and publicists,’ writes Monsieur Ch. A. Julien 
in his Histoire eTAfrique du Nord. The two annual crops would seem, indeed, 
to have been a legend by which Strabo was taken in. The soil was as naturally 
poor and arid as it is to-day, but in ancient days there was a well-developed 
irrigation system, and that, too, in tracts of land which are no longer culti¬ 
vated. It is generally agreed that Africa supplied one-third of Rome’s crop 
consumption. The balance came from Spain, from the region of Narbonnc 
and from Sicily. Mauretania, in which Caesarea was situated, ranked only 
second as an exporting district, being inferior to Carthage. Two hundred 
thousand citizens of Rome received a free monthly issue of a million bushels 
of cereals. The production of olive oil, which was highly developed, especi¬ 
ally in Tripolitania, Tunis, the valleys of Kabylia and Chelif, was used, not 
for cooking, but for burning and the requirements of the toilet. 
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to go to the head of a Berber whtise position as a 
vanquished enemy of Rome must have been wretched 
in the extreme^ 

After the death of his adorable ivifc, he married ^ 
oriental harpy, for he had no more discrimination in 
love than taste in letters. When, thanks to a divorc^ 
he got out of this scrape, he was able to indulge his 
Jilctng for art and books which was passionate in the 
extreme. Not content with giving Caesar's name to his 
capital, and building a temple dedicated to Augustus, 
he attracted thither a swarm of Greek writers and 
artists. He established a library in which a number of 
rather too crude forgeries found a place, and a gallery 
of sculptures which contained more copies than 
orlgirial works. None of this collecting could have been 
achieved without a continuous coming and going of 
ships between Rome, Athens, Alexandria and Caesarea, 
a ‘cultural relations' activity which, was additional to 
the commercial traffic of the port. 

It is only necessaty to pay a visit to the Cherchel 
Museum to realize that Juba imported Into his king¬ 
dom as many marbles from Greece as statues from 
Egypt, as many Roman mosaicists as minor Greek 
orators and poets. There must have been a ceaseless 
coming and going of messengers and visitors, all 
providing nourishment for the king's self-imposed 
task of gathering togetlier an indigestible m'^s of 
miscellaneous volumes which occupied the full time of 
an army of secretaries and copyists from every corner 
of the Mediterranean and all the schools of hum^i 
thought. Juba was, too, a p'eat traveller, and did 
not spare himself in the general hurly-burly of his 
Court- 

Eut Caesarea was concerned with more things than 
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trade. It wtiuld, for Imtance, be a mistake to under¬ 
value its strategic importance. Wken Caligula had the 
son of Juba II, the young Ptolemy, assassinated, for 
no better reason than because he wanted the inheritance 
to devolve upon himself/ he found it necessary to land 
a punitive force in Mauretania to put down the 
rebellion that followed. The supplying of these troops 
by sea presented so great a problem that even the 
merchant fleets of Britain had, says Dion Cassius, to 
be called upon. This fact alone permits one to suppose 
that eictensivc harbour-works existed. 

It may be objected that there were other harbours in 
North Africa. That is perfectly true, and it is important 
that they should be identified. All along the littoral 
their names and their ruins come thick and fast, but 
neither names nor ruins go to prove a degree of 
importance which, in the case of Caesarea, is borne out 
by both its situation and its name. 

A week’s diving, divided between Cherche! and 
Tip iisa, is quite suflicic^nt to mako one realize the 
difference between a msite-do anchorage and a genuine 
port of the ancient world. 

It was formerly held that the construction at Tipasa 
consisted of a quadrilateral lying between the shore 
and the two small islands off the headland on which 
the remains of the Basilica of Sainte-Salsa can still be 
seen. As an anchorage it is beneath contempt. No doubt 
it may once have been more elaborate* There may, for 
instance, have been a creek which has since been filled 

* Thoie idtukukJ in thU tiffilr i^ould rtad^ in Jntiqwc, by 
Jr Cirtopinchf ihc hmiuEit of tbc younjf Ftolciny'i dadi tad che 
of Jubt tl. Wlmt t hm itid hare hat beta dr^wa fiEduiirdy /k>m tbit 
tutbar'j muuziy 
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by the alluvial deposits of a wadi and buried under the 
sand on which fishermen have now built their huts. 
Our Fonts et Chauss^es have not been sparing in their 
use of stone, but their efforts have served only to create 
a scene of surprising nudity, consisting of a quay and 
a concave protective wall against which the rollers 
break. There may have been more than this, but prob¬ 
ably nothing comparable to the harbour-works of 
Caesarea. The same holds good all along the coast. 
There are sheltered inlets, to be sure, and remains of 
jetties, but I very much doubt whether it is possible 
to find traces of any large-scale harbour until one gets 
to Tengi—^Tangier. 

A large harbour will always leave its marks beneath 
the surface, except where another and more modern 
harbour has totally effaced them and engineers have 
scraped the bottom in order to make contact with a 
shelving beach where once an earlier installation 
existed. 

The great merit of R. P. Poidebard’s examination of 
Tyre and Sidon is that it establishes once and for all 
the elements upon which it is possible to establish a 
scale of size. Before it was completed many things were 
in doubt—the development of quays and basins, the 
efforts made to protect them from the sea, their area 
extent and the depth of their foundations—all of them 
matters of the highest significance in attempting to 
establish the importance of ancient ports. The plans, the 
surveys, the photographs made and taken on the 
Phoenician coast provide us with evidence which 
cannot be challenged. It not only confirms but greatly 
exceeds the most generous estimates previously 
advanced. We know now what the size of a Roman 
colonial harbour in the second century a.d. really was. 
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We are in a position to see what huge concrete con¬ 
structions were used to protect the anchorage from 
incoming rollers, often at some distance from the land, 
how communication was established between a complex 
system of basins so designed as to accord with the 
traditional siting of a place which native experience 
had submitted to prolonged tests: different channels 
suited to different winds, the setting of store-houses, 
tanks and arsenals, the positioning of harbour-craft at 
the different quays. Sometimes, as at Sidon, there was 
an arrangement of flushes to prevent silting, taken over 
from the Phoenicians who had first installed it. Our 
modern engineers have never been able to produce 
anything half so efficient for the purpose. 

Eve^thing that R. P. Poidebard and his assistants 
found in the sea and on the shores of Phoenicia was 
Roman. This may have caused them disappointment, 
for some had hoped, in the landsman’s rather simple- 
minded way, that the sea, like the solid earth, would 
reveal, in superimposed layers, traces of all the 
successive occupants. The only thing left to recall the 
Phoenician past was the choice of site and the ingenious 
methods devised for dealing with the various problems 
of adaptation, the material remains of which are still 
there for us to see. 

Undersea archaeology can offer nothing remotely 
resembling this fidelity to a chronological succession. 
The best it can provide is a handful or two of sherds 
which need to be sorted carefully. There is never, at any 
given point in any given harbour evidence relating to 
more than one century at a time. ‘Only death preserves 
the lineaments of youth,’ a novelist has said. Only 
death can preserve ^e features of a harbour. It is from 
the dead parts of Cherchel that we can gain some idea 
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of what the harbour was like in the days of its Roman 
youth. Under water the quays do not lie one on top of 
the other like the cities on the hill of Troy. To build 
them much scraping and cleaning and dredging was 
necessary. When French engineers set to work to 
construct the modern port, they did precisely what 
their Roman predecessors did when they sought to 
recondition the Phoenician port of Tyre. When, in 
either case, an existing block of masonry was used 
because it was conveniently to hand and difficult to 
move, the builders incorporated it so completely in the 
new construction that it at once assumed a Roman or a 
French look. It would need a powerful magnifying- 
glass to discover any trace left by the original labourers 
or quarrymen, and even if any such trace has been left 
it is probably on one of the inner faces. Divers, in all 
ages, have been careful not to leave such matters to 
chance. They have their little manias and precautionary 
methods which do not vary much. When a piece of 
existing masonry is used, it figures as new work in the 
account rendered of work done. 

I am only too well aware that this brief study of the 
underwater remains at Cherchel bristles with in¬ 
adequacies. There is a deal of evidence, even of 
archaeological evidence, in the sea upon which a diver 
can rely, but which would certainly not convince an 
archaeologist who is not also a diver. Persuaded though 
I may be by what I saw with my own eyes, I could 
prove my assertions only by providing the necessary 
plans and photographs. 

But what purpose would be served by that type of 
documentation? Would all the trouble involved be 
worth while merely to show that the port of Caesarea 
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was not confined to a quadrilateral situated behind the 
islet of Joinville? Good sense can tell us that much. 
The trading fleets which assembled there always at 
approximately the same time of the year preparatory 
to carrying food to Rome would have needed a different 
style of anchorage from that suited to ships of war. It 
is at least plausible to suppose that the Annona had a 
harbour as well as a temple. 

Much time is necessary for an exhaustive undersea 
survey. It took R. P. Poidebard and his assistants four 
years to build up a picture which could be accepted as 
a faithful representation of the port of Tyre, and four 
years more to do the same for Sidon. Even so, many of 
the elements were situated on rocks off the coast, and 
not beneath the surface. The use of free-divers ought 
to be able to shorten the time needed for such work. 
Still, eight days are not four years, and I do not for a 
moment claim to have achieved at Cherchel results 
even remotely comparable with those produced in 
Syria. This I say to encourage those who would like 
nothing better than to undertake the task. Perhaps, 
after carrying their enquiries beyond the preliminary 
stage, they may draw conclusions very different from 
those that I have here recorded. 

There is no lack of promising sites in this region. 
Before reaching Cherchel, the traveller, starting from 
Algiers and moving along the eastern flank of Cape 
Zizerine, has only to look down into the water to find 
tell-tale traces beneath the surface. On the Cape itself, 
stumps of antique columns are now used to mark the 
boundary lines of gardens. The path that leads down¬ 
hill towards the sea rings hollow under the feet, and 
on the shore lumps of concrete can still be seen clinging 
to the rocks. It is said that there were once fishponds 
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here, baths, and a temple. Flagstones and fragments of 
pillars are visible upon the sea-bed. It may be necessary 
to go deeper, to extend the area of exploration. But life 
is short: the sea too wide: the past too rich. . . . 

Those African dives did at least reveal to me the 
powerful mark which Rome has left upon the sea. The 
deep places of the Mediterranean have a Roman look. 
Almost everywhere, the conquerors, who were never 
sailors, have left hard and lasting traces of their 
passage. 

‘Mare nostrum’: yes, indeed, they made this difficult 
stretch of water, with its scattered and infrequent ports, 
their own. But it was by way of the coast and in terms 
of masonry that they did so, and not, like the Qreeks, 
as a result of daring and intuition, of love, and the 
gallantry of sails. Their history here was that of 
contractors, not of navigators. 

Juba is firmly linked to this port, even in the water, 
even at four fathoms. Both he and it were sharers in 
the same ‘collaboration’: the Berber prince togged out 
like a Roman and the Punic harbour crowned with 
Roman cement, both served the same cause and were 
products of the same policies. 

On sea and land alike Rome laid a heavy hand. Her 
traces are solid rather than beautiful, staggering rather 
than thrilling. I am not sure that there is really a great 
deal worth recovering from these Cherchel waters— 
a few columns, perhaps; but there are already so many 
columns in its tree-shaded square! What matters is the 
eloquent abundance of masonry in the sea, masonry and 
concrete, witnesses, all of them, to a gruelling task. 
But only if we see these things where they lie on the 
sea-bed can we hope to understand their message. 
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There is room for the casua.1 visitor as well as for the 
scholar in the world of undersea archaeology.^ 

^ I do not hhah ikit that ii na nsMl af MhalAnhlp^ T1^ blocki tbem- 
imy be of no mirmftid v^lae^ but in the mud tb^t lia bennTh ihtm it 

nuy wtU be ibai ihere ar^ oUicr tnim- Tbeexampk of F« u, lU ihia 
imtrqctJve. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

MAN AND THE SEA 

Man'i duirt li ihac xhf. dirk waKraof^lcitfa niay haansa ilw wasen 
ofliffi tlml dcJth and iticold embrace tnay be revealed au a motWft 
biwt< Tbc KA swgilowi the diikED^ run only ta give it w:w life in 
tlut dtiep plaec^ ... US: b^j nerVBr been able to believe ixl deitb- 

C. G. JdkoA 

The ‘treasures* which play so great a part in 
stories of adventure beneath the wav^, from the 

days of Glaucus and the JraMati Nights to those of 
Lieutenant Harry Ricacherg, bulk much less largely 
in actual fact. When they ore not just the product of 
the literary imagination they demand of those who 
seek them more of ruthless determination and less of 
mere ciiriosiiy than I possess. 

Sea-gold does not tempt me. I regard diving as a 
means of acquiring knowIedgCi not as a way of 
collecting loot, nor even of recovering material objects. 
What I seek below the surface is knowledge of Man, 
knowledge of myself, knowledge of those who have 
preceded me upon the shore, upon the sea, and even 
under it. 

That, in its way, is loot, and the time has now come 
to take stock. 

Let me begin by recalling what we owe to those who 
blazed the trail by exploring sites which, from now on, 
must forever be regarded as classic examples in their 

1 C- G- Jimgj Wfim/fuHgcft tnjd Sjmb^ic dcr Ltbvdon 



kind—Mahdifl, various places in Greece, Tyre and 
Sidon. 

Mahdia was the first instance on record of a wreck 
being syatematically and successfully examined, the 
first triumph which undersea archaeology can legi¬ 
timately claim. It is a spot where sponges and mud 
abound. It is also a gift which the sea delivered up to 
us after first cheating the original looters of the 
leavings of the conquered. 

The undersea discoveries made in Greece deserve a 
volume to themselves. To a great extent they are out¬ 
side the scope of this hook, and if I mention them at all 
it is only because I do not want to be accused of leaving 
anything out. 

The most important are those of Anticythera, 
Artemision, Marathon and the Piraeus. 

It was long ago pointed out that most of the antique 
bron'j;c3 now in our possession have been recovered 
from the sea. Off the southernmost point of the Pelo- 
ponnesos, on the reef of Anticythera, in the year t 900, 
die hronie statue of a T^uth.^ measuring almost six feet 
in height, was brought to the surface.^ In the same 
gener^ region, to the south of Cape Malea, not far 
from Cerigotto, there is a rich deposit from which 
sponge-divers have recovered a bronze astrolabe, a 
number of terra-cotta and glass vases, and some marble 
statues, all badly eroded as a result of their long sojourn 
in the 3ca. They almost certainly come from the wreck 
of a ship carrying a cargo of works of art. 

A bronze (now in the Nation.vl Museum of 

1 S« Ch+ P(Cird, h pdriodc 
cl^iniquCp. IVe p- ^.70* ’Wbefc tlw ntLsVant brfaiiofpliph^ hk givtn ui 

uota. The ipprcodnuTC daie of chc object iq qunUDd u ^70 
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Athens) was fished up in 1925 from the Bajr of Mara¬ 
thon, 'a lucky haul made by a caique’.^ 

Another statue of a Teutky also in bronze but lacking 
its head (Berlin Museum), was found in the sea near 
Eleusis, on the coast of Salainis,® 

In 1926, off Cape Artemiston, at the north-east 
corner of Euboea, another deposit was found which 
gives every sign of being particularly rich.® It was here, 
as a result of the discovery by hshermen of a bronze 
arm, that, in ® colossal Ztus was recovered 
(more than six feet tall). This is now in the Athens 
Museum.* 

Two other bronses, the fore-part of a horse, and a 
young rider, were also found; it is possible that they 
were parts of a single group. The wreck was sighted 
by helmet-divers. It lies about six hundred yards from 
the most northerly point of Euboea, almost opposite 
Histlaea, at a depth of twenty fathoms, 

^ Some marble reliefs were found in the Harbour of 
Piraeus, They are of esp:x^ial Interest and represent 
spirited scenes in which Amazons play a part,® 

^ Qi. Ptcfljtiji SiuulptuJTj pdriodcclusHijiacp 
TVfl itMcr 500. Biblio^Uptiy givrn m a nottr ThJj work to the 
period of rrududeA. 

* Ch. PtCAitJi Ia Sculpturep piriodc dABlIJEfCp 
TVe fEfrdc, p. 301. It probiblj daEitt Uvm hcKwcca j^o and iSo. Tht bibllo* 
p^phy k In a aatr- 

■ I have Mfd mnctluog ibouc thii in Saus^maiiuct p- jSK. 
UrtJerjea p. 175^ Sid^^ck ind 

* Znti or See Jmiric-iTn fl/ jfjvAixihJiic^, p. 9O: 
&!» Ch. Picatdi MiTnac/d'Sculplupcp ptriodc clisfiqUr* 
Ye sJi^clcs VoL [ I> p. 61 (bihno|p^p1ii y fd a riole). It u an ori^inaJ Gredc 
bronze of the fifth esntory, perbapf thfl only eiuiiiplc wt have beaidfi* 
the CAariiEf^r; Salumoo Bnoicli^ 't^Ollrrier de TArt AaliqTK* {Cmite 
Biasue Artit MaTT:h> p. i+i), 

* Cb FioLrd;H Stulpcure, pirlode daulquc^ 
Vc Hide, p. 134- BibUci^^plij giren in a iCLOte+ 
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Monsieur Robert Deman gel, Directeur de I'Ecole 
d^Athines, called upon some frce-dlvers in Paris for 
assistance, and took them in 1950 to a number of sites 
where accideutal dnds had sent hopes soaring. With the 
exeeptionj however^ of one small silver cup, the harvest 
consisted for the most part of amphora fragments, 
leaden anchors and terra-cotta dishes. It still remains 
to stage a demonstration of scientific undersea research 
in Greece. 

Since 1950, Professor Dontas, Director of the 
Hydrobiological Institute at the Piraeus, has made an 
undersea survey of the Bay of Hellke, and may yet 
be successful in collecting fresh information about that 
submerged city, Furtlier finds, too, have been reported 
from Cape Artemision: 'on the 26th January 195^ ® 
net belonging to 2. fisherman named Soulitzes brought 
up three archaic vases. A very heavy object broke the 
net before it reached the surface.'^ 

Final I y^ mention should be made of a recent dis¬ 
covery, not, this time, in Greece but in Italy, Off 
Terracina a bronze horse of colossal size was brought 
to the surface by fishermen. It is now in the Thermae 
Museum at Rome. It seems likely that it formed part 
of the cargo of a foundered ship.- 

The investigations carried out at T)Te and Sidon 
are of a very dilfereiit character from those undertaken 
In Greece and Italy* They mark a new stage in marine 
archaeology. No longer has it been merely a question 
of fishing for works of ait, but of resurrecting, at the 
cost of prolonged efforts, two Roman harbour instal- 

^ I otTE this p±ct of Loffirtaucioa to Mofliiouf Robert Denunf^d. 
■ S« Awafrwfrrr ^ P- a Si (a aitJ 

fmti 11^ IJ47* p- x^4f 1340: p- 64, 
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htjons on the coast of Syria. The results achieved have 
been the fruit of team-work carried out with official 
Hupport, and employing all the traditional means—- 
helniet'diviiig, cartography, draughtsmen and 
engineers of the Ponts ct Chauss^es. The overriding 
problem with which the original harbour-makers had 
to deal was that of silting. It was the Phoenicians who 
found the solution, the Romans who copied it. The 
principal merit of the modem researches at I’yre and 
Sidon has been that they prove, beyond the shadow of 
a doubt, the extent to which the Romans built in the 
8ca itself during the Imperial Age. Tyre and Sidon 
have put an end to a deal of archaeological scepticism 
in the matter of quays, basins, and, especially, of deep- 
sea breakwaters. 

Now for the sites more recently surveyed. Anth^or 
offers us the wreck of a ship which foundered, on the 
wine-route In the course of the first century b.c., and 
this means that it must have been sailing from Cam¬ 
pania to Gaul. Nothing, however, has so far been 
recovered from it but a small quantity of timber and a 
great deal of broken pottery. The sea, in this instance, 
has^ supplied us wdth evidence of a rather subtle kind 
which should ddighc those who dote on nice distinc¬ 
tions. Anth^or has little to tell us about the Roman 
annexation of Gaul. At most it indicates the underlying 
reasons for that heavy handed achievement, scarcely, if 
at all, its cause. What those broken amphorae attest is 
the infiltration of trade, the bustling activity of seamen, 
the cunning of vine-growers—^a)l of them matters 
which are quite distinct from the conquest itself. In 
spite of the heavy tread of the marching legionsV what 
reaches our cars at Anthfor is the sound of an Oscan 
tongue in which a trace of Greek is audible. 
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All this we know on the strength of a simple disk of 
pozzolana found on a submerged site. But it needed 
the erudition of Monsieur Heurgon to interpret the 
meaning of what was found. It was mind, not hands, 
that made the fruitful clearance in the mass of litter 
which lay upon the bottom. 

Albenga stands for the recovery, for the tearing 
loose from a watery grave, of hundreds of amphorae. 
The sheer quantity is overwhelming, and I, for one, 
would gladly exchange such massive odds and ends for 
one single piece of reliable information about the 
wreck, or one good photograph of any of the objects, 
in situ. 

At Fos-sur-Mer we have the spectacle of many 
centuries of history concentrated in the mud of a place 

• lying on one of the great strategic arteries of civiliza¬ 
tion. Such bringing back to life of many periods from 
a distant past demands courage, patience and know¬ 
ledge. When the work has been done the future will 
hold promise of still greater victories to come. The 
Rhone delta is stuffed full with remains which can tell 
us much. They are hidden in its many turns and twists, 
in its deluding secrecies and weaving tentacles. Human 
life began in the delta before Massalia had ever been 
founded. An axe found at Fos attests the long persis¬ 
tence of a local past. The very name ‘Massalia’ is 
Ligurian. The historic unity of the delta has still to 
be established. Our knowledge must be extended to 
include the beginnings of Christianity, the sarco¬ 
phaguses awash upon the shore at Fos, and the ships 
of St. Louis sailing out from Aigues-Mortes. 

Narbonne: the meeting-place of mineral convoys, of 
the route of Herakles and the road from Brittany. But 
it is more than that. It is the standing proof of the 
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wealth of Gaul and of what could be done by the 
intelligent operations of an enterprising freedman. At 
Narbonne we are in the presence of the Golden Age 
of the Roman Empire, of its least liberal but most 
colossal aspects—a shipowner’s vanity, a courtier’s 
astuteness, but also of the remains of a temple which 
has not its equal outside Rome. Like the Empire itself, 
Narbonne was a vast fagade. 

Saint-Tropez ranks as a triumph for the practi¬ 
tioners of free-diving. It is to them that we owe all the 
preparatory work of pin-pointing and identification, 
as well as the rapid adjustment of slings and cables 
which made possible the recovery of many objects. The 
operation demanded a great deployment of power. 
That, in fact, it turned out to be relatively simple was 
due to the use of the right technical means. Luck was • 
with us. We might almost call it a deus ex machina. 

Last of all, Cherchel, which is still in the early stage 
of reconnaissance. I have been able to record only a 
diver’s-eye view. Cherchel may well confirm the know¬ 
ledge gained at Tyre and Sidon. We may learn from 
it what in the water constituted the Roman unity from 
Syria to Africa. Rome followed in the footsteps of the 
Phoenicians and the men of Carthage, but conditions 
varied from place to place. Tyre and Sidon were the ‘rail¬ 
heads’ of the Asiatic caravan-routes^: Caesarea, which 
was ruled by a man of letters, and where the Annona 
had a temple, supplied Rome with a large proportion 
of her bread. ‘After the death of Carthage,’ Mommsen 
has said in a magnificent passage, ‘it was still necessary 
to mount guard over the corpse.’ 

It was that necessity which brought into existence 
the arsenals, the jetties and the sheltered basins. All 

^ More especially the delivery-point of silk during the Empire. 
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that remain of them are blocks of masonry beneath the 
sea—a harbour-maze to which only time, an appalling 
amount of rubble-shifting and a ruinous expenditure 
on documentary photographs will provide a clue.^ 

I have now explained what it is that gives an 
individual character to each of these several sites. It 
remains to show what they all have in common. This, 
as must be abundantly clear, is the sea. 

But it is also Man. 
The same waves broke against the breakwaters of 

Tyre and Cherchel. The same mud preserved the 
Aphrodite of Fos and blocked the entrance to the 
harbour of Sidon. The same festoons of date-mussels 
burrowed deep into the marble blocks of Saint-Tropez 
and the columns of Mahdia. But it was men who fought 
the storm at Mahdia, at Anth^or, at Albenga, at Saint- 
Tropez. It was men who transported tons of marble 
and gallons of wine. They performed tasks and made 
gestures the traces of which have not been rubbed 
smooth by the sea, but live again in their anchors and 
their vases. 

It was men, too, who hacked out the creeks of 
Carthage, Mahdia and Motya, men who made the 
nails which still hold together the timbers of their 
ships. In the peaceful waters of their harbours, as in 
the violence of tempest, men worked to satisfy their 
longings, to safeguard their lives. In their ships, no 
less than in their temples, they expressed themselves, 
in their sails as in their weapons, in their cargoes as in 

' I have not thought it necessary to speak at length in this book of the 
ships of Lake Nemi, richly rewarding though their recovery was. The 
reader would do well to consult the fine work by Guido Ucelh, entitled 
Le Nceve di Nemi, Libreria dello Stato, 1950. 
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their laws. "Whether on the sea or on the land, their 
destiny was the same. 

It is diving that has taught us all this. When under¬ 
sea archaeology emerges from its stage of childhood 
it will provide us with the illustrations to confirm our 
knowledge. 

But is that all? 
Is there nothing to be said about the spirit of these 

ancient mariners? Can no distinction be dmwn between 
the sailor's destiny and the landsman’s? Is it impossible 
for ns, in all tiie long adventure of mankind, to mark 
off the part played by the human spirit from that 
played by the sea? 

1 know that my fcHow-divers hope so< They rely on 
me to justify by historicd argument the happiness ^ey 
feel below the surface. Celebrating anew ^e marriage 
of Thetis and Peleus, they hunger after all the 
precedents. I fear that they expect from me something 
that of right belonged to God the Father in the first 
hours of creation. They want me to divide the Earth 
from the Waters, not now materially, but in the 
spheres of history, psychology, metaphysics and w^t 
you willl I might point out to them that the Divine 
Work of Creation was not, in itself, wholly successful, 
since all over the world there exist such half-way 
houses as bogs and lagoons. Physical ftontiers have 
never been dear-cut, and this seems to me to be even 
more obvious in the spiritual order of mankind. 

I think that where Man and Water meet there is 
more to be found than scattered stones and broken 
pottery. A human truth, buried in the past and in the 
depths, drowned in mud like a wreck, would be of all 
trophies the most marvellous. But before we can draw 
it from the sea there is much alluvial deposit to be 
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shifted. That is a trap into which I would gladly fall, 
from friendship, and in memory of those many 
conversations after bouts of diving, in which dangerous 
generalizations flourished, and hasty formulae. 

It is, indeed, true that a flicker of Man is to be 
found in the sea, and of the sea in Man. ‘The soul’s 
past is a deep water,’ says Gaston Bachelard, ‘nor is it 
possible to describe a past save in terms of depth.’ But 
what one fishes from deep waters and the human soul 
is ambiguous, half flesh, half gravel, and over it all a 
shimmer of movement, exquisite colours that fade in 
the light of day. 

The difficulties of the ‘humanist’ diver are not so 
very different from those of the biologist. There is the 
same richness, the same inability to tease out the 
confusion and to isolate the facts. There is a risk in the 
water of confusing gods, trade and morality as hope¬ 
lessly as chemical properties, temperature and ‘finalism’ 
and all to no purpose. Speaking of certain problems of 
archaeology, Dechelette makes mention of those 
‘meeting-points of the sciences which so easily become 
the meeting-points of errors’. 

Nevertheless it is there that I have tried to work. A 
rhythm, a quivering of life seemed to cradle me and 
keep me there. From the water the past derives a pulse- 
beat which the land refuses. Historians seem to think 
of history as building itself upwards while remaining 
stationary in one spot, as being a construction of four 
walls mounting in rigid and successive courses of 
centuries and individuals. Speaking of civilizations they 
use, uneasily, words drawn from the vocabulary of 
architecture—fragility, solidity, collapse. In the water 
we think no longer in terms of building, but of 
currents, vibrations and alluvial deposits. Is all this 
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just another case of talking at cross-purposes, a quarrel 
over words all of which are equally unsuitable? Quite 
possibly. 

It is no secret, however, that oceanographers, 
biologists, hydrographers, love ‘cycles’ above all 
things. For them no truth is valuable until they have 
succeeded in imprisoning it in a closed circuit. 

In the water history, too, revolves. The same 
circular movement has sucked civilizations and fish 
alike into the Mediterranean basin. It is the universal 
law of life’s will to survival. Mud is a staging-post 
both for history and for the sea. It collects the symbols 
which are the very food of religions no less easily than 
it absorbs the nitrogen by means of which the creatures 
of the depths evolve. The same mud thrives on dead 
copepods and on the images of divinity—^Aphrodite, 
born of the sea, whom the sea has restored to us in the 
silt of the Rhone; Dionysos, descending from the pedi¬ 
ment of the Parthenon, calling in at Egypt, and then 
settling on the rock of Monaco in fourteen fathoms; 
Sulla looting from Athens her marbles and her bronzes, 
only to lose them among the Mahdia sponges, whence 
divers have brought them to the surface. . . . Who can 
fail to recognize in this dance of gods and master¬ 
pieces the circuits of carbon, phosphorus and nitrogen 
in the great biological cycle of the seas? 

The promises made by the sea to biology and 
history are, perhaps, the same promise—that an end 
shall be made to what Professor Bertin has called ‘the 
sciences of corpses’. Only when one swims under water 
can one escape both from fish preserved in alcohol in 
the specimen bottle and those acres of the dead which 
provide material for archaeology as it is conducted on 
dry land. The motto of Captain Nemo, who was 
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inclined, I used to think, to indulge in over-simplifica¬ 
tion, takes on a new meaning—‘Mobilis in mobile.’ I 
realize now that it admirably describes what should be 
the task of the historian. Bringing back the sea into his 
‘restricted and conjectural’ science is to free that science 
from the tyranny of a rigid system of stratification, to 
give it once again fluidity. 

And uncertainty as well. We must learn not to fear 
either the contradictions which, it well may be, are the 
very stuff of life, or the freakish whims which are 
inherent in ail human activities. 

Just as the sea displays a biological and capricious 
fertility, so too it knows a fertility that is purely 
human. If it is constantly varying in its volume, in its 
microscopic forms of life, in its fixed animals, in its 
currents, in its seasons, in its temperature, so too it 
varies in its coasts and their peoples, its floating or 
fixed populations. There are in the sea historical as 
well as biological facies. To all appearances they are 
equally enigmatic and equally indestructible. One 
notes them, one describes them, and I fear that it may 
be found impossible to account for them. 

If it comes to that, why should we not regard man 
as just another type of marine animal? We can decide 
upon the nature of his minimum requirements; we can 
take into account his seemingly causeless proliferation, 
the biological and historical chances to which he is 
every whit as much exposed as is the living coral and 
the mollusc. It needs a sharp mind to be certain 
whether a passage like the following applies to the 
navigators of Crete and Phoenicia or to the larvae in 
the plankton: ‘Those who were lured onwards along 
the great sea-routes were brought in contact with many 
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different types of habitat. They could make their 
choice: could settle here or there: could thrive, could 
take root and evolve under the pressure of life-giving 
competition, and in response to an easy adaptation in 
such localities as were most favourable to them.’ That 
is a quotation from one of the first scientists to examine 
the problem presented by the distribution of living 
creatures in the sea. Professor Pruvot, a biologist.^ 

I shall never know why the finest collection of 
Gorgonia that I have ever seen was found at La Ciotat, 
below the Bee de I’Aigle. Was it because of the 
transparency of the water, the exposure of the rock? 
The same conditions are to be found together in places 
where there is no Gorgonia. There must be in these 
animal communities some sort of urge, a determination 
comparable to that which has led men and peoples to 
found empires, a constant repetition of opportunity, 
and, at the heart of the group, some tiny element of 
gratified desire which we cannot explain. 

I shall never know why one of the most remarkable 
marine communities of all Greece came to birth and 
prospered at Aegina. Favourable conditions? Advan¬ 
tages of insularity? But there were many other islands, 
far better placed, the inhabitants of which were not 
even fishermen! There is no apparent reason why 
Aegina should have produced conditions favourable to 
life—even maritime life—^unless it be that everything 
combined to crush it. The English historian, Arnold 
Toynbee, is of the opinion that Nature’s ‘challenge’ 
to Man has always been the best stimulus to the 
growth of human societies. He might well have taken 
Aegina as an example. Just over forty miles of sterile 

^ G. Pruv6t, ‘Principes de distribution g^grapbique des animaux* 
{Annie biolo^que, 1896}. 
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rock, a. bare minimum of fresh water, stoi^cs, but no 
minerals, a shelterless coast bristling^ with reefs. If the 
scil was a challenge to cultivation, the sea was a 
challenge to navigation. The men who settled there 
were Dorians, that is to say Indo-Kuropeans accus¬ 
tomed to move on foot or horseback, who had arrived 
from the continental plains of Asia. They hollowed out 
two basins protected by moles, and launched them¬ 
selves upon the deep. 

Their ships went m search of the corn of the Helles¬ 
pont, of the perfumes of Egypt, and carried these 
commodities to the West. Says Herodotus; 'The 
greatest profit ever dr^iwn from a single cargo, was that 
realized by Sostratos of Aegina.' On that barren rock, 
where the soil was unsuitable for the production of 
ceramics, pots were endlessly produced which the 
island sailors traded through the length and breadth of 
the Mediterranean. Aemna remained the ;^ur/)rftrtuXts,’ 
the ‘seller of pots’, until such time as iron and copper, 
brought back by her ships, enabled her to fashion pans 
and lamps of metal^^n industry peculiar to Aegina. 

But what part in all this did the sea play? It is easy 
enough to register the presence of a rather sordid 
determination to ‘do business', as well as no little 
courage, but what sort of virtue did the waves contri¬ 
bute? This rocky island was the home of perhaps the 
only one of all the Creek cities which never knew 
tynmny. Her history presents a continuing picture of 
social freedom, of a balance struck between individual 
interests, until at last Athens, sick of finding Aegina 
in her way on all the highways of the sea, brutally 
crushed her. She had, however, recognized the 
principle of the Freedom of the Seas for others as well 

' i* l»=i? » plajoa tliewonit ’a dtyVud '»inffin'. 
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as for ficrself: she had designated her own harbour a 
^free port' and chrown it open to ai) ships, no matter 
to whom they might belong, Aegha was a port of calJ 
which all Greece could use for purpcrses of provistonuig 
and protection. Her coins bore the effigy of the turtle, 
which, in E^ptian paintings, is the symbol of marine 
life,^ The sailors of the island were not content merely 
to sell their pots and pans. They knew how to 
apprecia.te the meaning of a sign. 

There, where a sea animal has prospered, the species 
still lives on. Not often does life die out for ever in 
the nourishing waters. Aegina even now lives off the 
sea, but off its depths. Her inhabitants to-day are not 
only sailors but divers, too, both free and helmeted. 
They arc the best sponge-divers to be found in the 

whole of Greece. In spite of Athens, in spite of Bar- 
baiKJssa, Morosini and the Turks, an ancient local 
tradition has remained firmly fixed, like a branch of 
C^rgcuid^ to that rocky isle. 

Tn those happy days when Taine was explaining 
history in terms of ‘environment’, nothing would 
have seemed easier than to say where, why, how a 
type of man as necessary to civilization as the sailor 
came Into being. Unfortunately, we have found out 
that it is not the suitability of a coastline that produces 
sailors, ease of communications, navigators, nor the 
profusion of fishermen. 

The Phoenicians, who were the foremost sailors of 
antiquity, lived on the least-indented coast it i$ possible 
to imagine. Their harbours, always threatened by 
encroaching sand, were the artificial creations of men's 
hands, and had to be protected against silting by 

* O. K«llcr, Jntiic Ttfrvxltf'VtA. [I, p. ijfl. 
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ingenious and complicated constructions.^ Greek sea- 
power was developed, not among the inlets and penin¬ 
sulas of the Peloponnese, but in Ionia, on the bastioned 
coast of Asia Minor, where to-day the Turks have no 
maritime population at all. 

‘Nowhere,’ wrote Camille Vallaux, ‘is there a more 
complex coastline than that of Chalcidice, yet the 
people of that promontory had neither harbour nor 
navy, and never have had, down to the present day. 
The narrow peninsula of Hagion-Oros contains nothing 
but the monasteries of Mount Athos and their monks. 

If maritime skill is not dependent on geography, 
may it not, at least, be hereditary? It would be 
dangerous to bank on that. Arnold Toynbee has 
pointed out that the Aegean refugees, who during the 
first millennium b.c. set foot in Asia and were the 
ancestors of the Philistines, abandoned all maritime 
activities, preferring instead to dispute with the 
Israelites the fertile plains of Esdraelon and Sephala. 
Those ancient sea-rovers fought to the death for a 
prize that was wholly continental and agricultural. 

We are apt to think of the Normans of Sicily as 
sailors, but nothing is further from the truth. Their 
ships were manned by crews from Sicily and Calabria, 
but they themselves no longer had the skill necessary 
to command them. Grandsons of Vikings though they 
were, they had completely forgotten the sea. Their 
chosen arm was cavalry. It was as mounted men, 
and thanks to a new system of shock tactics, that they 
won their victories. When Roger II needed an admiral 
to carry out the conquest of Tunisia, he took into his 

^ The coast of North Africa, where they set up their colonies, was just 
as bad. 

* Camille Vallaux, La Mer, 
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service George of Antioch, whose father had fought 
for the Ztrides of Mahdia, a Ixyatitiue without a 
country, the son of a Christian woman and a Moslem, 
and to him he gave complete freedom of action. 

Sicily and Corsica are two islands the destinies of 
which were wholly dlflcrcnt, Sicily has been, turn and 
turn about, Phoenician, Greek, Carthaginian, Roman, 
Vandal, Byzantine, Arab, Norman, Angevin, 
Aragonese, Imperial, Savoyard, Austrian and Italian 
... a place of call on the sea routes, a breeding-place 
of art, science and religion, but always the home of a 
maritime community. Corsica witnessed the same:, or 
a very similar, succession of peoples: Phoenicians, 
Etruscans, Phocaeans, Creeks, Carthaginians, Romans, 
Vandals, Byxantincs, Arabs, Genoese and Pisans, 
Nevertheless, it played practically no part in the 
history of gods and technical inventions, k has 
remained a place of scrub and boar-hunting, of goats 
and poor soil. Its deeply indented coasts look on to aji 
empty sea* There has never been a sea-going population 
in Corsica. Even to-day it can count only 380 fishing- 
boats, scarcely the complement of a small Breton 
harbour.^ 

Still, there was little to choose between the impor¬ 
tance of thcK two islands in the ancient world. Sicily 
might have its com and wine, but Corsica was rich In 
the timber which is indispensable to shipbuilding, k 
is on record that Genscric sent there for material to 
supply the carpenters whom he had brigaded at 
Carthage, 

If Islands always breed a race of sailors, England 

^ u na of mbc. Camille VoUaux and Luciin Fthvrt dic?r 
aci£Ilti£aD ta lE. i|. loDg time 
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should be an outstanding example. On the contrary, 
it was only late in their history that Englishmen took 
to the sea. King Alfred, In his struggle against the 
Vikings, had to turn to the Contineni for crews. He 
enlisted them in Frisia. For a long time England 
believed that her future lay in France, and was slow 
to realize that her true element W'as the sea. That is 
why the Hundred Years' War lasted for three hundred 

(1154-1453)*^ 
It is only too easy to account, as several historians 

have done, for the fact that iJie Romans were not a 
seafaring people by pointing out that their civilization 
grew up behind an unindenred coastline which had no 
natural hwbour. If tliat were so, how can we explain 
the maritime expansion of the Etruscans? Caere, with 
its tVr’o harbours, was not so very far from Ostia_ 
scarcely more than thirty miks. 

Seas rich in fish no more make fishermen than do 
natural harbours make sailors. 

The Levantine boats of the Gulf of Gabes may be 
Greek, but the trawlers of Cherchel, on which I have 
eaten bosUit>hai$sey are from Marseille, Malta and even 
Brittany. They drag their trawls at a depth of between 
two hundred and two hundred and fifty fathoms. The 
continental plateau has little to do with the matter. In 
times past there were Turkish fishermen at Cherchel 

* 'Before diicoKruiif (b&t she wa* an airhipctogo with t future an tTie 
oaan,‘ wmiG Hupont Feirjcr {fomatitm dt tktat iVuiyaij), 'EngUnd waj 

caavinttd that Fraocc was W trut field of aoion, and ihai chufljr for 
&ndil wtiODa.' The Jut Kotence thtowt u Saod of upoa the eonfuiinn 
fiiLiaed in the livei of peoples wh«« they lurn sway ic the ooune of hinorical 
rvolucioD fr*ni their nalunt elccnent, the m. Thoee ibsim luible for 
biuit were the Romuu, Si. Ueimlii;!, Sc. Columbiin and the Arabs. Sre 
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—as is made quite clear by the official reports of the 
Marine Commissions set up immediately after the 
con truest. Should we, perhaps, be on safer ground if 
we regarded seafaring in these parts simply as a heritage 
of the Berbers, the Byitandnes and the men of 
Phoenicia? I am not prepared to give an opinion. 
Whatever the reason may be, the old impulse has 
vanished, My friend TaTcb was for ever painting and 
washing his boat drawn up on the sandy shore. 
Nostalgia perhaps. . . . 

It would be a mistake, too, to flatter the sea by 
attributing to it the gift of positive virtues, On the 
rocky soil of Aegina ten thousand slaves, brought from 
all the corners of the Mediterranean, were regularly at 
work. Chios and Delos were slavc-markcts. The mari¬ 
time civilizations of the Greeks were the parents of 
industrial slavery. It was something that even Egypt 
had known nothing of. Not a very satisfactory balance- 
sheet, this, even if wc add to the credit side Phoenicia, 
where the alphabet may have been invented, and 
Carthage, which on the whole had pretty low moral 
standards, ‘Tyrannical, savage and suspicious,’ writes 
Ch. A. Julien, speaking of Carthage (Hisroirt dc 
rAJrifjtie du Nord^ p. 84)—‘her merchant princes com¬ 
posed a caste which closely resembled—as closely as 
an elder sister may resemble a younger—the Venetian 
nobility, minus its taste and its culture.' 

It is tempting to think of the human race tliroughout 
its history as being divided into two main groups—^thc 
landsmen and the seafarers. But Alexander, the horse¬ 
man, par axcelleace^ with his dream of universal Empire 
and his Indian adventure, approximated far more 
closely to the sailor type. 1 once drew up a scheme of 
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world history arranged in two panels separated by the 
sea: Nineveh and Croesus, Athens and Sparta, Xerxes 
and Themistocles, Napoleon and England, Churchill 
and Hitler. Xerxes was the central motif. Seated on his 
marble throne at the meeting-point of two continents, 
the Asiatic despot, stiff in his oriental robes and in¬ 
capable of building and maintaining a fleet, enlisted a 
number of Ionian and Phoenician sailors, and, with 
them, struck a long-prepared but ill-fated blow at the 
West. It was left for a handful of Greeks to teach him 
what Aeschylus calls ‘the cost of inordinate ambition’. 
He was reduced to chastising the sea. But already, on 
the very eve of Salamis, the whole population of Athens 
was ready with loins girded to abandon their city. 
Similarly, in i^^o, Churchill was prepared to leave 
England and carry on the fight from a base somewhere 
in the Empire. At the heart of every thalassocracy 
there lurks the potential nomad. 

Love of liberty rather than love of home—is that, 
in the last analysis, what the sea teaches 

But to draw a sharp dividing-line between civiliza¬ 
tions based on sea-power and civilizations based on 
agriculture is to show oneself a little too simple- 
minded. The two are complementary. Almost all 
human communities have turned both soil and sea to 
account. It was so with the Cretans, it was so with the 
Phoenicians, it was so with Carthage, famed as much 
for her olive-groves, vines and livestock as for the 
quality of her ships. Carthage invented agricultural 
implements which the peasants of Latium subsequently 
l^rned to use. The Romans translated the twenty- 
eight books of the Treatise on Agriculture which was 
written by Mago, a Carthaginian. 

It would be wiser to avoid all simple, clear-cut 
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^neralizatlons: better not to spenk of imperfectly 
defined ViviJizations', of the doubtful effects of 'inora! 
induences', of a. line of demarcation between farmers 
and seafarers. There is one thing, and one thing only, 
in Man that we can lay to the credit of the sea—his 
spirit. 

1 am not speaking now of matcrtal conquests or of 
technical achievements, but of mystical communion 
and the gift of faith. 

And how could it be otherwise? How should this 
expanse of waters which men found at the far end of 
their earliest migrations not weigh heavily on their still 
virgin souls, their still impressionable minds? 

To make my meaning clear, let me brieSy describe 
one last trip of mine—and this time ni^t beneath the 
surface of the sea. 

Last autumn 1 was staying for a short time sn 
Brittany* 1 had gone there to carry out some diving 
operations at RoscofF with Professor Drach, Director 
of the local laboratory of marine biology. Some day I 
may tell in detail the story of those bouts of hard work 
and companionship* As things turned out, neither sea 
nor weather happened to be favourable. From Drachms 
office, as from the stalls of a theatre, we could watch 
the grey-backed combers driving in from the horizon. 
L'llc Verte lay drenched In rain. Resigned to our fate, 
we turned for amusement to the binocular-micro¬ 
scopes beneath which scraps of living matter, torn 
from that same aoa dashing against the windows, Uy 
now imprisoned in a beam of electric light, A sea- 
urchin moved its russet pedicelkriac, and displayed 
its mauve-coJoured spines and its delicate tube-feet 
with their yellow suckers. A sea-fan opened its 
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hundred mouths and swelled its translucent flesh. In 
small g'lass dishes crabs moulted for our enter* 
tainment. Dogfish^ in the throes of an uneasy child¬ 
birth, danced an acrobatic ballet, showing their white 
bellies in rhythmic movement. Scallops, desperately 
afraid of a star-fish, rushed madly in al] directions, 
flinging themselves in mad terror against the glass 
walls of their prison. It was as though all these crea^res 
were deliberately displaying a cross-section of their 
lives in order to console us for the ocean’s treachery. 
For the ocean, indeed, had played us false. The scene 
waa filled with the fiiry of rain and wind and waves. 

But next afternoon, about four o'clock, the weather 
cleared. The tide was low, and diving impossible. I 
ttrok advantage of the changed conditions to drag my 
friends to Cape Sizun. 1 knew that 1 should find there 
traces of the prehistoric folk who had settled at the 
eirtreme edge of the continent of Europe on cliffs that 
plunge straight into the sea. Thither we made our way. 

Beyond the last village, where sheep and dogs 
covered with dried filth were floundering in the mud, 
w'e came on a lane which was no better than an open 
Sewer, leading to the sea, to the wide horizon, between 
stone walls. There the waste land began, a place of 
thistles and wild flowers growing low on the ground, a 
bumpy stretch of heath inexplicably cut up by 
crumbling walls. It waa impossible to believe diat any 
animal, any wretched donkey, had ever cropped this 
grass, that any peasant should have troubled to enclose 
so miserable a pasturage where winds and sea-mists 
were the only masters. Squalls caught us before we 
reached the headland or got so much as a glimpse of 
Je sea. We struggled on until we reached the outer 
ditch of a settlement where once had lived a forgotten 
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people, where once some anonymous civilization had 

llourished. 
A double line of trenches cut the cape off from the 

land. Through a gap in the middle we entered these 
defences and found ourselves between towering earth¬ 
works. On either side the vertical cliffs dropped sheer 
for htindreds of feet to the sea, or, rather, to the 
foaming chasm. 

As we moved onwards to the extreme end of the 
spur we came within sight of the bare rock—a curious 
rock of clearly defined planes, shaped blocks, and the 
foundations of ancient shanties. 

At last we reached the point. We tried to make our 
way down to sea-lovel, where the rollers were battenng 
the cliffs: but all in vain, the shore was inaccessible. 

What folk were they who bad lived on these ‘fortified 
headlands’? They arc numerous all over Brittany. Were 
these entrenched settlements designed to face the sea 
or to turn their backs upon it: Were those who lived 
there fishermen or farmers?^ 

We gazed at the tormented, thundering, foaming 
waters in which, on that day, not one of us would have 
risked his life. Somebody spoke the word ‘Acropolis. 

A Western Acropolis; a Celtic Acropolis, seeking 
its s.afcty in the water, at the very heart of a furious 
sea. A i^antheon without marble. I had had to come 
to this place to understand the price paid ly Man for 
his discovery of the sea—a discovery which marked 
one of the outstanding episodes of his adventure. 

We are the heirs of those threatened dreamers who 
1 Mon^kur P. R- Okrt* Dlrectcur ^jdinc dc la IVc Circopsmpuo" 

dfl Prfhinoriquo, who fini rfeti-rmincd thfC lay^uc of tic 
fortified l^dUpd of Losiiiiarc'Ji, law La it *Qac of ihc cliinctcHitic zam'pa. 

of the Armarican Cauls/ In t|it Ray of Douimciici^ tlie« art two 
•■TPiiior KitkTneutiL CaiDcknttfr and ChAlt^w en D&iiml. 
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hoped so much of Ae sea In this world and the iiejft. 
Fear and faith, the infinity of water, the inrinity of the 
Beyond—these things have been Jinked in our 
imaginations for thousands of years. 

Driven by necessity, it has been said, men ventured 
out to sea, and, straddling a tree-trunk, invented the 
arts of navigation. The truth is probably more subtle. 
It seems to me that Gaston Bachelard has a truer view 
when he describes prehistoric man sending forth 
his dead, as scouts, on the waters, that intermediate 
country betvreen the worlds of the living and the gods, 
the antechamber of mysteries, the frontier zone of 
himianitj-'s great secret. According to him, ‘the first 
sailor was the first living man who showed himself as 
equal in courage to the dead,’^ 

On the comers of western facade of the Temple 
of Aesculapius at Epidaurus are set the figures of two 
women mounted on horses. They arc Nereids, and 
their steeds are sea-horses. Classical Greece never forgot 

last journey as it was envisaged by prehistoric man. 
The Nereids of Epidaurus, flanking the Goddess of 
Life, tJie Goddess of the Cock, are there to escort the 
souls of the Elect over the sea to the Happy Isles.® 
'The whole pagan world of Antiquity/ writes Monsieur 
Charles Picard, ‘saw them thus, riding the ocean of 
men’s dreams, ready to take the souls of the Blessed 
into the secret haven of salvation.’^ 

Maybe Man's image of the After-Life was based 
upon his vision of the sea. 

The spumy distance of the Breton tides, the sea with 

^ Gueod Z'amt jfl 
* The ictfstt qC the Happ^ Iiks tn havt Jn 

EiEnf^. 

“ Ch. PiCifid, Mmu^I la Sculpiim^ 111^ pt. p. j 
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its colour of molten lead, the shadowy forms of 
stretching, close-packed, fleshy weeds forever reaching 
upwards from the ocean depths, of such was the 
drowned htus, that Sacred Wood of human souls 
through which there roamed feiu and a ghostly vagcic- 
ness. Thus came into being the fuueraty religion of 
these men of Armorica, which, too nebulous to provide 
a family of featured Gods, assembled on the frontier 
of the sea gigantic atones and the bodies of the buried 
to do service to the most oppressive and exacting wor¬ 
ship of the dead that Humanity has even known, it 
expressed the mysterious adventure of the troubled 
seas, of swimmers and divers blinded by the spray and 
paralysed in the darkness of deep watere. 

But there is another side to the picture. From a 
clear inid sunlit i&ca emcr^d the Gods madt^ in M^n s 

tlie Divinities of Crete. 
They stood for a triumph no less important than the 

craft of metal-workifig, the invention of writing. They 
brought s liberation of the spirit. To the shapeless 
nvystery by which till then Man had been oppressed^ 
the Cretans of the second tuillennium gave a name and 
an inteUigibk form. In this way was art freed^ and 
human choughtj from the animal conceptions of me 
Oriental Piuitheon.^ 

When the Indo-EuropeaiiSj those landlubber tamers 
of honjcsg reached the Mediterranean, they had, as we 
know, no word for sea* Nor had they one for a statue. 
SpcTd? and koXoctcto^ are both prc-Hullenic* A slu y 
or linguistics shows us that many of the denizens 
of Olympus—except always Zeus—had names which 
cannot satisfactorily be associated with Greek. 

^ Ch, Piomi, M*mwJ 1, M4, 
a Maim Dftf Let GnmM Saficitairrt ^ 
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The Cretans rid not only the earth, but also the sea, 
of monsters. A people of divers, they exorcized the 
depths, and knew nothing of ‘panic’ fear. They found 
sawty in fable and in art. The Cretans depicted octo¬ 
puses on their vases, and in their verses poets created 
heroes. To draw, to name, is to conquer, is to fix the 
unknown within known limits. 

Theseus, so closely linked with Minos, sought for a 
golden ring at the bottom of the sea to prove that he 
was Neptune’s son. The secret of fable and the sea’s 
mystery were thus transmitted simultaneously to the 
Hellenes. 

But the lesson holds good only for clear water. The 
Middle Ages of the West again saw monsters where the 
Cretans had found themes for their artists and heroes 
for their poets. Even Victor Hugo evokes an octopus 
far larger than any to be found off the coasts of Europe. 

\ 

Exorcism, clear-headedness, rationalism, these, I 
think, can be set to the credit of the Aegean Sea with¬ 
out too greatly forcing or romanticizing the truth. It 
would be hard to deny the influential part played by 
the sea. If she cannot give us the answer to every 
problem, we can at least claim one virtue for her, that 
of ‘reducing’. I have seen it for myself in the course 
of much diving. There have been times when I have 
deliberately called to it for help. The sea washes a man 
clean. It fines him down. In other words, may we say, 
it spiritualizes him. That truth, perhaps, wp realized 
three or four thousand years ago. ‘Bathing in the Sea’ 
played a part in the Eleusinian Mysteries as a rite of 
‘Royal Initiation’. There is little doubt now that those 
Mysteries had an Aegean origin. 

What, in any case, cannot be denied is that the sea 
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responsible for a kneading together of cults, for a 
miration of symbols. Universal religions arc neccs* 
sanly compromises—com promises between fbith and 
reason, between ritual superstitions and moral fervour. 
For the establishing of these syntheses of peace a sea- 
breeze la necessary, and the intcrnatipnal melting-pot 
of harbours. 

Of this truth Hgypt forms the best eicamplc. It is 
to her that we owe, in such matters, the overriding, the 
most 'modern' creations of the spirit—a belief In 
personal survival, and the separation of good from 
evil. . . . But It was at Byblos, the city of Adonis, that 
Isis went in search of the body of Osiris, . . . Before 
the Phoenicians, the Kefti, the Sabaeans ajid the Jews, 
after them, the Greeks of Naucratis and the Hindus, 
all played Iheir part in a long metaphysical interchange, 
the lines of 'which met and mingled at the Egyptian 
crossroads of the ancient world. The religious creation 
of Egypt was the child of her harbours. It was front 
Alexandria that the cult of Isis, the forerunner of 
Christianity, set out upon the conquest of the Mediter¬ 
ranean: and there it was that the hope of salvatlon^- 
soteria—^was bom. In Alexandria the religion ot 
Dionysos took form, and thence, too, the Gospels set 
olT towards the West: Alexandria looking on the 
sea. 

Like copper, like tin, like poetry, like the axe of the 
Labyrinth, and the swords of Huelva, faith travel!etl 
on board ship. The God of Asine and Taenarum, the 
ancestor of Poseidon, with whom Athena had to 
dispute her patronage of the Acropolis, walked on the 
waters before ever Jesus did. 

The earliest iconographies of Christ are redolent of 
the sea. He Is shown surrounded by lish and by 
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anchoT^.^ The Cret^ Dyctinaj Lady of Waves and 
Mountains, the Good Goddess, TrtXftyiaj 
who had an altar at Arles, is to*day called Notre-Dame 
dc la Garde, The name of the Good Mother was written 
in Greek, more than two thousand years ago, on the 
Rock of Castelaii.^ 

As to the mystic symbols born of the sea—the spiral, 
tl^e fish, the sea-fan and the anchor—they are endlessly 
persistent. They are older than gold, older than minted 
money. ‘A symbol,' Jacrjucs Bousquet has said, ’costs 
humanity as much labour to produce as is expended 
by a plant in the putting forth of a new characteristic.* 
That Is why Humanly rarely lets a symlwl die. It is 
the sea that is the faithful preserver of such things, 
even when the symbol has nothing to do with her, but 
is, by origin, wholly of the land. At Lepanto (1571), 
the Turks saw the standard of the two-headed eagle 
floating above Don John of Austria'a galley. It had 
once adorned their own blasons. This old Sumerian 
emblem, found originally on the batiks of the 
Euphrates, had taken three or four thousand years to 
cross the Mediterranean from end to end. Associated 
once with Babylonian Gilgamush, it was now accom¬ 
panying the natural son of Charles V into battle. Its 
meaning had not changed; it had always stood for 
strength.^ 

^ wnrk %ma£ boat' done on tbr graving at MarscHlc* lo 
tbc ^Idm iif^crEptfoa knawn m GwJr or in the worlds wu foond. 
It ilaTBt (tom the yrar 64, attd mal£« mfintloji of th* mirlTTdCm of 
Voluiwnui. It ia omuDcnicd with an m tbe Bcirtly Musrufn.) 

* An iwriptLon lbs MDtTicr-Goddeuefr wriiiea in luge CTreJt chuic- 
ifiot hu b«n found cut Into itiCk in the nfJghbnnrhoAd ttf Istiti. The 
pointing* in tbt Cactcombi arc nijt^ a? w*i Jonj tbcni^hu ilw vork cf 
Rquinn nrtkt^ but nf Gn^k. It the KifiinDg pcoplo whs spread bcih 

faith ud lit, 
3 S« Emfli: Vart rjtiiginfx A XU‘ si^le rn Frtmct, 
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CHAPTER IX 

A DIVING-SUIT FOR CLIO 

,fgr HiiwiyiincKci'iLljiKieDce M Uk much, ii Ja ihd ladecM 
to 1b in^cy, Mate BwcH. 

WHAT would have become of history without 
ar(^aeoIogy?’ writes Monsieur Raymond 

La n tier: 'Each restoration of a buried civilization gives 
uj a new perspective, and lights a beacon for the 
future,’^ 

It is, I think, in undersea exploration that we may 
hope to find these ‘new perepectives’ and these 
'bBacon5\ In a hundred years from now, perhaps, men 
wiU hold It as a paradox that scholars should have 
claimed to have found the truths of history at a time 
when the archaeological evidence lying at the bottom 
of the sea was still inaccessible. Histoiy deprived of 
the testimony of the se^ must be history incomplete. 

As to the extent of this testimony, the world is more 
or less at one. It can scarcely be doubted that sea-borne 
trade has been intensively carried on over thousands of 
years. Certainly no one would dream of denying the 
existence of the great continental tracks—many of 
them very long—or of caravans, and extremely 
numerous caravans at that. But ports were built before 
the land trade-routes w’ere trodden. The sail was known 
before harness for draught animals was even imagined. 
Of those ports, however, we know nothing, of their 
ships, or of the sailors who manned them. 

‘ R. Lantier, Jan,-M^b ipji# p- 77- 
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For it ts not ‘knowing:* merely to have at our disposal 
a few phrases from Vitruvius on the subject of har tour- 
works, a few mosaics and bas-rclicfs depicting ships, 
some linguistic comments about sailors. The matters 
which formed the essentials of life in the ancient world, 
are relegated to-da^ to the background of history. 

As to diving, which is inseparable from the problems 
of navigation, of harbour architecture^ of naval 
victories, of religious beliefs, it has not yet been 
promoted to the dignity of history. It has remained 
within the sphere of anecdote: it belongs to the world 
of historic trivia. 

Of what relates to the facts of the story of Mankind 
we have collected, so far, only such traces as can be 
found on land. The task of surveying the seaboard has 
not yet been completed. We have not even reached a 
point at which it is possible to enumerate all the 
harbours of the ancient world, or to determine their 
development in time and place. Interest, certainly, has 
been expressed in the most important of thc^ but 
only, as a rule, so that scholars may indulge in vain 
discussions based on manuscripts. There is no general 
agreement about the site of Troy, about the full extent 
of Fharos,^ about the ports of Carthage, or the precise 
location of Corbilo and Tartessus. 

There are hundreds of Mcditcrratican ports which 
call for a thorough underwater survey. We lack good 
monographs, studies and papers devoted to submerged 
remains, of the kind that swarmed into print at the end 

^ Tbc obscratipiii CTiactc bj' Jqndrt art open to difpate. Sac 
Jwidttr 'La pom lubmci:^ dc L^iadumc tk de Fhmis (Sunrtm de 

rinlltiul TX| and G- Jqnd^I, BuHflm id orrJfcA- 
{fAftTondrir^ See aiso Raymond; Weill, 'JUci ppm Vicdbdl^iuqwi 

df k cAic d^Vkxuadric cc rEmpiic crAraiA' di flaiiiini 
dXTI, 1919). 
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of the nineteenth century on the subject of ls.iid~sites. 
Such an undertaking needs only a little encouragement^ 
and this, doubtless, will be given hy official archae¬ 
ology, But tcairnt will have to be enlisted, and men 
trained to make the necessary investigations. The task 
will be no light one. 

Is there any reason to think that the example of Fos- 
sur-Mer, about which, four years ago, we had at our 
disposal only information culled from books, is in any 
way exceptional, or that no less rewarding results 
might be achieved In many other places^,,,. The coins 
of Ampurias and Khoda were widely diffused through¬ 
out Gaul. They have been dug up as far north as the 
Loire, and occur more fretjuently, and in greater 
numbers, than the coins of Greece.^ But has anybody 
told us how those two ports were built?—^No, Have any 
diving cmerations been undertaken? Have any frag¬ 
ments or pottery been recovered from the sea-bed?— 
No. 

Accurate information about these matters w'ould be 
all the more interesting seeing that Monsieur Jannoray, 
in a recent study, has pointed out the existence of a 
relationship between these towns on the eastern coast 
of Spain and Ens^rune. But at Ens^rune, too, nobody 
has yet troubled to examine die underwater remains, 
nor tried to find out whether or no a harbour existed 
on the Vendres Lagoon. If this were done, it might be 
possible to explain a local prosperity which, so far, has 
remained something of a puzzle. 

^ 1 should to exprm my tbanki co Midetnouelk FabrE^ {i»EiUfit 
curator of the CtbisEi det MedAiUfs, who wu bind ta dnw my 
Atccndmi i£j thi^ fict. Site CtahrirJle Fabrct i]umljuitiLk|uc Je Li GauIq 
[□ddpe^dinte cl «3 nifportn avee ki dTilintioni protQ-hiitofiqua' £Pbper 
n-ad to tlic Prihijtariqiie dc Franct, i9|0| pubEJjhcd in Lii JeUi 
du Cw^gT^i)- 
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Archacologiate and historians arc hKitant about 
taking the sea into consideration. The r(^son is not so 
much timidity as warint:S3 when confronting a world 
with the problems of which they are unfamihar. Marc 
Bloch once spoke about 'an education in historic 
sensibility/ 

‘Whether consciously or not/ he wrocc^ 'it is always 
from our cvery-day experience , ♦ , tbatf in the last 
resort, we borrow the elements which enable us to re¬ 
constitute the past, , . . The only piece of machinery 
upon which w'e can call when we try to move back¬ 
wards up the stream of time, functions within our 
brainSj by making use of the materials supplied by 
past generations... /^ 

Should, we not find it simpler to feel within us that 
‘stirring of human life which we can restore to ancient 
texts only by dint of hard labour’, if we made an effort 
to relive the marine life of antiquity? 

It 15 possible to give examples of what I mean; 
examples of intuitions and or errors, both closely 
involved with the historian's sessiMli^, Here are two. 

Allmer,® when he was studying the inscriptions on 
the amphorae found at Vienne (Is&re), wrote in 190^: 

. it IS unlikely that these large and heavy amphorae 
could have come from very far/ We know now that, 
in fact, they came from Baetica, being transported by 
sea and river craft. The mistake arose because, when 
Allmer made that remark, little was known about the 
possibilities of maritime trade at the period in question. 
The movement of these 'large and heavy amphorae’ 
was, indeed, highly unlikely, so lattg ns one thought 
only in terms of land routes. The conclusions of the 

* Manr /wr PHiji^TTf pp. 14 lad ii. 
^ Quoted by A. Greiuer^ Manitglr VI^ p. 
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archaeologist have here been falsified, because, he was 
not sufficiently ‘sensitive’ to the evidence of his eyes, 
simply because he was not -prepared to accept what his 
eyes told him. As a doctor might say, he had not 
been sufficiently ‘sensitized’ to react to the marine 
impression. 

Take another example. It needed the work done 
undersea at Mahdia, and the discovery of twelve 
large marble urns, to compel archaeologists to revise 
one of their most obstinate dogmas. Until then it had 
always been assumed that objects of this type, the most 
famous example being the Borghese Vase at the 
Louvre, were the products of Athenian artists resident 
in Rome. Faced, however, by the unimpeachable 
evidence of the Mahdia wreck, they were forced to 
admit that marble vases, five feet high and three wide, 
were, in fact, exported from Athens by the dozen, and 
in a brand-new state, during the first century b.c. The 
lesson was taken to heart, and many of the ‘neo-Attic’ 
reliefs are now held to have been executed at Athens 
and not at Rome.^ 

Lessons of this type are always recurring. The 
discovery and identification of the Carrara blocks at 
Saint-Tropez, for instance, offers convincing proof 
that a marble lintel, weighing thirty-eight tons, could 
perfectly easily make a long voyage. 

When it comes to the writing of history, it is not 
enough to rely on land archaeology. On land men move 
about. Towns, fields, crops and roads are in a constant 
state of flux. The only things that remain in one spot 

' See, for instance, what Merlin and Poinssot say about heavy freights, not 
only in Italy but in the Proconsular Provinces, and in Tripoliunia {Crat&es 
et candilabres de marbre trwvhtn mer prh de Mahdia, p. 137). 
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are those that live on in men’s hearts, and those that 
happen to have fallen into the sea. 

Sailors from places which no longer play a part in 
official history still live on in their ships, their anchors, 
their amphorae, their customers, their friendships, 
their sailing-routes and their ports of call. The evidence, 
no matter how small it may be, lies in the sea in the 
form of wrecks, pottery and especially anchors. The 
pierced stones, for instance, rpTjrot kidoc or ktdivai, 
which have been found at Marseille, in Greece and at 
Cherchel, may well serve to define the time-limits of 
an epoch and give the character of a certain type of 
navigation. A day, no doubt, will come when we shall 
be able to write its history. It is possible that the stone 
anchors in the form of a pyramid, jSairuXoi, belong 
to another seafaring tradition. 

The Roman ports of Italy are of Etruscan and Greek 
origin. Those of Spain were Etruscan, Phoenician, 
Punic before they became Romanized. Rome’s African 
harbours were ports of call for Phoenicians and 
Carthaginians. But the web of evidence has holes in 
it. To fill them, we have only, perhaps, to search the 
sea. Is the discovery of a few stone anchors a matter 
of no great importance to history? On the contrary, it 
may, quite easily, lead to one of those changes in 
perspective prophesied by Monsieur Lantier. There is 
a feeling already abroad that Greece began the conquest 
of her conqueror long before she was conquered. It 
may be that the evidence for that statement lies a few 
fathoms deep off the coast of Italy. 

We shall never understand Rome unless we take 
into account the political bequest of Campania and the 
maritime activity between Greece, Sicily and Greater 
Greece. Monsieur Jacques Heurgon has shown how 
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the Campanians, in the persons of Atilii and Regulus, 
garnered the heritage of the Sicilian Tyrants, and, in 
the third century, bequeathed it to Rome.^ Sea-power is 
one of the keys to history. 

It was not under the leadership of those much- 
vaunted drivers of the plough, Cincinnatus and 
Manius Curius, that Rome rose to greatness. ‘Pig¬ 
headed peasants and men with the limited outlook of 
the soldier,’ writes Monsieur Albert Grenier, ‘could 
never have been the founders of a great people.’ It was 
as the result of the pressure exercised by a foreign 
flebs that Rome was forced to forge the instruments 
of her greatness—her money system, her fleet, her 
ports, her law—all of them late creations. In navigation 
the Romans never amounted to much: crews were 
composed of sailors who had roamed the Mediter¬ 
ranean for many centuries—Greeks, Illyrians, Syrians. 

It has generally been held that the sea-civilization 
of Crete collapsed entirely round about 1400 b.c. But 
the ‘piracy’ which dominated the Aegean, and was so 
irritating a thorn in the side of Rhodes, was, for 
centuries, based on Crete. The Seleucids did not fail 
to call upon these pirates for help. Mithridates was 
wise enough to seek them out when, firmly established 
in Athens, he made war against the Romans. Rompey, 
too, decided to enlist, rather than conquer, them. 

These irregulars, like their Barbary successors, prove 
the long continuance of a certain type of seafarer who 
valued liberty more than a settled home, and life on 
shipboard above life in cities, and practised now piracy, 
now trade. The ship in their hands was not unlike 
Joseph Prudhomme’s sabre, which came in useful for 
defending established authority, but could, at need, be 

^ J. Heurgon, Capoue pri-ronuune, p. 294. 
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used tp overturn it. The mcc of IWfediteiTJinean seamen 
was the hard core of all the great EmpireB of antiquity 
—not excluding that of Rome. 

But Greece provided Rome not only with sailors 
but with divers, too. The Roman urtHatore^ were the 
heirs of an Aegean tradition which could claim to have 
won its spurs m many fights—the siege of Syracuse 
and that of Tyre, as well as in the exploits of Scylllas 
of Scione and his daughter.^ It is significant that the 
last evidence we have on the subject of diving in the 
ancient world comes from a Byzantine source. Vegetius 
speaks of it in one of the chapters of his Di re miiitari. 
For many centuries the practice of navigation was 
closely bound up with a J^owJedge of the depths. 

When the Empire fell, these men who had raised it 
up and provided it with food, prolonged Its memory. 
It is quite wrong to think that after the collapse of 
Rome the whole of the ancient world came crashing 
down. The skeleton had been Romanized, but the 
flesh that clothed, it was that of twenty different peoples 
who drew their life-blood from the sea. Even when its 
frontiers shrank, even when it was living under con¬ 
stant threat, a civilization which had always depended 
more on the sea than on the soil could scarcely vanish 
aitogether, or only as the Mitioan civilization had 
vanished—^through a process of reincarnation. 
Through the length and breadth of the Mediterranean 
there was more than one port ready to receive it as a 
friend and to continue its tradition. 

Proof of this is to be found in Constantine's decision 
to move the Imperial residence to the shores of the 
Bosphorus, and in St. Augustine expounding in Africa 

1 T Suvr ipokcn oriha In fj^^vdrauri 5!ciu-Mannf p- 3^ ii K^i (rAc 

JdvcniurCf LymJuu* Sldifwict. auJ Jacluon^ 19^3, p- 37 
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the form of a Christian Roman community. The 
mstance of Byzantium is little likely to be contested, 
but that of Africa has been somewhat neglected. Only 
by forcing the evidence can we regard Western Europe, 
and in particular Gaul, as the heir of Rome. Rome's 
eldest and most beloved daughter was North Africa. 
It was the great staging-post in the onward movement 
of Christianity, The Catholic, Apostolic and Roman 
Church was estabit^hed in North Africa; in North 
Africa with its frontage on the sea. With its harbours, 
its resources and its sailors. North Africa became the 
very keystone of the Empire when the fabric of 
Christendom was built. It was In a hybrid Latin, 
showing Punic influences, that the earliest version of 
the Old and New Testaments was produced, and, under 
a deceptive name of Feias w'as to serve for a 
time as the Bible of the West. Latin was still being 
spoken in Africa in the eleventh century, and tiiere 
were still five bishops in the country,^ The halting- 
places of God was where the shlpmen piled. Jesus 
journeyed by way of the same ports as Isis, 

The longevity of Rome ts different as seen from the 
land and as seen from the sea. The Mediterranean was 
still a Roman lake, even when Rome fell. Military 
force and barbarian violence did not at once prevail 
against the long stretches of a Helleniiedand Latinized 
coast, against the intense vitality of a long organized 
system of intellectual and commercial relations, against 
the traditions of trade, the ctjulpmcnt of Jiarbours, the 

^ £1 Idnui uiufu lu that Latin Apckei^ at in ihe middk 
of ibe nrdflh Tn l&jjLi un ibe eve of the Crusdeir of 
M^hdiA ebriTuni pirrccdcocc ovxT Ukc Bishop of Cmhi^. See Cb. A. Juliciij 
But^irr dV f jt/rvjta da Ntrd^ Ij 
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armaTiient of ships. For years after the Roman Empire 
had collapsed, its inhabitants were still handling the 
na\'al plant of a civilization which was not dead. 

Marseille passed into the hands of Goths and 
Burgundians, of Visigoths and Ostrogoths. At one 
time she was shored between Sigebcrt and Gontran, 
and thus tras partly Austrasian, partly Burgundian. 
But never, through all those vicissitudes, did she fail 
to keep open her communications with Egypt, SjTia 
and Constantinople. 

So dense was the web of interests between Marsdllc, 
Carthage, Alexandria, Antioch and Byzantium, that 
the barbarians could not help but be caught in the trap 
set for them by civilization and the sea. 

Besides, the sea was the best protection available to 
the civilized world. That was a truth of which the 
peoples of that age were well aware. A law promub 
gated at Constantinople on the 4th September 419 
decreed the death penalty for anyone who should 
instruct the barbarians in matters pertaining to the 
sea, of which, so far, th^ knew nothing.^ 

Genseric set out to conquer Africa in May 429. 
He sailed from Julia Traducta, probably the modem 
Tariff!, rather more than twenty-six mile's from Cadiz, 
the Gadir of the Phoenicians. It was the fishermen of 
Andalusia who betrayed Mediterranean civilization. 
Gcnscric’s horsemen could not transform themselves 
overnight into sailors. Andalusia had been Hannibal’s 
‘fief', and the link with Africa was, for its sailors, a 
matter of ancient tradition,^ This Andalusian fleet 
which carried to Africa the invading troops of the 

^ Srt E. F. GamtcTj roi 
* And JoDR sa. Ii hia been ^mEcd Qm thii ibA limiu nT rbe 

Arab icLcntiird with ch»c of the Punic nctuiiatbn^ 
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Vandals was succeeded by a Punic fleet recruited in 
Carthage. The difference between them cannot have 
been very great. 

But the occupation of Africa, the existence of a fleet 
under Vandal control, even the conquest of Rome, did 
not break the unity of the Mediterranean. The peace 
of 476 marked the end of the Empire and a recrudes¬ 
cence of Carthaginian sea-trade. 

The trap had been sprung, and the most dangerous 
of the barbarians, those who had thrust furthest, had 
let themselves be caught. The western Mediterranean 
was to remain Byzantine for more than a century and 
a half, until, indeed, the capture of Carthage by the 
Arabs in 698. It had once more become a Roman lake. 

The maritime unity of the Mediterranean might 
have continued to our own day. What shattered it was 
the coming of the horsemen. A wave of mounted Arabs, 
sweeping from east to west, was sufficient to deprive 
the West of that African ‘platform’ with which it had 
lived in a relationship of give and take for 1500 years. 
It was thus that the outpost of Roman life and culture 
eventually disappeared. ‘From then on the bridges 
were down between Africa and Christian Europe: 
Africa lived thereafter with her eyes on Baghdad and 
Cairo.’^ ‘By occupying Sicily, Islam cut Byzantium off 
from the West, just when Europe was grasping the 
Byzantine lesson.’^ 

I know that these two statements are only approxi¬ 
mately true, since, on the one hand, Christendom 
remained firmly implanted on the soil of Africa down 
to the twelfth century, and, on the other, the flow of 

1 Monsieur Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Les Institutions Musulmanes. 
* Henri Pirenne, Charlemagne et Mahomet. 
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sea-borne trade between the Orient and the West never 
wholly ceased. But it is in terms of ‘approximation’ 
that the destinies of nations take their form. There will 
always be room for discussion to rage round the 
incidents of history during this period of recession—^the 
arrival of a roll of papyrus at Marseille, the existence 
of this or that Syrian middleman, the fact that men 
could travel to Jerusalem even before the days of the 
Crusades. But these things do not really weigh in the 
balance against the mass of the evidence. Spain was 
conquered. Though France cleared her territories of 
the enemy, there was always a threat hanging over 
Provence. The Port of Marseille was empty. Down to 
the middle of the seventh century Marseille was still 
minting money with the effigies of the Byzantine 
Emperors. But a day came when she ceased to do so, 
and when that happened life had been squeezed out of 
the West: darkness and silence descended. No longer 
was the Mediterranean a seaway for wealth, inventions 
and religions. From then on it was a menacing sea. 
Dangers lurked in its waters—first the Arabs, later the 
Normans. It had become a frontier—^the most 
dangerous of all frontiers. Never had that been so 
since the time of the Ligurians. The towns retreated 
to the interior and climbed to the hill-tops, where the 
ancient oppida awaited them which had trodden the 
same path centuries before. 

The West, already driven back upon herself, was 
now reduced within the measure of her own bound¬ 
aries. She forgot the liberalism which had been born 
of trade, the art on which for so long Hellenism had 
set her mark, and the monetary system of Europe. The 
farmer of the seventh century had become, quite 
literally, a disinherited man. He became a dispossessed 
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dweller in the wilderness, not because the barbarian 
invasions had stripped him, not because the fall of 
Rome had beaten him to his knees so that he could 
not rise, but because he had lost the Mediterranean,^ 

The heart of the West, which once had beat in 
Rome, moved northwards, to the Valley of the Meuse, 
to the Valley of the Seine. 

It will always be a cause for wonder that Haroun-al- 
Raschid sent a clock to Charlemagne. ‘It was rather,’ 
said Gautier, ‘like offering a gramophone to a Negro 
Chief.’ 

Why.? 
Haroun-al-Raschid had a fleet. He was the world’s 

broker, heir to the civilizations of Greece and Rome, 
of the traditions of commercial liberalism, even of 
Hellenistic science. These things could fall only into 
the lap of a maritime Empire. Only where the sea 
pulsed and the surges pounded, bringing to the surface 
the sediments of the deeps, could the way to a new life 
be opened. 

The West had become petrified. At a single blow it 
had lost its communications with the ancient cultures, 
and with the sea. Not only did the Abbassids have 
Aristotle translated into Arabic: they patrolled the 
route to India. 

That Gregory the Great should deliberately have 
broken with the literature of the ancient world is 
significant. More significant still is the vigour of that 
Monastic Order founded by St. Benedict at Monte 
Cassino (529), for its central rule was that the monks 
should work in the fields. The Church intended that 

' On the subject of trade in the Merovingian period, see Emile MAle, 
La Jin du paganisms en GauU, and what R. Lantier says of it in the Journal 
des Savants, Oct.-Dec. 1950, pp. 5-26. 
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Plate XVI/>. A fifth-century Tetradrachm of Agrigentum. 



men should be firmly fixed in a peasant existence. To 
be strictly accurate, this rooting of men in the earth 
had begun somewhat earlier.^ The doctrine of St. 
Benedict, and of his rival St. Columban, was novel 
only by reason of the moral, the religious value now 
attributed to work upon the land. The Regula Mona- 
chorutn says: ‘If the poverty of the soil and the tending 
of the crops cause them to labour without respite, let 
Aem not be offended, for they will be true monks only 
if they live by the work of their hands.’ One would 
search in vain for such teaching in the Gospels, in 
oriental monasticism, in St. Paul or St. Augustine.® 
Jesus, coming from Smyrna by way of Carthage, had 
allowed Himself to be caught in the snare of the soil. 

One can scarcely speak of ‘Feudalism’ prior to the 
tenth century, and historians have never really found 
a name for what happened in France from the time of 
Clovis to that of Robert the Pious, from 511 to 1030. 
The best they have been able to do is to coin a word 
expressly for the purpose—La Francia in contra¬ 
distinction to ha Romania. The reason for their help¬ 
lessness is that it is difficult to define a situation of 
which the sole outstanding characteristic is negative, is 
a lack . For five long centuries Europe was deprived 
of sea-water, as an organism may be so completely 
deprived of calcium as to become debilitated. Even 
to-day, as I have already pointed out in a previous 

* 0“ country estates the custom was introduced of entering the names 
of the xrrw rustici on the census lists, so that they became bound to the land 
and could be sold only with it. That was the law in the fourth century.’ 
So wrote Camille JuUian, who found this innovation enchanting. ‘They 
were serfs not of the master but of the soil.’ But all that really amounted to 
was that their servitude was the more firmly fixed. 

* laths City of God we read: ‘If, then, the Brethren would dwell together 
in harmony, let them not love the earth.* 
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book, our voiabulary, our ignorance of marine life, our 
failure to understand the nature of the deep places of 
the sea, shows how heavy a weight of misapprehension 
Hca upon the whole of Western civilization. Contrary 
to the generally accepted view, we have failed, in the 
course of fifteen hutiored years, to renew our litiks with 
our ancient heritage, tor the simple reason that the 
Moslem world did not transmit it to us in its totality. 

Were it but admitted that the sea could, in some 
sort, come to the aid of history, one would be only too 
glad to think that she could solve the Moslem enigma. 
The history of Islam, as it has been taught to US, is 
confused} contradictory and well-nigh incomprehen¬ 
sible. It is limited almost entirely to the Arabs, and their 
name, so freely bandied about, refers sometimes to 
sailors and traders, as at Jidda, sometimes to horse¬ 
men, as in the Maghreb. They figure as the destroyers 
of Roman Africa and as the builders of Baghdad, as 
playing the partof pillagers in the West and of poets and 
scholars in the East, as the men who burned the Library 
at Alexandria and illuminated the Hizh of the Koran. 

Should we, by introducing the sea into this disorder, 
give ourselves a chance of seeing the facts more 
dearly? Perhaps. 

In the course of the seventh century, these Arabs 
succeeded in making the whole of the western Mediter¬ 
ranean their own. This they did with lightning speed. 
Were they, then, sailors? By no means. It was on horse¬ 
back that they achieved the conquest of the Maghreb. 
Did they come, as the Vandals came, to turn the 
Mediterranean once more into a civilized lake, to make 
of it Almost a family aifair’—as Pirenne puts it? Far 
from it. They kept to the shore. There is no record of 
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an Arab naval victory. Their attack on Cotistantinople 
was a costly failure. Carthage, no doubt, could have 
provided them, as it had provided Genseric, with ships 
and crews. But Carthage had other fish to fry. The 
pirates who preyed upon the coasts of Christendom^ 
who pillaged Brindisi and Tarentum, who burned the 
Abbey of Monte Cassino and occupied Le h’rcinet 
(Froxinetum)—^‘I.a Garde Frelnet"^—may have been 
Moslems—they most certainly were not Arabs. It 
IS much more probable that they were the leavings of 
Genseric*s old crews, men from Andalusia and Carth¬ 
age. The Greeks had already raided Marseille in 848. 
Piracy was not necessarily an Arab occupation. 

The Barbary Pirates were men ofa numberof different 
races—-Greeks, Spaniards, Provcnfalesand Levantines. 
There was even among them a Jew and a Visconti of 
Mil an. , . But how many Arabs can be counted 
among them? These Moslems, moreover, did not speak 
Arabic, but sa^ir—linguafrancese—litigua-franca. 

A Moslem Beet did, however, undoubtedly exist. Its 
origins were actually pre-Islamic. To tease out this 
tangled skein we must do more than pull on the 
Mediterranean threads. It is between the Red Sea and 
India that we shall find the central knot. On the 
eastern coast of the Red Sea lived the only fish-eating 
Arabs known to history. They were sailors, pirates, 
traders, but there Is good reason for thinking that they 

* The Siraceru hnded al Saint-Tmpci roun^ aboQt ^34. It VM noi umU 
57* thitt their perwrr irag. brokcD by ^VBiiainp CoUQt of 

* The Jciiv became a lod took the nimA of Ei Had; MukiLmed cl 
Itlami.Tbc Hiuseulite dynasty was founded by a Rxrli wbg wai the »□ of a 
CreUn futber and a Moomh WTunaji. Motwad Bcy^ Kifijr aF TunEi, wa.i n 

Troegmk Gudoc of ConJoja ori^n. £{arbaro&sa wu bom iit Lrabqs ot n 
Roumeligte fathst and a Chrt^tbii mqiW- Thai did ml pirrcDt him from 
t^kinif the umK of Khdr-cd-diiK—*onc good In the faith'. 
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never left Arabia except to indulge in freebooting or 
to travel to India and back. It was the Bedouins, the 
nomads of the desert, who, sick of their poverty and 
wretchedness, answered the call of the Prophet and 
rode out from their homeland to conquer the world. 
The sailors stayed at home and reaped the harvest 
brought them by the travelling pilgrims. 

Many things have been said of the Mediterranean, 
but never that it extended as far as India. Close to what 
de Lesseps called the ‘new Bosphorus’, though it was, 
in fact, a very old one, lie the crossroads of civilization— 
not of Eastern civilization, not of Western civilization, 
but of the whole of human history. For thousands of 
years a road had passed that way which was the golden 
river of the Mediterranean. There had been a more or 
less secret interchange between Eastern Europe and 
India, and it was that interchange which had provided 
the life-blood of antiquity. The Mediterranean world 
had drunk deep of India’s wealth. It had dreamed 
dreams, and it had known the road along which dream¬ 
land might be reached.^ 

Or, rather, the two roads, one running down the 
Persian Gulf, the other down the Red Sea—the Meso¬ 
potamian Road and the Arab Road. The Mesopo¬ 
tamian had been the road of Croesus and of Cyrus, the 
‘Royal Road’ from Sardis. But before Cyrus was, the 
destinies of Sumer and Mohenjo Daro had been so 
closely intermingled that it is impossible for us now 

^ ‘From the end of the fourth century B.c. down to the time of the 
Sassanids, Greek and Latin characters figured in graffit'u in inscriptions on 
stone, and in a number of texts preserved on parchment. The oldest Iranian 
monument, the epitaph of a Greek from Sinope who died at Susa, may well 
be earlier than the conquests of Alexander.* Cl. Huart and Delaporte, 
Vlran antique^ p. 24. See also, Jean Filliozat, ‘Les ^changes de I’lnde et de 
I’Empire Romain* HistoriqtUy Jan.-March, 1949). 
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to be certain which of the two civilizations gave birth 
to the other. 

The route that lay along the Persian Gulf was 
Iranian from the days of Cyrus the Great to those of 
Yazdajird III, through all the time of the Achaemenid 
dynasty, and all that of the Sassanids, from 558 b.c. to 
A. D. 651, more than a thousand years. Twice, first 
under Cambyses and later under Darius, Persia 
controlled Egypt, too, that is to say, the second route 
running down the Red Sea. 

It would be scarcely true to maintain that it was 
Egyptian. Alexandria, Arsinoe, Myos Hormos, Bere¬ 
nice were no more than staging-posts upon it. The road 
to India was in the hands of the Mineans, the Him- 
yarites, the Sabaeans, the pre-Islamic Arabs, whom the 
Egyptians, the Greeks and the Romans attempted to sup¬ 
plant. It was the country of incense, the spice-road, the 
storehouse of aromatics: the Land of Punt, whither fared 
the merchants of the ancient world in the second century 
B. c. from as far afield as Massalia to collect their goods.^ 

1 Fragments of a contract dating from the second century B.C., concern¬ 
ing a journey to the Land of Punt undertaken by five travellers, one of 
whom was a Massaliet, have been found in the wrappings of a mummy. 
Among the guarantors were three capitalists from Mas^ia. 

The question whether the Land of Punt, to which the i8th dynasty of 
the Pharaohs sent fleets, should be located on the Arabian or the African 
coast, has not yet been answered. The incense-trees and the animals which 
figure in the bas-reliefs of Deir el Bahari, and refer to these expeditions of 
the fifteenth century B.c., are of an Arabian rather than an African type 
. . . Whatever the exact position of the Land of Punt may have been, there 
can be no doubt that trade with it dates from very far back. The first 
Egyptian expedition sent to collect incense dates firom the twenty-eighth 
century B.c. See Freya Stark, The Southern Gates of Arabia, 

It should be remembered that South Arabian coins have been found 
dating from the third and second centuries B.c. They are copies of Athenian 
originals, and bear the head of Athena with the owl. See Hill, Catalogue of 
the Greek Coins of Arabia^ and M. G)hen, Documents sud-arabiques 

(Editions Maisonneuve). 
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It was to be foreseen that when the Arabian and 
Iranian currents should unite under the banner of the 
Prophet, when the two routes should be controlled by 
one authority, the . flood of gold from the Far East 
would achieve its highest yield. The fusion, when it 
came, could not have been more complete. ‘The 
Abbassid who, in the eighth century, overturned the 
Omayyad dynasty, was, it is true, a descendant of the 
Imam Ali, the Prophet’s nephew, but he was also, 
through the female line, a descendant of the last of the 
Sassanid kings.’ It was this half-breed who acted as the 
instrument of the power and civilization which go by 
the name of ‘Arab’. 

The Abbassids, who according to Darmesteter 
‘were true Sassanids of Arab blood’, had behind them 
a long tradition, maritime, civilizing and Hindu. Their 
tolerance went back as far as Cyrus, just as the ‘Satrapy 
of India’ went back to Darius. E. F. Gautier has tried 
to explain the tolerant attitude of Islam. According to 
him, it was the outcome of Arab indifference where the 
infidel was concerned, and even of a certain degree of 
contempt. That might be true to-day, but in the time 
of the Abbassid Caliphate there may perhaps have been, 
as an operative factor, a memory of Cyrus restoring her 
gods to Babylon, and to the Hebrews their sacred 
ornaments. 

It was as the outcome of no mere caprice, but in 
obedience to a highly self-conscious political planning 
—^which had nothing Arab about it—that the Abbassid 
Caliphs decided to make Baghdad their capital. They 
abandoned Damascus and the close proximity of the 
desert, preferring a site where Tigris reached its 
nearest point to Euphrates before turning down 
towards fhe Persian Gulf and India. This explains why 
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it is that ‘Arab’ numerals are, in reality, Hindu, as, too, 
is muslin and so-called Damascus steel. 

There is no such thing as the Arab ‘miracle’. There 
are survivals, many of which are due to the sea. At the 
crossroads of civilization, which the Bedouins reached 
in the seventh century, Byzantium, India and Egypt 
met. At the head of the Persian Gulf, in the Port of 
Siraf and on the Island of Kishm, a thousand years of 
familiarity with the monsoon and the Indies were 
concentrated. The Arretine pottery found near Pondi¬ 
cherry, the Roman coins dug up on Indian soil, the 
Temple of Augustus at Mysore—^all these ^ings bear 
witness to the long continuance of that maritime route 
on which the Arabs had laid their hands.^ 

Sailors, ships, and naval science had long combined 
to produce this liaison. It was no more a Moslem 
creation than Eastern civilization was an Arab 
‘miracle’. 

We find proof of this liaison in a people living at 
the far other end of the great route, in the ports of 
Southern India, where they served as a link between 
the East and Far East. They were a halfway-house 
people. Perhaps in prehistoric times they had watched 
ships coming from the West, and had loaded them for 
the return journey with what their own ships had 
brought from China and Ceylon. These Tamils, who 
perhaps preserve in their traditions a memory of what 
life once was like in the Mediterranean, were Dravi- 
dians, ‘pre-Aryans’. They have a very old literature of 

* The Cabins of Ptolemy is situated at the mouth of the Kaviri. The 
river-craft of Bengal show a surprising resemblance to those of the Middle 
Empire in Egypt. See N. Chaudhuri, Autobiograpfy of an Unknofwn Indian 
(London, MacmiUan, 1951). See, too, J. M. Casal, FomlUsde Firampatnam— 
Arikamedu; Rapport de Flnde et del Occident aux environs de Tire cArAienne, 

(Paris, 1949.) 
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no little importance. Its basis is a collection of 1600 
poems, from which we learn that the name given hy 
the Tamils to the men of the sea who came out of the 
West and landed among them was Tonians'—Tona, 
T^nakay Tovatia^ This appellation they used from the 
fourth, and even perhaps the sixth century b.C. for all 
who reached them by that one particular route. The 
sailors with w'hom they became familiar between the 
eighth and the Eftoetith century, whom wc call Arabs, 
they called Saunaga, which is merely an altered form 
of T/Jvarta, This Tamil civilization was quite as old 
as, if not older than, that of the Arabs. If it were 
possible to estimate the extent of the debt owed by each 
to other, there is little doubt but what the Tamila 
would prove to be by far the bigger creditors. Otie of 
their kings, Pandya, had sent an embassy to Augustus. 
They had known, at one and the same time, the 
civilization of the West and the civilization of China— 
thanks to their familiarity with the scad 

Like the Cretans, the Tamils were great divers, the 
foremost pearl-divers in the world. Even to-day, on the 
eastern coast of India, Tamil schoolbooks for use by 
children describe the breathing exercise which were 
used in the training of divers. We know the important 
part played in the life of India by this breathing 
technique, the religious and mystical use made of it. 
We should not, therefore, be surprised that it formed 
the basis of the achievements of the Tamil divers. . . ■ 

^ Mouieui McjVj Proftwor at ibc Ecole ctej lingnei OncatAlefl, Lu 
pomicd out rKat iluc Pemvu had i woH a *pvrt* and its 
'ajljaotut tji?wn* (Baffler of UfiCcxtlifl Oii^iOr buE cJokI^ itin to 
tbe vzhuc Timil word Pimf/Kr, used \n tbc irtEse of a *pnrt\ though la true 
EiKAnmp^ hr nitieTi "Warrb^J05c"i 'Storagr-Place^ *D'Ock’^. It ii dlfiGcoIl lo 
whith wai Wmw^ from ihe other, bui ii h oeruioly i irord which belong^ 
to iLtt imdlugo of ljido-F«ni;u3 p 
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It may cveti be that breath-control u«:d for professional 
ends preceded its employment as a religious exercise, 
since the Dravidian civilization is certainly earlier than 
that of the Brahmins of India. 

The junks which> in the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth 
centuries, carried the trade between China, India and 
the Persian Gulf, contained, a number of Tamil div^s 
whose duty it was to inspect the hulls and to carry out 
repairs by daubing holes and cracks with a composition 
made of sesame and wax. 

It was along this route, from the Persian Gulf and 
India, that, in the course of the twelfth century, the 
compass travelled, an instrument which the Chinese 
had devised, though they used it only for journeying 
by land. The nautical science of the period'seems to 
have spread outwards from the port of Barygaza, a 
shipbuilding centre lying to the north of Bombay, in 
the neighbourhood of Surat, It has been identihed. with 
the modern Broach, not far from Oujjatn, where the 
Gupta culture came to full flower at the meeting-point 
of Iranian, Scythian, Graeco-Roman and Far Eastern 
influences. 

This Arab-Persian interlude echoes, or rather 
continues, that of the Aegean. There is the same 
constant activity, the same abundance, the same 
political and religious tolerance. The hk-zi — Itght- 
draught vessels^—and the jiiajlf, enormous ships with 
a complicated rig and equipped with hinged rudders, 
‘such as no Arab could ever have contrived, let alone 
handled’," brought into the port of Siraf, and thence 
to the Island of Kishm, cargoes of fabulous wealth, and 

^ in [be ihinxicntb ii^tury the tnerchiim of Mincilk pcncscd 
^hlfh ire fr^thenEty meiltioactl in legal JiOCUnwnCs of the pericwi. 

* All qaetiditmt cAcc 
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those charts which, adapted to the Mediterranean, gave 
birth to the earliest illustrated books of sailing instruct 
tionsA 

This bringing together of Tamil technique, Sassatiid 
tradition, the heritage of Greece and Egypt, Byzantine 
influences, and the sailors of Carthage and Andalusia, 
puts into our hands most of the threads of the Arab 
enigma. It only remains to add to that total a sword— 
the Turkish sword. Nomad horsemen had for brothers 
sailors who never moved from their native land, while 
other sailors spread, under the name of ‘Arab’, a 
civilization which had already existed for a thousand 
years. 

Nevertheless, the interlude remains a thing to 
wonder at, though in a sense rather different from that 
usually meant. It provides the best evidence one could 
hope to find of the advantages inherent in the sea. One 
has only to consider the extraordinary combination of 
chances which made it possible for the Caliphate of 
Baghdad, at one brief moment of history, to act as the 
trustee of civilization, including its ancient manu¬ 
scripts. Everything that came to it, whether from east 
or west, came by way of the sea: knowledge of navi¬ 
gation, commercial liberalism, religious toleration, the 
skills of art and science. All these things, mustered 
under the banjter of Islam, were destined to make the 
slow round of the Mediterranean, and to wake the 
West, late in the day, to a realization of Its great 
future. 

As a stranger to the ancient heritage, Europe set off 
on foot for the First Crusade. That adventure, and it Is 

* TTk Nornuu of Sicily jibyr J 3 pm in idjptlng Axib-PcnJ^n Kienc* 
to the Mcditciraaeait, 
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no use blinking the fect^ was just simply a barbarian 
raid on civilization. The Crusaders were the debtors of 
the Iniidels. But one thing, in the course of It, was lost 
—the secret of diving, a secret more important, per¬ 
haps, for the future of evolution than historians are 
inclined to realize. The Saracens who, in this matter 
as in many odiers, had inherited the Greek tradition, 
did not impart it to the West, not even through Venice 
as intormediary, though Venice was privy to many 
other secrets. A military detachment of swimmers took 
food into Saint-Jean-^'Acre when the Crusaders 
licsieged it. Even as late as the fourteenth century Ibn 
Batuta Came across a 'sultan' at Sinope tvho was a 
skilled swimmer, and with his own hands pierced the 
hulls of the Byzantine ships with a sharp iron spike, 
thus showing himself to be a worthy successor to 
Scyllias of Sclone: whereas, in ifzi, at Venice, the 
Doge, at cdnsuienible inconvenience to himself, saw 
two divers descend into the sea with the aid of a great 
metal pot, an exploit which would have surprised no 
contemporary of Aristotle! 

A knowledge of the sea-depths had once been part 
and parcel of the art of navigation, and it long remained 
the prerogative of Moslem pilots who, in order to 
discover the nature of the atea in which they were to 
work, drew to the surface, by sounding, what amounted 
to a comjilete sample of the bed, from the composition 
of which, and from a study of the animals it contaitied, 
they could plot their exact position. The navics-to-be of 
the West knew nothing of such practices. As a result 
of employing a Moslem pilot on his journey to the 
Indies, Vasco da Gama bequeathed to Portugal weeds, 
and corals, and shells which, after an interval of four 
thousand years, seem to repeat the motifs of Minoan 
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ait, -phi an Indian flavour, but minus the experience 
which a diver gains. Thu Knights of Christ might be 
great sailors, but they knew nothing of the sea's deep 
places. More trawl-lines than octopuses hang in the 
windows of Thomar, and such shells as there are were 
mostly picked up on the beach. 

Atlantic navigation was bom. 1 am not at all sure 
whether It has ever been made sufficiently clear how 
much this dilTered from the sailing of the Mediter¬ 
ranean which preceded it. It bred human character, it 
made demands on men which no longer had anything 
in common with the Aegean, Ionian and Phoenician 
tradition. Swimming and diving were excluded from 
it. Those activities ceased to matter on voyages so long 
that, for weeks together, ships were out of sight of 
laud. The coasting trips of traders had given place to 
vast expeditions undertaken by adventurers. Character 
was what mattered, not intelligence, and the operations 
were more in the nature of raids, rasizias, like those of 
Spain upon the New World. Gone was the civilization 
which had sought strength and inspiration in the very 
bosom of the sea. 

I have done my best to draw up, as honestly as 
possible, the balance-sheet of the sea, If 1 have refrained 
from putting to its credit virtues which may be debat¬ 
able, I have felt myself In duty bound to recognize 
ffie mark it set on the sensibility of nations and of 
individuals. 

The ancient world achieved the conquest of the sea, 
of its depths as well as its surface. The gains were 
enormous and various. There is symbolical significance 
in the fact that we have not yet succeeded in 
deciphering the writing incised by the Cretans, four 
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thousand years ago, on tablets of clay in the form of 
flat fish. Two secrets were lost at one and the same 
time. ‘Those who could not swim and those who could 
not read were objects of equal mockery in Greece’, 
writes Monsieur Charles Picard. That is the formula 
of a human situation which is entirely foreign to 
Western Europe no matter how loudly it may claim 
to have harvested the heritage of the past. Paul 
Perdrizet spoke of the ‘superb feeling expressed by 
Greek art for the sea’s majesty’. That feeling is alien 
to us. We have barely got beyond the stage of 
shrimping-nets and paintings on seashells. We have 
not yet entered into possession of the world of the deep. 
We may have introduced beneath the surface a few 
men equipped with rubber suits, or imprisoned in 
blind submarine craft, but that does not mean that we 
have made our own an element which the ancients were 
already on the way to annexing. 

As to the sailor—^who occupies a relatively small 
space in our modern life—he is now no more than a 
mechanic whose soul and spirit is but distantly 
engaged. It is difficult to see what he gains from 
floating in a steel hulk with his eyes on a pressure 
gauge, and the head-phones of a radio clamped to his 
ears. The water is more strange to him than the sky, 
less familiar than the ether. 

We should not overmuch count on him to bring 
safely into port those intellectual and technical 
treasures, the combination of which, born of the sea, 
once made up the gift of civilization. 

‘A sailor who never dives,’ J. Y. Cousteau has said, 
‘is like the driver of a motor-bus who passes the Louvre 
twenty times a day, but has never been inside the 
Museum.’ True enough. But that word ‘Museum’ 
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gives me an uncomfortable feeling. It has so little in 
common with the promise of the sea. It is not so much 
our past as our future that we must look for there, 
if we are to be true to the message of humanity which 
reaches us from three, from fovir, thousand years ago. 
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CONCLUSION 

THE STAKE 

Life in the bosom of the waters remains linked with the memory of 

lost happiness. Charles Mauron. 

Does diving help understanding? When it comes 
to the writing of the History of Man does one 

see with a clearer vision in the sea than on the land? 
That is the supreme question with which this book has 
been concerned. Some may think that I have had 
recourse to a pretty solid slab of erudition before 
coming to grips with it. No matter. The essential 
thing, from my point of view, has been to concentrate 
the reader’s attention on marine perspectives. My 
especial hope has been to convince him that an activity 
which is considered praiseworthy in the case of a 
biologist like Professor Drach, might seem to be no 
less so in that of those who profess the ‘humane 
sciences’. For it is more difficult to evoke the past than 
to observe life. Those who would give themselves every 
possible chance in that task of conjectural reconstruc¬ 
tion might do well to enlist the resources which psycho¬ 
logy and sensibility can give them, especially of those 
that have become foreign to us. In the periods of 
antiquity millions of men established a tight knot of 
association between themselves and the great sea 
depths. That knot we have allowed to go slack. It 
seems to be obvious that our understanding of distant 
ages must depend upon the degree to which historians 
are familiar with the sea. Navigation in the ancient 
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world was only very faintly connected with what we, 
to-day, call by the same naine,^ 

How is It possible to understand Glaucus, Theseus, 
the frescoes of Knossos, the octopuses on the golden 
cup of Midca, if we confine ourselves to the surface, 
and cannot, by personal experience, measure the 
importance of discovering the depths? 

Who would dream of discussing Italian painting 
without evoking the Umbrian scone and the light of 

X Venice? If we seek to discuss Crete, and even classical 
Greece, it is essential that wc realize the harmony that 
once e^risted, in both places, between human sensibility 
and the sea—right down to its bed. The subject is well 
worth the expenditure of much labour. It is not only 
art tliat Is in question, but that capital, that investment, 
of humanity which we have not yet exhausted. 

Is that all? Far from it. 
Familiarity with the great waters helps the under^ 

standing because it provides one of the keys which un¬ 
lock the door of the unconscious. Let me give an 
example, drawn from my own experience, of what I 
mean. Once again It is an account of one particular dive. 
For years now 1, like many others, have been trying to 
define what that special, that very precious, apped Is 
that the Mediteiratican cm have for our sensibility. 
Gide had that in mind when, in the course of a sea¬ 
crossing, he noted down in his yourtta!^ ‘overwhelming 
impression It was this glory that I found, ten 
fathoms down, more radiant there by far in the water, 

1 Tim h^ldi imt JilBE U much al^ lUvigitian au The U <iT expkiia-^ 

Utjti beoifJth Ll NtJ lil^tairi^il^ w i^Jir lu I Am huts ever itieriilioiied a 

wind which bdowi ia kxq» the wad can cixu to-duy 
wafi a vumtl of Ei^iuni ioiLaa^ Frcm the CydadcA tq Akixadria in 
eiulilh-fiunu lt ilw And uloiic to cipbi n ttw rtlati<>Tk4 
cxulii3j[ between Crele And £fypt In the girat agci. 
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caught in a cage of ciTStal, than ever it could he beneath 
the &ky. 

It was at La Mouliniferc, a submerged shelf off Le 
Brusc. Lying there at anchor, we were rolling badly 
on a deceptively blue sea. We hurried into our divingn^ 
gear and, once under the surface, came on the delight 
of utter stillness. We dived, and found ourselves in a 
world of sun and water imprisoned in a mirror. 
Thousands of spear points thrust down through a 
density of sea unmoved by any wave. They were not 
arrows, and not golden, but seemed like silver threads 
obliquely stretched. 

Wc slid down the gleaming rays to their very source, 
ten fathoms deep: an upside-aown sun lay there on the 
bottom. All its beams spread like a fan from a central 
point—the furthest zone of submerged shadow. But 
when, instinctively seeking one another's company, we 
got there, we found nothing but a rock drowned in 
blue night from which, now, the spears of light drove 
up above our heads. 

There is in the Louvre a picture by Claude Lorrain 
called Ckopatra 4/ Tarsus. Take a good 
look at it. Dazzling sunlight suffuses a conventional 
classic landscape, overwhelming it, crushing it. In the 
foreground the vertical masts of a ship serve but to 
give full value to the radiant glory which fills the sky. 
Not fire, not arrows, shot fern the empyrean, but 
thousands of rays. We have but to turn that picture 
upside down, to set foot for a moment on that baked 
and swarthy shore, to plunge into a sky which has 
become water. At once we find ourselves diving 
towards ihc imprisoned sun. 

Elsewhere than in the water, too, we can silently 
force an entry into a solidified universe. We can do it 
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by visiting the scene in which the Virgin of the Rocks is 
seated, or by wandering among the peaks where the 
Gioconda smiles. That blue light, those tom and jagged 
cliflFs belong far more to the world that lies beneath the 
sea than to any of our upper air. I have seen it at Cap 
Brun at ten fathoms. As to the landscape in which The 
Virgin, the Infant Jesus, and Saint Anne have been 
pursuing their mystic colloquy for four hundred years, 
I know it, too. I visited it once somewhere off the 
peninsula of L^oube. 

But what, you may ask, does all this amount to? 
Does it mean that Leonardo da Vinci practised the art 
of diving? It may be that he did. With such a man all 
things are possible.^ What matters here, however, is 
the choice that Leonardo made. When he needed a 
setting wholly compact of poetry, a scene suited to a 
presentation of the spiritual at its highest degree of 
perfection, he elected to borrow it from the sea. 

There are in Chinese painting just such landscapes 
of fantasy. They belong beneath the water. There 
would seem, indeed, to be a close relationship, always 
on the verge of spontaneous expression, between 
human poetry and the deep sea. Man’s spirit, especially 
when it works unfettered, floats among visions of sea 
things. It is visions of the sea that waking dreamers 
build, who have never seen it with their bodily eyes. 

Here, taken from among many others, is a waking 
dream for which I am indebted to a psychiatrist, Robert 
Desoille.^ 

‘The dream begins with a feeling in the dreamer that 

^ The more so since his biographers assure us that he invented a machine 
to enable men to breathe under water, just as he invented another by means 
of which they could fly in the air. 

* R. Desoille, Le rtve i<ueilU at psychothirapie, 
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she is descending into ocean caverns. Lydia is conscious 
of an extremely rapid plunge downwards between walls 
which, at first, are metallic blue, turning, later, to a 
subtle shade of green. After a while she sees a golden 
light, and says: “I seem to be submerged in a luminous 
vibration. It is a light which has lain, through all the 
ages, condensed just there, in union with the sun, but 
in a great depth of water. . . Reading that, I am 
reminded of my own impression when I dived at La 
Moulini^re. 

It seems, therefore, that between the inner secrecies 
of the sea and those of the human spirit there is a 
mysterious harmony which finds expression in art and 
in dreams. Is that sense of harmony a heritage from our 
aquatic ancestors.? If, as Jung holds, consciousness is a 
relatively late offshoot of the unconscious mind, may 
it not find delight in rediscovering a world in which it 
has been a wanderer for thousands of years? The 
happiness we find in the sea, the joy with which 
Leonardo da Vinci painted those drowned scenes, the 
waking dream of the troubled Lydia, all these things 
may, perhaps, have a close connexion with the annelids, 
the molluscs, the marine vertebrates which are the 
distant forebears of our race. Ceaselessly each human 
embryo re-forms in its own body the useless gills which 
wither as it grows older, the kidney of the lamprey, the 
fish’s heart. If that can happen, why should not the 
mind of man conjure up, in his moments of liberation, 
images of fluid movement, of an element in which to 
speed, in which to hang suspended . . . the herit¬ 
age which has come to him less from the sky than 
from the sea, which, in him, is not so much the mark 
of an angel as that of the fish that once he was? . . . 
perhaps. 
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That is why susceptibility to the influences of the 
sea is not the worst equipment one can have for the 
writing of history. From the Cretan potters to Claude 
Lorrain those influences have characterized the golden 
ages of the Mediterranean and have been closely knit 
with ways of thinking, living and praying which the 
land cannot provide. 

T will stop you from being the sea’s lover!’ cried a 
genuine chip-of-the-old-block Spartan to an Athenian 
admiral. In those words we hear the snarl of the lands¬ 
man, and in it a confession of humiliation. One does 
not talk like that unless one is conscious in one’s own 
heart of a bitterness which comes with the realization 
that, no matter what one may do, one cannot belong 
to a race of seafarers. It is the cry of the disappointed 
lover: ‘If I can’t have you, then nobody shall!’—the 
commonplace of all crimes of passion, the small-change 
of all newspaper paragraphs. Why.? Because the sea 
influences peoples only through the halfway house of 
the individual heart. Before ever it can be the secret of 
social equilibrium or economic liberalism, it must first 
and foremost point the way to the joy of life. 

For five centuries the ravaged West did not have a 
mistress, but only masters. It dragged out a wretched 
existence, and when at last it emerged from the dark 
night of History, the link which it renewed once more 
with the sea was that of the landsman, a love which did 
not go below the surface. 

And yet we can scarcely say that our life is linked 
with the land. A layer of solid comfort, an acquired 
habit of using blind tools, has cut us off from the 
external world. Only by means of machines can we 
make contact with the four elements: with tractors we 
plough the earth, in aeroplanes we explore the air, and 
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fire we confine in boilers. A steel hull, the sides of a 
ship which is as high as a wall, separate us from 
the life of the sea. Man and the world have been 
divorced. 

Life is no longer difficult. Nevertheless, we feel it to 
be threatened, and there is nothing much we can do 
about it. We are the beneficiaries of an enormous, of a 
fragile ‘Meccano’. Meccano and fragility are but a 
century old—the century of Progress. Happy those 
men of the Palaeolithic Age who gained a soul in the. 
struggle to live, by learning endurance, courage, moral 
strength, the power to observe, logic and faith. We, 
the heirs of all the ages, are nothing but lazy humbugs, 
men who are content to tinker with life and to forget 
its essentials. And so it has come about that, in a world 
rationalized Tto' the last inch, chance plays a greater 
part than ever before—the chances of social life, the 
chances of family life, the chances of education, the 
chances of human relations—^the chances of a falling 
bomb. 

Of the four elements, one at least, water, can be 
incorporated once again in the human adventure. 
There was a time long ago when it was a great dis¬ 
covery. Has it lost its virtue.^ Is there nothing of value 
to be learned from that past the relics and fragments of 
which I have been so busily stirring? 

For me the stake of this sea-victory is no less than 
twentieth-century Man, a creature so richly equipped 
with tools, yet so confused, so fragile. In the deep 
places of the waters he can find a rehige. 

The sea, in its best moments, can offer more of 
peace than any land. Without fuss, now, or any mighty 
preparations, we can go down into it, and there enjoy 
such tranquil hours as come to the suburban house- 
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holder in his garden, with gorgonians for rose-trees, 
and bream for birds. The blue serenity of mornings in 
the He de France wraps the diver as he hangs motion¬ 
less. ... It is my belief that we may come to love the 
sea as in the past we never loved the air, the sky, the 
clouds, and the light of dawn and dusk. 

This dwelling in a gleaming crystal, this bath of 
silence into which our bodies slide, has the power to 
relax us utterly, flesh, heart and mind. Peace reaches 
to us through our envelope of skin, our landsman’s 
covering. In a moment we move from one world to 
another, and, greatest of all blessings, we can take our 
universe with us and bathe it in the blue light which is 
the most efficient of all cleansing preparations. 

Already, up there on the siu'face, the sceptics, the 
cavillers, the fanatics, are busy commenting, each in 
his own way, upon the great adventure. ‘Just another 
form of snobbery,’ say some; ‘a literary affectation’, ‘a 
new sport’—and others, ‘a revelation’. Maybe it is still 
too soon to say exactly what it is. 

All that I know most certainly of the matter I will 
try to tell. By breaking through the mirror we win 
back to that world of childhood, that world of the 
cradle, which once we knew. In an unknown universe, 
among sand and rocks and floating creatures, we, 
floating too, in a medium eight hundred times heavier 
than air, must learn to live a second life. It is a challenge 
to which the human spirit cannot remain indifferent. 
From the world of waters we must wrest our sea 
personality, as from the world of earth the child must 
wrest his human one. What wealth—or what perils— 
lie in wait for us? As yet I do not know. 

And of what use is all this to us to-day? 
What shall it profit a man that he shall find again the 
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pathway of the deep? What shall it profit him to he a 
diver, unless it be that there, as elsewhere, he may seek 
the proper balance of his humati state? 

Some may chink that I have travelled far from my 
starting-point. But on this journey through the realms 
of archaeology and sea I have remained ever faithful to 
Man-—as was my purpose. 

And now, just one word more, of endinjg and of self¬ 
excuse. I have left the deep waters behind me. The 
only part left for me now to play is that of the demon¬ 
strator with the magic lantern, of an impresario of 
the sea, playing with adjectives. 

T have been treating of a miracle through the 
medium of books and quotations, with much citing of 
Greek and Latin, just as one of Mollere’s doctors 
might have done. But is that my fault? 1 was blamed, 
In the politest possible way, on a former occasion, for 
having quoted rather too frequently from Paul Valiry, 
for having called all the world of poetry to my rescue. 
I did that because I needed help. There are people who, 
when they travel, carry all the great authors wiA them: 
Lamartine when they go to the East, Stendhal when, 
they go to Italy. I en^y those who can draw from them¬ 
selves all that they need, like those Neapolitan shep¬ 
herd boys who end up as operatic tenors. But this 
'adventure' of mine is not a matter of singing: rather 
is it a story of deaf-mutes. Deaf-mutes, when they 
address those who are ignorant of their language, take 
refoge in a terrible pantomime, a frightful serjuence of 
signs and grimaces. I have been reduced to just such 
a necessity on emerging from my 'land of silence’—- 
have been forced to transcribe laboriously a strange 
reality, have had to employ images borrowed from the 
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poets, and subtle or fantastic analogies. This I have 
done because I wanted desperately to be honest, and 
not to falsify a world which is not yet a place of 
common knowledge. Future generations, no doubt, 
will smile at my efforts. By that time the world of the 
waters will be a familiar experience. But a beginning 
had to be made somewhere. The fact remains that all 
these artifices are apt to land one in the grand style, so 
that one catches oneself in the act of phrase-making, 
like those who, when talking to foreigners, suddenly 
realize that, while trying to make themselves under¬ 
stood, they have been guilty of shouting. That, I am 
afraid, is one of the inescapable laws of the literary 
calling. 

Let me say, too, that when one is diving, the past 
weighs heavy, sometimes, on one’s hands. The effort to 
lift stones underwater means that one has to scrape 
one’s belly on the bottom. The mud rises all around: 
the sky loses its brightness: the mind falls a prey to a 
form of excitement which is not good. It is well that 
divers should be set on their guard against vanity— 
which is the commonest characteristic of the amateur 
archaeologist. One must be cautious in one’s use of 
books lest the sea be darkened by too much 
ink. Not that I would wish to play traitor to my 
arsenal of weapons, that higgledy-piggledy of bric- 
k-brac from museums and junk-shops, musty as a 
sacristy for the service of dead gods: cults destroyed 
by molluscs, fragments of pottery where serpulids 
flourish: words floating beneath the surface which 
must be brought back to life again like half- 
drowned men—the Yonaka of the Tamils, the 
puzzle of Tauroentum, Ceyreste and its lyre. I long 
to be alone once more in the sea, the empty sea, 
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for irom the wncrcte blocks that look like gigantic 
pieces of nougat, unhaunted bj* phantoms, and not 
beset bjf Aeginetan pots nor any amphorae: alone 
in the empty sea whose riches bring me satlsfoction 
absolute. 

Paris-Toulon, 1951-52. 
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Appendix A 

VARIATIONS IN THE MEAN SEA-LEVEL 

Thi$ h a qtiesrio^n of direct concern to all ardiaeologista. At 
the beginning of the present century Dechclcttc; ajid C4uniUe 
Jullian ConsulEtd a number of specmlisCs in oceanogrttphy. The 
view most widely accepted at cliit time wa$ that, in the hujEoric 
period, there had been no variation in the mean sca-Jevd, but 
only local modiRcations determined by Uie conrornmtion of the 
coastline. 

Recent anchaeologica! investigations, however^ in the eastern 
Mediterranean^ and more espeelidly tliosc carried out in Syria 
by R. P. Poldeburd and M. SchaeSerr have once more drawn 
the anention of workers in the field to this ptoblcTn. 

Dr. Contenau, in his book on the Phoenician dvilizution, 
it as Ills opinion that \ . . to the arguments gcneiralJy 

advanced to prove the imporiance of the Aegean to the culntrcs 
of the andent worlds can now be added me iact that many 
harbours were construefed which were later dfstroyed as the 
rc5ult^ either of invasions, or of natumi catadysnis. Such was the 
fate of die Aegean pit of Pharos in Egypt, and also of many 
harbours now submerged in consequence of a rise in the kviJ 
of the Mediterranean in historic timos, of PJialaairiia, for 
instance, on the west coast of Crete (quay^ ^ ® bdow 
the present levelj, and of Nauplia^ near Argos (6 feer). It would 
seem that the AegeanS buih a whole series of harbours at a time 
when the level was some 7^ feet bebw that of the sea as we 
know it ro-day> The riM: musit have occurred suddenly at Some 
rime towards cIicl end of the Bronze Age/ 

Dr. Contenau quotes in support of his opinion a book 
by A. Souleyre—LeS mvMtiJn: m^rms df h piaine di BSne^ 

^ T biivr not myself coEiEulud rhu publieidviir But 1 havr: found m Emin 
Murec't p, ri^ the fclkwing pasaagK 'Eic^vaiiozu his-c reveakd 
LleUc matcriid dating baidE w ihii dutwit perlud cawpt the fuujidatkiiii of a 



—maintain; that Rstt tlcnial docs nathing to solve 
the question. It mmt be examined afrc^di.' 

The problem is one of the highest importanee to undcT^ea 
On m solution depend smy hopes we may liave 

of (inding liarhnurs and port instalktions beneath the Surface^ 
I can give no view about this ‘sudden rise of the level\ A 

submarine geok^ical survey might discover traecaon the coastal 
face oftJie continental bn^znaas, and we may llnd eursclves in 
possession of the necssary evidence. 

What we do kn^ow with absolute certainty is that rhe level, 
both of the Mediterranean and of the Atlajitic, lias constantly 
rj^en since ronnd about in which year the litst observatJonS 
were made. If we ignore all purely seawnal variadonSi we find 
that th? ri$e works out at an average of considerably iimlcr 
half an inch every ten years for the Mediterranean, and slightly 
more than three-quarters of an inch for the European Coastline 
of the AllaiitJc. If this movement was as continuous in the puist 
aa It has shown itsdf to be dunng the sixty years since 1690, 
that would fully account for the submersion of all the Aegean 
harbours now lying between eighccen and 51X: and a half feer 
below the sur&ec. (Tt is extremely difficult to establish venical 
riiuasurcTnents in water. How those in question were calculated 
I do not knoWj nor what underwater base was biken. If it 
turns Oct to Iiave been masses of sunken masonry belonging to 
quays, these should most certainly be inspcctEd*) 

But w:l5 the rise as now established for the mexfem period 
the same in the pm? Yea, say die specialists, and support their 
3.|scn]0tl by reference to the cause^ wJiich has not varied^ This 
ri^ in the sca-Ici'el, according to them, w2ua due to the melting 
of the Polar >^nd the Alpine ice-raps. During one of die intcr-^ 
glacial periods masses of ice which had accumulated at certain 
points of the globe slowly dissolved, thereby increasing the 
volume of water in the oceans. 

mauiv« w-nJI. appirnsnily cydnpwaii* points wtiM levd ^euis ia bavt 
betn dkifent from whai it » nw, TKi* confiMn^ ibc raiftcncH Kid impor- 

owiUatery moTiemiflti in tlic McdiKmiitaii initrbr w 
tne ChnkUKi: era. 
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Certain locoJ condiuo^i$ disguised xhm phenc>menon. 
Thu$^ the SGmdjnHT.vijin PensnsuLij which Sitnk bj' siomctliing 
like two thousand fci:t in tJu; course of the Ust Ice Age^ ten 
tliouiiand years ago, under the weight then imposed upon it^ 
Started to rise again as soon as the ice melted. At the preseni 
rime ir shows a rise of fifteen hundred fect^ seven hundred and 
fifty of diem before the end of the ice Age, and a further seven 
hundred and fifty since. The land-level now rises at the rate of 
rhree feet in a hundred yeans. HeiBkanen showed in 1939* 
basing his calculation on anomalies hi weighty that thi$ Hie 
must continue for another $ix hundred feet before a state of 
equilibrium will have been reached* Bur die feet tliat the 
Scandinavian movement has been constant j usd lies us in 
assuming that the rise jn die sea-level was continuous in andent 
daySj tfi that istosay^ the expbnation pur forward by the sci entists 
is COtTCCt. 

Ic is, however, only fair to mention an altermtive theory 
suggested by an engineerj Jules Lcgrand, who Jiaa taken a 
great in terra t in tllcsc quustlomL Atxording to him, there was 

period of between 1200 and 13^ years during which the 
level of the sea remained smric\ This he attributes to ‘the 
delaying action produced by the viscous fluid lying bcncadi the 
solid crus-tof the globe/ 

The question, in this case, is closely connected with ter¬ 
restrial physics, a sdence which depends upon gravimetry and is 
far removed from archaeology. But, having touched upon it, 
to however iuiuill an extent, 1 do feel that this matter of the 
MeditertimearL level IS one which archaeology cannot ncgl^t. 
All we need to know h whether the variation was continuous 
or cyclical, and what was its tausic. 

It may well be thiit archaeology will provide terrestrial 
phpjcs with just the proof it needs, if, that is, it can produce a 
sudldent number of accurately dated monuments, die evidence 
of which cannot be open to doubt. 

Monsieur Jean Lcgraiid maintained that a definite argument 
could be established from the eicnninadon of certain buildings 
constructed on the coast, A study of the archives kept in the 



Direction dcs Travaux du GtSnic de Marseille has shown, it 
seems, that tiic square rawer uf the Fort Satnr-Jean, the 
faundations of whitii now lie m six feet of water^ wa$ 
DfiginaHj builc OH a site above sea-Ieveh and without rhe 
ysc of caliiSDn^ A similar condition mighc be found to exist 
m the case of Fncr Saint-Louis at Toulon* Deductions of 
diiR type are always dclicarej and a great number of inscinces 
■will have to be collected before any defiiiiite condusion 
be drawn. 

The^ evidence at Fos and Olbia is not wholly conclusiv'e. 
A rise in the water-level, if it could be proved, would of course 
explain liow it comes about tliat, in both places, the archaeologists 
have found part of the constructions submerged, 'I'his may, 
however, be due to landslides^ which would not necessarily 
imply any change in the le^-el of the sea. On the other hand, 
these ancient buildings may from the very first have been erioctcd 
on underwater foundation^ or on foundations which lay very 
close to the v^^ater's edge* 

Finally we know that in T946> at Mafseillc, the remains nf 
the Greek harbour;^ dating from the Sixth century u.c. were 
brought to li^t. According to die hydrographical engineers, we 
could conduce fbanv this face rhat the level of die Mediterranean 
has not varied a fall in 2600 ycars,^ 

It becomes dear how fragile, and sometimes how contra- 
dictoryj are the facts at o^ir disposal in the realms both of 
cKeanography and archaeology* It does not follow^ however, 
that the problem is insoluble, or that shall be forced to 
abandon it. I think, on the contrary, that those who are looking 
for a ^ilutTon would be well advbed to collect observations of 
many dificrent kinds which might* in the long run* lead to the 
truth in this parriculaT field of researchn 

wliik rtntfnibpTiig that, in Monaicr L. Caveux 
WiiciTO ihtl lie Cauli] Jrmv? tb: mbillly of ilje MpJi'wrfa n#an level duijd^ 
tbc hiiimic pwii^ from the erldenw brought to l%ht hy hi* eMinuintiDn of 
u Mtient qwy m the poH of JVTot, See L. Cewn, Am,. Gftfg., XV|. 1907, 

W»T* J9X+, p- 583, icrcfTod do by Mcuisieiir 
Herobei, VHtmmi it la Cite, p. ^9, ^ 
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Ssmi EiMap-aphical 

Silvio Polo: // pr^grissi^^ jsuiTsini^ dfl livilJs dal Jtdar 

GcoJisico/rries^e, ^94^), which 
will be found a graph showing the Mcdiiernmean level 
over the past fifty years as estahlished at twenry-nine 
sdcctcd points. 

LectvilEj delivered by Dr. W. HeisJcanen^ on the Aiiomali^s 
of Weight (6rh March 1950)- 

Ch. Aodsqcau Bkq: Lar iern^ du mird du dti£^ ^gyp^ifff, 
mcEinulrcs et coniptes rendus dcs tmvaux de b Scxiictd dcs. 

Ingi^oieurs Civils de France (BuUedn Nov--Dec. 1925, 
Nos J r and pp. 777-83+)- 

B. GuTSHUGJto: ^Cllatigea in S(:a-Lcver (Bidlittn af tkf Getf- 

h^cal Shitty iff May tg+i, VoJ. S2^pp. 731-72.J* 

j£A>r Leghand; N^&u^flljes dartfitei fi?ur P^tudt de la ph-tffdkiiP^ 

compres rendiis dcs Siranc^ de FAcad^mie de$ ScienCeSj 
i6tli September 193S' 

da WtIUtims du ttiviati marm misym &tmufl d Brat^ 
Id. session of i6ih March 1936^ 

Ciiiisfs da osd/Iiiiiffrjs d^ pirisdi da ninf^ipt m^yim 

nmui/s d Brat it sur fa iita di /a mrr du Id. 
session of i+rh November 1938. 

PfoiiVii/iJ prfuvis du rSli di r/chisuffimint prsgrasif di /a 

miT dam raffsisscminl appartTit dts cS/n ifpfinfrisn^Ui df 

/*£i^rflp4 Id. session of Hth April 194Q. 
Utiiisathn da anhiva tahtiqua pour d/a/ir BumpJkudi 

d^osallnttffru oTtrirwia du nruma m^ytn di la mrr sut /a 
cSta di la Francis a paper which had not yet been rcadi 
when I wrote this book, to a meeting of the Academic, 
but which the author very kindly let me see* 

The average mon thly and anriLial levebat Brnt and MaTscillc 
have been published up to 1936 inclusive in the iicicjitific 
publication No* S of the Association d 'Oe^anographie physique 
de r Union g^nd&ique et geophyniquc intcmitionaJ^ 
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Appendix B 

AMPHORAE 

In view of the great number of amphorae which still remain 
to be found, varying widely in shape and in degree of antiquity, 
the reader may, perhaps, welcome some observations of a 
general nature on the subject of these very ancient receptacles 
which Monsieur Albert Grenier includes among ‘marine 
sto^es^^ 

Jars made of baked clay are among the commonest form of 
container used in the Mediterranean area* They date back a 
very long way, and representations of them have been found 
even on the cylindrical seals of the proto-Elamite period.^ The 
Minoans used them for storing liquids, such as wine and oilj 
and also fish preserved in brine, vegetables and even cereals. 
We are justified in drawing a distinction between the large-sized 
jars employed as permanent fixtures in shops—the dolia of the 
Romans, and the smaller amphorae used for purposes of trans¬ 
portation. The dolia were flat-bottomed and without handles. 
The amphorae had looped handies and tapered to a point which 
enabled them to be thrust into the earth. In the Roman period 
the dolium was designed to hold 20 amphoraecull€m=S^% 
litres. The amphora-unit of measurement was the ancient 
qnadranial^%o 25.79 litres. 

The prize awarded to the victor at the Panathenaic Games 
was an amphora of fine oil, and it is possible that the wide diffu¬ 
sion of this form of container throughout the Mediterranean 
area originally derived from this fact. ‘The winners of horse¬ 
races and gymnastic contests were presented with Panathenaic 

^ Albert Grenier, Mmml galh-rommm^ Vol. II, p. ^00 
€t seq. See too Dku d€% Ant. under ‘Amphora’. 

2 CL^ment Huart and L. Delaporte, Ulmn antique^ p. 9a. 
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amphoric, each one of which held KgTuAji4 f3+S6 pinrs) of 
predous olL Thc^ ainphoraCj whether full or empty, were 
much treasured by collector? aU over the McditertaiiearL^^ 

The interest attaching to the ^-ery brge number of amphorae 
found in G^uh Africa and at the bottom of tlie Skca lies in the 
fact that they provide us with chronological data, whether by 
reason of the marks which appear on them or of the evolution of 
their shapes^ Since, tno, it Jias hecji found posaihk to atrribute 
certain typisi to the Carriage of wine during the Roman perindj 
while others seem to have been reserved tor oil, we can draw 
from them important evidence bearing on the economic life 
of antiEjuity. But axijitliing like a comprchcniivi: survey pn die^ 
linos is stiU only in its early stages. 

The first clasification of amphora-sllapcs was made by the 
GcriJULn archaooIogisE DresseL He drew up a chart on which 
each separate model was numbered, and this cornpibiion of 
numerals is srill used for identifying the dilFerenr types. 

This dassification, however, stands in nood of a good deal of 
tevibion. Monsieur I^gar P^b'chcE has been able to study in tlic 
Nyon Museum (SwitzerlandJ, of which he is the Direcior, a 
collection of amphorae of xnany diferent shapes, and a result 
of his researches has added three additional types lo the forty- 
five already described by Dre^L^ He has also pointed out that 
Dressers classification is by no means entirely satisfectory ffom 
the point of view of dirDmlogy. ^Fur instance, Typi: ao, known 
to have been in esdsience in the last century B-c., persisted aB 
through the Roman period.' 

A$ I myself have had occasion to notice, certain types which 
were long in umc underwent some slight modificatioii, c^icdaJly 

i Gh Cbtc. VoJ. ir, p. 4^4. 
■ E. ‘A pn?p«i dci 4imphom luiiuiuea tnjuv.^ h NycD" 

imj£^ if VIi94&h An anick by Mamkur Th^riut 
in tlac Ke^^i Ad fEir. Jii]y-I>e., ]$5[f ihoiild abo be con- 
iuJsed. 1 vfub to cxpie» my gratiiudc to Moiitieur P^lxcbet and Moctiieiii 
Thevennt fur lufi to icprodacc armn £guru lued by thtm lo 
ilinitmtc tlusc anidta.. 
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in rhe of fhe in whidi the neck terminated. A study 
of thiB detail might prixiuce some interesting chmnologiad 
evidence. Monsieur P^ichet has compTicd a h^c chart of lip- 
forms, and this could be carried a good deal further as a result of 
recent €nds made botli uti land and in the se^F A comparison 
of the lips of amphorae from Alben^ and Anthdor ^uld. be 
extremely instnicrivc. In drawing up any new da^dheation, 
howcv'er, the diSerent places of origin should be taken into 
account. It is possible rhat the many ottered workshops in 

Pi£licbct^ addltiti^in Drc^IV 

which these amphorae were produced did not always show the 
same degree of evolution. 

I have said that the amphorae of Dressers type 1 found at 
Albenga and Anthdor^ Acting from the end of the Republic 
and the early yijars of tlic Empire, were for a Long time known as 
^Gallic\ for the simple reason that specimens were found in 
great nuantiEies on French soil. They are the typical form of 
wine<ontainer used in importatinns from Sicily or Campania. 
Chemical analysis has shown that the material from which they 
are nmde reveals volcanic traces from Etna and Vesuvius^^ 

The importation of tiiia type of amphora into Gate] stops 

* Colbtt in M™. ^ /d Csm, dfs Attir Af la Ci4t XVlh 
ind in Pfn Aldiia^ i^iS. 
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short in the first and second centuries a.d. The second-century 
amphorae found in Gaul, though almost equal in quantity, 

are spherical in shape. They were used for oil and not for wine, 

and came from Baetica.^ As the result of a careful study of the 
marks. Monsieur Emile Th6venot has been able to trace the 
manufacture of these amphorae to several places in the Valley 

of the Guadalquivir. Hirschfeld, the editor of the Corpus des 

Inscriptions de la Gaule, was of the opinion that there might have 
been an amphora factory at Vienne (Isere): ‘The wine from that 

district was famous in Rome from the first century onward and 
the great number of fragmental amphorae found in the capital 

would seem to indicate a considerable output of these recep¬ 
tacles.’ It is doubtful to-day whether this hypothesis can be 

maintained. Most of the sherds found at Vienne are of oil- 
containers originating in Baetica and no doubt transported to 
Narbonne by sea. Monsieur Grenier had already noted that a 

number of the marks on the Vienne amphorae have also turned 

up on the Monte Testaccio. 
On the other hand, when Gaul became an exporter of wine 

in the middle of the first century, her merchants used the tradi¬ 

tional receptacles, as is proved by the amphorae (Dressel’s 
types 2 and 3) found on the camp of the Praetorian Guard in 
Rome, all of them originating in the region of Narbonne. 

The movement of traffic had been reversed. 

It is worth pointing out that the fragments of an amphora 
found by Henri Broussard, not far from the Anth^or site, 

belong to a type having a wide opening and a thin lip (repro¬ 
duced in VAventure Sous-MannCy Plate XXVIII) fairly similar 
to DressePs type 38, though the lips diflFer. The general appear¬ 
ance, however, and the size are much the same as in the am¬ 

phorae found oflF the coast of Carthagena, in Spain, and published 

1 I should like here to draw attention to the remarkable article by Mon¬ 
sieur Th^venot, devoted to ‘Les Origines du vignoble bourguignon* in 
ArmaUs de Bourgogne, Oct.-Dec., 1951. See also the same author’s ‘L*Im¬ 
portation de produits espagnob chez les Eduens et les Lingons’ {Regime 
arch/ologique de f Est, Vol, I, fasc. 2, 1950). 
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by Monsieur Jmn J. de Jaurcgui-^ A stniEbr fragment wa.^ 
found at Fos, and published in the BiilUitit Jn Chi ^Ipin Som~ 

Marin (1948J. 
While I am $ril! concemeti wirli tile qutrstion of shapes^ I 

should like to stresa tlic uonfusioii which rtsuhed from tlu: 
clfssc rfscmblance between Dressers types 5^ 45* 44 43- ^ 
list these in the apparent order of their rclatiDnship. It is not at 
all dear whether ive have here a case of one basic type which 
was long followed by the makers—as I am inclined 10 believe— 
or of the revival of an ancient ferm. "An example of DresseFs 
type 5^ writes Momicur Grenier (^Manue/y p. 635)* been 
found at Hiakern- It muST^ therefore^ anreiite die end of the 
reign of Augustus, We know that diSs canipj which was a 
staging-post in the Valley of the Lippej wsls abandoned afrer 
the defeat of Varus in A.t>. g. Hence the grrai value of the finds 
tnade there from the point of view of clironalogy/ Ainphortie 
of this same type liavc turned up at Fos^ Xo what date should 
tlicy be assigned? Ar^ we dealing with Dressers rype 5 or 45? 
Further finds may throw light on this puzzle. 

We know very litrle about the manufaclurc of an article 
which ptiyed 50 great a part in the economic life of antiquity. 
"The ancient authors\ sa)'S Monsieur P^lichetp Verc not 
concerned to know how the amphorae were made, Objetta so 
large, and with such wide bodies, could not have been thrown 
or moulded like orher articles of pottery, 'This problem, howevtrr, 
IS not without interest. No trace has been found of the tools 
necessary for such a massive output. They must certainly iiave 
been made of tvood, but they have disppeared. An examijuition 
of the jars leads us to conclude that the work was done by handj 
and that the various parts—pomt^ body, shoulder, handles, neck 
and Lip—were constructed separately and then assembled befate 
finng. After rhej had thus been brought roughly into shape 
smcxitlnng tools and dotbs were used to impart a polished surfece, 
and to disguise the joins on the inside, 

*An examination of the big ^plierical amphome belonging to 
Type 550 foilncontaincnij suggests that another methwl was 
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sometime uscfl. The large bedf of the jar was mrsuldcd rciiind 
a core formed of a Coil or rope wrapped in dathj and when che 
nooulding process was completed^ the core could be removed by 
drawing rhe rope out through the mouth/ 

Somediingj hi condiisionj must: be said of die marks found 
on the amphorae. They are of many different Idncbr and vary 
according to type- At the base of one of the handles belonging 
1:0 a wine-jar (Dressel*s type l) from Anther. I discovErtdl a 
mark which not yet been deciphered. Such marks are aJ wap 
imprinted on the neck- This ii^ so in the case of the jars found 
at Mont Beuvray—the ancient Bibracte—at Al^ia, and especi¬ 
ally at Les fiotards (Ndits-Sainc-Gcorges), where Monsieur 
*l'h^venot found eleven markaj all on the necks of amphorae, 
three of which aje eJiact Counterparts of those uneanhed at 
Mont Beuvray/ 

'rhese marks, sttimpcd into the day while k was still soft in 
the case of the wine-containers, also appear on the sphcncal 
oil-jars, where they are o4 the handles. The marks are tJiDi«:\ 
Hometimes of the makers, sometiTnes of the proprietors of the 
vineyards or olive groves, (juite often the niaker and the 
proprietor must Jiave been one and the same person. 

Drcssel nmde a special study of the fragments from Monte 
Testacdo, at Rome, dose to the ancient port of the "^Fiben 
This mound, rather more than a hundred feet tall, and betrwoen 
nine hundred and twelve hundred in length, is entirely composed 
of amphora fragments accumulated in the course of many hun¬ 
dreds of yeai^^ All thwe which it has been found possible to date 
fell within rhe period a.d. 140 to 251, Such of rile inscriptions 
as have been dedphered furnished Dres$irl with enough material 
to fill one-half of a volume of the Csrpui of Latin inscriptions. 
It seems to have been csrablishcd dial the majurity of these 
fragments are of nil-jars sent from Baetica.^ 

In addition to the makers" marks stamped on the necks nr the 
liandlcs, the amphorae, in many cases, carried the names of the 

1 S« E. ITvEwnoc Cfl/ZifT, ig4fti tli pp. 339-301 and 330-4- 
^ R. *Ui aiupluMw du Tertaedo an tu* di 

rEcok fraxf£^e dc Rorntt Vol- LTi ^949)- 
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cofisiila m olScc in that ycar^ and this enables us tu date them 

with precblon. These are written with a bru^h dipped in Ink. 
The same method i$ used for inscribing names which are those 
cidicr of the owner or importerp Some of theni iiidicale the 
nature of the contents, followed by the name of the grower- 
Inftmnces have also been found in which the weight when 
shipped and die weight on arrival is showiip the Utter being 
sometimes preceded by the letter R with a stmlce through it, 
indicating tlmt the contents liad been checked and found correct. 
To this is also added, quite often, the signature of the slave or 
‘hand' who did the checking.^ 

At the end of the luneteeiith century an archaeologist, G. 
E, BoRsofi who explored on foot both banks of the Guadal¬ 
quivir—tiic ancient Eactifi—Tdentihcdj between ConJbva 3i[id 
Seville^ more than a hundred pottery workshops where amphorae 
were made** He collected the names of nearly three hundred 
makets- Some of these were in a big way of businirs, as is dlowll by 
the fact that one of them, Flavius Charbianus, the grandson of a 
certain Quintus Fulvit^s Rusticus, whose workshop Bonsnr found, 
was, shice hi! was Patron and PontifirK of Arva, honoured with a 
Statue* Under Septimius Severus many of these workshops were 
directly controlled by the Emperor.® It was at this time that tlic 
exportation of oil from Baetica reached a high kvcl and diat the 
sherds of the Monte Testaccio were accumukiEod. It was, in 
fact, Septimius Sevcnis who establbhed a free distribution of 
oil to the Roman people, custom whlchp In spite of certain 
vidssimdes, bsted until die days of Constantine.’ 

In Rome the oU-mcrchanta formed an Association, which was 

certainly not among the least important of such bodies, as may 
be seen from the fact that, at one moment, it had as Patron 
M+ Petronius Hnnomus, a Roman Xnight of high rank who 

^ To illeTUI^y tbc pwitw-n m the loiphurac of these lOfcripuaiUK Drcwrl 
liitHl ft Aumber ofioiaei' to which ha tha letter^ a, a, e. Thh 
dividon hat beea ^A£r;i]Iy urevpted- 

* G. Ed. lk>iu£ir, jiit E^citikn 
New York, 19^1- 

^ Fir ThouranoU fwria Fmi7U£ roTBohc PP- atfi-yo. 
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was pTOcuTdtoT c rctionibuSy prefect in charge of the Annona 
and prefect of Egypt. The Association chose as its Patron in 
Gaul another Knight, who was diffusor olearius, a shipowner 
on the Saone and Patron of the Shipownere’ Association. It is 
clear from this that commercial relationships were very com¬ 
plicated and that the names appearing on the amphorae may be 

expected to throw much light on the subject. 

The great volume of the ancient evidence of this kind makes 

study difficult. It is to be hoped that undersea archaeology, by 
renewing an interest in the amphorae, may make a more accurate 
classification possible, as well as a regrouping of all the inscrip¬ 
tions bearing on the subject. Very little work is needed to provide 
us with a system of dating which will be no less valuable for 
land archaeology than for its submarine broffier. A further 
examination of the inscriptions might well furnish the names of 
producers, shipowners and ports of lading in such numbers as 
to make it possible for us to establish a general picture of 
commerce in the ancient world. This would be as valuable for 

economic history as for the history of navigation.^ 

1 I should mention the work carried out in this field by Callender, 
‘Corbridge Amphora Stamps’ {Archaeohpa aeUatta, 1949. Published by 
the Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-Tyne). Almost all the Cor¬ 
bridge amphorae are Spanish. See too Martinez Santa Olalla, ’Las anforas 
del sur de EspaBa y sus sellos’ {Cuademot de Historia primitiva, Madrid, 

1948). 
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Appendix C 

ANCHORS 

Appanintly it was only from the seventh centiiry B,c onwards 
that ships in the Mediterranean ourlcd andiars. The earliest 
mention of an anchor occurs in Alcaeus.^ 

Anchnm in the primiti ve periods seem co have been of scone^ 
A docament Jadng^ from tlic: ^ennd rentury contains a 
CLirious passage bearing on the subject. 1 refer to the F/ripfm 
Marh the Report of an Inspection carried out by 
Arrian, the Imperial Le^te of Gippadocia^ and submitted by 
him to Hadrian. In it he states that at the mouth of the River 
PhasJs^ in the Black Sea, he saw the statue of a goddess: 

Tn this place/ he goes on, ‘one of the anchors of the ship 
h exliibited. But, since it is of iron, my own opinion is that 

it c^mnot be ancient.... Very old fragments of another anchor, 
this rime of stone, are also on view, and these, it seems to me, 
are more likely co be the remnants of the anchor of the 

Homer speaks of a pierced atone Aifos), hut 
whether this was an anchor or one of the stones of a c|uay with 
a hole in it we do not know, Poidebard found in the isl^d of 
Saida, and in that of Rouadj hok~a made in the rock, the obvious 
use of which vm the making last of ships" eabh-s. Talking of 
these, be employs the Homeric term Tpiji-d^ 1 myself 
found on thesca-bed off Chcrchel a pie red stone, a photograph 
of which appears in this book. It la identical in appearance with 
5ton^ found by Dr, Ch^nevfc in. Greece which liave been 
dassiRed as ‘sockets in which masts were stepped/ It seems to 
my to be a matter of extreme dJdieulty to date finds of this kind 
with any degree of accuracy. 'l"he objeuta concerned are what 
tile Proven^ fisher-^folk call m^uifUM ur mooring-biocks. 
These have a long tradition behind them in the Mediterranean^ 

^ Fr. it Bc^k. Sk Ckft2; Hist, 1., p. 0.14^ m, i|p 
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There is* however, no proof that the examples known to ua are, 
in fact, andcnr, 

Jh N- Svomncas^ dislingvishf^ between two different of 
atone anchor. He writes: primitive anchors were of stone 

in the shape of a pyramid (^atrvXos), either 
pierced at the top, or with handles, for the attachment of the 
cahlc." These stones were also known as euvof, as opposed co the 
anchor proper* ayimpa^ 

Leaden anchors have been stadied by Moll and by Dr* 
Magoin There seems to be no doubt at ail tliat the pan of the 
anchors in our possession fs+ in every case^ the stocL^ One of 

them was founds still m situ m the mud of Lake Nemi.^ It 
consisted of a wooden shank* some 16^ feet long, lerminating 

in a leaden Stock of the now Bmiliaf pattern * 
Here b a Hsr of rhe andent stodb found in the Mediter¬ 

ranean* If is almost Certainly incomplete* Thrsc objects are of 
interest only by reason of che marks or inscriptions which rhey 
bear. An aitalysis of rhe lead might furnish us with evidence 
about the deposits worked iii the andent world* 

AiartigueTf Verdon Quarter** October 1875. Lengthy a 
trifle over 6 feet. Weighr, approximately 650 lb. 

C&rry-if-Ro$i^t, 188S [Borfly Mu^um* Marsdlltj, 
Length* just over 6 feet. 

1909 and 1911, Two aneliora now in the Tunis 
Museum. Length* 6^ and fecL 

^949* Two anchois* one with the G-S..S-, the 
other in the Toulon Museum^ A fifth andior, the heaviest 

1 J. N. Sramnoi* "Stylidcs, ancr» Wm*, ticJ" ^ottmal Inifr, ^ 
NopXVl, i^i^pp. itoy _ ^ , 
' CedJ Toftp m an irtidt—JVaSrW—cnninhutEd lo iba Dimottnaire m 

IV, p. 37, n, ip coTicludei thae xht kadee object conititiitia ib* 

anni. M^i^n*on II^ other banEi^ Rrvu^ Ilj isot and 
Fmlincr* Cittaiagut Aanfiit^j grtcqaei r/ nmah^J In tbfi Maanlk 
Mmeum, k nj the _ 

^ Sec tiic photEjgTSptu pnbliibcd by Guidn UccHi in If Mrwr m Mwt, 
pp. 11 Ip 243+ 

i S« a cate over live aignainic in the iibniry pf ihe Mtia^e di: la 

hWluc. 
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of tJitr group^ had ro Ke kfi at tJur hottom. Its length woiiIJ 
Appear to bo bctwEcrt 1 r | and 15 feet, 

Cart/itigcna^ ^9^5- Two ajichors now in the Carthagcna 
Museum, one of them j ust over 5 feetj the other just over 3^ 
in lengdi. Severs! other examples havo been found in the 
same coa$tal regian, near Cape PaJoS* One of dicsc, over 
6i feer long, weighed uver 15?'^ 

SeveraJ carried inscriptionSj same qf them in Greek* 
addressed lo Zeus Ctoios, the saviour, and ta Aphrodite^ 
odicrs* in LaEin diaracter^, were manufacturers^ marks: 
L. V. Lupo and L. Agdln L. Lma^tsnmi. These examples 
seem to have dbappeared. Two other anchors were found 
at Malaga* 

jfntihnt 1949* An aiichor found by Dr, Defl^n^a^:, mther 
over feet. 

Jfiiiks, 1949, now in the Mus^ de la Marine, Parisf. 
An anchor found by Dr. Chinevde. X/ongth* 5§ feet. On 
three aides there i$ a Gorguifs licaiL^ 

itf F(?ur7nigu£ du 1951. Found bj Monsieur 
Girauk (Bor^ly Museum* MarsclUe)* Length, rather over 
3 J feet. 

1951. Found by a Pants ct Chaiiss&s dredger 
(Mus^ d'Istfca}. Length, rather over feet. 

The Club de la Mer de Juan-le$-Pins has found a number 
of ancient anchor^tocks weighing 66» 
3641 and 3Bl lb. On two of these the mortfse-and-tenon 
joints were still in place. 

Similar srocksp varying in size* are co be seen in the Madrid 
and Barcelona Museums, 

^ The British Museum possesses three examples from 
Cyrene, On two of these, which are of almost pnetisdiy the 
same weight (453 lb*)* there is an inscription wftTO£i 
Another, from tlie Isiand of Syme, off the coast of Caria 
^S.W. Turkey)* has inscribed the word It is now 
in the Atlicna Muscuhl 

* f. BmoSt* 7ai d^incrt & til de M^dlific■ (Rf^. Arrk., Airril-Jn&c 
XXXVII, pp. ^ ^ 
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Cecil Torr^ took these inscriptions to be the names of the 
ships to which the anchors belonged. J. N. Svoronos, on the 
other hand, reads them as invocations for protection. This would 
be in keeping with the sacred character of the anchor as an 
object, which must have made of it an important vehicle of 

beliefs. Zeus, Supreme God and Saviour (vnaros aarn^p), ‘was 
the God whose cult was widely spread among the harbours of 
the Greek world, especially at the Piraeus, as the tutelary 

divinity and protector of ships. 

An ancient iron anchor has been found at Cherchel. It is 
now in the museum of that town. Another anchor, also of iron, 

has been found at Etaples.* 

1 Cecil Torr, Ancient Ships, p. 70 n. 160. 
* J. N. Svoronos, op. cit., p. 105. 
* There is a photograph of this anchor (but with no accompanying 

details) in the Archives of the Mus^ de la Marine. 

I 
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AppFNDnc D 

NUMISMATICS AND THE SEA 

Ir lias swmtJ to me that it might not he wJioIly without 
viluo to point out the nature of the ii^i&tarice likely to be 
received from the lienee of numismatics by anybody bent on 
studying the relationship existing butwi.'en Man and the Sca+ 
Histonajis and archaeologists have already drawn on it exten¬ 
sively, and certainly lE should not he n^lected by those who take 
an interest in the part playial by the life of the sea in the ancient 
world. 

From the very earliest days the Greeks made use of minted 
coins as a means of expanding their sea-power and of achieving 
a bloodless ConCjuest of the barbarian landSi We, co-day_^can 
have but a feinr idea of what that invention must iiave meant in 
the iuLndx of the and jrdTnjAot, We do not at lirst 
grasp the manner and degree in which it was linked with the sea. 

This * weapon" of the sixth century was by no means heavy. 
The ohslos fgr. 0-55 to gr. 070) represented tile twenty-fourth 
part of a Hatir. It was a tiny coin made of clectrum^ a rough alloy 
of gold and silver. The obverse carried a design-—a seahonse* a 
Gorgon, the head of a Ifon^ or a seal. On the reverse^ in the 
earliest fornsti, tliere was no decoration more ekborate than a 
simple^ or sometimes a partitioned^ square Sunk into the metal. 
"Coins of this type have been found on the hanks of the Durance, 
at Cavailbn, Orgon, and Samt-Kemy/ writes Monsieur R. 
Bosquet, *as well as on the easrem coiisc of Spain In Febru¬ 
ary 1867 a hoard of them—11130 pieces, all dating from the 
sixtJi century—was discovered in a cla^y pot buried in the ground 
at a spot known as Les Harres^ not iar from Auriol/ 

It is quite dear that the minted money of the Greeks reHected 
to a large extent the seafenng activities of the ci^dliied world 
throughout die cour^ of eight centuries. It can, therefore, 
furnish u$ with spec!he evidenre about the importance and 
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nature of sea-^bom* mfBct fbe ^eatcr of less part taic^n in it 

by each city^ the expansion and nature of trades and the myths 
bom of The sea. all of them symbolized by Tnarinc antniais. 

The firsc electrum Coins were issued by the coastal ciries— 

Miletus, EpheStiS, Phocaca—and on aJl these coins marine 

animals appear. 
Perhaps I may be allowed ro preface my remarks on this 

subject by puinting out thar the on the coins* and the 
adornments on the variaus objects of skips^ equipment^ often 
take the form of the same symbols. The Gorgon^u hcadp which 

appt.'aot on the coinage of AthenSi Ncapolis^ on the Silver pieces 
of Etruria and of a grt^at variety of cities,, is found (four or five 
hundred years laterJ on the stock of an anchor discovered off 

Cap d'Antibes (now in the Musde de la Marine, Paris), The 
Zfdf on the anchor which was fished Up off Cape Palos 
(now in rhe Caithagena Museum) appears also on the coins of 
Selcucia and Corcyta (Corfu). (Rarday Huad* Histsria numvramy 

iq i, pp* 7 8 3^ 3^0') The kiiucJde-bones of the Carry-le-Rouet 
anchor (Bor^ly Museum, Marseille) appear ar an earlier date 
on coins minted in Athens. It should be noted tliat we possesa 
very few ship^s accessories carrying either jnscripliutis ur adorn¬ 

ments, Later discoveries, to be brought to lightj 1 hope^ when 
undersea ardiaeology has progressed beyond its present stagep 

will possibly make available even more suggestive comparisons. 

'rile ebtabhshmenr of a feet of this nature proves dearly the 

persistence! or the wide dispersioji throughout the Mediterranean 
area^ of certain apolropaic images. It is worth while to deter¬ 

mine die part they played in the life of die sea. 
The science of numismatics may be even more useful to us. 

It has already enabled us to establish with acc^itacy the ptace 

not only of navigation but of marine images in the life of 
Greece/ It is a matter of no small importance tu find upon coins 

of various ki nds nepresentations of the Galley of Samos and that 
of Sidon, of anchors, offishermen^s nets^ and of the very cur%'e 

of the harbour at Zaj^cle, the ancient Mesrina. The marking? 

of dicac call a serve also to rtmi rid us of what 1 have called 

*a susceptibility to marine mfiucnces^ with all chat such suscep- 
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tlbility implies of knowledge of, and familiarity with, forms of 
sea-Ufo—which wc to-day lact. They speak a language which 
is Incomprehensible to our con temporaries: the dolphin of 
Tarcnnim, die tynny of Cyzicus, the crab^ of Agrigcntum^ the; 
niurcix of Segegtaj the c^rdium eJk/t of Coreyra, the octopus 
of Messin^r and its follow of Posidonia^ the currJe^Jlsh of Cor- 
essiaj the mussel of Kyme (Cuinpania). All these had for the 
Greets an evocarive power which thL7 do iioc have for us. 
Modern numismatists need the assistance of a naturdist to help 
them to ideiitily these Esli, cru-staecans ^^nd molluscs. Perhaps 
only my fellow-divers are capable of appredacing the beauty 
of liic gr^t elongated cockleshell whi^ Is shown on a coin 
of Gtyneion and die very appearance of which Contincnitd 
Europe has now forgotten. It is the Phtna »^h7isj the silky 
fibres of which were onCe used for wt^adng aaered gannentH. 
I'o-day wc gather it in handfok from the sandy bottonia. 

This 'n^iirine susueptibility" found expression of an extremely 
subtle kind on the coinages of Gruuce. The designer had only ro 
portray a cockleshell beneath a hovering eagle to bring a sJiore 
to mind, and so to create an eagle of the sea. With a few un¬ 
dulating lines he could indicare the presence of waves. His art, 
50 TO speak tvas a piece of significant dialogue carried on between 
the xrast and i more than usually instructed public. 

Just how far did this taste of the Greeks for marine fauna go? 
Should we givne to all tlicac symbols the same importance and 
tJic same value? There are undoubtedly distfnerions which 
cannot be ignored^ and we must be very careful to avoid the 
danger of forcing this foscinacing subject to yield more than it 
inay normally be expected to do- In the first pbee^ nothing like 
all die mnnertary types carry marine a^TnbolB^ It is well to be 
frank and to admit chat those which do may account for perhaps 
one-third of all the Greek coins in the great collections, the 
Britirii Museum,, for example, and the Bihliothiqui Nationale- 
Cut even tliat ia a high proportion and deservea cnrL^ideoLcion, 
Many of the designs, however, call to mind aiiinmls of the dry 

^ Th« isilver pkcci iawtd at M^trteillcp 460 B.C,, bear ttie 
efn^y gf a. 4:nb on the Dtvuic. 
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land: the bull of Samoe, tlin stag and the bee of Ephesus, tJiu 

lion of Milcnis, etc. 
Ftinhermote, we must distinguiali among these heraldic 

blaaona of the Cities (■r^ap<^<n^^lOv]^, those which have a rdigious 
aigriihcance, those which bear witness to commercial activity 
having to do witli the ses, those inspired by a mere play on words, 

like the seal (ddtwij) of Phocaea, and those which may genuindy 
be considered as expressing the kind of‘susceptibility* of which L 

have been speating. It is quite cerram that the dolphin of 

Taremutn, on which the hero Taras rides, has a mythical 
and rdi^ous Signi fiance, and expresses in a fabulous, even 

magical, form the maritime, commercLd atiJ technical pre¬ 
eminence of tliat city. The mnny of Cyzicus is simpler. It was 

reproduced on Staters of elcctrum up to the time of Alexander, 
and Served primarily to publicize the famous fishing-grounds to 

which the place owed its prosperity. It is to be assumed that the 
meaning of the symbol was obvious, and this prosperity, drawn 

from tliu sea, real enough since the currency was evcrywlicre 
accepted and enjoyed a long-lasting popularity. But much of 
this marine symbolisin may have had a deeper ironing. All that 

we know of ancient coins justifira us tn the belief that many of 

the tj'pea had a propaganda and even an adverrising value. They 

served leSS as remindera of a religious cult than as commercial 

trade-marks. 
It is important to rcalivj: that the great sanctuancB such 

as Delos and Delphi, where the peoples of Greece periodi¬ 

cally met tc^thcr, were not only religious centres but ‘Trade 
Fairs' as well. The temples sert'cd as banks, and the oracles 

^g(.ncles througb whicli commercial and marine informa¬ 

tion viras Spread. It was a distinct advantage for a city to possess 

a currency whicli stood at a premium in tliosc places, and Wuld, 
through the symbolism of its coinage, make a dear claim to 
some sort of commercial monopoly. The ttinny of Cp.icus was 

not the only image of this land. The silphion shown on the 

reverse of the gold pieces of Cyrenc was an adveriisemont for 

that marveDous plant which ships frum all over the Mediter¬ 

ranean went to seek on the ecast of Cyronaia, where even rJiu 
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klijg himself did not liisdain to keep a careful eye on its weighing 
and lg3ding+ As Eo the gaJlcys shown on tlic onin.^ oFSidan^ they 
may have been mcended to rcmJiid possible customer of the 
fact iliat the Phoenician fleer^ which w often hired itself out, 
with its crews, for oxpcdition^R and conquestSj specialised jn 
maritime opcriitions of maiiy klniLi. We should read these 
symbols not only in terms of civic pride but suinetijiies also as a 
means of serving the ends of wcll-organiwcl $eJf-interesE. 

Is that all? , . . If so many Greek ciries showed sea-beasts 
upon their coinage* may it not have been that they intended to 
undcrlinE the fact chat they were not strangers to the sea? 
Such familiarity ^lad.since the days of the great Aeg^u heritage* 
taken on a somcwhitt Mattering RigniHcancei There can be no 
doubrthat, for many centuries, skill iii navigation ^'assynnnynious 
widi prnsperityj and char it was no bad thing to announce this 
on the local coine. But were not these octopuses, these shells^ 
all these molluscs also, for the contemporary publicj i proof of 
avilization? For more than a thousand years the inhabitants of 
the Aegean had represenced these creatures on vases and en¬ 
graved stones, and Jiad acquired a degree of prosperi^*a standard 
of livings an accumuhition of wealth and arr of which the Greeks 
and Phoenicians had been joint hears. The Mycentsm vases 
had travelled round the Mediterranean* carrying far aheld the 
very image of die fairest sca-civrlization that the world has 
known* 

It h perhaps legitimate to See in that iket one of the reasons 
which urged the Greeks to reproduce Upon their coins cuttle-^fish 
and other molluscs, aiid even seaweed* A concern for presrtge was 
at work to reiftfoixe the desire lo unncunce a ceirain tcdmical 
pfoemmcnce; navigation in those days was the occuption which 
displayed the highest technical skill. It was* in fact* the equiva¬ 
lent of our modern air services. 

TJiis being so^ one of the most interesting of all die currencies 
of the ancient world would seem to be that of Syracuse. On its 
coins were combined ears of corn and the four dolphins, reigned 
over by the Goddess of the Watery that Arctliusa for whose 
features the maidens of Sicily had ser^^ed as models. On the 
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rcvcrtsc could b* 5*CR tKc blnoJ-horses of iht grcst landownuni, 
drawing a chiriot. The whole curiously cBmpItx desiijiy of 
Sicily was there nmde visible in a few grairuiius of silver. The 
eare of corn bore witness to tlic fertility of an island whicli, 
during the Persian wara, had undertaken to provide all the 
food needed by the Greek armies. But the ambiguous character 
of Arethiisa had its mcaniriE, Goddess of rivers and fresh water, 
slic had passed throug^i tlic deep places of the sea without being 
contaminated by tiitm_She was the true symbol of an island 
in which the races, the skills, the myths of many peoples met. 
To the products of the earth she had added the resources of the 
sea, yet had preserved her purity. It is trarfer for wonder ^t 
So many subtle truths could.be expressed with such concision, 
and in a language which the whole civilized world could 
understand, 

I Hatter myself that I have trackL-d down an analogy between 
the science of numismaties and that ^hiunane oceanogniphy' 
which may be established at Some future daw. Both Itayc this 
in common, tltat they open petspectivea into the past which are 
very different from those provided by history and based on teJitS 
alone. Both silently mark out the salient points in the paci^c and 
coinmercial activities of peoples, aitd show, over great stretches 
of time, and by the evidence of small things, the achievement nf 
influences, exchanges and expansions. They reflect general 
trenila rathet than single events, though these, 100, they handle 
with clarity and brilliance. For instance, they can deal con¬ 
vincingly with the first gold coins minted in Adicns during the 
great financial slump of 407, and with the wreck of Mahdia, 
which revealed to us the loot collected by SuUa in Athens. The 
science of numismatics and the exploration of the deep seas 
present ub with proofs of the same general type, concrcEe, not 
much open to doubt, and limited in time. .Maridme activity, and 
the issues of currency, follow the same genera! graph, are 
affected by the sanic successes and rhe same forms of decadence. 
Their common denominator is coonoinic prasperky. it must, 
I think, be admitted that tlie discovery of a hoard of coins has 
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in ounmon with that of n wrecks and hy dint of 
ingenTOiis deducEion and carcfijl examination can provide m 
with atzcuraie analogies bearing on the general economic 
sitnaEiun of a given period^ the sociaL and commercial rebrio^is 
then obtaining, and evenj at times* the language spoken^ or the 
faahions in favour. For ir^ftance* rhe enormous ass-istatcr piece 
Struck in Indin, and bearing the effigy of Eucradde^ show^ the 
exient to which Hellenism and the Greek tongue had spreads 
But unde^ arciiacology is rich in similar evidence. The 
stoppent of Anth^or an; IndispuTahle proof that Osvan was 
Spoken in C^i^nia in the first century b.c. 

If additional premf be needed of the mighty revolution im** 
posed hy Rorne on the civiljzi!d world* rmrmsnmdcs wi fiimish 
ir. It will be seen rhat this revolution was nor conhned to econ¬ 
omics and politico but also affected the general susceptibilities of 
manUnd. Of all the many types of coin for thu designs of which 
the Greeks had ransacked the sea, only one survived in Roukan 
hands—the prow of a war-galley, eloquent of battle and domi na¬ 
tion, rather than of familiarity with the creatures of the deep. 
In great mass of Roman coins the mo^t various objects are 
utilized as emblems—elephants and zebus^ 'IVoy in flanus, the 
features of ephemeral JCraperorB, walls of cities, a view of 
London in 296r hut never more an octupus* or jiny other 
mollusc.^ A bnd-^wer had battened on the world, repudiating 
the marl time iieritage of the Aegean. It triumphed by moans 
of IB legions, and left lo Greeks ami Syrians the handling of its 
ships. 
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APfENUDC E 

NOTES ON A SEARCH CONDUCTED BY 

COMMANDANT J, Y* COUSIEAU 

OFF MARSEILLE 

Dunng the autitmn and winter of 1952-531 Commandiint 
J, Y- Cousteau was in the cxaminnEioii of M iLndcitt 
wreck lyinj ofF Marseille. He used to the full rhe facilities 
offered hy the oceanographic vessel Cafypiff, equipped in 
accordance witli his insrrucrions, and enjoj^ed the advantage of 
a subsidy provided by the Ministry of National Educadon* He 
was al$o given a great deal of help by the various public services 
of Marseille. 

The aite on whieli lie vms working lies at a depth of between 
eighteen and twenty-one fa thuniSi at die base of a roclcy islet— 
Le Grand Conglou^—close to the He Malrg« The proximity 
of these two places enabled him to use an feJet as a botsc for 
material and personne]. To tJear the ground he made use of a 
very powerful compre^-d-air siuedon pump. A team of experi^ 
cnced ftee-divers was responsible fur the work on the sea-bed. 

This was a case in ivhich cotididom were perfect. The depth 
of water wa*? not excessive: there was a Land-base dose at hand: 
adequate material and Hiiancial resources were availablf;^ and 
olEcial support for the enterprise was furthcoming. Further¬ 
more, ir became clear from the preliminary examination that tiic 
wreck had nnt^ apparently, broken up, and that she had been 
Carrying a Cargo of no Iltde impartaneCf eonsisdng of a very 
large number of wine-amphorae. 

As soon as the initial deanince had been accomplished, the 
divers concentrated their efforrs on raising the amphorae. 
Over three thousand were brougJit to tlie surfece. I am told on 
good authority that several thousand still remain ar the borrom. 
The dimensions of this andetit cargo-vessel must, tlierefore. 



have been considerable. Sotm of the aaiphorBc axe CJreekp 
others Campanian. The latter were stamps with the letters 
S^£.S. which indicate the ownetsliip of a certain Sestus. This 
man is known to liave come origiimlly from Frcgellae* in the 
Ba^r of Naples* and to liave settled! at Delos roinidl about tlie 
year 040 b.c. 

The ship waa also carrying a quantity of blsck-glaze Cam* 
panian Y^r^*_*lhe hundreds of fragments recovered belong to 
some thirty diflferent shapes^all of them of a W’^eil-known com¬ 
mercial pattern^ 

The objects thus collected will be lodged in the Mus^e 
archrfologiquc at Marseille. 

None of the archaeologists worked with the divers. They 
conhned their activities to staying on the surface and receiving 
the finds brought up by the divers. 

So far* no particukrly interesting information Js to hand about 
the ship itself* or about iia equipment. No specialise in naval 
archaeology went down with the divers. 

For the first time in an operacicin of this nature, undcrEvatcr 
television was used, and a submerged loudspeaker was installed 
by means of which instructions were issued to the men at work 
on the scabbed. 

S^fttmier 1953. 
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